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Chapter 1: Introduction

Chapter 1: Introduction

The aesthetic bodies and freedom

The aesthetic bodies and freedom

This book aims to broaden our understanding of the daily realities of people with

This book aims to broaden our understanding of the daily realities of people with

sensory disabilities (PWSDs) in Thailand live their lives, by examining the

sensory disabilities (PWSDs) in Thailand live their lives, by examining the

experiences of blind singers and groups of musicians. What constitutes their moral

experiences of blind singers and groups of musicians. What constitutes their moral

world, their ethics and their self-conception as aesthetic subjects under their

world, their ethics and their self-conception as aesthetic subjects under their

distinctive sensory modes of perception, aggravated by the prevailing uncertainties

distinctive sensory modes of perception, aggravated by the prevailing uncertainties

and risks. I also aim to describe how persons with disabilities’ moral experiences are

and risks. I also aim to describe how persons with disabilities’ moral experiences are

shaped by various assemblages of moralities in Thailand, on the one hand, and the use

shaped by various assemblages of moralities in Thailand, on the one hand, and the use

of bio-politics in modern Thailand, on the other. I also consider how the principal

of bio-politics in modern Thailand, on the other. I also consider how the principal

moralities specific to the Thai cultural context promote the cultivation of moral

moralities specific to the Thai cultural context promote the cultivation of moral

sentiment and self-governance among the blind singers. I attempt to examine whether

sentiment and self-governance among the blind singers. I attempt to examine whether

alternate moralities, aesthetic body values and blindness ethics exist beyond their

alternate moralities, aesthetic body values and blindness ethics exist beyond their

representation by mainstream moral discourses and the institutional moral

representation by mainstream moral discourses and the institutional moral

characteristics of Thai society. The rhetoric of ve-tha-na (feelings of pity), as a moral

characteristics of Thai society. The rhetoric of ve-tha-na (feelings of pity), as a moral

and humanitarian compassion, and the ethical obligation derived from Theravada

and humanitarian compassion, and the ethical obligation derived from Theravada

Buddhism are given particular consideration. I uncover the spaces and forms of

Buddhism are given particular consideration. I uncover the spaces and forms of

association within the blind singers’ moral experiences and ethical moments: those

association within the blind singers’ moral experiences and ethical moments: those

that emerge as part of the politics of pity, with PWSD singers surviving at the margins

that emerge as part of the politics of pity, with PWSD singers surviving at the margins

of society, due to cultural prejudices, sensory hegemony and the regime of the

of society, due to cultural prejudices, sensory hegemony and the regime of the

aesthetic body.

aesthetic body.

This study is based on ethnographic fieldwork conducted among blind singers

This study is based on ethnographic fieldwork conducted among blind singers

and groups of musicians working on the streets of Bangkok, Thailand and at market-

and groups of musicians working on the streets of Bangkok, Thailand and at market-

fairs in the city’s suburbs. During the field study, I worked with blind singers and

fairs in the city’s suburbs. During the field study, I worked with blind singers and

groups of blind musicians as sighted assistance. Participant observation enables

groups of blind musicians as sighted assistance. Participant observation enables

insights into the world and social experience through distinctive sensory perception

insights into the world and social experience through distinctive sensory perception

modes that cannot be gained through interviews alone. However, formal and informal

modes that cannot be gained through interviews alone. However, formal and informal

in-depth interviews are valuable for providing the context for data interpretation.

in-depth interviews are valuable for providing the context for data interpretation.

This book will reveal the world of the Thai blind singers as essentially

This book will reveal the world of the Thai blind singers as essentially

centered on the expression of the aesthetic body, as they present themselves in the

centered on the expression of the aesthetic body, as they present themselves in the

public sphere. They negotiate various conflict-laden situations, in order to be

public sphere. They negotiate various conflict-laden situations, in order to be

1
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accommodated by Buddhist moralities and ethics, to fit in with the proper body

accommodated by Buddhist moralities and ethics, to fit in with the proper body

regime constituted by bio-politics in modern Thailand, and transform themselves

regime constituted by bio-politics in modern Thailand, and transform themselves

into moral subject, in order to receive recognition within the “the politics of the

into moral subject, in order to receive recognition within the “the politics of the

aesthetics body.

aesthetics body.

I use the term the aesthetic body to critique the dominant reductionism of the

I use the term the aesthetic body to critique the dominant reductionism of the

medical paradigm, in which impaired bodies are viewed as passive objects, on the one

medical paradigm, in which impaired bodies are viewed as passive objects, on the one

hand, and as violating the idealization of physically perfect bodies, on the other. The

hand, and as violating the idealization of physically perfect bodies, on the other. The

latter is inspired by the capitalism-driven ideal of “strong and beautiful” bodies

latter is inspired by the capitalism-driven ideal of “strong and beautiful” bodies

(Soder 2009: 72). These views of the body pay little attention to the impaired body –

(Soder 2009: 72). These views of the body pay little attention to the impaired body –

as the locus and existential ground of moral experiences and ethical actions, or as the

as the locus and existential ground of moral experiences and ethical actions, or as the

medium of self-transformation towards becoming moral subjects. In contrast, the

medium of self-transformation towards becoming moral subjects. In contrast, the

aesthetic body perspective approaches bodily realities as emerging in practice and as

aesthetic body perspective approaches bodily realities as emerging in practice and as

an ongoing and open process of “mattering and embodying” (Moser 2009; Barad

an ongoing and open process of “mattering and embodying” (Moser 2009; Barad

2003; Mol and Law 2004; Pols and M’ charek 2010, 222). Indeed, the aesthetic body

2003; Mol and Law 2004; Pols and M’ charek 2010, 222). Indeed, the aesthetic body

views bodies not only as physical entities, but also as themes of concern, value,

views bodies not only as physical entities, but also as themes of concern, value,

meaning, contestation and transformation (Latour 2004; Moser 2008). Based on this

meaning, contestation and transformation (Latour 2004; Moser 2008). Based on this

perspective, I view the blind singers’ expression of the aesthetic body as a way to

perspective, I view the blind singers’ expression of the aesthetic body as a way to

enact multiple impaired bodies in public as well as to regard the aesthetic body as a

enact multiple impaired bodies in public as well as to regard the aesthetic body as a

form of social process, rather than as an absolute domain in its own right. Michael

form of social process, rather than as an absolute domain in its own right. Michael

Herzfeld suggests that “we should focus [on] aesthetic[s] as social processes through

Herzfeld suggests that “we should focus [on] aesthetic[s] as social processes through

which aesthetic values are contested and reformulated” (Herzfeld 2001: 292-3). Tobin

which aesthetic values are contested and reformulated” (Herzfeld 2001: 292-3). Tobin

Siebers (2010) contends that disability is both the subject and object of aesthetic

Siebers (2010) contends that disability is both the subject and object of aesthetic

production: it simultaneously affects the ability to change the emotions and perception

production: it simultaneously affects the ability to change the emotions and perception

of others, and it is a locus of aesthetic assessments.

of others, and it is a locus of aesthetic assessments.

The perception of the blind singers’ impaired bodies relies on an assessment of

The perception of the blind singers’ impaired bodies relies on an assessment of

the aesthetic body in the context of the moral-political doctrines created by both the

the aesthetic body in the context of the moral-political doctrines created by both the

karma ideology of Theravada Buddhism and the bodily regime constituted by neo-

karma ideology of Theravada Buddhism and the bodily regime constituted by neo-

liberal political ideology in modern Thailand. Under the influence of karmic teaching

liberal political ideology in modern Thailand. Under the influence of karmic teaching

within Theravada Buddhism, impairment is believed to be an individual tragedy and a

within Theravada Buddhism, impairment is believed to be an individual tragedy and a

result of bad karma accumulated in a past life or lives. Theravada Buddhist belief in

result of bad karma accumulated in a past life or lives. Theravada Buddhist belief in

merit-making and karma ideology not only implies that those with impairment should

merit-making and karma ideology not only implies that those with impairment should

live in confinement in order to pay back their karmic debt but also turns persons with

live in confinement in order to pay back their karmic debt but also turns persons with

disabilities into objects of charity, rather than seeing them as people who are capable

disabilities into objects of charity, rather than seeing them as people who are capable

2
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of actively making merit to escape their karmic destiny of being impaired. Such a

of actively making merit to escape their karmic destiny of being impaired. Such a

body based on the karma ideology of Theravada Buddhism is meant to be confined to

body based on the karma ideology of Theravada Buddhism is meant to be confined to

a house where it passively awaits assistance. In addition, a blind singer’s impaired

a house where it passively awaits assistance. In addition, a blind singer’s impaired

body is at odds with the state’s neo-liberal agenda, which implies that to qualify for

body is at odds with the state’s neo-liberal agenda, which implies that to qualify for

citizenship status through being productive a properly functioning body is needed. As

citizenship status through being productive a properly functioning body is needed. As

a result, in contemporary Thailand a blind singer’s impaired body exists between two

a result, in contemporary Thailand a blind singer’s impaired body exists between two

moral doctrines: bodies waiting for assistance under the karma ideology of Theravada

moral doctrines: bodies waiting for assistance under the karma ideology of Theravada

Buddhism and bodies that need to generate income under modern neo-liberalism.

Buddhism and bodies that need to generate income under modern neo-liberalism.

In this book, I do not focus on the aesthetic body as a thing of beauty, but

In this book, I do not focus on the aesthetic body as a thing of beauty, but

rather start from the philosophical foundation of thought regarding the body – i.e. the

rather start from the philosophical foundation of thought regarding the body – i.e. the

body existing inside of a discourse. The social model’s dualism considers impairment

body existing inside of a discourse. The social model’s dualism considers impairment

as a natural phenomenon, while disability is a social construction. I emphasize here

as a natural phenomenon, while disability is a social construction. I emphasize here

that there is no pure or natural body: the impaired body of a blind singer is not natural

that there is no pure or natural body: the impaired body of a blind singer is not natural

but is in its essence pre-social and ahistoric, free from bio-politics and existing outside

but is in its essence pre-social and ahistoric, free from bio-politics and existing outside

of discourse (Tremain 2001, 2005). I will examine the aesthetic body regime in

of discourse (Tremain 2001, 2005). I will examine the aesthetic body regime in

modern Thailand as historically contingent and the product of bio-power.

modern Thailand as historically contingent and the product of bio-power.

Furthermore, this form of bio-politics and bio-power conforms perfectly with

Furthermore, this form of bio-politics and bio-power conforms perfectly with

Theravada Buddhism’s moralities and ethics, which co-constitute “the embodiment of

Theravada Buddhism’s moralities and ethics, which co-constitute “the embodiment of

exclusion” of the blind singers centered on the persons with disabilities’ physical

exclusion” of the blind singers centered on the persons with disabilities’ physical

ambiguity as part of a domain of historically contingent embodiment. This bio-power

ambiguity as part of a domain of historically contingent embodiment. This bio-power

constructs the politics of life, which govern over the biological process of people

constructs the politics of life, which govern over the biological process of people

living with impaired bodies. The aesthetic body approach views the body not simply

living with impaired bodies. The aesthetic body approach views the body not simply

as a physical object or physiological state, but as an existential ground of experience.

as a physical object or physiological state, but as an existential ground of experience.

My primary focus in this book is on the impaired bodies of blind singers in

My primary focus in this book is on the impaired bodies of blind singers in

Thailand, as a source of assemblages of moral experiences, moral sentiments and

Thailand, as a source of assemblages of moral experiences, moral sentiments and

ethical subjectivities within the life world in which blind singers exist. I intend to

ethical subjectivities within the life world in which blind singers exist. I intend to

investigate the bodily practices of these blind singers, as sites of self-transformation,

investigate the bodily practices of these blind singers, as sites of self-transformation,

the aim being to become moral subjects through recognition and the aesthetics of

the aim being to become moral subjects through recognition and the aesthetics of

existence. This perspective views the body as a locus of gazes and a site of power

existence. This perspective views the body as a locus of gazes and a site of power

relations. I show that singing while walking (rather than sitting on the ground) gives

relations. I show that singing while walking (rather than sitting on the ground) gives

blind singers a sense of freedom, because they can work while walking past and away

blind singers a sense of freedom, because they can work while walking past and away

from the gaze of the others who exist within the “scopic regime. Walking around and

from the gaze of the others who exist within the “scopic regime. Walking around and

singing on the streets and at fairs also breaks the blind singers’ singular selves and the

singing on the streets and at fairs also breaks the blind singers’ singular selves and the

3
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stable ontology of disabled body, and helps draw them away from view of the

stable ontology of disabled body, and helps draw them away from view of the

impaired body as a stable singular entity, which are rooted in its biology (Shildrick

impaired body as a stable singular entity, which are rooted in its biology (Shildrick

and Price 1996; Price and Shildrick 1998). Instead, walking around and singing

and Price 1996; Price and Shildrick 1998). Instead, walking around and singing

creates a body of becoming, i.e. a body in the process of redefining itself through

creates a body of becoming, i.e. a body in the process of redefining itself through

movement. Rather than examining technologies of power based on cultural relativism

movement. Rather than examining technologies of power based on cultural relativism

theory and the cultural approach, as promoted by the cultural model of disability (see

theory and the cultural approach, as promoted by the cultural model of disability (see

Devlieger, Rusch and Pfeiffer 2003; Devlieger 2005; Ingstad and Whyte 1995;

Devlieger, Rusch and Pfeiffer 2003; Devlieger 2005; Ingstad and Whyte 1995;

Naemiratch and Manderson 2009), I will focus on the various forms of power

Naemiratch and Manderson 2009), I will focus on the various forms of power

relations within scopic regime. As a consequence, the blind singers’ impaired bodies

relations within scopic regime. As a consequence, the blind singers’ impaired bodies

are sites where power is exerted and where the locus of various negotiations is

are sites where power is exerted and where the locus of various negotiations is

created. In particular, I see the impaired body as a site of moral self-expression, one

created. In particular, I see the impaired body as a site of moral self-expression, one

used to reassess the evaluation of blind singers as aesthetic bodies, thus allowing them

used to reassess the evaluation of blind singers as aesthetic bodies, thus allowing them

to be appreciated for other reasons. The aesthetic body approach views the body as

to be appreciated for other reasons. The aesthetic body approach views the body as

uncertain, fragile and vulnerable. Margrit Shildrick points out that unusual bodily

uncertain, fragile and vulnerable. Margrit Shildrick points out that unusual bodily

forms, such as an abnormal shape, unkempt appearance or disability, are obvious

forms, such as an abnormal shape, unkempt appearance or disability, are obvious

reflections of the vulnerability of human bodies –, which the opposing state to the

reflections of the vulnerability of human bodies –, which the opposing state to the

clean and “proper” body expected by Therevada Buddhism and neo-liberalism.

clean and “proper” body expected by Therevada Buddhism and neo-liberalism.

Unusual bodily forms make people feel uncomfortable, make people fear that the

Unusual bodily forms make people feel uncomfortable, make people fear that the

same fate might also befall them. It is as if unusual bodily forms are contagious,

same fate might also befall them. It is as if unusual bodily forms are contagious,

through touch or even through proximity, based on the fear that vulnerability is at a

through touch or even through proximity, based on the fear that vulnerability is at a

psychological and ontological level within the reference framework of the self

psychological and ontological level within the reference framework of the self

(Shildrick 2000: 216-7).

(Shildrick 2000: 216-7).

Although we can place bodily defects at one end of the continuum of

Although we can place bodily defects at one end of the continuum of

“abnormality” or “difference”, persons with disabilities share many attributes with

“abnormality” or “difference”, persons with disabilities share many attributes with

other “normal” people, which puts them also at the other end of the

other “normal” people, which puts them also at the other end of the

“likeness/sameness” continuum. As a result, persons with disabilities are an

“likeness/sameness” continuum. As a result, persons with disabilities are an

ambiguous body of humanity, existing somewhere in-between normality and

ambiguous body of humanity, existing somewhere in-between normality and

abnormality. Using the term “abjection,” as coined by Julia Kristeva, I will show that

abnormality. Using the term “abjection,” as coined by Julia Kristeva, I will show that

the blind singers’ “ambiguous” bodies draw an ambiguous border around themselves

the blind singers’ “ambiguous” bodies draw an ambiguous border around themselves

which objects to and breaks the frame of categorization within cultural thought

which objects to and breaks the frame of categorization within cultural thought

(Kristeva 1982). As previously described, the aesthetic body representation of the

(Kristeva 1982). As previously described, the aesthetic body representation of the

blind singers is a result of their cultural categorization in Thailand, as influenced by

blind singers is a result of their cultural categorization in Thailand, as influenced by

karma ideology and the rhetoric of ve-tha-na derived from Theravada Buddhism, that

karma ideology and the rhetoric of ve-tha-na derived from Theravada Buddhism, that
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they are a group of people with defective bodies and disabilities who should remain at

they are a group of people with defective bodies and disabilities who should remain at

home, as objects of philanthropy, and should certainly not present in public, in order

home, as objects of philanthropy, and should certainly not present in public, in order

to work and live independently. Therefore, the blind singers’ condition, which they

to work and live independently. Therefore, the blind singers’ condition, which they

present in the public sphere and under the gaze of others, places them somewhere

present in the public sphere and under the gaze of others, places them somewhere

between able-bodied and disabled. This ambiguity not only breaks Thai cultural

between able-bodied and disabled. This ambiguity not only breaks Thai cultural

categorizations but also disturbs the social perceptions of those who encounter them.

categorizations but also disturbs the social perceptions of those who encounter them.

The politics of aesthetic bodies and the politics of humanity

The politics of aesthetic bodies and the politics of humanity

In this book I also examine the unintended consequences of the rights paradigm as it

In this book I also examine the unintended consequences of the rights paradigm as it

is applied to people with disabilities in Thailand, being as it is liberalist in nature and

is applied to people with disabilities in Thailand, being as it is liberalist in nature and

so focused on autonomy, choice and freedom of agency. I will show that this rights

so focused on autonomy, choice and freedom of agency. I will show that this rights

paradigm is based on a negative ontology of disability, which eliminates any

paradigm is based on a negative ontology of disability, which eliminates any

consideration of alternative perspectives (Campbell 2005). I agree with Stuart Blume

consideration of alternative perspectives (Campbell 2005). I agree with Stuart Blume

and Anja Hiddinga (2010: 233-234), who conclude that the social model of disability

and Anja Hiddinga (2010: 233-234), who conclude that the social model of disability

provides a powerful political apparatus for social movements in developing countries,

provides a powerful political apparatus for social movements in developing countries,

because the medical model of disability and the normalization approach towards

because the medical model of disability and the normalization approach towards

rehabilitation remain dominant in public discourse. Nevertheless, in this book I aim to

rehabilitation remain dominant in public discourse. Nevertheless, in this book I aim to

advance and broaden the disability scholarship knowledge in developing countries,

advance and broaden the disability scholarship knowledge in developing countries,

and in particular in Thailand, is currently dominated by the social model of disability

and in particular in Thailand, is currently dominated by the social model of disability

and the universalism of the human right approach, which are seen as imperative

and the universalism of the human right approach, which are seen as imperative

moral-political apparatuses to use to emancipate persons with disabilities and enhance

moral-political apparatuses to use to emancipate persons with disabilities and enhance

their human dignity. I will reveal the unintended consequences of this social

their human dignity. I will reveal the unintended consequences of this social

movement in Thailand based on social model approach and human rights discourse

movement in Thailand based on social model approach and human rights discourse

being deployed by social activists to create a new moral language, one to counter the

being deployed by social activists to create a new moral language, one to counter the

institutional morality of Theravada Buddhist doctrines and create a new political

institutional morality of Theravada Buddhist doctrines and create a new political

apparatus which guarantees the rights and human dignities of people with disabilities.

apparatus which guarantees the rights and human dignities of people with disabilities.

As a result, the human rights discourse and social model principles have transformed

As a result, the human rights discourse and social model principles have transformed

to become the dominant moral imperative and singular moral standard.

to become the dominant moral imperative and singular moral standard.

To summarize the politics surrounding the aesthetic body regime: the

To summarize the politics surrounding the aesthetic body regime: the

standards and implicit meanings related to the appearance of a social body are used as

standards and implicit meanings related to the appearance of a social body are used as

moral-political apparatuses to evaluate its owner and give specific values and

moral-political apparatuses to evaluate its owner and give specific values and

meanings to human life. The politics related to the aesthetic body is the politics of

meanings to human life. The politics related to the aesthetic body is the politics of

humanity in the 21st century in Thailand. Human beings are enacted based on an

humanity in the 21st century in Thailand. Human beings are enacted based on an
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ancient moral doctrine in the country, based on Theravada Buddhism and the current

ancient moral doctrine in the country, based on Theravada Buddhism and the current

economic regime (neo-liberalism), which together govern human biological processes

economic regime (neo-liberalism), which together govern human biological processes

and co-constitute the regime of the aesthetic body as the “proper” body. Within this

and co-constitute the regime of the aesthetic body as the “proper” body. Within this

Thai aesthetic body regime, people who deviate from the ideal are excluded through a

Thai aesthetic body regime, people who deviate from the ideal are excluded through a

double movement of inclusion and exclusion. In the other words, in Thailand the

double movement of inclusion and exclusion. In the other words, in Thailand the

politics of the aesthetic body is the product of a mixture of a global political ideology

politics of the aesthetic body is the product of a mixture of a global political ideology

– which has transformed itself into a universalism among developing countries and

– which has transformed itself into a universalism among developing countries and

includes democracy, humanitarianism and human rights (Baudrillard 2012: 69), and

includes democracy, humanitarianism and human rights (Baudrillard 2012: 69), and

Thai local moral-political doctrines, as espoused by Theravada Buddhism’s ethics and

Thai local moral-political doctrines, as espoused by Theravada Buddhism’s ethics and

moral world. As a result, the aesthetic body shapes the lives of disabled persons in

moral world. As a result, the aesthetic body shapes the lives of disabled persons in

Thailand, governing and controlling the biological conditions of human life in the

Thailand, governing and controlling the biological conditions of human life in the

name of political neutrality, humanitarianism and morality. The ethical obligations

name of political neutrality, humanitarianism and morality. The ethical obligations

allow various “technologies of power” to do their work, rendering borders irrelevant

allow various “technologies of power” to do their work, rendering borders irrelevant

in the name of a higher moral injunction, while preventing and relieving the suffering

in the name of a higher moral injunction, while preventing and relieving the suffering

of others (Ticktin 2006b: 118). Furthermore, the politics of the aesthetic body – which

of others (Ticktin 2006b: 118). Furthermore, the politics of the aesthetic body – which

has its origins in the unequal power relations between blind singers and the “others” –

has its origins in the unequal power relations between blind singers and the “others” –

motivates the blind singers to become moral subjects by gaining recognition from the

motivates the blind singers to become moral subjects by gaining recognition from the

others and searching for their own ethics of existence, as independent subjects who

others and searching for their own ethics of existence, as independent subjects who

are not beggars. In this sense, this politics of the aesthetic body is a politics that

are not beggars. In this sense, this politics of the aesthetic body is a politics that

reconfigures the distribution of the sensible through redefined meanings within the

reconfigures the distribution of the sensible through redefined meanings within the

public sphere and scopic regime, based on what Jacques Ranciere (2004) calls “the

public sphere and scopic regime, based on what Jacques Ranciere (2004) calls “the

politics of aesthetics”.

politics of aesthetics”.
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Theoretical concepts

The cultural meaning of disability in Thailand

The cultural meaning of disability in Thailand

The word for disability in Thai is pikern – literal meaning “physically handicapped”

The word for disability in Thai is pikern – literal meaning “physically handicapped”

or “to have a physical defect” – and carries strong negative connotations. The cultural

or “to have a physical defect” – and carries strong negative connotations. The cultural

meanings related to disability in Thai society, as highlighted by Bhensri Naemiratch

meanings related to disability in Thai society, as highlighted by Bhensri Naemiratch

and Lenore Manderson, are influenced by Thai views on bodily states, based on two

and Lenore Manderson, are influenced by Thai views on bodily states, based on two

philosophical principles: the five aggregates (in Pali khandha and in Sanskrit skandas)

philosophical principles: the five aggregates (in Pali khandha and in Sanskrit skandas)

and indigenous notions of health and illness. The five aggregates consist of two major

and indigenous notions of health and illness. The five aggregates consist of two major

parts: (i) rup or the physical form of the self (in Pali rupa), and (ii) the four non-

parts: (i) rup or the physical form of the self (in Pali rupa), and (ii) the four non-

physical forms of the self, which include (1) vinyan (in Pali vinnana) – awareness and

physical forms of the self, which include (1) vinyan (in Pali vinnana) – awareness and

consciousness, (2) ve-tha-na (in Pali vedana) – feelings, which can be either physical,
6
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psychological, or both, (3) san-ya (in Pali sanna) – memory and perception, and (4)

psychological, or both, (3) san-ya (in Pali sanna) – memory and perception, and (4)

sang-kharn (in Pali sankhara) – various mental formations, activities and volitions.

sang-kharn (in Pali sankhara) – various mental formations, activities and volitions.

These indigenous notions of health and illness are derived from Ayurvedic humoral

These indigenous notions of health and illness are derived from Ayurvedic humoral

theory, in which the body is comprised of four basic elements: earth, water, air and

theory, in which the body is comprised of four basic elements: earth, water, air and

fire. Earth and water are formed first within the body, while air and fire are formed

fire. Earth and water are formed first within the body, while air and fire are formed

later in life. Traditionally, Thai concepts of the perfect or normal body rely on the

later in life. Traditionally, Thai concepts of the perfect or normal body rely on the

presence of all 32 components of earth and water, and any incompleteness due to the

presence of all 32 components of earth and water, and any incompleteness due to the

absence of one or more of these components will lead to disability (Naemiratch and

absence of one or more of these components will lead to disability (Naemiratch and

Manderson 2009: 479-480).

Manderson 2009: 479-480).

Thai moral Buddhism is essentially centered around the world and the ethics

Thai moral Buddhism is essentially centered around the world and the ethics

present in Thai society. Its institutional moralities dominate everyday ethical practices

present in Thai society. Its institutional moralities dominate everyday ethical practices

and define the ideals of a moral and good life. In Thai Buddhist society, people

and define the ideals of a moral and good life. In Thai Buddhist society, people

generally justify their present status on the basis of karma, that is, one’s present

generally justify their present status on the basis of karma, that is, one’s present

condition is determined by past conduct. This belief is derived from the Buddhist

condition is determined by past conduct. This belief is derived from the Buddhist

doctrine that life is a chain of rebirths (Ratanakul 1996). Based on the influence of

doctrine that life is a chain of rebirths (Ratanakul 1996). Based on the influence of

Buddhist karma, disability is seen as an individual tragedy, a soft of payback for bad

Buddhist karma, disability is seen as an individual tragedy, a soft of payback for bad

karma a person may have accumulated in a past life or in past lives (Schumm and

karma a person may have accumulated in a past life or in past lives (Schumm and

Stoltzfus 2007; Naemiratch and Manderson 2009; Bualar 2010; King and King 2011).

Stoltzfus 2007; Naemiratch and Manderson 2009; Bualar 2010; King and King 2011).

For instance, being born blind may be the result of having previously caused a bird to

For instance, being born blind may be the result of having previously caused a bird to

lose its sight. Views on disability are also affected by Thai people’s belief in ghosts

lose its sight. Views on disability are also affected by Thai people’s belief in ghosts

and supernatural beings (Rukwong, Chirawatkul and Markovic 2007; King and King

and supernatural beings (Rukwong, Chirawatkul and Markovic 2007; King and King

2011). The Buddhist beliefs in merit-making and karma not only lead to persons with

2011). The Buddhist beliefs in merit-making and karma not only lead to persons with

disabilities being confined (or confining themselves) to their homes, as payback for

disabilities being confined (or confining themselves) to their homes, as payback for

their karmic debt, but also view them as having a spiritual deficiency, meaning they

their karmic debt, but also view them as having a spiritual deficiency, meaning they

are forced to suffer in chaos and isolation (Schumm and Stoltzfus 2007). This

are forced to suffer in chaos and isolation (Schumm and Stoltzfus 2007). This

framework also treats people with disabilities as objects of charity, as evidenced

framework also treats people with disabilities as objects of charity, as evidenced

through Thai charitable organizations, rather than seeing them as people capable of

through Thai charitable organizations, rather than seeing them as people capable of

actively making merit and escaping their “karma of being disabled”.

actively making merit and escaping their “karma of being disabled”.

In Thailand, the family is regarded as the main institution responsible for

In Thailand, the family is regarded as the main institution responsible for

providing care to persons with disabilities (Riewpaiboon and Blume 2009: xx). In

providing care to persons with disabilities (Riewpaiboon and Blume 2009: xx). In

their study on middle-aged women living with disability in Northeast Thailand, Pensri

their study on middle-aged women living with disability in Northeast Thailand, Pensri

Rukwong, Siriporn Chirawatkul and Milica Markovic (2007: 291) show that

Rukwong, Siriporn Chirawatkul and Milica Markovic (2007: 291) show that

Buddhism teaches people with disabilities and their families to be patient and accept

Buddhism teaches people with disabilities and their families to be patient and accept
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their own fate, and that this approach enables disabled women to cope more easily

their own fate, and that this approach enables disabled women to cope more easily

with the painful reality of their life. Moreover, other studies in Thailand have shown

with the painful reality of their life. Moreover, other studies in Thailand have shown

how gender roles prescribed by local culture can reflect the lived experiences of

how gender roles prescribed by local culture can reflect the lived experiences of

middle-aged women living with disability (Rukwong, Chirawatkul and Markovic

middle-aged women living with disability (Rukwong, Chirawatkul and Markovic

2007; Rukwong 2008).

2007; Rukwong 2008).

Following Theravada Buddhism, Thai social representation of persons with

Following Theravada Buddhism, Thai social representation of persons with

disabilities sees them as having impaired bodies, as unable to survive on their own,

disabilities sees them as having impaired bodies, as unable to survive on their own,

and thus, as needing help from others. According to karmic theory, people with

and thus, as needing help from others. According to karmic theory, people with

disabilities should be hidden from view and remain at home, while awaiting

disabilities should be hidden from view and remain at home, while awaiting

assistance as passive objects. This view of people with disabilities – as pitiable objects

assistance as passive objects. This view of people with disabilities – as pitiable objects

of charity and confined to the margins of society – is reinforced by the representations

of charity and confined to the margins of society – is reinforced by the representations

of persons with disabilities in Thai novels, television dramas and films. The

of persons with disabilities in Thai novels, television dramas and films. The

stereotypical disabled person is depicted as physically crippled and socially excluded

stereotypical disabled person is depicted as physically crippled and socially excluded

(e.g. confined to the house). Kulapa Vajanasara reviewed Thai literature on the

(e.g. confined to the house). Kulapa Vajanasara reviewed Thai literature on the

disabled, finding that disability is presented as the result of sins committed in a former

disabled, finding that disability is presented as the result of sins committed in a former

life and that persons with disabilities are viewed as helpless people who cannot do

life and that persons with disabilities are viewed as helpless people who cannot do

anything without the help of others, again the concept of passive objects of charitable

anything without the help of others, again the concept of passive objects of charitable

action (Vajanasara 2005). However, Thanomnual Hiranyatheb (2008) argues that the

action (Vajanasara 2005). However, Thanomnual Hiranyatheb (2008) argues that the

way in which the meaning of disability is produced in Thai literature has changed in

way in which the meaning of disability is produced in Thai literature has changed in

accordance with social and cultural factors as well as Thai government policies for the

accordance with social and cultural factors as well as Thai government policies for the

disabled.

disabled.

According to Buddhist principles, people and things exist only in relation to

According to Buddhist principles, people and things exist only in relation to

everyone and everything else; no one person or thing is fully independent (Ratanakul

everyone and everything else; no one person or thing is fully independent (Ratanakul

1988). Buddhist institutional moralities and ethics aimed at maintaining individual

1988). Buddhist institutional moralities and ethics aimed at maintaining individual

and social harmony state that all humans should interact with each other in a mentally

and social harmony state that all humans should interact with each other in a mentally

appropriate and emotionally mature manner. Bhensri Naemiratch and Lenore

appropriate and emotionally mature manner. Bhensri Naemiratch and Lenore

Manderson conducted fieldwork in rural villages across Northeast Thailand, finding

Manderson conducted fieldwork in rural villages across Northeast Thailand, finding

that Buddhist principles related to a virtuous existence, and in particular songsarn

that Buddhist principles related to a virtuous existence, and in particular songsarn

(feelings of sympathy and pity), play an important role in social and community

(feelings of sympathy and pity), play an important role in social and community

responses to disability as well as public feelings toward disabled persons. In contrast,

responses to disability as well as public feelings toward disabled persons. In contrast,

persons with disabilities do not want anyone to feel songsarn towards them; they

persons with disabilities do not want anyone to feel songsarn towards them; they

perceive songsarn as somphet (which literally means “pitiful”) (Naemiratch and

perceive songsarn as somphet (which literally means “pitiful”) (Naemiratch and

Manderson 2009).

Manderson 2009).
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Theravada Buddhist doctrines, which portray persons with disabilities as

Theravada Buddhist doctrines, which portray persons with disabilities as

helpless and weak, have contributed to the creation of a system of exclusion in

helpless and weak, have contributed to the creation of a system of exclusion in

Thailand. This system plays an important role in determining how Thai people deal

Thailand. This system plays an important role in determining how Thai people deal

with the disabled. For example, Penchan Sherer’s study shows that in some rural areas

with the disabled. For example, Penchan Sherer’s study shows that in some rural areas

of Thailand, medical officers and the families or relatives of females with

of Thailand, medical officers and the families or relatives of females with

cognitive impairments work together to try to force the disabled family member to

cognitive impairments work together to try to force the disabled family member to

take contraceptives, as these women are seen as victims of sexual violence and so at

take contraceptives, as these women are seen as victims of sexual violence and so at

greater risk of becoming pregnant (Sherer 2009). Moreover, Thai government

greater risk of becoming pregnant (Sherer 2009). Moreover, Thai government

policies, which reverberate Theravada Buddhism morality, tend to make life worse for

policies, which reverberate Theravada Buddhism morality, tend to make life worse for

persons with disabilities. For example, the Ministry of Public Health does not allow

persons with disabilities. For example, the Ministry of Public Health does not allow

blind people to hold a traditional Thai massage license, with the explanation that blind

blind people to hold a traditional Thai massage license, with the explanation that blind

people cannot administer massages of the same quality as provided by unimpaired

people cannot administer massages of the same quality as provided by unimpaired

vision masseuses.

vision masseuses.

There is no doubt that the theory behind karma and the rhetoric contained

There is no doubt that the theory behind karma and the rhetoric contained

within ve-tha-na, as derived from Theravada Buddhist principles which see persons

within ve-tha-na, as derived from Theravada Buddhist principles which see persons

with disabilities as “hidden” and “pitiable objects of charity”, are mirrored by Thai

with disabilities as “hidden” and “pitiable objects of charity”, are mirrored by Thai

government policies related to the disabled, which tend to view them as objects of

government policies related to the disabled, which tend to view them as objects of

social charity, people who should be confined to government-run shelters as part of a

social charity, people who should be confined to government-run shelters as part of a

humanitarian approach. For example, after the Department of Social Welfare was

humanitarian approach. For example, after the Department of Social Welfare was

established in 1940 to assist “helpless” people, including the disabled, the Thai

established in 1940 to assist “helpless” people, including the disabled, the Thai

government enacted the Beggar Control Act in 1941. This Act stated that beggars in

government enacted the Beggar Control Act in 1941. This Act stated that beggars in

Bangkok, as well as the elderly and disabled – and especially the mentally disabled

Bangkok, as well as the elderly and disabled – and especially the mentally disabled

who begged along roadsides in Bangkok – were not self-reliant and had nobody to

who begged along roadsides in Bangkok – were not self-reliant and had nobody to

look after them, and should, therefore, be confined to government-run shelters. Both

look after them, and should, therefore, be confined to government-run shelters. Both

the Beggar Control Act – which categorized people with disabilities as “helpless” –

the Beggar Control Act – which categorized people with disabilities as “helpless” –

and the establishment of shelters for “confined citizens”, resonated perfectly with the

and the establishment of shelters for “confined citizens”, resonated perfectly with the

karma ideology of Theravada Buddhism. Moreover, the citizenship status of persons

karma ideology of Theravada Buddhism. Moreover, the citizenship status of persons

with disabilities in Thailand is ambiguous: should they be seen as state citizens who

with disabilities in Thailand is ambiguous: should they be seen as state citizens who

deserve the same rights as any other, or should they be seen as non-citizens for whom

deserve the same rights as any other, or should they be seen as non-citizens for whom

the government should provide social welfare as humanitan assistance? Thai

the government should provide social welfare as humanitan assistance? Thai

government policies regarding persons with disabilities and Theravada Buddhism’s

government policies regarding persons with disabilities and Theravada Buddhism’s

moral doctrines are intertwined and continue to reinforce one another in Thailand.

moral doctrines are intertwined and continue to reinforce one another in Thailand.
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Cultural stigmas and materials

Cultural stigmas and materials

During my fieldwork I was often asked by my Thai friends whether the blind singers I

During my fieldwork I was often asked by my Thai friends whether the blind singers I

study are controlled by the mafia, i.e. deceived into working for sighted people who

study are controlled by the mafia, i.e. deceived into working for sighted people who

profit off their work. They are curious to know how earnings are shared between the

profit off their work. They are curious to know how earnings are shared between the

mafia and the blind singers. News reports in Thailand regularly cover human

mafia and the blind singers. News reports in Thailand regularly cover human

trafficking incidents: children from neighboring countries brought to Bangkok and

trafficking incidents: children from neighboring countries brought to Bangkok and

forced into begging; government goals to eliminate foreign beggars; children being

forced into begging; government goals to eliminate foreign beggars; children being

kidnapped from hospitals and forced into begging; beggars being assaulted and other

kidnapped from hospitals and forced into begging; beggars being assaulted and other

stories. The news usually attributes these illegal acts to mafia groups. This social

stories. The news usually attributes these illegal acts to mafia groups. This social

discourse led to my own stigmatization as a sighted person who works with persons

discourse led to my own stigmatization as a sighted person who works with persons

with disabilities. During my fieldwork, I had to confirm my status as a researcher

with disabilities. During my fieldwork, I had to confirm my status as a researcher

more than once, because many of the blind singers I met did not trust me at first; some

more than once, because many of the blind singers I met did not trust me at first; some

even gave me false information. They were afraid I might be a policeman or a social

even gave me false information. They were afraid I might be a policeman or a social

welfare officer who would fool them into revealing information about the blind

welfare officer who would fool them into revealing information about the blind

society and lead to their capture. Likewise, some sellers at the market fairs also

society and lead to their capture. Likewise, some sellers at the market fairs also

believed I was part of the mafia controlling the blind singers, and looked upon me

believed I was part of the mafia controlling the blind singers, and looked upon me

with contempt, particularly when I helped the singers count their money into a

with contempt, particularly when I helped the singers count their money into a

donation box, which made me look like a mafia member taking his share of the

donation box, which made me look like a mafia member taking his share of the

profits.

profits.
Before I started my fieldwork, I thought of blind singers, homeless people and

Before I started my fieldwork, I thought of blind singers, homeless people and

beggars on the streets of Bangkok as belonging to the same social group. I realized

beggars on the streets of Bangkok as belonging to the same social group. I realized

later that blind singers are fundamentally different because they have a way to earn a

later that blind singers are fundamentally different because they have a way to earn a

living. Some have even graduated from college. I also learned that singing while

living. Some have even graduated from college. I also learned that singing while

walking along the street, rather than sitting on the ground, is a strategy used by the

walking along the street, rather than sitting on the ground, is a strategy used by the

blind singers to avoid looking like beggars, and to encourage strangers to give them

blind singers to avoid looking like beggars, and to encourage strangers to give them

money. They call this a “business tactic”. Walking while singing is the political

money. They call this a “business tactic”. Walking while singing is the political

statement they use to challenge social perceptions and stereotypes; it shows that they

statement they use to challenge social perceptions and stereotypes; it shows that they

are not charitable objects awaiting help from others, but active subjects and able

are not charitable objects awaiting help from others, but active subjects and able

people who can earn a living for themselves. Blind singers and beggars tend to work

people who can earn a living for themselves. Blind singers and beggars tend to work

in the same locations; for example, around flyovers, in markets and on pavements,

in the same locations; for example, around flyovers, in markets and on pavements,

and both carry a donation box. As a result, the only difference between them and

and both carry a donation box. As a result, the only difference between them and

beggars is that blind singers play music or sing for their money, while beggars do

beggars is that blind singers play music or sing for their money, while beggars do

nothing specific to earn a living.

nothing specific to earn a living.
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In Thai society, social stigmas or cultural prejudices are used to blame people

In Thai society, social stigmas or cultural prejudices are used to blame people

– such as travelers, those with a low education, the dirty, poor – and such stigmas are

– such as travelers, those with a low education, the dirty, poor – and such stigmas are

inscribed on the blind singers. For example, many of them migrate from rural areas to

inscribed on the blind singers. For example, many of them migrate from rural areas to

cities, especially to Bangkok, and are frequently looked down upon; referred to as

cities, especially to Bangkok, and are frequently looked down upon; referred to as

poorly educated “rustics” who wander the streets begging for money. Although blind

poorly educated “rustics” who wander the streets begging for money. Although blind

singers attempt to define themselves as wanipok (freelance musicians), in order to

singers attempt to define themselves as wanipok (freelance musicians), in order to

present a separate social image from beggars, as they still carry a donation box while

present a separate social image from beggars, as they still carry a donation box while

singing they tend to be placed in the same group. The donation box is the most potent

singing they tend to be placed in the same group. The donation box is the most potent

cultural symbol as it confirms the stigmas and feeds Thai cultural prejudices.

cultural symbol as it confirms the stigmas and feeds Thai cultural prejudices.

The disability studies:

The disability studies:

The social model and Descartes’ dichotomy

The social model and Descartes’ dichotomy

The development of disability studies can be traced back thirty years. Although social

The development of disability studies can be traced back thirty years. Although social

science claimed to be concerned with social hierarchies and inequality, up to the

science claimed to be concerned with social hierarchies and inequality, up to the

1960s social scientists did little to criticize the stereotypes and prejudices associated

1960s social scientists did little to criticize the stereotypes and prejudices associated

with the disabled. Similarly, while the social consequences of medical dominance

with the disabled. Similarly, while the social consequences of medical dominance

over health services were being challenged by many medical sociologists, few studies

over health services were being challenged by many medical sociologists, few studies

were carried out into how professionals take control of persons with disabilities’ lives

were carried out into how professionals take control of persons with disabilities’ lives

(Barnes, Mercer and Shakespeare 1999: 10). Starting in the 1970s, a social movement

(Barnes, Mercer and Shakespeare 1999: 10). Starting in the 1970s, a social movement

began to advocate for greater awareness of the social barriers that affect persons with

began to advocate for greater awareness of the social barriers that affect persons with

disabilities and generate social inequality (e.g. limited access to education, jobs,

disabilities and generate social inequality (e.g. limited access to education, jobs,

healthcare services and appropriate environmental surrounding). During the 1970s

healthcare services and appropriate environmental surrounding). During the 1970s

and 1980s, activists for the disabled and associated organizations advocated for the

and 1980s, activists for the disabled and associated organizations advocated for the

disabled, challenging conventional wisdom and practices related to disability, a

disabled, challenging conventional wisdom and practices related to disability, a

movement grounding in what came to be known as the “social model of disability”.

movement grounding in what came to be known as the “social model of disability”.

The social model of disability, under strong influence by the historical-

The social model of disability, under strong influence by the historical-

materialist philosophies of neo-Marxism, views disability as a form of oppression (see

materialist philosophies of neo-Marxism, views disability as a form of oppression (see

Finkelstein 1980; Abberley 1987; Barnes 1991; Oliver 1996b). Instead of individual

Finkelstein 1980; Abberley 1987; Barnes 1991; Oliver 1996b). Instead of individual

characteristics, the social model emphasizes the social origins of injustice and

characteristics, the social model emphasizes the social origins of injustice and

exclusion of the disabled. Another important point is the conceptual distinction

exclusion of the disabled. Another important point is the conceptual distinction

between impairment and disability. Impairments are individual, physical and

between impairment and disability. Impairments are individual, physical and

embodied experiences, whereas disabilities are socially imposed disadvantages arising

embodied experiences, whereas disabilities are socially imposed disadvantages arising

from cultural attitudes, the structural organization of institutions, and the design of

from cultural attitudes, the structural organization of institutions, and the design of

public spaces (Oliver 1990, 1996a, 2004). The demarcation between impairment and
11
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disability results in clear definitions and helps refocus attention on the disabling

disability results in clear definitions and helps refocus attention on the disabling

processes. In other words, while impairment is a physical reality, society constructs

processes. In other words, while impairment is a physical reality, society constructs

and shapes the definition of disability based on social and cultural specificities related

and shapes the definition of disability based on social and cultural specificities related

to language, culture, law and moral discourse. Despite the apparent contradictions

to language, culture, law and moral discourse. Despite the apparent contradictions

between the definition of disability in the medical and social models, Shelley Tremain

between the definition of disability in the medical and social models, Shelley Tremain

(2002) proposes that such contradictions are only apparent because the social model is

(2002) proposes that such contradictions are only apparent because the social model is

truly based on the impairment terms used by the medical model, that is, both models

truly based on the impairment terms used by the medical model, that is, both models

accept that impairment is a physical dysfunction that can be diagnosed medically.

accept that impairment is a physical dysfunction that can be diagnosed medically.

During the 1980s and 1990s, scholars attempted to overcome the dualistic

During the 1980s and 1990s, scholars attempted to overcome the dualistic

paradigms (structure/agency or culture/nature) and Cartesian binaries (mind/body),

paradigms (structure/agency or culture/nature) and Cartesian binaries (mind/body),

especially in the fields of post-structuralism and phenomenology. For example, Bryan

especially in the fields of post-structuralism and phenomenology. For example, Bryan

Turner developed the “sociology of the body”, in order to combine both an

Turner developed the “sociology of the body”, in order to combine both an

appreciation of the phenomenology of the body in everyday life and an awareness that

appreciation of the phenomenology of the body in everyday life and an awareness that

the body is constructed as an object of professional concern. The sociology of the

the body is constructed as an object of professional concern. The sociology of the

body examines both the subjectivity of the “lived body” in the phenomenological

body examines both the subjectivity of the “lived body” in the phenomenological

tradition, and the external social and political structures that regulate, produce and

tradition, and the external social and political structures that regulate, produce and

govern bodies and populations in the tradition of Michel Foucault (see Turner 1984,

govern bodies and populations in the tradition of Michel Foucault (see Turner 1984,

1992).

1992).
Medical sociologists ask for embodied subjectivity to be brought back into

Medical sociologists ask for embodied subjectivity to be brought back into

medical sociology, taking seriously the ideas drawn from phenomenology that

medical sociology, taking seriously the ideas drawn from phenomenology that

perceive the patient’s body as a “lived body”, and in order to develop simultaneously

perceive the patient’s body as a “lived body”, and in order to develop simultaneously

a critique of rationalistic social action theory and the medical model (Turner 1992:

a critique of rationalistic social action theory and the medical model (Turner 1992:

25). For example, Gillian Bendelow and Simon Williams (1995) developed a

25). For example, Gillian Bendelow and Simon Williams (1995) developed a

“sociology of pain” in order to both transcend the divide between mind and body, and

“sociology of pain” in order to both transcend the divide between mind and body, and

develop a phenomenological approach to pain. The sociology of pain examines pain

develop a phenomenological approach to pain. The sociology of pain examines pain

as a simultaneously social and embodied experience.

as a simultaneously social and embodied experience.

Anthropological studies of the human body attempt to understand (i) the

Anthropological studies of the human body attempt to understand (i) the

bodily techniques used for perception (Mauss 1973); (ii) the body as a source of

bodily techniques used for perception (Mauss 1973); (ii) the body as a source of

experiencing and a site of dynamic actors (Desjarlais 1992, 1997); (iii) the body as the

experiencing and a site of dynamic actors (Desjarlais 1992, 1997); (iii) the body as the

source of existence, generating and shaping one’s experiences of the world (Csordas

source of existence, generating and shaping one’s experiences of the world (Csordas

1990, 1993, 1994); (iv) the body as both a transmitter and a receiver of cultural

1990, 1993, 1994); (iv) the body as both a transmitter and a receiver of cultural

knowledge (Lock 1993: 136); and (v) the “mindful body” as a mediatrix of the three

knowledge (Lock 1993: 136); and (v) the “mindful body” as a mediatrix of the three
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bodies: the physically experienced, the social and the body politic (Scheper-Hughes

bodies: the physically experienced, the social and the body politic (Scheper-Hughes

and Lock 1987).

and Lock 1987).

Given this theoretical climate, disability theorists have begun to recognize that

Given this theoretical climate, disability theorists have begun to recognize that

the distinction between disability and impairment is problematic (see Hughes and

the distinction between disability and impairment is problematic (see Hughes and

Paterson 1997; Paterson and Hughes 1999; Papadimitriou 2008; Shakespeare and

Paterson 1997; Paterson and Hughes 1999; Papadimitriou 2008; Shakespeare and

Watson 2002; Shakespeare 2006). The problematic distinction between impairment

Watson 2002; Shakespeare 2006). The problematic distinction between impairment

(functional incapacity) and disability (social creation) can be demonstrated by a

(functional incapacity) and disability (social creation) can be demonstrated by a

simple question: Where does impairment end and disability start? While impairment

simple question: Where does impairment end and disability start? While impairment

is often the cause or trigger of disability, disability may itself create or exacerbate

is often the cause or trigger of disability, disability may itself create or exacerbate

impairment (Shakespeare and Watson 2002). Mairian Corker and Sally French (1999:

impairment (Shakespeare and Watson 2002). Mairian Corker and Sally French (1999:

2) emphasize the problem of dualism within the social model, for if disability is

2) emphasize the problem of dualism within the social model, for if disability is

indeed a form of social oppression, the following pertinent questions emerge:

indeed a form of social oppression, the following pertinent questions emerge:

Oppression of what or whom? Why and how does this particular form of oppression

Oppression of what or whom? Why and how does this particular form of oppression

occur? It cannot adequately answer these questions without addressing impairment

occur? It cannot adequately answer these questions without addressing impairment

itself in more detail (Corker and French 1999: 2).

itself in more detail (Corker and French 1999: 2).

Tom Shakespeare argues that the social model of disability could become a

Tom Shakespeare argues that the social model of disability could become a

barrier itself, limiting our understanding of the complex interplay between individual

barrier itself, limiting our understanding of the complex interplay between individual

biology and the social environment. In denying the relevance of lived experiences, the

biology and the social environment. In denying the relevance of lived experiences, the

model becomes “over-socialized” and risks silencing disabled voices (Shakespeare

model becomes “over-socialized” and risks silencing disabled voices (Shakespeare

2006). In addition, Jenny Morris’s very popular and influential book, Pride against

2006). In addition, Jenny Morris’s very popular and influential book, Pride against

Prejudice (1991), discusses the roles of impairment and personal experience in the

Prejudice (1991), discusses the roles of impairment and personal experience in the

lives of persons with disabilities, as viewed by persons with disabilities themselves. In

lives of persons with disabilities, as viewed by persons with disabilities themselves. In

the book, she blurs the line between impairment and disability in several ways,

the book, she blurs the line between impairment and disability in several ways,

because these two categories are unstable. Furthermore, while the social model of

because these two categories are unstable. Furthermore, while the social model of

disability criticizes individual, moral and medical models (which view persons with

disability criticizes individual, moral and medical models (which view persons with

disabilities and their disabilities as personal tragedies), she aims to enhance the human

disabilities and their disabilities as personal tragedies), she aims to enhance the human

rights and dignity of persons with disabilities. What is missing from all of these

rights and dignity of persons with disabilities. What is missing from all of these

models is a representation of the disabled as social actors and a thorough examination

models is a representation of the disabled as social actors and a thorough examination

of their everyday, lived experiences. The key challenge is to move the analytical

of their everyday, lived experiences. The key challenge is to move the analytical

framework towards viewing the disabled body as a “living” body rather than a

framework towards viewing the disabled body as a “living” body rather than a

“passive” one (Hughes 2007: 682).

“passive” one (Hughes 2007: 682).

Many of the critical voices mentioned above face strong opposition from the

Many of the critical voices mentioned above face strong opposition from the

British disability movement and the disability studies arena in general, particularly

British disability movement and the disability studies arena in general, particularly
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regarding the distinction between disability and impairment, which according to

regarding the distinction between disability and impairment, which according to

critics has led to little attention being paid to the study of impairment itself, neglected

critics has led to little attention being paid to the study of impairment itself, neglected

as it is under the influence of the social model of disability. In addition, the structural

as it is under the influence of the social model of disability. In addition, the structural

emphasis of the social model of disability prevents it from undertaking a sociological

emphasis of the social model of disability prevents it from undertaking a sociological

analysis of both impairment and the body.

analysis of both impairment and the body.

Tom Shakespeare and Nicholas Watson (1995) find it ironic that the body has

Tom Shakespeare and Nicholas Watson (1995) find it ironic that the body has

disappeared within disability studies, at a time when the social and human sciences

disappeared within disability studies, at a time when the social and human sciences

are making a concerted effort to “bring back the body” to the domain of analysis and

are making a concerted effort to “bring back the body” to the domain of analysis and

to escape from the legacy of Descartes’ dichotomy. This removal of the body from

to escape from the legacy of Descartes’ dichotomy. This removal of the body from

disability studies is a legacy of social science’s philosophy of separation of the mind

disability studies is a legacy of social science’s philosophy of separation of the mind

from the body, which is rooted in Descartes’ dichotomy. Cartesian philosophy views

from the body, which is rooted in Descartes’ dichotomy. Cartesian philosophy views

the self as closely identified with the mind or soul, stating that it is only contingently

the self as closely identified with the mind or soul, stating that it is only contingently

related to the body. The body is conceived as being spatially located, in order to

related to the body. The body is conceived as being spatially located, in order to

function mechanically. According to the Cartesian thesis, the mind has an ontological

function mechanically. According to the Cartesian thesis, the mind has an ontological

priority over the body: the body is subject to causal relations just like any other

priority over the body: the body is subject to causal relations just like any other

physical entity and has no constitutive role in relation to the self (Edwards 1998: 47).

physical entity and has no constitutive role in relation to the self (Edwards 1998: 47).

Descartes’ legacy can be found within the social sciences, with studies of

Descartes’ legacy can be found within the social sciences, with studies of

social action emphasizing the factors influencing the mind, including recognition,

social action emphasizing the factors influencing the mind, including recognition,

norms and values that affect the performance of social actors. On the other hand, the

norms and values that affect the performance of social actors. On the other hand, the

body is considered to be a natural object that is independent from the mind and

body is considered to be a natural object that is independent from the mind and

should, therefore, be studied by the natural sciences (Turner 1992). The body in

should, therefore, be studied by the natural sciences (Turner 1992). The body in

medical sociology is influenced by a social science based on naturalism, which

medical sociology is influenced by a social science based on naturalism, which

defines impairment as a “primary deviance”. As a consequence, disability is placed in

defines impairment as a “primary deviance”. As a consequence, disability is placed in

the same category as chronic disease, aging and illness, meaning that disability is

the same category as chronic disease, aging and illness, meaning that disability is

reduced to the idea of “biographical disruption” and a “sign of bodily chaos and

reduced to the idea of “biographical disruption” and a “sign of bodily chaos and

emotional disorder”. Kevin Paterson and Bill Hughes (2000: 33-35) point out that the

emotional disorder”. Kevin Paterson and Bill Hughes (2000: 33-35) point out that the

hegemonic notion of the disabled body in both disciplines constructs it in terms of a

hegemonic notion of the disabled body in both disciplines constructs it in terms of a

“corporeal deficit” and that, to overcome this deficit, the disabled body requires the

“corporeal deficit” and that, to overcome this deficit, the disabled body requires the

services of scientific medicine and rehabilitation. Although the social model of

services of scientific medicine and rehabilitation. Although the social model of

disability allows for disability studies to exist beyond the influence of medical

disability allows for disability studies to exist beyond the influence of medical

sociology, the social model sees the body as based in biology, a legacy of Descartes’

sociology, the social model sees the body as based in biology, a legacy of Descartes’

dichotomy and his mind vs. body separation. Kevin Paterson and Bill Hughes support

dichotomy and his mind vs. body separation. Kevin Paterson and Bill Hughes support
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such criticism by stating that, as disability studies matured and developed in the 1980s

such criticism by stating that, as disability studies matured and developed in the 1980s

and early 1990s, impairment as a biological object became a taboo subject (ibid: 33).

and early 1990s, impairment as a biological object became a taboo subject (ibid: 33).

The structural emphasis of the social model within disability studies has been

The structural emphasis of the social model within disability studies has been

criticized for ignoring the human body as a subject of culture, or as the existential

criticized for ignoring the human body as a subject of culture, or as the existential

grounding of the world, with some sociologists wanting to “bring bodies back” into

grounding of the world, with some sociologists wanting to “bring bodies back” into

disability studies (e.g., see Corker 1998; Hughes and Paterson 1997; Williams 2001;

disability studies (e.g., see Corker 1998; Hughes and Paterson 1997; Williams 2001;

Turner 2001; Zola 1991). The body turn in critical disability studies is essentially

Turner 2001; Zola 1991). The body turn in critical disability studies is essentially

centered on collapsing the dualism between impairment and disability as viewed by

centered on collapsing the dualism between impairment and disability as viewed by

the social model, itself a legacy of Descartes’ dichotomy. This dichotomy inherent

the social model, itself a legacy of Descartes’ dichotomy. This dichotomy inherent

within the social model reinforces a binary nature–culture view. Impairment as a

within the social model reinforces a binary nature–culture view. Impairment as a

biological category is studied within the domain of science, and this closes off any

biological category is studied within the domain of science, and this closes off any

consideration of how “impairment is linked to culture”, even though it is itself defined

consideration of how “impairment is linked to culture”, even though it is itself defined

and constructed, and not purely natural or ahistorical (Corker and French 1999: 2).

and constructed, and not purely natural or ahistorical (Corker and French 1999: 2).

The critical disabilities studies:

The critical disabilities studies:

The body turn and anti-dualism

The body turn and anti-dualism

The “body turn” in critical disability studies can be divided into two study concepts.

The “body turn” in critical disability studies can be divided into two study concepts.

The first is influenced by post-structuralism, especially Michel Foucault’s works, and

The first is influenced by post-structuralism, especially Michel Foucault’s works, and

casts disability as a discursive formation (see Corker and French 1999; Corker and

casts disability as a discursive formation (see Corker and French 1999; Corker and

Shakespeare 2002; Tremain 2005). Marian Corker and Tom Shakespeare (2002: 3)

Shakespeare 2002; Tremain 2005). Marian Corker and Tom Shakespeare (2002: 3)

assert that many post-structuralist theories and methods are useful for informing both

assert that many post-structuralist theories and methods are useful for informing both

disability studies and the disability rights movement because they offer a different

disability studies and the disability rights movement because they offer a different

view of subjects, which are not autonomous creators of themselves or their social

view of subjects, which are not autonomous creators of themselves or their social

worlds but embedded in a complex network of social relations. The second concept is

worlds but embedded in a complex network of social relations. The second concept is

post-Cartesian philosophy, especially phenomenology as derived mainly from

post-Cartesian philosophy, especially phenomenology as derived mainly from

Maurice Merleau-Ponty. This approach shifts the disabled body from being regarded

Maurice Merleau-Ponty. This approach shifts the disabled body from being regarded

as a “bodily dysfunction” toward the phenomenological notions of a lived body and

as a “bodily dysfunction” toward the phenomenological notions of a lived body and

embodiment, which require explication of the dynamic relations between the disabled

embodiment, which require explication of the dynamic relations between the disabled

body and the world (see Hughes and Paterson 1997; Paterson and Hughes 1999;

body and the world (see Hughes and Paterson 1997; Paterson and Hughes 1999;

Hughes 2002; Winance 2006).

Hughes 2002; Winance 2006).

Post-structuralist approaches in disability studies view power as creating the

Post-structuralist approaches in disability studies view power as creating the

disabled body through practices of discourse (Tremain 2001). In disability studies,

disabled body through practices of discourse (Tremain 2001). In disability studies,

power, expressed as medical institutions, is criticized as rhetorical medicine: the

power, expressed as medical institutions, is criticized as rhetorical medicine: the

medical gaze transforms the disabled body of a person into a passive subject suffering
15

medical gaze transforms the disabled body of a person into a passive subject suffering
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from a disability (Sullivan 2005: 27-42). Power, in the form of cultural discourse,

from a disability (Sullivan 2005: 27-42). Power, in the form of cultural discourse,

meanwhile, has created a representation and identity for persons with disabilities that

meanwhile, has created a representation and identity for persons with disabilities that

views them as possessing limited bodies dependent on others for help (Corker and

views them as possessing limited bodies dependent on others for help (Corker and

French 1999). According to Foucault, the body is a product of a power play, for

French 1999). According to Foucault, the body is a product of a power play, for

power “reaches into the very grain of individuals, touches their bodies and inserts

power “reaches into the very grain of individuals, touches their bodies and inserts

itself into their actions and attitudes, their discourses, learning processes and everyday

itself into their actions and attitudes, their discourses, learning processes and everyday

lives” (Foucault 1980: 39).

lives” (Foucault 1980: 39).

Shelly Tremain explains that Foucault’s perspective on power not only focuses

Shelly Tremain explains that Foucault’s perspective on power not only focuses

on repressive power, but also on a kind of productive power. Foucault’s power

on repressive power, but also on a kind of productive power. Foucault’s power

functions best when it is exercised through productive constraints, that is, when it

functions best when it is exercised through productive constraints, that is, when it

enables subjects to act in order to constrain them (Tremain 2001; 2002). Shelly

enables subjects to act in order to constrain them (Tremain 2001; 2002). Shelly

Tremain (2005) adds that a kind of technology of power – or bio-power – reveals the

Tremain (2005) adds that a kind of technology of power – or bio-power – reveals the

process of power that hides behind the dualism separating impairment and disability

process of power that hides behind the dualism separating impairment and disability

within the social model. Furthermore, Foucault’s analysis of the power of discourse

within the social model. Furthermore, Foucault’s analysis of the power of discourse

reveals that it is not dealing with a body that exists prior to the discourse. The body is

reveals that it is not dealing with a body that exists prior to the discourse. The body is

not a neutral biological entity, but rather the impaired body and disabled body are

not a neutral biological entity, but rather the impaired body and disabled body are

materialized through the power of discourse or what Foucault calls the exercise of

materialized through the power of discourse or what Foucault calls the exercise of

power/knowledge (Tremain 1998). The influence of Foucault’s works within

power/knowledge (Tremain 1998). The influence of Foucault’s works within

disability study demonstrates that the lived experiences of people with impairments or

disability study demonstrates that the lived experiences of people with impairments or

disabilities are contextualized by medical knowledge, by the power of welfare and by

disabilities are contextualized by medical knowledge, by the power of welfare and by

the state. As a result, people with impairments or disabilities are subject to

the state. As a result, people with impairments or disabilities are subject to

institutional power in society; indeed, both impaired and disabled bodies are a product

institutional power in society; indeed, both impaired and disabled bodies are a product

of knowledge, of the power of discourse and of the classification of bio-power

of knowledge, of the power of discourse and of the classification of bio-power

(Tremain 2001). Shelley Tremain (1998) insists that “there is no pure or natural body,

(Tremain 2001). Shelley Tremain (1998) insists that “there is no pure or natural body,

existing outside of discourse; impairment is not a pre-social or pre-cultural biological

existing outside of discourse; impairment is not a pre-social or pre-cultural biological

substrate according to the social model of disability claim.”

substrate according to the social model of disability claim.”

Foucault’s politicization of the body has been criticized for viewing the

Foucault’s politicization of the body has been criticized for viewing the

impaired body as a docile fabrication of discourse, replacing as it does biological

impaired body as a docile fabrication of discourse, replacing as it does biological

essentialism with discursive essentialism. As a result, Foucault’s body becomes

essentialism with discursive essentialism. As a result, Foucault’s body becomes

nothing more than a representation of the multiple significations that give it meaning

nothing more than a representation of the multiple significations that give it meaning

– a surface to be written on, to be fabricated by regimes of truth (Lash 1991). Chris

– a surface to be written on, to be fabricated by regimes of truth (Lash 1991). Chris

Shilling states that Foucault robs the body of agency and renders it sensuously barren.

Shilling states that Foucault robs the body of agency and renders it sensuously barren.

For Foucault, the body does not act in and on the world, but rather is a surface on

For Foucault, the body does not act in and on the world, but rather is a surface on
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which history is written; the body is policed into existence and molded by “a great

which history is written; the body is policed into existence and molded by “a great

many distinct regimes” (Shilling 1993). This post-structuralist approach to the body

many distinct regimes” (Shilling 1993). This post-structuralist approach to the body

tends to transform it into a supra-carnal substance, i.e. constituted as a passive entity

tends to transform it into a supra-carnal substance, i.e. constituted as a passive entity

without agency, the plaything of discourse and text (Hughes 2005: 85). Furthermore,

without agency, the plaything of discourse and text (Hughes 2005: 85). Furthermore,

Foucault’s work does not provide an explanation how people with impairments have

Foucault’s work does not provide an explanation how people with impairments have

been able to transcend their discursive constitution as dependent subjects (Ibid: 89).

been able to transcend their discursive constitution as dependent subjects (Ibid: 89).

Bill Hughes and Kevin Paterson argue that ignoring the bodied experience and

Bill Hughes and Kevin Paterson argue that ignoring the bodied experience and

limiting the body to a fabrication of discourse closes off the opportunity to access

limiting the body to a fabrication of discourse closes off the opportunity to access

complex experiences of oppression, affliction and sensation related to the experiences

complex experiences of oppression, affliction and sensation related to the experiences

of persons with disabilities in the real world (Hughes and Paterson 1997: 335).

of persons with disabilities in the real world (Hughes and Paterson 1997: 335).

The corrective to Foucault’s approach to the body can also be found in

The corrective to Foucault’s approach to the body can also be found in

phenomenology. Bryan Turner critique of Foucault’s post-structuralism highlights

phenomenology. Bryan Turner critique of Foucault’s post-structuralism highlights

that Foucault fails to provide an adequate phenomenology of the body. Indeed, he

that Foucault fails to provide an adequate phenomenology of the body. Indeed, he

abandons the idea of the body as a sensuous potentiality and embodiment of

abandons the idea of the body as a sensuous potentiality and embodiment of

experience (Turner 1984: 250). Several authors have produced analyses of

experience (Turner 1984: 250). Several authors have produced analyses of

impairment that draw upon phenomenological accounts (Crossley 1995, 1996;

impairment that draw upon phenomenological accounts (Crossley 1995, 1996;

Williams and Bendelow 1998; Marks 1999; Hughes and Paterson 1997; Paterson and

Williams and Bendelow 1998; Marks 1999; Hughes and Paterson 1997; Paterson and

Hughes 1999). Most of these analyses start with Maurice Merleau-Ponty’s (1962)

Hughes 1999). Most of these analyses start with Maurice Merleau-Ponty’s (1962)

claim that the body is our point of view on the world. In the Cartesian tradition, the

claim that the body is our point of view on the world. In the Cartesian tradition, the

body is an object of perception available to the perceptive ego. In contrast,

body is an object of perception available to the perceptive ego. In contrast,

phenomenological philosophy argues that the body is both object and subject, and that

phenomenological philosophy argues that the body is both object and subject, and that

the body is both the perceiver and the perceived (Lock 1993). Perception is a

the body is both the perceiver and the perceived (Lock 1993). Perception is a

technique that is acquired through embodied practice, that is, through our very

technique that is acquired through embodied practice, that is, through our very

existence in the world (Csordas 1990, 1993, 1994). The influence of Maurice

existence in the world (Csordas 1990, 1993, 1994). The influence of Maurice

Merleau-Ponty’s phenomenology in disability studies can be classified into two main

Merleau-Ponty’s phenomenology in disability studies can be classified into two main

concepts: viewing the human body as a “lived body” and viewing the human body as

concepts: viewing the human body as a “lived body” and viewing the human body as

“embodiment”.

“embodiment”.

Several writers in the disability studies field who employ phenomenological

Several writers in the disability studies field who employ phenomenological

philosophy have described the experiences of the disabled body as a “lived” body. In

philosophy have described the experiences of the disabled body as a “lived” body. In

this respect, the “lived body” is not a passive subject or an incomplete body that can

this respect, the “lived body” is not a passive subject or an incomplete body that can

be dominated by discourse (or examined by means of various medical practices), but

be dominated by discourse (or examined by means of various medical practices), but

rather a vehicle for seeing, the basic scheme of orientation and the center of one’s

rather a vehicle for seeing, the basic scheme of orientation and the center of one’s

system of coordinates (Toombs 1995: 10). The lived body is a concept that appeals

system of coordinates (Toombs 1995: 10). The lived body is a concept that appeals
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simultaneously to the body as structured and active, and recognizes the body as lived

simultaneously to the body as structured and active, and recognizes the body as lived

(Williams and Bendelow 1998; Berger 2008). The conception of the body subject as

(Williams and Bendelow 1998; Berger 2008). The conception of the body subject as

active opens up an analysis of the world of everyday life, and the experiences of

active opens up an analysis of the world of everyday life, and the experiences of

persons with disabilities who live through and struggle with the oppression, exclusion

persons with disabilities who live through and struggle with the oppression, exclusion

and moments of triumph of daily life (Hughes 2005, 2007).

and moments of triumph of daily life (Hughes 2005, 2007).

Maurice Merleau-Ponty’s work on phenomenology (which sees the body

Maurice Merleau-Ponty’s work on phenomenology (which sees the body

through the lens of embodiment) introduces the innovative idea that not only the body

through the lens of embodiment) introduces the innovative idea that not only the body

extends an object, but also that the object “extends” the body. This “extension of the

extends an object, but also that the object “extends” the body. This “extension of the

bodily synthesis” is a process of embodiment (Merleau-Ponty 1962: 152-3).

bodily synthesis” is a process of embodiment (Merleau-Ponty 1962: 152-3).

Embodiment is specifically concerned with the lived experiences of one’s own body,

Embodiment is specifically concerned with the lived experiences of one’s own body,

referring specifically to the way in which individuals negotiate their everyday lives

referring specifically to the way in which individuals negotiate their everyday lives

via the utility of their bodies and how they mediate, interpret and interact with their

via the utility of their bodies and how they mediate, interpret and interact with their

physical and social environments. Embodiment is experienced within particular

physical and social environments. Embodiment is experienced within particular

historical, cultural, political, and societal frames, and these experiences are also

historical, cultural, political, and societal frames, and these experiences are also

shaped by gender and race (Bourdieu 1977; Desjarlais 1992; Becker 1994; Csordas

shaped by gender and race (Bourdieu 1977; Desjarlais 1992; Becker 1994; Csordas

1994; Scheper-Hughes 1994; Throop 2010a). For a person with a visual impairment, a

1994; Scheper-Hughes 1994; Throop 2010a). For a person with a visual impairment, a

cane is not a mere object but rather a tactile organ. Through stimuli emanating from

cane is not a mere object but rather a tactile organ. Through stimuli emanating from

the cane, the person with a visual impairment can tell if he or she is walking on

the cane, the person with a visual impairment can tell if he or she is walking on

concrete or on grass. Thanks to the embodiment of the object, the skilled blind person

concrete or on grass. Thanks to the embodiment of the object, the skilled blind person

with a cane is capable of maneuvering without relying on visual data (Iwakuma 2002:

with a cane is capable of maneuvering without relying on visual data (Iwakuma 2002:

78-9).

78-9).
Bill Hughes and Kevin Paterson (1997) propose the concept of “sociology of

Bill Hughes and Kevin Paterson (1997) propose the concept of “sociology of

impairment,” combining Michel Foucault’s post-structuralism with Maurice Merleau-

impairment,” combining Michel Foucault’s post-structuralism with Maurice Merleau-

Ponty’s phenomenology. These two schools of thought share the same emphasis,

Ponty’s phenomenology. These two schools of thought share the same emphasis,

placing the body at the center of discussion and attempting to move towards an anti-

placing the body at the center of discussion and attempting to move towards an anti-

dualist, post-Cartesian theoretical perspectives. The first perspective, Michel

dualist, post-Cartesian theoretical perspectives. The first perspective, Michel

Foucault’s post-structuralism, casts the body into a discursive formation and makes it

Foucault’s post-structuralism, casts the body into a discursive formation and makes it

historically contingent. The sociology of impairment argues that impairment is not a

historically contingent. The sociology of impairment argues that impairment is not a

biological fact but a discursive product, like sex; it is an effect rather than an origin,

biological fact but a discursive product, like sex; it is an effect rather than an origin,

and a performance rather than an essence (Ibid: 332-334). The second concept,

and a performance rather than an essence (Ibid: 332-334). The second concept,

phenomenology, shifts the disabled body from being regarded as a bodily dysfunction

phenomenology, shifts the disabled body from being regarded as a bodily dysfunction

into the phenomenological notion of a lived body which explicates the dynamic

into the phenomenological notion of a lived body which explicates the dynamic

relation between the disabled body and the world. Phenomenology fills a gap in the

relation between the disabled body and the world. Phenomenology fills a gap in the
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body of analysis on post-structuralism, which failed to appreciate the power of bodily

body of analysis on post-structuralism, which failed to appreciate the power of bodily

practices in everyday life. Bill Hughes and Kevin Paterson (1997: 335) argue that the

practices in everyday life. Bill Hughes and Kevin Paterson (1997: 335) argue that the

sociology of impairment should offer a clear picture of an impaired body’s

sociology of impairment should offer a clear picture of an impaired body’s

experiences, sentience and sensibility, resulting from oppression and exclusion. The

experiences, sentience and sensibility, resulting from oppression and exclusion. The

sociology of impairment proposes that the impaired body is part of the domain of

sociology of impairment proposes that the impaired body is part of the domain of

history, culture and meaning, and not, as medicine would have it, an ahistorical, pre-

history, culture and meaning, and not, as medicine would have it, an ahistorical, pre-

social, purely natural object. Impairment, therefore, is an experiencing agent, itself a

social, purely natural object. Impairment, therefore, is an experiencing agent, itself a

subject and thus a site of meaning and a source of knowledge about the world. The

subject and thus a site of meaning and a source of knowledge about the world. The

impaired body is a “live body”. Bill Hughes insists that the conception of the body-

impaired body is a “live body”. Bill Hughes insists that the conception of the body-

subject as active opens up the chance to analyze the world through everyday life, and

subject as active opens up the chance to analyze the world through everyday life, and

the experiences of persons with disabilities who live through and struggle with the

the experiences of persons with disabilities who live through and struggle with the

oppression, exclusion and moments of triumph that constitute that world (Hughes

oppression, exclusion and moments of triumph that constitute that world (Hughes

2005, 2007).

2005, 2007).

From “body turn” to “moral subject”

From “body turn” to “moral subject”

This book draws on the analysis of the body within critical disability studies, as

This book draws on the analysis of the body within critical disability studies, as

influenced by both Michel Foucault’s post-structuralism and Maurice Merleau-

influenced by both Michel Foucault’s post-structuralism and Maurice Merleau-

Ponty’s phenomenology, and utilizes moral anthropological thought to gain insight

Ponty’s phenomenology, and utilizes moral anthropological thought to gain insight

into the Buddhist ethical theories of karma that govern blind singers’ moral world

into the Buddhist ethical theories of karma that govern blind singers’ moral world

within Thailand, in general, and their ethical subjectivity as reflected by the Buddhist

within Thailand, in general, and their ethical subjectivity as reflected by the Buddhist

moral world, in particular (see Heim 2011; Aulino 2014). Through the legacy of the

moral world, in particular (see Heim 2011; Aulino 2014). Through the legacy of the

“body turn”, drawing upon phenomenology and the moral anthropological

“body turn”, drawing upon phenomenology and the moral anthropological

perspective, I view the blind singers’ impaired bodies as being the existential ground

perspective, I view the blind singers’ impaired bodies as being the existential ground

of moral life as well as the locus of ethics, personal creativity and moral struggle. In

of moral life as well as the locus of ethics, personal creativity and moral struggle. In

this way, I move away from structural or systemic approaches toward actor-centered

this way, I move away from structural or systemic approaches toward actor-centered

studies, which stress the importance of bodily practices as sites of ethical moments,

studies, which stress the importance of bodily practices as sites of ethical moments,

sources of moral experience, and the loci of the moral aspects of sentiment. This

sources of moral experience, and the loci of the moral aspects of sentiment. This

represents a shift towards the practice of freedom-oriented approaches, in which blind

represents a shift towards the practice of freedom-oriented approaches, in which blind

singers seek to be moral subjects and search for an ethics of existence, or what Michel

singers seek to be moral subjects and search for an ethics of existence, or what Michel

Foucault (1990: 47-53; 1996: 450-454) calls the “aesthetics of existence” within their

Foucault (1990: 47-53; 1996: 450-454) calls the “aesthetics of existence” within their

conflict situations.

conflict situations.

As noted above, I bring the “body”, and in particular the “impaired body”,

As noted above, I bring the “body”, and in particular the “impaired body”,

back into the study of disability – but based on a different premise than common in

back into the study of disability – but based on a different premise than common in

disability studies of the past decade. I also argue with the body turn, as used in the

disability studies of the past decade. I also argue with the body turn, as used in the
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field of disability studies, based both on Foucault’s analysis of the disabled body

field of disability studies, based both on Foucault’s analysis of the disabled body

through the power of discourse and Merleau-Ponty’s phenomenology of the body.

through the power of discourse and Merleau-Ponty’s phenomenology of the body.

Foucault’s politicization of the body reflects a semiotic tradition which traces

Foucault’s politicization of the body reflects a semiotic tradition which traces

meaning and order as relationally emerging from the hermeneutics of texts,

meaning and order as relationally emerging from the hermeneutics of texts,

representations and knowledge. Rather, I agree with social scientists who argue that

representations and knowledge. Rather, I agree with social scientists who argue that

the body is never simply a social and discursive constitution but enacted based on

the body is never simply a social and discursive constitution but enacted based on

interactions between material practices and social realities (Haraway 1991; Law and

interactions between material practices and social realities (Haraway 1991; Law and

Singleton 2000; Mol 2002; Mol and Law 2004; Moser 2009).

Singleton 2000; Mol 2002; Mol and Law 2004; Moser 2009).

In this book, I will reveal that the blind singers’ aesthetic bodies are the result

In this book, I will reveal that the blind singers’ aesthetic bodies are the result

of interactions between their bodily actions, the social realities they face and the

of interactions between their bodily actions, the social realities they face and the

cultural symbolic significance and meanings of the items they use in their everyday

cultural symbolic significance and meanings of the items they use in their everyday

lives, such as loudspeakers, microphones and donation boxes. I also aim to broaden

lives, such as loudspeakers, microphones and donation boxes. I also aim to broaden

knowledge within the field of phenomenology, which tends to view the body through

knowledge within the field of phenomenology, which tends to view the body through

the lens of embodiment. I use moral anthropology to develop an understanding of the

the lens of embodiment. I use moral anthropology to develop an understanding of the

impaired body as an existential ground of moral experience and ethics, and as a locus

impaired body as an existential ground of moral experience and ethics, and as a locus

of aesthetic body negotiations. Persons with disabilities become moral subjects within

of aesthetic body negotiations. Persons with disabilities become moral subjects within

the conflict-prone circumstances they face. Furthermore, I will reveal how Buddhist

the conflict-prone circumstances they face. Furthermore, I will reveal how Buddhist

ethical theories and the Buddhist moral world, in particular the karmic rhetoric of ve-

ethical theories and the Buddhist moral world, in particular the karmic rhetoric of ve-

tha-na (which conforms perfectly with modern Thailand’s bio-politics) governs and

tha-na (which conforms perfectly with modern Thailand’s bio-politics) governs and

manages the world of persons with disabilities in contemporary Thailand.

manages the world of persons with disabilities in contemporary Thailand.

Research methodology: Ethnography of physicality

Research methodology: Ethnography of physicality

Data was collected through the use of participant-observation and by carrying out

Data was collected through the use of participant-observation and by carrying out

informal interviews with blind singers over the period September 2010 to November

informal interviews with blind singers over the period September 2010 to November

2011. The key informants were blind people either playing or singing in bands, or

2011. The key informants were blind people either playing or singing in bands, or

singing solo. The groups usually have a sighted person working for them, to provide

singing solo. The groups usually have a sighted person working for them, to provide

support. The solo singers move around Bangkok and suburban areas performing

support. The solo singers move around Bangkok and suburban areas performing

music and begging for money, usually on their own but with the support of a sighted

music and begging for money, usually on their own but with the support of a sighted

person when required. During my fieldwork, I worked with both types of performer,

person when required. During my fieldwork, I worked with both types of performer,

providing support and working as a sighted assistant. I followed the everyday lives of

providing support and working as a sighted assistant. I followed the everyday lives of

these blind people and observed their work activities as well as the social interactions

these blind people and observed their work activities as well as the social interactions

between them and both blind and sighted people. I also followed up on their progress

between them and both blind and sighted people. I also followed up on their progress

when they visited their families outside Bangkok in rural communities, plus when

when they visited their families outside Bangkok in rural communities, plus when
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they traveled to other cities in Thailand to perform. Although the research location in

they traveled to other cities in Thailand to perform. Although the research location in

this study is confined to metropolitan Bangkok, no specific boundaries were used, due

this study is confined to metropolitan Bangkok, no specific boundaries were used, due

to the high levels of mobility among the blind musicians in terms of their workplaces.

to the high levels of mobility among the blind musicians in terms of their workplaces.

It is commonplace for the blind musicians to move around the key business districts

It is commonplace for the blind musicians to move around the key business districts

of Bangkok; for example, one day they might work in front of a shopping mall and

of Bangkok; for example, one day they might work in front of a shopping mall and

the next appear at a market fair. Also, bus terminals or places where there are many

the next appear at a market fair. Also, bus terminals or places where there are many

passers-by were used as research locations. Therefore, the data I gathered through

passers-by were used as research locations. Therefore, the data I gathered through

participant observation and informal interviews were mostly collected on the streets,

participant observation and informal interviews were mostly collected on the streets,

at market fairs and in the blind musicians’ shared apartments. In addition, I

at market fairs and in the blind musicians’ shared apartments. In addition, I

interviewed key informants

interviewed key informants

of governmental

organizations

and non-profit

of governmental

organizations

and

non-profit

organizations about the development of conceptual basis, strategic and operational

organizations about the development of conceptual basis, strategic and operational

functions of those organizations for blind people.

functions of those organizations for blind people.

Tom Shakespeare and Nicholas Watson (1995) developed the term

Tom Shakespeare and Nicholas Watson (1995) developed the term

“ethnography of physicality” to describe how the body, emotions, sensations and

“ethnography of physicality” to describe how the body, emotions, sensations and

haptic experiences of the disabled can be drawn into the realm of disability studies.

haptic experiences of the disabled can be drawn into the realm of disability studies.

As a result, I apply this approach to describe the vitality of the impaired bodily

As a result, I apply this approach to describe the vitality of the impaired bodily

practices of the blind musicians in Thailand, based on the conflict they encounter and

practices of the blind musicians in Thailand, based on the conflict they encounter and

taking into account their moral experiences and ethics. The ethnography of physicality

taking into account their moral experiences and ethics. The ethnography of physicality

covered here shifts from the suffering experienced by people with disabilities as a

covered here shifts from the suffering experienced by people with disabilities as a

result of social oppression, social exclusion and social segregation, to focus its

result of social oppression, social exclusion and social segregation, to focus its

attention on the interactions that take place between assemblages of various moralities

attention on the interactions that take place between assemblages of various moralities

and ethics within particular conflict situations, and also the uncertainties the blind

and ethics within particular conflict situations, and also the uncertainties the blind

singers face within their life circumstances. Based on this perspective, an ethic is a

singers face within their life circumstances. Based on this perspective, an ethic is a

form of thinking in which an identity is established between the environment, a way

form of thinking in which an identity is established between the environment, a way

of being and a principle of action (Ranciere 2009: 110). Therefore, during the field

of being and a principle of action (Ranciere 2009: 110). Therefore, during the field

study neither expressions of emotion by key informants nor my own emotional

study neither expressions of emotion by key informants nor my own emotional

experiences as a researcher are regarded as source of bias. Lived experience from

experiences as a researcher are regarded as source of bias. Lived experience from

everyday life is inevitably accompanied by emotions, especially the moral

everyday life is inevitably accompanied by emotions, especially the moral

subjectivities of the blind singers are constructed by interaction between their

subjectivities of the blind singers are constructed by interaction between their

distinctive sensory modes of perception, their local moral world and institutional

distinctive sensory modes of perception, their local moral world and institutional

morality in Thailand.

morality in Thailand.
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Chapter 2: Uncertainties

In this chapter, I not only focus on exploring the social world of the blind singers

In this chapter, I not only focus on exploring the social world of the blind singers

during the recent and dynamic social transformations taking place in Thai society; I

during the recent and dynamic social transformations taking place in Thai society; I

also focus on how they live with the uncertainties, risks and fears they face, and how

also focus on how they live with the uncertainties, risks and fears they face, and how

they react to these uncertainties and conflict circumstances. I will also describe how

they react to these uncertainties and conflict circumstances. I will also describe how

they present themselves to others as moral subjects, both in line with and in

they present themselves to others as moral subjects, both in line with and in

opposition to the social image persons with disabilities have due to the prevailing

opposition to the social image persons with disabilities have due to the prevailing

moral values in Thai society. I will particularly focus on how the image of persons

moral values in Thai society. I will particularly focus on how the image of persons

with disabilities in Thailand is influenced by the teachings of Theravada Buddhism,

with disabilities in Thailand is influenced by the teachings of Theravada Buddhism,

and also by government policy as a historical contingency related to blind singers and

and also by government policy as a historical contingency related to blind singers and

blind musicians. Moreover, I will focus on the integration of the symbolic

blind musicians. Moreover, I will focus on the integration of the symbolic

significance of the material world into the blind singers’ worldview, and the cultural

significance of the material world into the blind singers’ worldview, and the cultural

prejudices in Thai society that create persons with disabilities as subjects. Indeed, the

prejudices in Thai society that create persons with disabilities as subjects. Indeed, the

symbols of materiality, the things the blind singers use on a daily basis (e.g., a white

symbols of materiality, the things the blind singers use on a daily basis (e.g., a white

cane, a donation box, a microphone and a loudspeaker) have become tools for

cane, a donation box, a microphone and a loudspeaker) have become tools for

identifying and classifying the blind singers’ social status in Thai society. These tools

identifying and classifying the blind singers’ social status in Thai society. These tools

have even more meaning when supported and reproduced through cultural stigmas

have even more meaning when supported and reproduced through cultural stigmas

and moral-political ideologies in relation to blind singers. I will also reveal how blind

and moral-political ideologies in relation to blind singers. I will also reveal how blind

singers also use these tools to protect and separate themselves from beggars and to

singers also use these tools to protect and separate themselves from beggars and to

avoid being arrested under government laws and regulations against begging.

avoid being arrested under government laws and regulations against begging.

To clarify this argument, I will begin by providing a background to Thailand’s

To clarify this argument, I will begin by providing a background to Thailand’s

blind society (wong gan kon taa bot) in key periods: before the establishment of the

blind society (wong gan kon taa bot) in key periods: before the establishment of the

first blind band in Thailand; the blind singers’ “golden age” that followed; and the

first blind band in Thailand; the blind singers’ “golden age” that followed; and the

subsequent dark age, during which blind singers and musicians had to turn to soloists

subsequent dark age, during which blind singers and musicians had to turn to soloists

performances at market fairs. I will describe how these phases in blind society

performances at market fairs. I will describe how these phases in blind society

evolved alongside economic and societal changes, inscribing the memory of the

evolved alongside economic and societal changes, inscribing the memory of the

material world in the bodily experiences of the blind singers. I will also focus on the

material world in the bodily experiences of the blind singers. I will also focus on the

relationship between the social interactions between the blinds singers’ bodies and

relationship between the social interactions between the blinds singers’ bodies and

space, and their workplaces. Describing the social changes will not only help reflect

space, and their workplaces. Describing the social changes will not only help reflect

the social conditions the blind singers have found themselves in under unequal power

the social conditions the blind singers have found themselves in under unequal power

relations with others, but also show the range of techniques used by the blind singers

relations with others, but also show the range of techniques used by the blind singers

to present themselves as moral subjects according to the perception of the others. I

to present themselves as moral subjects according to the perception of the others. I
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will also describe the ethical dilemmas they face as a result of the dynamic political

will also describe the ethical dilemmas they face as a result of the dynamic political

and societal changes that have taken place at the micro- and macro-levels in Thai

and societal changes that have taken place at the micro- and macro-levels in Thai

society as a whole. In the second part of this chapter, I will present how the

society as a whole. In the second part of this chapter, I will present how the

uncertainties, risks and fears that the blind singers encounter each day have shaped

uncertainties, risks and fears that the blind singers encounter each day have shaped

their moral experiences; how they have influenced the bodily practices, jargon, and

their moral experiences; how they have influenced the bodily practices, jargon, and

symbols used by their group, to help them negotiate the arising conflict situations. In

symbols used by their group, to help them negotiate the arising conflict situations. In

particular, it is necessary for them to maintain two moral selves – as beggars and as

particular, it is necessary for them to maintain two moral selves – as beggars and as

blind singers – in order to facilitate their recognition by others.

blind singers – in order to facilitate their recognition by others.

The witness

The witness

The car turned into a small road, waking me up from my slumber. I glanced at the two

The car turned into a small road, waking me up from my slumber. I glanced at the two

blind singers sitting opposite me. Both of them were sitting still, Samak, a young boy,

blind singers sitting opposite me. Both of them were sitting still, Samak, a young boy,

was looking out of the window. I had to wake up at three o’clock in order to catch a

was looking out of the window. I had to wake up at three o’clock in order to catch a

lift at the band’s house at four o’clock. We had to leave the house at around four

lift at the band’s house at four o’clock. We had to leave the house at around four

o’clock if we wanted to reserve our place for the show being held in front of the

o’clock if we wanted to reserve our place for the show being held in front of the

factory. If we were late, another band might grab the space ahead of us. Slots at the

factory. If we were late, another band might grab the space ahead of us. Slots at the

show for blind bands in Bangkok had become more limited in recent times, creating a

show for blind bands in Bangkok had become more limited in recent times, creating a

lot of competition for places.

lot of competition for places.

Our car parked in front of the factory, which was rather quiet as the morning

Our car parked in front of the factory, which was rather quiet as the morning

shift had not yet started. I jumped out of the car, almost at the same time as Samak;

shift had not yet started. I jumped out of the car, almost at the same time as Samak;

members of the two bands slowly exited the car, their hands feeling its side before

members of the two bands slowly exited the car, their hands feeling its side before

stopping at the front door, then chatting with each other. Samak and I helped each

stopping at the front door, then chatting with each other. Samak and I helped each

other move the band’s equipment – consisting of a donation box, chairs for the singers

other move the band’s equipment – consisting of a donation box, chairs for the singers

and the person holding the donation box, a loudspeaker and a keyboard for the

and the person holding the donation box, a loudspeaker and a keyboard for the

karaoke – on the road close to the factory entrance.

karaoke – on the road close to the factory entrance.

I started to place two plastic chairs close to the factory’s entrance, five meters

I started to place two plastic chairs close to the factory’s entrance, five meters

apart, for the two singers to sit on. I then placed one chair close to the factory entrance

apart, for the two singers to sit on. I then placed one chair close to the factory entrance

– for the person carrying the donation box to sit on – and donation boxes at different

– for the person carrying the donation box to sit on – and donation boxes at different

spots, to ensure that all the factory employees would see them, regardless of which

spots, to ensure that all the factory employees would see them, regardless of which

entrance they entered through. After that, I went back to the car and helped Aek, the

entrance they entered through. After that, I went back to the car and helped Aek, the

driver, carry the power generator and place it near the factory wall where the singers

driver, carry the power generator and place it near the factory wall where the singers

were sitting. While Aek was sorting out the generator, I went to help Samak install the

were sitting. While Aek was sorting out the generator, I went to help Samak install the

iron frame used for holding the karaoke keyboard. The generator made a loud noise as

iron frame used for holding the karaoke keyboard. The generator made a loud noise as
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Aek turned it on. He then took Uncle Chai, the head of the band who was standing

Aek turned it on. He then took Uncle Chai, the head of the band who was standing

and waiting near the car, to a chair behind the keyboard. Uncle Chai used his hand to

and waiting near the car, to a chair behind the keyboard. Uncle Chai used his hand to

feel around the keyboard before turning it on proficiently. He then stooped down to

feel around the keyboard before turning it on proficiently. He then stooped down to

locate a plastic box placed on the road beneath the iron frame upon which the

locate a plastic box placed on the road beneath the iron frame upon which the

keyboard was placed. He opened the box and pulled out the karaoke card, using his

keyboard was placed. He opened the box and pulled out the karaoke card, using his

other hand to find the slot for the card on the side of the keyboard. Samak placed the

other hand to find the slot for the card on the side of the keyboard. Samak placed the

instrument in a comfortable position for Uncle Chai.

instrument in a comfortable position for Uncle Chai.

I then went to Suay, the female singer, and Phong, the man who would carry

I then went to Suay, the female singer, and Phong, the man who would carry

the donation box. They were standing and talking to each other near the car. I let Suay

the donation box. They were standing and talking to each other near the car. I let Suay

hold my left elbow while Phong held Suay’s elbow, and then took both of them to a

hold my left elbow while Phong held Suay’s elbow, and then took both of them to a

chair next to Uncle Chai, slowly and carefully. Suay checked the chair with her hand

chair next to Uncle Chai, slowly and carefully. Suay checked the chair with her hand

before sitting on it, then I led Phong to the opposite chair. He used both hands to

before sitting on it, then I led Phong to the opposite chair. He used both hands to

check the position of the chair, before also sitting down, slowly and carefully. I took

check the position of the chair, before also sitting down, slowly and carefully. I took

the donation boxes and gave them to Suay and Phong. Uncle Chai was doing a sound

the donation boxes and gave them to Suay and Phong. Uncle Chai was doing a sound

check of the instruments and microphone, while Samak went to the factory and

check of the instruments and microphone, while Samak went to the factory and

handed over a document to the security guard. I saw them talk to each other before

handed over a document to the security guard. I saw them talk to each other before

Samak left, and the guard went back to the factory building. The document was a

Samak left, and the guard went back to the factory building. The document was a

certificate from the Thailand Association of the Blind, indicating that the band was a

certificate from the Thailand Association of the Blind, indicating that the band was a

member. This certificate gave the band permission to play at any organization at

member. This certificate gave the band permission to play at any organization at

which they were due to perform, proving that they were neither criminals nor beggars

which they were due to perform, proving that they were neither criminals nor beggars

but in fact registered blind artists.

but in fact registered blind artists.

Samak and I then spent less than thirty minutes setting up the equipment for

Samak and I then spent less than thirty minutes setting up the equipment for

the show, the karaoke keyboard, the microphones and a small loudspeaker. The group

the show, the karaoke keyboard, the microphones and a small loudspeaker. The group

did not require a full set of musical instruments, such as drums, a bass, a guitar, a

did not require a full set of musical instruments, such as drums, a bass, a guitar, a

keyboard or sound mixing equipment.

keyboard or sound mixing equipment.

More factory staff started to arrive at the factory, getting off buses at the bus

More factory staff started to arrive at the factory, getting off buses at the bus

stop at the end of the small road leading to the factory, then walking to the gate. Most

stop at the end of the small road leading to the factory, then walking to the gate. Most

of them stopped at the food stalls set up in a line along the factory wall, bought some

of them stopped at the food stalls set up in a line along the factory wall, bought some

food for their breakfasts and chatted to each other in front of the stalls, as it was not

food for their breakfasts and chatted to each other in front of the stalls, as it was not

time to start work just yet.

time to start work just yet.

I knew that my duties as a sighted assistant for the blind band were now

I knew that my duties as a sighted assistant for the blind band were now

complete and from this point it was the duty of the blind signers to perform their set,

complete and from this point it was the duty of the blind signers to perform their set,

seeking donations. I would return in an hour or so to help them collect all the

seeking donations. I would return in an hour or so to help them collect all the
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equipment before moving on to another show. Uncle Chai started the morning

equipment before moving on to another show. Uncle Chai started the morning

performance with some old, popular folk songs, and I went to the food stalls to find a

performance with some old, popular folk songs, and I went to the food stalls to find a

cup of coffee to wake me up. I bought two cups of hot coffee and headed back to

cup of coffee to wake me up. I bought two cups of hot coffee and headed back to

where the band was performing, giving one cup to Samak, and then sat on the chair

where the band was performing, giving one cup to Samak, and then sat on the chair

next to him.

next to him.

Samak entered the wong gan kon taa bot as a sighted assistant to a solo blind

Samak entered the wong gan kon taa bot as a sighted assistant to a solo blind

singer when he was still in primary school. His father and mother were blind, and his

singer when he was still in primary school. His father and mother were blind, and his

mother’s relatives, if not born blind, had very poor vision. Uncle Chai’s wife is

mother’s relatives, if not born blind, had very poor vision. Uncle Chai’s wife is

Samak’s aunt, his mother’s older sister. As Samak is sighted, he was responsible for

Samak’s aunt, his mother’s older sister. As Samak is sighted, he was responsible for

taking his father, a singer, to perform shows at restaurants or pubs at night. He would

taking his father, a singer, to perform shows at restaurants or pubs at night. He would

finish studying at around four o’clock in the afternoon, then help his father from

finish studying at around four o’clock in the afternoon, then help his father from

around eight o’clock at night until two o’clock in the morning. During the weekends,

around eight o’clock at night until two o’clock in the morning. During the weekends,

when his father did not perform, Samak would help take one of his blind relatives,

when his father did not perform, Samak would help take one of his blind relatives,

also a singer, to perform songs in front of department stores and at bus stops in

also a singer, to perform songs in front of department stores and at bus stops in

Bangkok. Samak had worked as a sighted assistant for blind singers since primary

Bangkok. Samak had worked as a sighted assistant for blind singers since primary

school, and continued to do so until he graduated from high school. After graduating

school, and continued to do so until he graduated from high school. After graduating

from high school, Samak did not get involved with the blind society for many years,

from high school, Samak did not get involved with the blind society for many years,

working instead in a department store as a salesman. However, he eventually resigned

working instead in a department store as a salesman. However, he eventually resigned

from the store after having problems with his employers. Samak told me that the

from the store after having problems with his employers. Samak told me that the

period spent looking for a new job was very hard for him. He tried to find work for

period spent looking for a new job was very hard for him. He tried to find work for

many months, but failed, eventually deciding to go and see his aunt, Uncle Chai’s

many months, but failed, eventually deciding to go and see his aunt, Uncle Chai’s

wife. His father and mother, who were both blind singers, had died long ago. As he

wife. His father and mother, who were both blind singers, had died long ago. As he

had left the blind society many years ago, it was very hard for him to go back to the

had left the blind society many years ago, it was very hard for him to go back to the

society at this time: “My aunt asked me if I could help blind people sing for donations

society at this time: “My aunt asked me if I could help blind people sing for donations

at markets.” Samak told his aunt he could do everything the blind society required,

at markets.” Samak told his aunt he could do everything the blind society required,

and thus got his old job back, with the same set of responsibilities as before. Samak

and thus got his old job back, with the same set of responsibilities as before. Samak

shared his feeling about his return:

shared his feeling about his return:

When I went back to the blind society, I felt ashamed working with blind

When I went back to the blind society, I felt ashamed working with blind

singers, but when I was younger, it did not bother me. The income was very

singers, but when I was younger, it did not bother me. The income was very

good for a kid like me, and I had more money than my friends whose parents

good for a kid like me, and I had more money than my friends whose parents

were sighted. However, this time it felt different.

were sighted. However, this time it felt different.
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Samak personally witnessed the growth and decline of the blind societies in

Samak personally witnessed the growth and decline of the blind societies in

Thailand. He was born in the 1980s, a time when the blind started to enter society

Thailand. He was born in the 1980s, a time when the blind started to enter society

proper as a consequence of the Thai government’s policies aimed at extending blind

proper as a consequence of the Thai government’s policies aimed at extending blind

schools and providing vocational training for people with disabilities across the

schools and providing vocational training for people with disabilities across the

country, but especially in Bangkok and its surrounding areas. After graduating, many

country, but especially in Bangkok and its surrounding areas. After graduating, many

blind people would seek work in the capital city. Bangkok was (and still is) the

blind people would seek work in the capital city. Bangkok was (and still is) the

development hub of Thailand and provided job opportunities for blind people to sell

development hub of Thailand and provided job opportunities for blind people to sell

lottery tickets, sell chewing gum in theaters, and work as blind musicians or singers.

lottery tickets, sell chewing gum in theaters, and work as blind musicians or singers.

The mass transportation systems in Bangkok also allowed blind people to move

The mass transportation systems in Bangkok also allowed blind people to move

around freely, more so than when living in rural areas. Networks for those blind

around freely, more so than when living in rural areas. Networks for those blind

people living and working in Bangkok were gradually established at the end of the

people living and working in Bangkok were gradually established at the end of the

twentieth century, attracting blind people from rural areas with the prospect of a better

twentieth century, attracting blind people from rural areas with the prospect of a better

life. A former blind musician who became a solo singer at a market fair told me in an

life. A former blind musician who became a solo singer at a market fair told me in an

interview that Bangkok at that time represented a “bonanza” for the blind.

interview that Bangkok at that time represented a “bonanza” for the blind.

Samak grew-up in Bangkok between the late 1980s and mid-1990s, the so-

Samak grew-up in Bangkok between the late 1980s and mid-1990s, the so-

called golden age for blind bands. The talents and abilities of blind musicians, who

called golden age for blind bands. The talents and abilities of blind musicians, who

could play their instruments as well as the sighted, created a new exotic product for

could play their instruments as well as the sighted, created a new exotic product for

people in Thai society, who had had little interaction with blind people before. This

people in Thai society, who had had little interaction with blind people before. This

was a major factor supporting the growth of blind bands during this time. Samak

was a major factor supporting the growth of blind bands during this time. Samak

returned to the blind society again in the 2000s, a period when people had more

returned to the blind society again in the 2000s, a period when people had more

experience with the disabled, meaning street music played by blind people was no

experience with the disabled, meaning street music played by blind people was no

longer new and exotic. His return to the society allowed Samak to witness how it had

longer new and exotic. His return to the society allowed Samak to witness how it had

changed. Before, Samak had taken his father to sing songs at restaurants and pubs in

changed. Before, Samak had taken his father to sing songs at restaurants and pubs in

the city at night, as well as taken his relative, also a blind singer, to sing on the streets

the city at night, as well as taken his relative, also a blind singer, to sing on the streets

near the major business centers in Bangkok. Now, blind singers were singing solo at

near the major business centers in Bangkok. Now, blind singers were singing solo at

markets and fairs in the suburbs.

markets and fairs in the suburbs.

The early golden age for blind bands

The early golden age for blind bands

In her book, entitled Fighting in the Dark World (1975), Narumol Chandthakul, a

In her book, entitled Fighting in the Dark World (1975), Narumol Chandthakul, a

blind writer and singer, and the head of a blind band in that early golden period,

blind writer and singer, and the head of a blind band in that early golden period,

reveals that the first blind bands appeared in Thailand after the Second World War, at

reveals that the first blind bands appeared in Thailand after the Second World War, at

the end of the 1950s. She attended the Bangkok School for the Blind, the first school

the end of the 1950s. She attended the Bangkok School for the Blind, the first school

for disabled children in Thailand (established by a blind American female missionary

for disabled children in Thailand (established by a blind American female missionary
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a few years before the Second World War). After graduating she worked as a radio

a few years before the Second World War). After graduating she worked as a radio

disk jockey, persuading her blind friends, those with musical skills, to set up a band to

disk jockey, persuading her blind friends, those with musical skills, to set up a band to

play music on the radio. The blind musicians only got together to play music when

play music on the radio. The blind musicians only got together to play music when

they had to perform on the radio; they never sang outside the radio studio, for

they had to perform on the radio; they never sang outside the radio studio, for

example, at schools or government offices. This band gave inspiration to blind

example, at schools or government offices. This band gave inspiration to blind

students at the Bangkok School for the Blind. Narumol insisted that the existence of

students at the Bangkok School for the Blind. Narumol insisted that the existence of

blind bands in Thailand today is the result of pressure coming from blind students

blind bands in Thailand today is the result of pressure coming from blind students

who were worried about their lives after graduation. They were afraid of not finding

who were worried about their lives after graduation. They were afraid of not finding

work and having to return home to their families, to be taken care of. Even if they

work and having to return home to their families, to be taken care of. Even if they

studied hard at school, they were not able to work in order to earn money for

studied hard at school, they were not able to work in order to earn money for

themselves. Their families would still keep them at home in the domestic arena of the

themselves. Their families would still keep them at home in the domestic arena of the

house and be ashamed of having a handicapped child.

house and be ashamed of having a handicapped child.

Narumol began her career in the blind band as a singer, and both blind and

Narumol began her career in the blind band as a singer, and both blind and

sighted bands who spotted her talent invited her to join them. Eventually, she and her

sighted bands who spotted her talent invited her to join them. Eventually, she and her

husband, a blind musician, set up their own band. Narumol’s band was not accepted

husband, a blind musician, set up their own band. Narumol’s band was not accepted

by the school for the blind from where she and the band’s members had graduated.

by the school for the blind from where she and the band’s members had graduated.

The school committee believed that to work as blind musicians and to ask for

The school committee believed that to work as blind musicians and to ask for

donations from others was akin to begging on the streets. In addition, if alumni of the

donations from others was akin to begging on the streets. In addition, if alumni of the

school were seen performing at a show and asking for donations, the school might

school were seen performing at a show and asking for donations, the school might

receive fewer donations. Therefore, the school asked the Ministry of Education to

receive fewer donations. Therefore, the school asked the Ministry of Education to

send a letter to schools upcountry, barring them from allowing Narumol’s band to

send a letter to schools upcountry, barring them from allowing Narumol’s band to

perform. However, her band got around this problem by playing at American army

perform. However, her band got around this problem by playing at American army

camps in Thailand or renting theaters upcountry and performing shows with an

camps in Thailand or renting theaters upcountry and performing shows with an

entrance fee. At a time when the disabled were not well-known among the general

entrance fee. At a time when the disabled were not well-known among the general

public and people had little experience of them, the musicianship of the band

public and people had little experience of them, the musicianship of the band

members, together with their other skills such as at making handicrafts, attracted

members, together with their other skills such as at making handicrafts, attracted

patrons to their shows.

patrons to their shows.

One day I asked Uncle Chai whether he would become a solo singer if there

One day I asked Uncle Chai whether he would become a solo singer if there

were no venues left for his band to perform their shows, similar to the other blind

were no venues left for his band to perform their shows, similar to the other blind

singers from the blind society. My question seemed to annoy him, as he needed a lot

singers from the blind society. My question seemed to annoy him, as he needed a lot

of time to think of an answer before saying, “if that day really comes, I will help my

of time to think of an answer before saying, “if that day really comes, I will help my

wife sell lottery tickets. I could not accept to be a solo singer because it seems like a

wife sell lottery tickets. I could not accept to be a solo singer because it seems like a

beggar; I am a musician and an artist.”

beggar; I am a musician and an artist.”
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Uncle Chai moved to Bangkok when he was nineteen years old. The head of

Uncle Chai moved to Bangkok when he was nineteen years old. The head of

the blind band, who had a sighted wife, picked him and another two blind friends up

the blind band, who had a sighted wife, picked him and another two blind friends up

from a school for the blind in the north of Thailand. Today, his friends still live in

from a school for the blind in the north of Thailand. Today, his friends still live in

Bangkok, but have changed their profession from musicians to selling lottery tickets.

Bangkok, but have changed their profession from musicians to selling lottery tickets.

In Bangkok during the 1960s, the use of a white cane was not common in

In Bangkok during the 1960s, the use of a white cane was not common in

blind society, so Uncle Chai had to learn how to walk safely on the street, as walking

blind society, so Uncle Chai had to learn how to walk safely on the street, as walking

in the city was very different to walking in the rural villages of home and at the school

in the city was very different to walking in the rural villages of home and at the school

for the blind. Also, he had to learn how to ask for directions from people in the city,

for the blind. Also, he had to learn how to ask for directions from people in the city,

and how to get on and off the bus. When Uncle Chai started his career as a blind

and how to get on and off the bus. When Uncle Chai started his career as a blind

musician in Bangkok, the blind band had to ask for permission to perform shows at

musician in Bangkok, the blind band had to ask for permission to perform shows at

schools and government buildings in Bangkok as well as in rural villages. No blind

schools and government buildings in Bangkok as well as in rural villages. No blind

bands dared perform on footpaths or on the street in front of department stores,

bands dared perform on footpaths or on the street in front of department stores,

because they were afraid of being arrested by the police, given that blind bands were

because they were afraid of being arrested by the police, given that blind bands were

considered the same as beggars. Moreover, the Thai government had enacted the

considered the same as beggars. Moreover, the Thai government had enacted the

Beggar Control Act in 1941, and as a result, the police could arrest any person who

Beggar Control Act in 1941, and as a result, the police could arrest any person who

looked like a beggar in the city, especially in Bangkok.

looked like a beggar in the city, especially in Bangkok.

On days Uncle Chai was not performing, he sold chewing gum to customers at

On days Uncle Chai was not performing, he sold chewing gum to customers at

famous theaters. At that time, selling chewing gum was one of the few occupations

famous theaters. At that time, selling chewing gum was one of the few occupations

open to blind people living in Bangkok. At least it showed that the blind could have

open to blind people living in Bangkok. At least it showed that the blind could have

jobs and attain a certain level of independence. The arrival of video had a negative

jobs and attain a certain level of independence. The arrival of video had a negative

impact on the movie theaters, however, and as a consequence, on those selling

impact on the movie theaters, however, and as a consequence, on those selling

chewing gum. Eventually no one chose to do it. At the beginning of the 1960s, selling

chewing gum. Eventually no one chose to do it. At the beginning of the 1960s, selling

lottery tickets was also not so popular among blind people. Those who had emigrated

lottery tickets was also not so popular among blind people. Those who had emigrated

from rural areas were poor and so had no money to invest, plus they did not have

from rural areas were poor and so had no money to invest, plus they did not have

much experience of living in a big city like Bangkok. They were afraid to walk on the

much experience of living in a big city like Bangkok. They were afraid to walk on the

streets selling lottery tickets; therefore, to stay with the head of the blind band and sell

streets selling lottery tickets; therefore, to stay with the head of the blind band and sell

chewing gum in theaters was considered safer work for those with little experience in

chewing gum in theaters was considered safer work for those with little experience in

the city and without extensive social networks in Bangkok.

the city and without extensive social networks in Bangkok.

Uncle Chai told me that a blind band on tour performing music in a rural

Uncle Chai told me that a blind band on tour performing music in a rural

village would take at least one month to move from one village to another, and from

village would take at least one month to move from one village to another, and from

one school to another. Therefore, life was a struggle for blind musicians in the 1970s

one school to another. Therefore, life was a struggle for blind musicians in the 1970s

and 1980s; roads in the rural areas were very bad, and cars were always crowded with

and 1980s; roads in the rural areas were very bad, and cars were always crowded with

musicians and instruments when traveling to shows. Often they had to sleep in

musicians and instruments when traveling to shows. Often they had to sleep in
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temples when there were no hotel rooms available. Once in a while, when performing

temples when there were no hotel rooms available. Once in a while, when performing

a show in the city, the head of the band had to arrange a hotel room for all members.

a show in the city, the head of the band had to arrange a hotel room for all members.

The group combined their musical and other skills as a strategy to attract

The group combined their musical and other skills as a strategy to attract

audiences; however, prior to performing the group would bring out Braille letters and

audiences; however, prior to performing the group would bring out Braille letters and

Braille clocks, which looked puzzling for sighted people, but made them want to see

Braille clocks, which looked puzzling for sighted people, but made them want to see

the band. Especially people in rural villages had never seen these items before.

the band. Especially people in rural villages had never seen these items before.

When I began my life as a blind musician, people had never seen Braille

When I began my life as a blind musician, people had never seen Braille

letters before, and when a person donated money, we would write their name

letters before, and when a person donated money, we would write their name

and address in a notebook using Braille. After that, we had a blind person read

and address in a notebook using Braille. After that, we had a blind person read

the names and addresses of all the donors out loud, and people were surprised

the names and addresses of all the donors out loud, and people were surprised

as to why a blind person who could not see was able to use their hand on a

as to why a blind person who could not see was able to use their hand on a

page and read out the names and addresses correctly,

page and read out the names and addresses correctly,

Aunty Tong, Uncle Chai s’ wife, is also a blind singer but doesn’t go out with the

Aunty Tong, Uncle Chai s’ wife, is also a blind singer but doesn’t go out with the

band anymore due to health problems. Some days, she helps her son sell lottery

band anymore due to health problems. Some days, she helps her son sell lottery

tickets close to her house, at the location where she and her blind friend rent space

tickets close to her house, at the location where she and her blind friend rent space

every month to sell tickets. Due to her many congenital health conditions, she looks

every month to sell tickets. Due to her many congenital health conditions, she looks

quite weak, even though she is somewhat plump. She was born into a family in which

quite weak, even though she is somewhat plump. She was born into a family in which

even her brother and sister had poor vision. Samak’s mother is her sister, and Aunty

even her brother and sister had poor vision. Samak’s mother is her sister, and Aunty

Tong began life in the blind society as a blind singer in her brother’s band. She and

Tong began life in the blind society as a blind singer in her brother’s band. She and

her ex-husband set up their own blind band in 1984, during the golden age for blind

her ex-husband set up their own blind band in 1984, during the golden age for blind

bands. At that time, even though there were many blind bands in Bangkok, sighted

bands. At that time, even though there were many blind bands in Bangkok, sighted

people were pleased to participate in their musical shows, and there were many more

people were pleased to participate in their musical shows, and there were many more

venues available to blind bands than today.

venues available to blind bands than today.

Aunty Tong recalled this golden age: “At that time I was very lucky.

Aunty Tong recalled this golden age: “At that time I was very lucky.

Everywhere I went, the shows were full. Sellers in the market were pleased to have a

Everywhere I went, the shows were full. Sellers in the market were pleased to have a

show taking place in the market because it attracted many customers. The footpaths

show taking place in the market because it attracted many customers. The footpaths

were large enough to hold all the musical instruments, and there were not so many

were large enough to hold all the musical instruments, and there were not so many

food stalls. The blind musicians and the sellers depended on each other.”

food stalls. The blind musicians and the sellers depended on each other.”

One blind musician, a drummer, who now plays solo told me that during the

One blind musician, a drummer, who now plays solo told me that during the

golden age for blind band, the leader of his band instructed him and his colleagues to

golden age for blind band, the leader of his band instructed him and his colleagues to

reserve the best spaces, those where they would receive a lot of donations, by going to

reserve the best spaces, those where they would receive a lot of donations, by going to
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the location at midnight and sleeping there until the morning. Frequently, there were

the location at midnight and sleeping there until the morning. Frequently, there were

quarrels between the blind bands that had “booked” the space, and those arriving later

quarrels between the blind bands that had “booked” the space, and those arriving later

who deemed it unfair. The Thailand Association of the Blind released an unofficial

who deemed it unfair. The Thailand Association of the Blind released an unofficial

rule after a meeting was held among the blind bands, saying that if a blind band or

rule after a meeting was held among the blind bands, saying that if a blind band or

singer were performing a show, newly arriving bands or singers would have to find

singer were performing a show, newly arriving bands or singers would have to find

another space to perform. This unofficial rule created by the Association was

another space to perform. This unofficial rule created by the Association was

introduced not only to prevent quarrels between blind bands but also to create a good

introduced not only to prevent quarrels between blind bands but also to create a good

image among the wider public. Some blind singers called this unofficial rule “the

image among the wider public. Some blind singers called this unofficial rule “the

ethical obligation of the society”.

ethical obligation of the society”.

Uncertainty of place and uncertainty of life

Uncertainty of place and uncertainty of life

When I started my fieldwork, I encountered problems due to the uncertainty around

When I started my fieldwork, I encountered problems due to the uncertainty around

where blind singers would be working each day. This problem adversely affected my

where blind singers would be working each day. This problem adversely affected my

research plan during the first few months of my study, as I could not secure stable

research plan during the first few months of my study, as I could not secure stable

appointments with the performers. One blind singer I met on the street early on in my

appointments with the performers. One blind singer I met on the street early on in my

research said, “I don’t know where I will be tomorrow. Being a blind singer is an

research said, “I don’t know where I will be tomorrow. Being a blind singer is an

independent career; the workplace for each day depends on many factors.” During my

independent career; the workplace for each day depends on many factors.” During my

initial research period, this kind of answer made me unsure as to whether it simply

initial research period, this kind of answer made me unsure as to whether it simply

represented a strategy to avoid meeting a stranger like me, as they might not have

represented a strategy to avoid meeting a stranger like me, as they might not have

wanted me to study their lives. I gradually learned, after having spent many months

wanted me to study their lives. I gradually learned, after having spent many months

working with Uncle Chai and his band, that the answers I received from the blind

working with Uncle Chai and his band, that the answers I received from the blind

singers were sincere.

singers were sincere.

“There are two key secrets in blind society that are retained by the blind bands

“There are two key secrets in blind society that are retained by the blind bands

and the singers,” Samak told me one day while we were waiting for Uncle Chai’s

and the singers,” Samak told me one day while we were waiting for Uncle Chai’s

band to finish performing their show in front of a department store in Bangkok. “Two

band to finish performing their show in front of a department store in Bangkok. “Two

important things need to be kept secrets; the location we work and the amount we

important things need to be kept secrets; the location we work and the amount we

earn each day.” He continued to provide additional insights, “there is a risk that too

earn each day.” He continued to provide additional insights, “there is a risk that too

many blind singers and beggars at a workplace will lead to the security guards

many blind singers and beggars at a workplace will lead to the security guards

prohibiting every blind singer from performing a show. In their eyes, the blind singers

prohibiting every blind singer from performing a show. In their eyes, the blind singers

may create a lot of noise and bother customers at the market as well as give the area a

may create a lot of noise and bother customers at the market as well as give the area a

poor image.”

poor image.”

This uncertainty over the workplace for the day forces the band leaders to

This uncertainty over the workplace for the day forces the band leaders to

prepare alternative workplace options. Having to move to another spot far away can

prepare alternative workplace options. Having to move to another spot far away can
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consume a lot of time, and the time slots allowed for each show are quite limited, due

consume a lot of time, and the time slots allowed for each show are quite limited, due

to the opening and closing times of the markets, the company working times in the

to the opening and closing times of the markets, the company working times in the

morning, or the lunch breaks taken by the office staff. Being able to move swiftly

morning, or the lunch breaks taken by the office staff. Being able to move swiftly

from one place to another is, therefore, of vital importance. In the case of the solo

from one place to another is, therefore, of vital importance. In the case of the solo

blind singers, a motorcycle taxi can help resolve a time crunch by taking shortcuts,

blind singers, a motorcycle taxi can help resolve a time crunch by taking shortcuts,

meaning that the singer arrives at a venue before other singers. Also, if a singer turns

meaning that the singer arrives at a venue before other singers. Also, if a singer turns

up at a location and there is already another singer performing or if the market owner

up at a location and there is already another singer performing or if the market owner

does not allow him or her to perform, then a motorcycle taxi can be used to take the

does not allow him or her to perform, then a motorcycle taxi can be used to take the

singer to a new location very quickly.

singer to a new location very quickly.

The limited space forces the solo blind singers to keep their planed location a

The limited space forces the solo blind singers to keep their planed location a

secret. I also found that the blind singers do not search for new spaces, but that each

secret. I also found that the blind singers do not search for new spaces, but that each

of them has many spots where they perform a show regularly each day of the week.

of them has many spots where they perform a show regularly each day of the week.

To hire a motorcycle taxi to find new spaces is a risky investment, as it does not

To hire a motorcycle taxi to find new spaces is a risky investment, as it does not

guarantee that the market owner will allow the person to sing. To maintain good

guarantee that the market owner will allow the person to sing. To maintain good

relations with the market owners and security guards, and especially the sellers, is a

relations with the market owners and security guards, and especially the sellers, is a

more effective strategy. The best outcome is to be granted permission to perform in

more effective strategy. The best outcome is to be granted permission to perform in

the same market over a long period of time.

the same market over a long period of time.

Those places at which the singers do not become familiar with the sellers or do

Those places at which the singers do not become familiar with the sellers or do

not have the social connections with people in the market are considered high risk.

not have the social connections with people in the market are considered high risk.

For example, the sellers may call city police officers if they think a blind singer is

For example, the sellers may call city police officers if they think a blind singer is

annoying them and their customers. Uncle Chai told me about the uncertainty blind

annoying them and their customers. Uncle Chai told me about the uncertainty blind

bands face in their daily lives.

bands face in their daily lives.

Once, police officers took away our generator while we were performing,

Once, police officers took away our generator while we were performing,

because a seller had called them and said we were bothering her and her

because a seller had called them and said we were bothering her and her

customers. I had to go to the office and pay a fine of 2,000 Baht (50 Euros) to

customers. I had to go to the office and pay a fine of 2,000 Baht (50 Euros) to

get my generator back.

get my generator back.

He said he now takes a variety of loudspeakers with him in the car, and chooses the

He said he now takes a variety of loudspeakers with him in the car, and chooses the

size most appropriate to the venue in order to maintain a good relationship with the

size most appropriate to the venue in order to maintain a good relationship with the

sellers, either on the street or at market fairs.

sellers, either on the street or at market fairs.

I remember a blind musician, a drummer and leader of a blind band telling me

I remember a blind musician, a drummer and leader of a blind band telling me

a story while we were sitting in his car on the way back to the office. He and his blind

a story while we were sitting in his car on the way back to the office. He and his blind
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musicians often turn up to perform a show on the street, under a flyover or at a market

musicians often turn up to perform a show on the street, under a flyover or at a market

fair, and call it “random work”, as they cannot predict what will happen when they

fair, and call it “random work”, as they cannot predict what will happen when they

arrive. There is no guarantee that the place at which they intend to perform will be

arrive. There is no guarantee that the place at which they intend to perform will be

available; many, highly unpredictable factors – such as the weather and the area

available; many, highly unpredictable factors – such as the weather and the area

available on the street, the sellers attitudes or the presence of the police – may prevent

available on the street, the sellers attitudes or the presence of the police – may prevent

them from performing a show.

them from performing a show.

Urban space and the post-peasant society

Urban space and the post-peasant society

The golden age of the blind bands gradually came to an end, forcing blind musicians

The golden age of the blind bands gradually came to an end, forcing blind musicians

to become soloists at market fairs. When I met her, Aunty Tong pointed her finger at

to become soloists at market fairs. When I met her, Aunty Tong pointed her finger at

some musical instruments which I saw had not been used for a while, such as a drum,

some musical instruments which I saw had not been used for a while, such as a drum,

a bass and a guitar. She was keeping them in a cabinet in her office. She said, “have

a bass and a guitar. She was keeping them in a cabinet in her office. She said, “have

you even noticed that today the footpaths in Bangkok are full of street vendors, and

you even noticed that today the footpaths in Bangkok are full of street vendors, and

there are a lot of people walking on the footpath, meaning there is no space left for

there are a lot of people walking on the footpath, meaning there is no space left for

blind bands’ musical instruments?” She added, “I am happy to give money to the city

blind bands’ musical instruments?” She added, “I am happy to give money to the city

police officers in order to let me perform my show on the footpaths, but those sellers

police officers in order to let me perform my show on the footpaths, but those sellers

who sell products on the same footpaths and also pay money to the police will not let

who sell products on the same footpaths and also pay money to the police will not let

us play. They complain that our music is too loud and bothers them.”

us play. They complain that our music is too loud and bothers them.”

Aunty Tong’s story aligns perfectly with the economic and social

Aunty Tong’s story aligns perfectly with the economic and social

transformation that has taken place in Thailand, resulting in increased urbanization,

transformation that has taken place in Thailand, resulting in increased urbanization,

particularly in Bangkok. Thai scholars refer to this period of transformation in

particularly in Bangkok. Thai scholars refer to this period of transformation in

Thailand as “the Post-Peasant Society”, one which transformed rural culture and

Thailand as “the Post-Peasant Society”, one which transformed rural culture and

villager ideologies (Walker 2012). Today, farmers make up less than a half of

villager ideologies (Walker 2012). Today, farmers make up less than a half of

the labor force in Thailand (Pramote, Sureeporn and Patama 2007), and there has been

the labor force in Thailand (Pramote, Sureeporn and Patama 2007), and there has been

a decline in domestic agriculture, once a key income source for villagers. People of a

a decline in domestic agriculture, once a key income source for villagers. People of a

younger working age now make up the majority of the labor force in the city, and

younger working age now make up the majority of the labor force in the city, and

agricultural activities are no longer key income streams for households. Families in

agricultural activities are no longer key income streams for households. Families in

rural areas now earn most of their incomes from small-scale service businesses in the

rural areas now earn most of their incomes from small-scale service businesses in the

city, such as selling from carts, driving motorcycle taxis or taxis, and working in the

city, such as selling from carts, driving motorcycle taxis or taxis, and working in the

manufacturing sector at industrial factories. Charles Keyes (2012), an anthropologist

manufacturing sector at industrial factories. Charles Keyes (2012), an anthropologist

who has studied Thai rural communities since the 1970s, calls rural villagers who are

who has studied Thai rural communities since the 1970s, calls rural villagers who are

a part of this social transformation phenomenon “cosmopolitan villagers”. They have

a part of this social transformation phenomenon “cosmopolitan villagers”. They have
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not only become workers in a global system of labor, but also their social lives are

not only become workers in a global system of labor, but also their social lives are

closely related to the city, both in terms of the physical and ideological dimensions.

closely related to the city, both in terms of the physical and ideological dimensions.

The population distribution in Thailand has changed over the decades, with

The population distribution in Thailand has changed over the decades, with

the portion of the population living in urban areas increasing. Demographers call this

the portion of the population living in urban areas increasing. Demographers call this

population transition an “urbanite explosion” and are very concerned about its

population transition an “urbanite explosion” and are very concerned about its

impacts on quality of life and the accompanying social changes (Pramote, Sureeporn

impacts on quality of life and the accompanying social changes (Pramote, Sureeporn

and Patama 2007).

and Patama 2007).

Marc Askew (2002: 3) states that Bangkok, as a modern city, is dynamically

Marc Askew (2002: 3) states that Bangkok, as a modern city, is dynamically

shaped by the interaction between its people, its inherited structures (physical, social

shaped by the interaction between its people, its inherited structures (physical, social

and economic) and new transformations. The latest social transformation, the post-

and economic) and new transformations. The latest social transformation, the post-

peasant society, has influenced the urban dynamics of Bangkok in a variety of ways,

peasant society, has influenced the urban dynamics of Bangkok in a variety of ways,

for example, city in-migration, with more people leaving rural areas for urban areas,

for example, city in-migration, with more people leaving rural areas for urban areas,

especially to Bangkok. In the past, people from rural areas would migrate to Bangkok

especially to Bangkok. In the past, people from rural areas would migrate to Bangkok

to work in the service industry only for a short period during the agricultural off-

to work in the service industry only for a short period during the agricultural off-

season, then return to their communities during the farming season. However,

season, then return to their communities during the farming season. However,

nowadays, people from rural areas migrate to Bangkok to work and live in the city for

nowadays, people from rural areas migrate to Bangkok to work and live in the city for

longer periods of time, or even permanently. As a result, not only has the population

longer periods of time, or even permanently. As a result, not only has the population

density in Bangkok increased, but urbanization has extended Bangkok into

density in Bangkok increased, but urbanization has extended Bangkok into

neighboring areas, to accommodate the increase in population size and density. The

neighboring areas, to accommodate the increase in population size and density. The

emergence of housing developments, and market fairs in front of such developments,

emergence of housing developments, and market fairs in front of such developments,

in suburban areas is the result of Bangkok’s urbanization and a solution to the

in suburban areas is the result of Bangkok’s urbanization and a solution to the

population density issue. The owners of many of these markets purposely design them

population density issue. The owners of many of these markets purposely design them

to resemble rural markets, in response to the feelings of nostalgia present among the

to resemble rural markets, in response to the feelings of nostalgia present among the

customers, those born and raised in the countryside.

customers, those born and raised in the countryside.

The social transformation of the post-peasant era is related to the urbanization

The social transformation of the post-peasant era is related to the urbanization

of Bangkok and had an impact on the dynamic changes that have taken place within

of Bangkok and had an impact on the dynamic changes that have taken place within

blind society in two ways. First, with the increase in the size of the population in

blind society in two ways. First, with the increase in the size of the population in

Bangkok’s urban areas, city police officials, those who control the urban areas, started

Bangkok’s urban areas, city police officials, those who control the urban areas, started

to prohibit blind musicians from performing on the sidewalks. The reason for this

to prohibit blind musicians from performing on the sidewalks. The reason for this

action is that the musical instruments placed on sidewalks can obstruct people’s

action is that the musical instruments placed on sidewalks can obstruct people’s

movements in the urban areas and may even cause accidents. Also, the music

movements in the urban areas and may even cause accidents. Also, the music

performed by blind bands in public areas and on sidewalks exceeds the legal limit in

performed by blind bands in public areas and on sidewalks exceeds the legal limit in

terms of volume. The emergence of market fairs in suburban areas also led to a social

terms of volume. The emergence of market fairs in suburban areas also led to a social
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transformation in Thailand, opening up new opportunities for blind musicians and

transformation in Thailand, opening up new opportunities for blind musicians and

singers. Nowadays, many performers work as solo artists, building on bad experiences

singers. Nowadays, many performers work as solo artists, building on bad experiences

when almost all the blind bands were barred from playing. This change, from blind

when almost all the blind bands were barred from playing. This change, from blind

musicians in a band to solo blind singers working in markets within suburban areas,

musicians in a band to solo blind singers working in markets within suburban areas,

has had an impact on the social interactions taking place between the singers and the

has had an impact on the social interactions taking place between the singers and the

new places where they play.

new places where they play.

Another change is the structure of the power relationships experienced by

Another change is the structure of the power relationships experienced by

blind singers on a daily basis. Previously they were under the control of the leaders of

blind singers on a daily basis. Previously they were under the control of the leaders of

their band and under surveillance by the local Bangkok police officers and city police

their band and under surveillance by the local Bangkok police officers and city police

officials. Today, a complex network of unequal social relations at markets in suburban

officials. Today, a complex network of unequal social relations at markets in suburban

areas, those under the control of market owners, market guards and sellers, is the key

areas, those under the control of market owners, market guards and sellers, is the key

influence on the singers’ lives. Moreover, these markets in the suburban areas have

influence on the singers’ lives. Moreover, these markets in the suburban areas have

created new forms in terms of the power of sight and gaze over the impaired bodies of

created new forms in terms of the power of sight and gaze over the impaired bodies of

the blind singers, moving from one based on the city police officers in urban areas, to

the blind singers, moving from one based on the city police officers in urban areas, to

being under the gaze of the market owners, guards and sellers mentioned above. In

being under the gaze of the market owners, guards and sellers mentioned above. In

other words, market fairs have become the new working locations for blind singers,

other words, market fairs have become the new working locations for blind singers,

generating new typologies of power that regulate blind singers’ bodies and the non-

generating new typologies of power that regulate blind singers’ bodies and the non-

economic relationships between blind singers and others.

economic relationships between blind singers and others.

The big brothers

The big brothers

I was sitting opposite a 53 year old, rather plump, blind man, with his desk between

I was sitting opposite a 53 year old, rather plump, blind man, with his desk between

us. He was dressed nicely and looked dignified; his short-sleeved shirt was ironed

us. He was dressed nicely and looked dignified; his short-sleeved shirt was ironed

neatly. He wore sunglasses, a big golden necklace could be seen draped over his shirt,

neatly. He wore sunglasses, a big golden necklace could be seen draped over his shirt,

a designer wristwatch was on his left hand, and he was wearing a gold ring with a

a designer wristwatch was on his left hand, and he was wearing a gold ring with a

green precious stone on his left ring finger. Kamon was the head of a blind band

green precious stone on his left ring finger. Kamon was the head of a blind band

called “the Kamon Sound”, and they were the first to perform on the footpath in front

called “the Kamon Sound”, and they were the first to perform on the footpath in front

of the department stores next to the flyovers and on the street next to the markets,

of the department stores next to the flyovers and on the street next to the markets,

while all other blind bands at that time were still performing their shows in schools

while all other blind bands at that time were still performing their shows in schools

and government buildings. I was only able to make an appointment with him in the

and government buildings. I was only able to make an appointment with him in the

last phase of my field data collection work. His time and my time seemed never to

last phase of my field data collection work. His time and my time seemed never to

coincide. Kamon has many business obligations and has to travel to different

coincide. Kamon has many business obligations and has to travel to different

provinces throughout the country to take care of his lottery members at the

provinces throughout the country to take care of his lottery members at the

Association of the Blind, as he is the head of the group.

Association of the Blind, as he is the head of the group.
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I first learned of Kamon during an introduction given for a solo blind singer I

I first learned of Kamon during an introduction given for a solo blind singer I

was following as part of my fieldwork. The blind singer is also a member of the

was following as part of my fieldwork. The blind singer is also a member of the

Kamon Sound, although Kamon only asks him to join the band when it performs a

Kamon Sound, although Kamon only asks him to join the band when it performs a

show. Whenever there are no shows, he usually works as a solo singer at market fairs.

show. Whenever there are no shows, he usually works as a solo singer at market fairs.

He is also a member of the association’s lottery group headed by Kamon, and his wife

He is also a member of the association’s lottery group headed by Kamon, and his wife

works as a blind masseuse at a massage shop owned by Kamon.

works as a blind masseuse at a massage shop owned by Kamon.

It is incredible that a man who became blind when he was twenty due to

It is incredible that a man who became blind when he was twenty due to

glaucoma could become rich and the owner of a number of businesses. Kamon told

glaucoma could become rich and the owner of a number of businesses. Kamon told

me about his background:

me about his background:

In the past, blind people were treated just like animals. If a guest visited our

In the past, blind people were treated just like animals. If a guest visited our

family, my brother would tell me to hide at the back of the house. After

family, my brother would tell me to hide at the back of the house. After

becoming blind, it seemed like I had become a pariah, one who brought shame

becoming blind, it seemed like I had become a pariah, one who brought shame

to the family.

to the family.

Having been blind for two years, Kamon met a Christian nun in the village, and she

Having been blind for two years, Kamon met a Christian nun in the village, and she

suggested he should study at the Center for Skills Development and Vocational

suggested he should study at the Center for Skills Development and Vocational

Training for the Blind on the outskirts of Bangkok. Kamon realized that his family

Training for the Blind on the outskirts of Bangkok. Kamon realized that his family

would be against the idea, as in the early 1980s it was difficult for Thais to imagine

would be against the idea, as in the early 1980s it was difficult for Thais to imagine

that the blind could study and look after themselves by working. As a result, Kamon

that the blind could study and look after themselves by working. As a result, Kamon

decided to leave home and joined the nun at the center. Kamon studied carpentry as

decided to leave home and joined the nun at the center. Kamon studied carpentry as

well as the high school curriculum at a special education school. After finishing the

well as the high school curriculum at a special education school. After finishing the

carpentry course, he worked as a carpenter in a factory producing tables and chairs for

carpentry course, he worked as a carpenter in a factory producing tables and chairs for

the center. He would have become a woodwork teacher at the center, had he not been

the center. He would have become a woodwork teacher at the center, had he not been

fired from the center for leading students in a protest against the priest for trying to

fired from the center for leading students in a protest against the priest for trying to

convert them to Christianity.

convert them to Christianity.

After leaving the center, Kamon decided to stay in Bangkok and not to return

After leaving the center, Kamon decided to stay in Bangkok and not to return

to his family. He used the savings he had made as a carpenter to buy lottery tickets

to his family. He used the savings he had made as a carpenter to buy lottery tickets

and sell them. In the early 1980s, the sale of lottery tickets was just becoming a well-

and sell them. In the early 1980s, the sale of lottery tickets was just becoming a well-

known activity among the blind in Bangkok. One of his blind friends, who was

known activity among the blind in Bangkok. One of his blind friends, who was

unemployed because his blind band had disbanded, persuaded Kamon to set up a

unemployed because his blind band had disbanded, persuaded Kamon to set up a

blind band. Then Kamon started renting instruments to his friends who were good at

blind band. Then Kamon started renting instruments to his friends who were good at

music, to perform shows in schools and at government buildings, like a number of

music, to perform shows in schools and at government buildings, like a number of
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other blind bands during the golden age of the early 1980s. Kamon had no musical

other blind bands during the golden age of the early 1980s. Kamon had no musical

skills, so he became the manager of the band, helping secure permission to perform

skills, so he became the manager of the band, helping secure permission to perform

from government authorities.

from government authorities.

Kamon’s band played on a street close to a market where many people came

Kamon’s band played on a street close to a market where many people came

to buy goods, also located next to a transportation hub. The show received a lot of

to buy goods, also located next to a transportation hub. The show received a lot of

support from the public, and his band earned 20,000 Baht per day from two rounds of

support from the public, and his band earned 20,000 Baht per day from two rounds of

shows, one in the morning and one in the afternoon. However, word of their success

shows, one in the morning and one in the afternoon. However, word of their success

also spread to other blind bands that were still performing at schools and government

also spread to other blind bands that were still performing at schools and government

buildings, so they also began performing on busy streets in front of department stores,

buildings, so they also began performing on busy streets in front of department stores,

next to flyovers, near bus terminals, and on other locations in Bangkok. Kamon had to

next to flyovers, near bus terminals, and on other locations in Bangkok. Kamon had to

pay 2,000 Baht each month to his “big brother”, the city police officer who controlled

pay 2,000 Baht each month to his “big brother”, the city police officer who controlled

the roadside zone of Bangkok, in order to continue performing at the best locations

the roadside zone of Bangkok, in order to continue performing at the best locations

where there were large crowds.

where there were large crowds.

The city police officers

The city police officers

Major General Chamlong Srimuang became governor of Bangkok in the mid-1980s,

Major General Chamlong Srimuang became governor of Bangkok in the mid-1980s,

remaining in this position for two consecutive terms, from 14 November 1985 to 22

remaining in this position for two consecutive terms, from 14 November 1985 to 22

January 1992. He promised to make Bangkok an increasingly modern, urban society,

January 1992. He promised to make Bangkok an increasingly modern, urban society,

and placed an emphasis on policies based on the value of orderliness, together with

and placed an emphasis on policies based on the value of orderliness, together with

moralistic social policies such as dealing with waste, traffic jams, a lack of cleanliness

moralistic social policies such as dealing with waste, traffic jams, a lack of cleanliness

and the poor state of rivers, canals, roads and sidewalks (McCargo 1997: 127-30). In

and the poor state of rivers, canals, roads and sidewalks (McCargo 1997: 127-30). In

addition, to enable the efficient and effective implementation of his Bangkok cleaning

addition, to enable the efficient and effective implementation of his Bangkok cleaning

policy, Major General Chamlong increased the number of city police officers and

policy, Major General Chamlong increased the number of city police officers and

extended their role, with restoring order in Bangkok as their principal duty. Also, the

extended their role, with restoring order in Bangkok as their principal duty. Also, the

Cleanness and Urban Regulation Act was issued in 1992, to resolve both demographic

Cleanness and Urban Regulation Act was issued in 1992, to resolve both demographic

and environmental problems in Bangkok.

and environmental problems in Bangkok.

Chamlong’s policy to reorganize urban society, as well as the introduction of

Chamlong’s policy to reorganize urban society, as well as the introduction of

many other regulations in support of his social agenda, not only affected the street

many other regulations in support of his social agenda, not only affected the street

vendors who worked on the sidewalks, but also had an impact on the blind society.

vendors who worked on the sidewalks, but also had an impact on the blind society.

Sidewalks or roadside areas, as working locations for blind musicians, came under the

Sidewalks or roadside areas, as working locations for blind musicians, came under the

control of the city police officers responsible for street patrols throughout Bangkok.

control of the city police officers responsible for street patrols throughout Bangkok.

These officers were able to use two laws to control and regulate blind musicians and

These officers were able to use two laws to control and regulate blind musicians and

singers in Bangkok. First was the Cleanness and Urban Regulation Act, which

singers in Bangkok. First was the Cleanness and Urban Regulation Act, which
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prohibited blind musicians from performing on sidewalks, since it was felt they would

prohibited blind musicians from performing on sidewalks, since it was felt they would

obstruct pedestrians and might cause accidents. Also, the volume of the music was

obstruct pedestrians and might cause accidents. Also, the volume of the music was

thought to exceed the decibel level defined in the laws. The second law was the

thought to exceed the decibel level defined in the laws. The second law was the

Beggars’ Control Act, issued in 1941. This law allowed blind musicians to be arrested

Beggars’ Control Act, issued in 1941. This law allowed blind musicians to be arrested

and sent to government-run shelters, since it placed blind singers in Bangkok into the

and sent to government-run shelters, since it placed blind singers in Bangkok into the

same category as beggars, the homeless and prostitutes. These people were not only

same category as beggars, the homeless and prostitutes. These people were not only

characterized as a risk group who could not take care of themselves, and therefore,

characterized as a risk group who could not take care of themselves, and therefore,

needed help and assistance from the state, but were also viewed as a threat to urban

needed help and assistance from the state, but were also viewed as a threat to urban

society, potentially damaging the orderly image of Bangkok.

society, potentially damaging the orderly image of Bangkok.

Kamon told me that each blind band leader used a different technique to

Kamon told me that each blind band leader used a different technique to

ensure that his or her band could perform each day, for example, by creating a strong

ensure that his or her band could perform each day, for example, by creating a strong

social network with the city police officers, obtaining precise and accurate

social network with the city police officers, obtaining precise and accurate

information about those areas where music could or could not be performed on the

information about those areas where music could or could not be performed on the

sidewalks, areas where one could play after paying fees to the police, or even those

sidewalks, areas where one could play after paying fees to the police, or even those

areas where music could be played without having to pay money. Kamon stated that

areas where music could be played without having to pay money. Kamon stated that

having a “big brother”, a city police officer controlling the roadside zone near where

having a “big brother”, a city police officer controlling the roadside zone near where

the blind wanted to play, helped reassure bands that they would not be arrested,

the blind wanted to play, helped reassure bands that they would not be arrested,

threatened or sent to a government-run shelter.

threatened or sent to a government-run shelter.

I found out from Kamon that developing such a social relationship with the

I found out from Kamon that developing such a social relationship with the

city police officers did not usually require money. Many blind musicians and singers

city police officers did not usually require money. Many blind musicians and singers

that I followed and worked with said they were allowed to perform music on

that I followed and worked with said they were allowed to perform music on

roadsides without having to pay money to the police at this time, as some officers

roadsides without having to pay money to the police at this time, as some officers

took pity on them (ve-tha-na). To make this happen, blind singers had to be able to

took pity on them (ve-tha-na). To make this happen, blind singers had to be able to

present themselves as persons with disabilities who intended to make a living, or as

present themselves as persons with disabilities who intended to make a living, or as

handicapped people who had not given up on their fate, in other words, convince the

handicapped people who had not given up on their fate, in other words, convince the

police they were not beggars waiting for help. In such cases, blind singers or

police they were not beggars waiting for help. In such cases, blind singers or

musicians have to strike a balance in their moral self. On the one hand, they have to

musicians have to strike a balance in their moral self. On the one hand, they have to

present themselves as “modern subjects” or “social agents”, with the independence,

present themselves as “modern subjects” or “social agents”, with the independence,

freedom and autonomy to gain approval from the police, while on the other, society

freedom and autonomy to gain approval from the police, while on the other, society

would still have to see them as “passive objects” or “vulnerable people”, evoking

would still have to see them as “passive objects” or “vulnerable people”, evoking

feelings of pity from others based on the institutional morality of Theravada

feelings of pity from others based on the institutional morality of Theravada

Buddhism.

Buddhism.
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One guard explained to me that he allowed blind singers to sing at the market

One guard explained to me that he allowed blind singers to sing at the market

where he worked because he felt pity towards them as persons with disabilities. He

where he worked because he felt pity towards them as persons with disabilities. He

also confessed to me that he respected blind singers who, despite being handicapped,

also confessed to me that he respected blind singers who, despite being handicapped,

worked hard and refused to wait for other people’s help to arrive. He hoped that the

worked hard and refused to wait for other people’s help to arrive. He hoped that the

merit he gained by showing compassion towards the handicapped and by helping

merit he gained by showing compassion towards the handicapped and by helping

them would bring him success and stability in this life and accumulate merit for the

them would bring him success and stability in this life and accumulate merit for the

next life. This market is located in a government office compound in a suburban area;

next life. This market is located in a government office compound in a suburban area;

every Wednesday and Friday the parking lot and its surrounding area are transformed

every Wednesday and Friday the parking lot and its surrounding area are transformed

into a market. Patrons of the market include Thai government officials who work in

into a market. Patrons of the market include Thai government officials who work in

the nearby offices and people from the neighboring community. On Wednesdays, the

the nearby offices and people from the neighboring community. On Wednesdays, the

market guard would divide the blind singers’ areas into zones, where each could

market guard would divide the blind singers’ areas into zones, where each could

perform without disturbing the stall owners and customers. On Fridays, he allowed

perform without disturbing the stall owners and customers. On Fridays, he allowed

only one blind singer to perform; because, years before, the Friday market had been

only one blind singer to perform; because, years before, the Friday market had been

filled with blind singers and foreign beggars. The market stall sellers complained to

filled with blind singers and foreign beggars. The market stall sellers complained to

the head of the government office that the loud music was disturbing them and their

the head of the government office that the loud music was disturbing them and their

customers. Also, having a lot of beggars and handicapped singers at the market made

customers. Also, having a lot of beggars and handicapped singers at the market made

it look dirty and unattractive to the customers. As a result, the head of the government

it look dirty and unattractive to the customers. As a result, the head of the government

office ordered the guards at the market to stop blind singers and beggars from using

office ordered the guards at the market to stop blind singers and beggars from using

the space there, except for one particular blind singer. One singer was allowed to play

the space there, except for one particular blind singer. One singer was allowed to play

there because the guards took pity on this one man, as a disabled person.

there because the guards took pity on this one man, as a disabled person.

This blind singer was the one who introduced me to Kamon, and he shared

This blind singer was the one who introduced me to Kamon, and he shared

with me his technique for maintaining good social relations with the guards at the

with me his technique for maintaining good social relations with the guards at the

market – not arguing or disobeying them under any circumstances. For instance, blind

market – not arguing or disobeying them under any circumstances. For instance, blind

singers should sit and sing only at the spots that the guard allocated. Using a simple

singers should sit and sing only at the spots that the guard allocated. Using a simple

technique like this, the relationship between him and the guard, as his big brother,

technique like this, the relationship between him and the guard, as his big brother,

remained strong. He explained to me also that every blind singer as well as his or her

remained strong. He explained to me also that every blind singer as well as his or her

personal motorbike taxi rider had to learn and remember the position allocated to

personal motorbike taxi rider had to learn and remember the position allocated to

them by the police officers in Bangkok’s urban areas or the guards in the suburban

them by the police officers in Bangkok’s urban areas or the guards in the suburban

markets. Any violation of these orders would not only have destroyed the trust

markets. Any violation of these orders would not only have destroyed the trust

developed between the blind singers and their big brother, but it could have had a

developed between the blind singers and their big brother, but it could have had a

serious impact on the blind singers’ chances of ever performing in such places again.

serious impact on the blind singers’ chances of ever performing in such places again.

I still remember an event that happened during one Songkran Festival (a major

I still remember an event that happened during one Songkran Festival (a major

holiday in Thailand in mid-April). Television news programs reported that policemen

holiday in Thailand in mid-April). Television news programs reported that policemen
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had arrested many foreign beggars, homeless people and disabled that looked like

had arrested many foreign beggars, homeless people and disabled that looked like

beggars on the streets of Bangkok’s business district, near the office of a blind

beggars on the streets of Bangkok’s business district, near the office of a blind

musician I had been working with. His name was Wat, and he was a saxophone player

musician I had been working with. His name was Wat, and he was a saxophone player

who played in front of a big department store. The following week I went to the

who played in front of a big department store. The following week I went to the

department store but did not see him. I was worried that he might have been arrested

department store but did not see him. I was worried that he might have been arrested

by the police. I asked a few motorcycle taxi drivers who were his friends, and they

by the police. I asked a few motorcycle taxi drivers who were his friends, and they

gave me the details as to what had happened, and after laughing, said, “Do not worry.

gave me the details as to what had happened, and after laughing, said, “Do not worry.

There is no way Wat has been arrested by the police; he has a big brother at the local

There is no way Wat has been arrested by the police; he has a big brother at the local

police station.”

police station.”

This answer reminded me of another event. One day, as I was interviewing a

This answer reminded me of another event. One day, as I was interviewing a

blind saxophone player during his break, he immediately stood up while I was getting

blind saxophone player during his break, he immediately stood up while I was getting

ready. He bowed and raised his hands to pay his respects to a police officer who was

ready. He bowed and raised his hands to pay his respects to a police officer who was

in charge in that area. At that time, the officer was having a conversation with another

in charge in that area. At that time, the officer was having a conversation with another

disabled lottery seller in a wheelchair. I wondered how the saxophone player could

disabled lottery seller in a wheelchair. I wondered how the saxophone player could

hear the conversation between the officer and the lottery seller over the noise of the

hear the conversation between the officer and the lottery seller over the noise of the

traffic. This made me realize the power relations in the blind musicians’ everyday

traffic. This made me realize the power relations in the blind musicians’ everyday

lives, and the techniques they employ to maintain good social relationships between

lives, and the techniques they employ to maintain good social relationships between

them and their protectors, those with the power to arrest or threaten them at any time

them and their protectors, those with the power to arrest or threaten them at any time

under the law.

under the law.

The material world, body and experiences

The material world, body and experiences

In the first section, I examined the ways in which certain societal transformations and

In the first section, I examined the ways in which certain societal transformations and

policy changes at the macro level in Thailand – such as the development of the post-

policy changes at the macro level in Thailand – such as the development of the post-

peasant society, the urbanization of Bangkok and local government policies –

peasant society, the urbanization of Bangkok and local government policies –

combined with the power structures, risks, fears, uncertainties and cultural prejudices

combined with the power structures, risks, fears, uncertainties and cultural prejudices

faced by blind singers and inscribed into the blind singers’ bodied memories (at both

faced by blind singers and inscribed into the blind singers’ bodied memories (at both

individual and collective levels). Based on this perspective, the blind singers’ bodied

individual and collective levels). Based on this perspective, the blind singers’ bodied

memories, as a product of the interrelations between macro and micro structures,

memories, as a product of the interrelations between macro and micro structures,

reflect an inter-subjective process, which the blind singers utilize to navigate their life

reflect an inter-subjective process, which the blind singers utilize to navigate their life

spaces (Kleinman and Kleinman 1991, 1994). These memories also dynamically

spaces (Kleinman and Kleinman 1991, 1994). These memories also dynamically

shape the blind singers’ subjectivities, ethical dilemmas and moralities. Based on this

shape the blind singers’ subjectivities, ethical dilemmas and moralities. Based on this

embodiment of memories, the impaired body is a target and site for the exercise of

embodiment of memories, the impaired body is a target and site for the exercise of
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various forms of power over blind singers’ lives, thereby inscribing various social

various forms of power over blind singers’ lives, thereby inscribing various social

practices.

practices.

Furthermore, a system of social oppression is used against blind singers,

Furthermore, a system of social oppression is used against blind singers,

emerging and being reinforced through the specific encounters that take place

emerging and being reinforced through the specific encounters that take place

between the bodied experiences of the blind singers and the uncertainty of the

between the bodied experiences of the blind singers and the uncertainty of the

material world spaces in which they exist. I should emphasize here that the

material world spaces in which they exist. I should emphasize here that the

uncertainties surrounding the spaces and places that exist within blind singers’ social

uncertainties surrounding the spaces and places that exist within blind singers’ social

lives not only create dynamic social experiences and bodied memories. These same

lives not only create dynamic social experiences and bodied memories. These same

places and spaces act simultaneously as sites where blind singers investigate their

places and spaces act simultaneously as sites where blind singers investigate their

moral selves and as a theater to express themselves as moral subjects.

moral selves and as a theater to express themselves as moral subjects.

As the life stories of the Thai blind singers show, sidewalks in urban areas or

As the life stories of the Thai blind singers show, sidewalks in urban areas or

market fairs in suburban areas are not only social spaces in which the inequality of

market fairs in suburban areas are not only social spaces in which the inequality of

power relations between blind singers and other people are expressed. These

power relations between blind singers and other people are expressed. These

sidewalks and markets are also spaces in which blind singers can express their moral

sidewalks and markets are also spaces in which blind singers can express their moral

selves within scopic regime of other people, for these others to perceive the

selves within scopic regime of other people, for these others to perceive the

representation of the singers’ selves from a balanced, two sided perspective: as

representation of the singers’ selves from a balanced, two sided perspective: as

independent artists who can earn respect from others and perform music in front of

independent artists who can earn respect from others and perform music in front of

the “big brothers” and as vulnerable subjects, evoking humanitarian concerns and

the “big brothers” and as vulnerable subjects, evoking humanitarian concerns and

ethical obligation by the other and help from strangers. Such ethical dilemmas in the

ethical obligation by the other and help from strangers. Such ethical dilemmas in the

blind people’s everyday lives emerge within the specific context of various kinds of

blind people’s everyday lives emerge within the specific context of various kinds of

uncertainty and risk they face, and within the location that blind singers frequent.

uncertainty and risk they face, and within the location that blind singers frequent.

As I described earlier, today almost all blind musicians and singers who used

As I described earlier, today almost all blind musicians and singers who used

to be members of bands perform now as solo singers at market fairs in the suburban

to be members of bands perform now as solo singers at market fairs in the suburban

areas of Bangkok. As a result, they have had to create new social relationships, based

areas of Bangkok. As a result, they have had to create new social relationships, based

on the current and complex power relations that exist with market owners, guards and

on the current and complex power relations that exist with market owners, guards and

sellers, in order to gain permission to perform. Changing from being blind musicians

sellers, in order to gain permission to perform. Changing from being blind musicians

and singers in a band to soloists playing at market fairs not only brings with it

and singers in a band to soloists playing at market fairs not only brings with it

uncertainty and risk each day, but also requires the singers to develop new and close

uncertainty and risk each day, but also requires the singers to develop new and close

relationships with motorcycle taxi drivers. This new form of social relationship is

relationships with motorcycle taxi drivers. This new form of social relationship is

influenced by the cultural prejudice shown towards persons with disabilities in Thai

influenced by the cultural prejudice shown towards persons with disabilities in Thai

society. The conflicts the blind singers encounter led them to create symbols and

society. The conflicts the blind singers encounter led them to create symbols and

jargon with the motorcycle taxi drivers and also to transfer the risks faced by blind

jargon with the motorcycle taxi drivers and also to transfer the risks faced by blind

singers to their taxi drivers. Moreover, being solo blind singers has led to them

singers to their taxi drivers. Moreover, being solo blind singers has led to them
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finding new ways to present themselves to others as moral subjects, as most Thai

finding new ways to present themselves to others as moral subjects, as most Thai

people’s perceptions of blind singers performing alone is different to that when they

people’s perceptions of blind singers performing alone is different to that when they

are part of a band. The difference is expressed in particular through their use of the

are part of a band. The difference is expressed in particular through their use of the

symbols and items employed to separate themselves from the street beggars, such as

symbols and items employed to separate themselves from the street beggars, such as

the white cane, microphone and loudspeakers. All these aspects will be presented in

the white cane, microphone and loudspeakers. All these aspects will be presented in

greater detail in the next section.

greater detail in the next section.

From musicians in a band to solo singers

From musicians in a band to solo singers

Standing right in front of Nam Petch Dormitory, I noticed that the motorbike taxi

Standing right in front of Nam Petch Dormitory, I noticed that the motorbike taxi

drivers normally parked in front of the dorm were looking at me with curiosity as I

drivers normally parked in front of the dorm were looking at me with curiosity as I

headed into the dorm. A blind singer who I was working with suggested that I should

headed into the dorm. A blind singer who I was working with suggested that I should

visit this dormitory where many blind singers live. The blind musicians and singers

visit this dormitory where many blind singers live. The blind musicians and singers

usually stay together as a community, in the same dormitory, in a rented house or in

usually stay together as a community, in the same dormitory, in a rented house or in

an affordable apartment block provided by the government for low income people.

an affordable apartment block provided by the government for low income people.

The blind communities are mostly located in the suburban areas of Bangkok, as these

The blind communities are mostly located in the suburban areas of Bangkok, as these

areas are affordable and suit the lifestyles of the blind singers, most of whom have

areas are affordable and suit the lifestyles of the blind singers, most of whom have

uncertain incomes. Also, these are the best locations to accommodate blind singers, as

uncertain incomes. Also, these are the best locations to accommodate blind singers, as

with the uncertainty over their work, suburban areas are very convenient for traveling

with the uncertainty over their work, suburban areas are very convenient for traveling

to the city or to the suburban market fairs to perform.

to the city or to the suburban market fairs to perform.

The first day I met Pen and Noy, both female blind singers, they were having a

The first day I met Pen and Noy, both female blind singers, they were having a

meal in front of a small grocery shop, having just arrived from their morning

meal in front of a small grocery shop, having just arrived from their morning

performance. They had left the dorm around 5 a.m. using their regular motorbike taxi

performance. They had left the dorm around 5 a.m. using their regular motorbike taxi

driver, who also picked them up around 9 a.m. I was visiting Nam Petch Dormitory

driver, who also picked them up around 9 a.m. I was visiting Nam Petch Dormitory

towards the end of my fieldwork, so I was no longer embarrassed by the looks of

towards the end of my fieldwork, so I was no longer embarrassed by the looks of

sighted people. While I was sitting on the staircase in front of the grocery shop, Pen

sighted people. While I was sitting on the staircase in front of the grocery shop, Pen

relaxed at the table after her meal, and Noy was on the phone discussing her new

relaxed at the table after her meal, and Noy was on the phone discussing her new

karaoke song card. During the whole interview session, people in the vicinity gazed at

karaoke song card. During the whole interview session, people in the vicinity gazed at

us: the grocery shop owner, the restaurant owner, the customers and others dormitory

us: the grocery shop owner, the restaurant owner, the customers and others dormitory

dwellers passing by.

dwellers passing by.

“I am very surprised that you are daring to talk to me, even though this is our

“I am very surprised that you are daring to talk to me, even though this is our

first chat. Usually, blind singers think I am a welfare officer in disguise, and want to

first chat. Usually, blind singers think I am a welfare officer in disguise, and want to

arrest them,” I told Pen honestly after introducing myself and her appearing keen to

arrest them,” I told Pen honestly after introducing myself and her appearing keen to

have the interview. “No, I don’t think like that. But tell me, what is the difference

have the interview. “No, I don’t think like that. But tell me, what is the difference
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between a beggar and a blind singer in your opinion?” Pen turned her face in the

between a beggar and a blind singer in your opinion?” Pen turned her face in the

direction from where my voice came. “I am not sure,” I answered her, although I

direction from where my voice came. “I am not sure,” I answered her, although I

thought I understand the difference of social representations between beggars and

thought I understand the difference of social representations between beggars and

blind singers in Thailand; I needed conformation from her. “People look at us as if we

blind singers in Thailand; I needed conformation from her. “People look at us as if we

are beggars, but we have musical equipment such as a microphone, an amplifier and a

are beggars, but we have musical equipment such as a microphone, an amplifier and a

white cane. We have to invest a significant amount in our equipment, whereas

white cane. We have to invest a significant amount in our equipment, whereas

beggars have nothing but a donation box. They do nothing but sit down and beg for

beggars have nothing but a donation box. They do nothing but sit down and beg for

money. We use our singing skills to earn money. We are not the same.” Pen explained

money. We use our singing skills to earn money. We are not the same.” Pen explained

the differences between beggars and blind singers in quite a loud voice, as if she

the differences between beggars and blind singers in quite a loud voice, as if she

wanted someone else nearby to hear what she had to say.

wanted someone else nearby to hear what she had to say.

Her explanation reminded me of another blind singer who told me that he had

Her explanation reminded me of another blind singer who told me that he had

also been arrested by a policeman on the charge of being a beggar. He had been

also been arrested by a policeman on the charge of being a beggar. He had been

singing at the entrance to a market fair without a microphone and amplifier because

singing at the entrance to a market fair without a microphone and amplifier because

he could not afford them; he only carried a donation box. An official at the Blind

he could not afford them; he only carried a donation box. An official at the Blind

Association, for whom he had been selling lottery tickets, helped him by lending him

Association, for whom he had been selling lottery tickets, helped him by lending him

some money to buy a speaker and microphone. Since then he had become a full-time

some money to buy a speaker and microphone. Since then he had become a full-time

singer and had never been caught by the police, though he had had some issues with

singer and had never been caught by the police, though he had had some issues with

market sellers who found his singing annoying.

market sellers who found his singing annoying.

“Doing this job, we have to deal with many problems. People normally look at

“Doing this job, we have to deal with many problems. People normally look at

us and consider us to be beggars. The sellers in the market yell at us, the policemen

us and consider us to be beggars. The sellers in the market yell at us, the policemen

arrest us, and the welfare officers ask for our disability registration records”. “Have

arrest us, and the welfare officers ask for our disability registration records”. “Have

you ever been arrested?” I asked her. Pen openly shared her thought on this topic:

you ever been arrested?” I asked her. Pen openly shared her thought on this topic:
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Never, but once I was sitting and singing near a department store and there

Never, but once I was sitting and singing near a department store and there

were two policemen – a man and a woman – who asked me whether I knew

were two policemen – a man and a woman – who asked me whether I knew

that what I was doing was illegal. I asked them, “what is wrong?” I did not

that what I was doing was illegal. I asked them, “what is wrong?” I did not

steal from people, just sang for money. So, they asked me who I was working

steal from people, just sang for money. So, they asked me who I was working

for, and I told them I had to raise a child. They then asked to see my disabled

for, and I told them I had to raise a child. They then asked to see my disabled

identification card and took down my name and address. They also asked for

identification card and took down my name and address. They also asked for

my phone number, but I lied and told them I did not have one. Before they

my phone number, but I lied and told them I did not have one. Before they

left, they told me that they had just came to check on the foreign begging

left, they told me that they had just came to check on the foreign begging

gangs.

gangs.
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Pen said that, these days, the solo karaoke singers are not too worried about conflicts

Pen said that, these days, the solo karaoke singers are not too worried about conflicts

with the city police officers or policemen in the urban areas of Bangkok, as they had

with the city police officers or policemen in the urban areas of Bangkok, as they had

been before. The reason for this is not only because the main locations used by the

been before. The reason for this is not only because the main locations used by the

singers have changed from the sidewalks of Bangkok’s business areas (which are

singers have changed from the sidewalks of Bangkok’s business areas (which are

under the control of the city police officers and policemen) to the market fairs in

under the control of the city police officers and policemen) to the market fairs in

suburban areas (which are under the jurisdiction of the market owners, guards and

suburban areas (which are under the jurisdiction of the market owners, guards and

sellers) but also because there are easy ways to avoid clashing with the police in urban

sellers) but also because there are easy ways to avoid clashing with the police in urban

areas.

areas.
For example, blind singers have to remember the places and spots in the city

For example, blind singers have to remember the places and spots in the city

where singing is strictly prohibited by the police, or avoid getting into arguments with

where singing is strictly prohibited by the police, or avoid getting into arguments with

the officers. If the officers remove the singers from a spot, the singers know they have

the officers. If the officers remove the singers from a spot, the singers know they have

to move to another location immediately. Using these simple techniques, the blind

to move to another location immediately. Using these simple techniques, the blind

singers can avoid being arrested and sent to a government-run shelter. At present, solo

singers can avoid being arrested and sent to a government-run shelter. At present, solo

karaoke singers are more worried about managing the relationships they have with

karaoke singers are more worried about managing the relationships they have with

market owners, guards and sellers, since these people have the power to prevent them

market owners, guards and sellers, since these people have the power to prevent them

from using the markets as their music venues each day. The decision whether or not to

from using the markets as their music venues each day. The decision whether or not to

allow the blind singers to perform at their markets is based entirely on their mood and

allow the blind singers to perform at their markets is based entirely on their mood and

can change every time. For example, on days when sellers sell only a little or lose

can change every time. For example, on days when sellers sell only a little or lose

money, the music played becomes an annoyance, and the sellers complain to the

money, the music played becomes an annoyance, and the sellers complain to the

market owners and ask for the singers to be expelled. Also, if a customer complains to

market owners and ask for the singers to be expelled. Also, if a customer complains to

the owners or guards about the music being performed by the blind singers, the

the owners or guards about the music being performed by the blind singers, the

singers will have no choice but to leave and look for a new location.

singers will have no choice but to leave and look for a new location.

Pen became blind when she was seven years old, after which her mother sent

Pen became blind when she was seven years old, after which her mother sent

her to the Bangkok Primary Blind School. She then studied with other sighted

her to the Bangkok Primary Blind School. She then studied with other sighted

students between junior high school and high school. Pen also took a massage course

students between junior high school and high school. Pen also took a massage course

at the Center of Skills Development for the Blind Women. Her mother wanted her to

at the Center of Skills Development for the Blind Women. Her mother wanted her to

be a masseuse, but she did not like it because she has a small frame, making it

be a masseuse, but she did not like it because she has a small frame, making it

difficult to give a massage, as massage requires a lot of power. She once worked as a

difficult to give a massage, as massage requires a lot of power. She once worked as a

masseuse at a massage shop in an eastern province, before resigning and entering the

masseuse at a massage shop in an eastern province, before resigning and entering the

blind society as a donation box holder. She then quit the band and became a solo

blind society as a donation box holder. She then quit the band and became a solo

singer, after separating with her husband who was a blind musician when she was six

singer, after separating with her husband who was a blind musician when she was six

months’ pregnant. Pen had been a singer for three years prior to our meeting.

months’ pregnant. Pen had been a singer for three years prior to our meeting.
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Doing this job, I experience many kinds of fear and risk. When I started doing

Doing this job, I experience many kinds of fear and risk. When I started doing

this, I was scared I would encounter my parents; was afraid they would be

this, I was scared I would encounter my parents; was afraid they would be

embarrassed and not be able to accept the career that I had taken up. I was

embarrassed and not be able to accept the career that I had taken up. I was

scared of being arrested by the police and was afraid of being insulted as a

scared of being arrested by the police and was afraid of being insulted as a

blind singer, an ambiguous career at best, as it sits in-between the lowest

blind singer, an ambiguous career at best, as it sits in-between the lowest

social status, a beggar, and a singer.

social status, a beggar, and a singer.

“So now, do your parents know about your work as a singer?” I asked.

“So now, do your parents know about your work as a singer?” I asked.

After giving birth, I asked my mother to look after the baby. It was National

After giving birth, I asked my mother to look after the baby. It was National

Mother’s Day, and I missed my baby so much that I had to go and visit. I

Mother’s Day, and I missed my baby so much that I had to go and visit. I

decided to go to see my baby while with Noy. I was carrying a speaker set, a

decided to go to see my baby while with Noy. I was carrying a speaker set, a

microphone and a donation box, while Noy was carrying a purse and followed

microphone and a donation box, while Noy was carrying a purse and followed

me. My mother sold food at a market, and scolded me, asking why I had to

me. My mother sold food at a market, and scolded me, asking why I had to

sing there because it made her feel embarrassed in front of others. I answered

sing there because it made her feel embarrassed in front of others. I answered

that I did not care that she would be embarrassed, because I was not begging;

that I did not care that she would be embarrassed, because I was not begging;

this was my work and I was not dependent on or a burden to anyone.”

this was my work and I was not dependent on or a burden to anyone.”

Pen paused as if she was recalling the situation, before continuing,

Pen paused as if she was recalling the situation, before continuing,

My mother asked if I was scared of being arrested by the police, and I

My mother asked if I was scared of being arrested by the police, and I

answered that there were plenty of blind singers and that we were not beggars.

answered that there were plenty of blind singers and that we were not beggars.

I tried to explain so that she would understand, but she remained silent and

I tried to explain so that she would understand, but she remained silent and

said nothing. She still wanted me to be a masseuse.

said nothing. She still wanted me to be a masseuse.

Pen is the one who persuaded Noy to enter the society. Noy was born blind, and she

Pen is the one who persuaded Noy to enter the society. Noy was born blind, and she

used to play keyboard for a blind band in another province. Her band performed at

used to play keyboard for a blind band in another province. Her band performed at

schools and government offices, as it was easier to get the permission to perform at

schools and government offices, as it was easier to get the permission to perform at

those locations than at the market, for which permission was required from the local

those locations than at the market, for which permission was required from the local

police. After the band disbanded, Noy took a traditional massage course at a training

police. After the band disbanded, Noy took a traditional massage course at a training

center for blind women in a province near Bangkok. Pen and Noy then got to know

center for blind women in a province near Bangkok. Pen and Noy then got to know

each other through MSN chat. At first, Noy followed Pen and carried the donation

each other through MSN chat. At first, Noy followed Pen and carried the donation
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box, while Pen sang and carried the speaker. Then, Noy bought her own equipment

box, while Pen sang and carried the speaker. Then, Noy bought her own equipment

and performed herself.

and performed herself.

“Pen, have you ever thought of joining the band again?” I asked after noticing

“Pen, have you ever thought of joining the band again?” I asked after noticing

that she was sitting down, not talking. “No for sure! The leaders of the blind bands

that she was sitting down, not talking. “No for sure! The leaders of the blind bands

usually gave only 8% of the total income per day, whereas performing alone like this,

usually gave only 8% of the total income per day, whereas performing alone like this,

we do not have to share with anyone. It costs me 4,000 Baht a month to support my

we do not have to share with anyone. It costs me 4,000 Baht a month to support my

child, and I am thinking of decorating the room, and if I save enough money, buying

child, and I am thinking of decorating the room, and if I save enough money, buying

the place. I have turned down many bands who tried to persuade me to join them.”

the place. I have turned down many bands who tried to persuade me to join them.”

After paying for their food, Pen and Noy excused themselves, to take a rest

After paying for their food, Pen and Noy excused themselves, to take a rest

before heading out for the evening on a round of performances. I followed them to the

before heading out for the evening on a round of performances. I followed them to the

building opposite and stopped at the staircase. Suddenly, a motorbike taxi approached

building opposite and stopped at the staircase. Suddenly, a motorbike taxi approached

and asked Pen which market she would like to be dropped off and what time in the

and asked Pen which market she would like to be dropped off and what time in the

evening. Pen told him the name of the market, which is not very far from the

evening. Pen told him the name of the market, which is not very far from the

dormitory. Later, I learned that she did not mean the location she had told him; it was

dormitory. Later, I learned that she did not mean the location she had told him; it was

just a secret code between them, used to fool other blind singers and strangers so that

just a secret code between them, used to fool other blind singers and strangers so that

they would not know where she was actually going to sing. This secret code was

they would not know where she was actually going to sing. This secret code was

known only between Pen’s regular motorbike taxi driver and herself.

known only between Pen’s regular motorbike taxi driver and herself.

The secret code in the blind society

The secret code in the blind society

I met Pen and Noy many times, but never at their dormitory. We met in front of a

I met Pen and Noy many times, but never at their dormitory. We met in front of a

department store not far from the dormitory. The areas surrounding almost all the

department store not far from the dormitory. The areas surrounding almost all the

department stores in the suburbs are used as evening markets, where people can buy

department stores in the suburbs are used as evening markets, where people can buy

clothes, accessories and gift items of similar quality as at market fairs.

clothes, accessories and gift items of similar quality as at market fairs.

Pen and Noy usually took turns to perform in front of this department store;

Pen and Noy usually took turns to perform in front of this department store;

Pen performs on Saturday and Noy on Sunday. They chose the space in front of a

Pen performs on Saturday and Noy on Sunday. They chose the space in front of a

department store, which usually turns into a market fair in the evening, and found a

department store, which usually turns into a market fair in the evening, and found a

very good spot to perform at the margins of a road which connects bus stops to the

very good spot to perform at the margins of a road which connects bus stops to the

department store’s entrance. The customers usually get off the bus there and enter the

department store’s entrance. The customers usually get off the bus there and enter the

department store, using the same route to come back after finishing their shopping.

department store, using the same route to come back after finishing their shopping.

The selection of a place is an important job, as it can decide how many

The selection of a place is an important job, as it can decide how many

donations the singers will attract. Also, remembering to sit or stand at a particular

donations the singers will attract. Also, remembering to sit or stand at a particular

singing spot helps to prevent conflicts with sellers in the markets or being barred by

singing spot helps to prevent conflicts with sellers in the markets or being barred by

police officers who control the roadside zones. The officers often clearly specify the

police officers who control the roadside zones. The officers often clearly specify the
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spots where blind singers can sing, to prevent them obstructing people or creating too

spots where blind singers can sing, to prevent them obstructing people or creating too

much noise. Pen informed me that sometimes she had to use the sharp end of a

much noise. Pen informed me that sometimes she had to use the sharp end of a

compass to draw maps of unfamiliar markets and specify the spot the guards had

compass to draw maps of unfamiliar markets and specify the spot the guards had

allocated. Moreover, there is an informal rule among blind singers in the society that

allocated. Moreover, there is an informal rule among blind singers in the society that

areas in front of modern, high-end department stores in Bangkok’s business zones are

areas in front of modern, high-end department stores in Bangkok’s business zones are

strictly out of bounds for the singers, whether sitting or standing. If any singers

strictly out of bounds for the singers, whether sitting or standing. If any singers

disobey this rule, the security guard in front of the department store in question will

disobey this rule, the security guard in front of the department store in question will

threaten the singer and make sure he or she leaves the area immediately. If a blind

threaten the singer and make sure he or she leaves the area immediately. If a blind

singer wants to get donations from customers at a department store in a business area,

singer wants to get donations from customers at a department store in a business area,

usually office workers with high incomes, he or she will sing while walking slowly

usually office workers with high incomes, he or she will sing while walking slowly

past the store’s entrance, near where customers are waiting for a bus or a taxi.

past the store’s entrance, near where customers are waiting for a bus or a taxi.

Alternatively, they will cross the road and walk or sit while singing on the opposite

Alternatively, they will cross the road and walk or sit while singing on the opposite

side of the road instead. One male singer, who uses a space on the sidewalk in

side of the road instead. One male singer, who uses a space on the sidewalk in

Bangkok’s business district, told me that, by walking and singing at the same time,

Bangkok’s business district, told me that, by walking and singing at the same time,

blind singers are able to differentiate themselves from beggars, who usually sit on the

blind singers are able to differentiate themselves from beggars, who usually sit on the

ground.

ground.

Pen said that Amnuay, their regular motorbike taxi driver, is the one who

Pen said that Amnuay, their regular motorbike taxi driver, is the one who

chooses the best spots for her to perform. He might suggest performing in front of a

chooses the best spots for her to perform. He might suggest performing in front of a

department store and also the specific spot. Amnuay may have driven past this

department store and also the specific spot. Amnuay may have driven past this

department store many times as a motorbike taxi driver, and saw a chance for Pen and

department store many times as a motorbike taxi driver, and saw a chance for Pen and

Noy to make some money. Finding a new singing location for the blind singers is also

Noy to make some money. Finding a new singing location for the blind singers is also

a duty of the blind singers’ regular car and motorbike taxi drivers. As they travel

a duty of the blind singers’ regular car and motorbike taxi drivers. As they travel

around Bangkok and the suburbs while on duty, they get to know where new markets

around Bangkok and the suburbs while on duty, they get to know where new markets

or new spaces in front of offices have opened. If the first attempt turns out well and

or new spaces in front of offices have opened. If the first attempt turns out well and

generates a good income and the singers are not chased away, then that spot might

generates a good income and the singers are not chased away, then that spot might

become a secret between the drivers and the singers. Having too many blind singers

become a secret between the drivers and the singers. Having too many blind singers

performing at the same time in the same place increases the risk of being yelled at or

performing at the same time in the same place increases the risk of being yelled at or

chased away by sellers or customers. Also, the image of the blind singers at such

chased away by sellers or customers. Also, the image of the blind singers at such

locations will end up akin to that of beggars; the place will be seen as dirty and fewer

locations will end up akin to that of beggars; the place will be seen as dirty and fewer

customers will come.

customers will come.

Pen insisted that every solo blind singer has a secret singing spot; they do not

Pen insisted that every solo blind singer has a secret singing spot; they do not

directly pretend, lie or deceive each other, but simply use this as a business tactic. She

directly pretend, lie or deceive each other, but simply use this as a business tactic. She

never asks other blind singers about their workplaces, nor does anyone ask her. In

never asks other blind singers about their workplaces, nor does anyone ask her. In
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cases where she accidentally comes across another blind singer, they will greet each

cases where she accidentally comes across another blind singer, they will greet each

other and talk only as acquaintances.

other and talk only as acquaintances.

Since places that allow blind singers to perform are very limited, and the risk

Since places that allow blind singers to perform are very limited, and the risk

of being chased away by the sellers or market owners is very high, the good locations

of being chased away by the sellers or market owners is very high, the good locations

are kept highly confidential within blind society. The blind singers and their regular

are kept highly confidential within blind society. The blind singers and their regular

motorbike drivers will usually have a secret code only they know when referring to

motorbike drivers will usually have a secret code only they know when referring to

such locations. Pen gave me an example:

such locations. Pen gave me an example:

Suppose another blind singer asked where I was going. I would tell them that

Suppose another blind singer asked where I was going. I would tell them that

Amnuay was driving me to market A but in fact, I intended to perform at

Amnuay was driving me to market A but in fact, I intended to perform at

market B. Amnuay and I made up names for each place, in order to keep them

market B. Amnuay and I made up names for each place, in order to keep them

secret. The motorbike taxi drivers who could not keep a secret for the blind

secret. The motorbike taxi drivers who could not keep a secret for the blind

singer would not be trusted and not used from that point on.

singer would not be trusted and not used from that point on.

Some of the blind singers are afraid that their secrets will be revealed, so will not even

Some of the blind singers are afraid that their secrets will be revealed, so will not even

tell the motorbike drivers in advance about their daily plan and schedule; only telling

tell the motorbike drivers in advance about their daily plan and schedule; only telling

the driver after leaving the dormitory. The blind singers will also never use the

the driver after leaving the dormitory. The blind singers will also never use the

services of a motorbike driver he or she does not know already, to safeguard their

services of a motorbike driver he or she does not know already, to safeguard their

work locations.

work locations.

As mentioned previously, many blind singers performing at the same time in

As mentioned previously, many blind singers performing at the same time in

one place increases the risk of the singers being banned by the owner or getting into

one place increases the risk of the singers being banned by the owner or getting into

conflict with sellers, as the music might disturb both the sellers and customers.

conflict with sellers, as the music might disturb both the sellers and customers.

Additionally, those markets that have both blind singers and beggars occupying the

Additionally, those markets that have both blind singers and beggars occupying the

same space tend to have an unclean and unattractive appearance. To avoid having too

same space tend to have an unclean and unattractive appearance. To avoid having too

many blind singers singing in one place, the singers sometimes pair-up with close

many blind singers singing in one place, the singers sometimes pair-up with close

friends and take turns to work at particular locations each week (just like Pen and

friends and take turns to work at particular locations each week (just like Pen and

Noy). Furthermore, I found out that blind singers who are able to maintain a certain

Noy). Furthermore, I found out that blind singers who are able to maintain a certain

distance between themselves as well as the people who walk along the sidewalks,

distance between themselves as well as the people who walk along the sidewalks,

over flyovers or at markets (e.g., by leaving for a period of time like a few weeks

over flyovers or at markets (e.g., by leaving for a period of time like a few weeks

before returning to sing at the same point), have a better chance of receiving

before returning to sing at the same point), have a better chance of receiving

donations. One female singer gave me the reason for this, saying “no one wants to

donations. One female singer gave me the reason for this, saying “no one wants to

give money to the same blind singer every day, and if we behave like that, we will be

give money to the same blind singer every day, and if we behave like that, we will be

seen as no different from beggars waiting to be given money from other people.” One

seen as no different from beggars waiting to be given money from other people.” One
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possible interpretation is that maintaining unfamiliarity or creating distance between

possible interpretation is that maintaining unfamiliarity or creating distance between

the blind singers and others is used as a technique to present the singers as

the blind singers and others is used as a technique to present the singers as

independent artists who can make a living by themselves. Simultaneously, it also

independent artists who can make a living by themselves. Simultaneously, it also

helps conceal the negative image of blind singers among the general public – that they

helps conceal the negative image of blind singers among the general public – that they

resemble beggars.

resemble beggars.

In such situations, blind singers have to deal with ethical dilemmas in their

In such situations, blind singers have to deal with ethical dilemmas in their

social life worlds. They must simultaneously balance the two different sides of their

social life worlds. They must simultaneously balance the two different sides of their

moral selves: being independent artists or “active subjects” in order to earn respect

moral selves: being independent artists or “active subjects” in order to earn respect

from other people and to separate their social identity from beggars, whilst being

from other people and to separate their social identity from beggars, whilst being

“passive objects” in order to attract donations from strangers on the basis of

“passive objects” in order to attract donations from strangers on the basis of

compassion and humanitarian care.

compassion and humanitarian care.

The motorbike taxi drivers: Luk Pi and Luk Nong

The motorbike taxi drivers: Luk Pi and Luk Nong

Most blind singers rely on regular motorbike taxi drivers with whom they have been

Most blind singers rely on regular motorbike taxi drivers with whom they have been

working for a long time. These drivers not only drive the blind singers to and from

working for a long time. These drivers not only drive the blind singers to and from

work, but also run other key errands for them. There are two types of motorbike taxi

work, but also run other key errands for them. There are two types of motorbike taxi

driver: the driver who works near the blind person’s accommodation and charges

driver: the driver who works near the blind person’s accommodation and charges

based on the distance traveled and an acquaintance or neighbor who has a motorbike

based on the distance traveled and an acquaintance or neighbor who has a motorbike

and is hired by the blind singer for approximately 150 Baht per day. These motorbike

and is hired by the blind singer for approximately 150 Baht per day. These motorbike

drivers are responsible for dropping off and picking up the singers from home twice a

drivers are responsible for dropping off and picking up the singers from home twice a

day, depending on the singers working hours, which usually depend on the opening

day, depending on the singers working hours, which usually depend on the opening

and closing times of the markets.

and closing times of the markets.

I found that the relationship between the blind singers and the motorbike

I found that the relationship between the blind singers and the motorbike

drivers is based on mutual dependence; it goes deeper than just a customer and service

drivers is based on mutual dependence; it goes deeper than just a customer and service

provider relationship, since the motorbike drivers also act as “eyes” for the blind

provider relationship, since the motorbike drivers also act as “eyes” for the blind

singers. When driving blind singers to their workplace, the driver will usually take a

singers. When driving blind singers to their workplace, the driver will usually take a

singer to the best spot, one that they think will make good money. It is vital for the

singer to the best spot, one that they think will make good money. It is vital for the

drivers to memorize the best venues for the blind singers as well as the best meeting

drivers to memorize the best venues for the blind singers as well as the best meeting

points in case the blind singers have to walk around while singing. The motorbike

points in case the blind singers have to walk around while singing. The motorbike

drivers who are hired on a daily basis may also assist the blind singers with things

drivers who are hired on a daily basis may also assist the blind singers with things

such as buying food and drinks, walking with the singer to the bathroom, counting

such as buying food and drinks, walking with the singer to the bathroom, counting

money from the donation box, and exchanging coins for banknotes.

money from the donation box, and exchanging coins for banknotes.
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At the same time, when they make a good daily income, the blind singers

At the same time, when they make a good daily income, the blind singers

usually give a tip to the motorbike drivers, over and above the regular service fee. Pen

usually give a tip to the motorbike drivers, over and above the regular service fee. Pen

told me that after a good day, she usually gave Amnuay a tip: it’s a way to help each

told me that after a good day, she usually gave Amnuay a tip: it’s a way to help each

other, and it maintains the good relationship between her and Amnuay. However, on

other, and it maintains the good relationship between her and Amnuay. However, on

days when it is raining and she earns nothing, Amnuay does not charge her.

days when it is raining and she earns nothing, Amnuay does not charge her.

Usually, Pen and Noy call Amnuay Luk Pi (boss, older brother or master), and

Usually, Pen and Noy call Amnuay Luk Pi (boss, older brother or master), and

he calls Pen and Noy Luk Nong (younger sister or subordinate). In Thai culture, the

he calls Pen and Noy Luk Nong (younger sister or subordinate). In Thai culture, the

terms Luk Pi and Luk Nong reflect the social statuses and power relationships between

terms Luk Pi and Luk Nong reflect the social statuses and power relationships between

people: Luk Nong has a lower social status than Luk Pi, so has to respect Luk Pi who,

people: Luk Nong has a lower social status than Luk Pi, so has to respect Luk Pi who,

in turn, is meant to take care of Luk Nong. Pen and Noy refer to themselves as Luk

in turn, is meant to take care of Luk Nong. Pen and Noy refer to themselves as Luk

Nong and call Amnuay, Luk Pi, which is a sign of respect.

Nong and call Amnuay, Luk Pi, which is a sign of respect.

Pen also told me that it was quite a long time before they started calling

Pen also told me that it was quite a long time before they started calling

Amnuay Luk Pi: only after they had observed whether he was punctual, led them to

Amnuay Luk Pi: only after they had observed whether he was punctual, led them to

good spots where they could make a good income, whether he took care of them by

good spots where they could make a good income, whether he took care of them by

buying food and drinks if needed, and most importantly, whether he could keep

buying food and drinks if needed, and most importantly, whether he could keep

secrets.

secrets.
Initially, I sensed that Amnuay did not trust me; he looked at me with

Initially, I sensed that Amnuay did not trust me; he looked at me with

unfriendly and curious eyes, watching my behavior. I knew that he was doing this to

unfriendly and curious eyes, watching my behavior. I knew that he was doing this to

protect his Luk Nong. Sometimes, he would gently prod the girls while they were

protect his Luk Nong. Sometimes, he would gently prod the girls while they were

talking to me; a signal which told them not to answer my question. Amnuay’s first job

talking to me; a signal which told them not to answer my question. Amnuay’s first job

in Bangkok was working at a wood furniture factory. He then married a woman who

in Bangkok was working at a wood furniture factory. He then married a woman who

worked at the factory. During his wife’s first pregnancy, he moved back to his wife’s

worked at the factory. During his wife’s first pregnancy, he moved back to his wife’s

hometown and helped her family with their work in the rice fields for a short period.

hometown and helped her family with their work in the rice fields for a short period.

Then, after the baby was born, Amnuay decided to return to Bangkok. He became a

Then, after the baby was born, Amnuay decided to return to Bangkok. He became a

motorcycle taxi driver after a friend persuaded him to become one. The motorcycle

motorcycle taxi driver after a friend persuaded him to become one. The motorcycle

taxi driver occupation started in Bangkok in 1983, in response to Bangkok’s traffic

taxi driver occupation started in Bangkok in 1983, in response to Bangkok’s traffic

problems. For example, each street or soi in Bangkok does not connect to the other,

problems. For example, each street or soi in Bangkok does not connect to the other,

forcing the traffic to exit the sois and travel on the main roads, resulting in traffic

forcing the traffic to exit the sois and travel on the main roads, resulting in traffic

congestion on the main streets (Sopranzetti 2013: 52-53). Motorcycle taxis help to

congestion on the main streets (Sopranzetti 2013: 52-53). Motorcycle taxis help to

resolve this problem, because they can take shortcuts to reduce the travelling time, or

resolve this problem, because they can take shortcuts to reduce the travelling time, or

can go through spaces between stationary vehicles in traffic jams. Bangkok has

can go through spaces between stationary vehicles in traffic jams. Bangkok has

200,000 motorcycle taxi drivers; the majority come from rural villages in Northeast

200,000 motorcycle taxi drivers; the majority come from rural villages in Northeast

Thailand (Sopranzetti 2012: 363). Amnuay also moved to Bangkok from this region.

Thailand (Sopranzetti 2012: 363). Amnuay also moved to Bangkok from this region.
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I once waited for Pen and Amnuay at a morning market, and after I had

I once waited for Pen and Amnuay at a morning market, and after I had

arrived, Amnuay spontaneously led Pen into the market and stopped at a spot which

arrived, Amnuay spontaneously led Pen into the market and stopped at a spot which

to me looked marginal, connecting as it did the market’s entrance to the road.

to me looked marginal, connecting as it did the market’s entrance to the road.

However, any customers who came and went had to pass this spot. He placed the

However, any customers who came and went had to pass this spot. He placed the

foldable chair he was carrying for Pen on the way in, down on the floor, after which

foldable chair he was carrying for Pen on the way in, down on the floor, after which

Pen slowly sat down on the chair. Amnuay stayed there for a while to ensure that

Pen slowly sat down on the chair. Amnuay stayed there for a while to ensure that

everything was alright, before leaving her to perform her songs. He then returned to

everything was alright, before leaving her to perform her songs. He then returned to

pick her up less than two hours later.

pick her up less than two hours later.

Having recognized the sound of Amnuay’s motorbike, Pen got up so quickly

Having recognized the sound of Amnuay’s motorbike, Pen got up so quickly

to go and meet him that I had to say goodbye very quickly. She hurried to the parked

to go and meet him that I had to say goodbye very quickly. She hurried to the parked

motorbike and they both left the market. I noticed that, despite the hurried nature of

motorbike and they both left the market. I noticed that, despite the hurried nature of

this event, it was a normal pattern of behavior that had been planned in advance, as

this event, it was a normal pattern of behavior that had been planned in advance, as

both of them had come to this market many times. However, with the speed of their

both of them had come to this market many times. However, with the speed of their

movements, I could not help but be curious, so some time later, when I was sure he

movements, I could not help but be curious, so some time later, when I was sure he

trusted me, I asked Amnuay why they had been in such a hurry to leave the market.

trusted me, I asked Amnuay why they had been in such a hurry to leave the market.

You know how risky it is for the blind singers? Well, I am taking a risk as

You know how risky it is for the blind singers? Well, I am taking a risk as

well. If they are arrested by the police for begging, then I might be arrested as

well. If they are arrested by the police for begging, then I might be arrested as

well; for being an accomplice. Therefore, I have to be very careful and protect

well; for being an accomplice. Therefore, I have to be very careful and protect

myself as well as the singers; I take this risk because I also need money to

myself as well as the singers; I take this risk because I also need money to

support my family, who live in another province.

support my family, who live in another province.

Conclusion

Conclusion

In this chapter, I described the changing, indeterminate uncertainties and risks that

In this chapter, I described the changing, indeterminate uncertainties and risks that

surround the Thai blind singers’ lives. These uncertainties, both in terms of life and

surround the Thai blind singers’ lives. These uncertainties, both in terms of life and

place, are embedded in the blind singers’ social memories, and shape dynamically

place, are embedded in the blind singers’ social memories, and shape dynamically

their social experiences – not only their learning experiences in terms of negotiating

their social experiences – not only their learning experiences in terms of negotiating

with the various power dynamics that exercise control over the blind singers, as

with the various power dynamics that exercise control over the blind singers, as

created by the unequal power relationships between the blind singers and others, but

created by the unequal power relationships between the blind singers and others, but

also how they maneuver the range of possibilities open to them to express their moral

also how they maneuver the range of possibilities open to them to express their moral

selves to gain the recognition of others and to find a way to be moral subjects within

selves to gain the recognition of others and to find a way to be moral subjects within

the uncertain life circumstances they face.

the uncertain life circumstances they face.
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Bangkok is not only a “land of treasure” where blind singers migrate to attain

Bangkok is not only a “land of treasure” where blind singers migrate to attain

their goals or to “find luck”, as one solo blind singer said to me during an interview. It

their goals or to “find luck”, as one solo blind singer said to me during an interview. It

is not just the first social space blind singers enter as they explore the larger, urban

is not just the first social space blind singers enter as they explore the larger, urban

society into which they migrate. The uncertainties in terms of place and space of

society into which they migrate. The uncertainties in terms of place and space of

Bangkok’s urban areas and its neighboring zones are also sites from which “the

Bangkok’s urban areas and its neighboring zones are also sites from which “the

embodiment of oppression” surrounding the blind singers originates, reinforcing itself

embodiment of oppression” surrounding the blind singers originates, reinforcing itself

through the symbols of materiality and things: white cane, microphone, loudspeaker

through the symbols of materiality and things: white cane, microphone, loudspeaker

and donation box within Thai culture.

and donation box within Thai culture.

These items are used as tools to classify groups of people, determine their

These items are used as tools to classify groups of people, determine their

definitions, create social perceptions and classify people into “high” and “low”

definitions, create social perceptions and classify people into “high” and “low”

beings. For example, the donation box can be compared to those used by beggars, and

beings. For example, the donation box can be compared to those used by beggars, and

the characteristics displayed by blind singers while singing on a sidewalk or flyover

the characteristics displayed by blind singers while singing on a sidewalk or flyover

are also reminiscent of beggars. The objects emphasize the fact that the social image

are also reminiscent of beggars. The objects emphasize the fact that the social image

of roadside blind singers in Thailand cannot be easily distinguished from that of street

of roadside blind singers in Thailand cannot be easily distinguished from that of street

beggars. It is possible to say that the blind singers’ secrets about their work locations

beggars. It is possible to say that the blind singers’ secrets about their work locations

– the codes and jargon they use to communicate in the wong gan kon taa bot, or the

– the codes and jargon they use to communicate in the wong gan kon taa bot, or the

blind society – act much like a mirror, one which reflects the blind singers’ social

blind society – act much like a mirror, one which reflects the blind singers’ social

experiences, bodied memories and embodiment of oppression, as derived through the

experiences, bodied memories and embodiment of oppression, as derived through the

uncertainties and risks they face in life, those imposed on them throughout their

uncertainties and risks they face in life, those imposed on them throughout their

everyday lives. These personal secrets help give meaning to their lives and actions.

everyday lives. These personal secrets help give meaning to their lives and actions.
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This chapter begins with the story of “Sak”, a solo blind singer, in order to reveal the

This chapter begins with the story of “Sak”, a solo blind singer, in order to reveal the

system of exclusion which is inscribed and transcribed onto his body, “the

system of exclusion which is inscribed and transcribed onto his body, “the

embodiment of exclusion”. I coined this term to emphasize that blind singers’ bodied

embodiment of exclusion”. I coined this term to emphasize that blind singers’ bodied

experiences and their responses to moral-political activity, are part of a historical

experiences and their responses to moral-political activity, are part of a historical

contingent domain of embodiment. Didier Fassin (2008a: 316) refers to the term “the

contingent domain of embodiment. Didier Fassin (2008a: 316) refers to the term “the

embodiment of the past”:

embodiment of the past”:

The way in which individual trajectories and collective histories are

The way in which individual trajectories and collective histories are

transcribed into individual and collective bodies, in term of affects and

transcribed into individual and collective bodies, in term of affects and

emotions, disease and comfort, mourning and pleasure. In other words, it is the

emotions, disease and comfort, mourning and pleasure. In other words, it is the

way through which social structures and norms inscribed in the long term of

way through which social structures and norms inscribed in the long term of

historical changes impose themselves on men and women, both in their

historical changes impose themselves on men and women, both in their

everyday existence and in the meaning they give to their life and actions.

everyday existence and in the meaning they give to their life and actions.

He also proclaimed that “history is not merely a narrative or the sum of competing

He also proclaimed that “history is not merely a narrative or the sum of competing

narratives. It is also what is inscribed within our bodies and makes us think and act as

narratives. It is also what is inscribed within our bodies and makes us think and act as

we do” (Fassin 2007: XIX).

we do” (Fassin 2007: XIX).

The embodiment of exclusion is different from the social exclusion influenced

The embodiment of exclusion is different from the social exclusion influenced

by the social model of disability, which is strongly influenced by the historical-

by the social model of disability, which is strongly influenced by the historical-

materialist philosophies of neo-Marxism (see Finkelstein 1980; Abberley 1987;

materialist philosophies of neo-Marxism (see Finkelstein 1980; Abberley 1987;

Barnes 1991; Oliver 1990), and which views power from the perspective of juridical

Barnes 1991; Oliver 1990), and which views power from the perspective of juridical

conception – constructed as a fundamentally repressive force and possessed by a

conception – constructed as a fundamentally repressive force and possessed by a

centralized external authority such as a social group, a class, an institution, or a state

centralized external authority such as a social group, a class, an institution, or a state

(Tremain 2005: p. 9). Rather, this kind of exclusion pays more attention to the forms

(Tremain 2005: p. 9). Rather, this kind of exclusion pays more attention to the forms

of power described by Michel Foucault (Foucault 1977, 1978, 1980). According to

of power described by Michel Foucault (Foucault 1977, 1978, 1980). According to

Foucault’s power perspectives, the embodiment of exclusion can be used in order to

Foucault’s power perspectives, the embodiment of exclusion can be used in order to

reveal forms of power which are more diffused and inscribed at every level – the

reveal forms of power which are more diffused and inscribed at every level – the

lived, social and political – of the blind singers’ bodies within their social world. The

lived, social and political – of the blind singers’ bodies within their social world. The

result of this kind of exclusion means that blind singers in Thailand have to endure the

result of this kind of exclusion means that blind singers in Thailand have to endure the

power of surveillance and the power of the sovereign nation state everywhere, and

power of surveillance and the power of the sovereign nation state everywhere, and

this experience dynamically shapes the blind singers’ moral-political subjectivities of

this experience dynamically shapes the blind singers’ moral-political subjectivities of

this form of exclusion.
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Prologue to the embodiment of history

I remember well the day I first met Sak, a blind man in his fifties who earns a living

I remember well the day I first met Sak, a blind man in his fifties who earns a living

as a singer on the streets and at markets. Our meeting took place at a market in a large

as a singer on the streets and at markets. Our meeting took place at a market in a large

government agency compound that houses many offices. Three blind singers were

government agency compound that houses many offices. Three blind singers were

performing at three different spots, as designated by a guard. It was necessary to

performing at three different spots, as designated by a guard. It was necessary to

position the blind singers in a certain way, with suitable space between them, to

position the blind singers in a certain way, with suitable space between them, to

ensure that their singing did not disturb the patrons. Sak was performing his songs

ensure that their singing did not disturb the patrons. Sak was performing his songs

under a big tree next to a pond, a good location as the tree provided shade from the

under a big tree next to a pond, a good location as the tree provided shade from the

strong midday sun. While Sak was singing, he periodically bowed his head, as if shy.

strong midday sun. While Sak was singing, he periodically bowed his head, as if shy.

He held a microphone in his right hand and a small wooden donation box in his left,

He held a microphone in his right hand and a small wooden donation box in his left,

while on his back he carried a shabby looking speaker. Sak performed the same five

while on his back he carried a shabby looking speaker. Sak performed the same five

songs; sometimes he didn’t even complete a song before moving on to the next. I

songs; sometimes he didn’t even complete a song before moving on to the next. I

would later learn from “Thida”, his wife, that these are songs Sak remembers from his

would later learn from “Thida”, his wife, that these are songs Sak remembers from his

childhood. She thinks Sak has no real singing skills. In fact, Sak has only recently

childhood. She thinks Sak has no real singing skills. In fact, Sak has only recently

learned how to sing, as he began working as a singer less than two years ago.

learned how to sing, as he began working as a singer less than two years ago.

Previously, Sak was the keyboard player in a band consisting of blind musicians, and

Previously, Sak was the keyboard player in a band consisting of blind musicians, and

when the band split, Sak stationed himself at bus stops to earn a living, playing

when the band split, Sak stationed himself at bus stops to earn a living, playing

karaoke music on his keyboard. However, due to the low income and limited

karaoke music on his keyboard. However, due to the low income and limited

pavement space, Sak knew that he needed to practice his singing and begin

pavement space, Sak knew that he needed to practice his singing and begin

performing at markets to survive financially.

performing at markets to survive financially.

At the end of the day, I interviewed Sak and Thida. At first when I introduced

At the end of the day, I interviewed Sak and Thida. At first when I introduced

myself, Sak seemed somewhat unfriendly while his wife, who was tipping the

myself, Sak seemed somewhat unfriendly while his wife, who was tipping the

contents of the donation box on to a mat, appeared more relaxed. Thida first separated

contents of the donation box on to a mat, appeared more relaxed. Thida first separated

the bills and coins, then counted the coins into 100 Baht (approximately 2.5 Euro)

the bills and coins, then counted the coins into 100 Baht (approximately 2.5 Euro)

piles, before placing them into plastic bags and tying them up neatly. In total, she had

piles, before placing them into plastic bags and tying them up neatly. In total, she had

three bags each containing 100 Baht. She then counted the bills. When she had

three bags each containing 100 Baht. She then counted the bills. When she had

finished, she handed them to Sak, who immediately placed them in his pocket. Thida

finished, she handed them to Sak, who immediately placed them in his pocket. Thida

then gathered-up the plastic bags full of coins and returned to the market, where she

then gathered-up the plastic bags full of coins and returned to the market, where she

exchanged the coins for bills with trusted stall owners, who were happy to change the

exchanged the coins for bills with trusted stall owners, who were happy to change the

money as they were always in need of small change. After finishing her business,

money as they were always in need of small change. After finishing her business,

Thida purchased an item from the stall as a token of gratitude. I saw this kind of

Thida purchased an item from the stall as a token of gratitude. I saw this kind of

behavior often when carrying out the fieldwork for this study and have come to

behavior often when carrying out the fieldwork for this study and have come to

realize that it represents an unspoken agreement that helps maintain good relations

realize that it represents an unspoken agreement that helps maintain good relations
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between the blind singers and market sellers. As described in a previous chapter,

between the blind singers and market sellers. As described in a previous chapter,

alongside the market owners, the sellers also have the power to decide where the blind

alongside the market owners, the sellers also have the power to decide where the blind

singers can sing at the market, as they have to pay rent to the owners, while the

singers can sing at the market, as they have to pay rent to the owners, while the

singers do not. By paying rent, the sellers have the right to insist that certain singers

singers do not. By paying rent, the sellers have the right to insist that certain singers

be removed from the market should their performances disturb the customers and

be removed from the market should their performances disturb the customers and

therefore negatively affect their businesses.

therefore negatively affect their businesses.

“Most people think that blind singers do not need to invest in anything and

“Most people think that blind singers do not need to invest in anything and

that all we do is singing while walking along or standing to get some money”, said

that all we do is singing while walking along or standing to get some money”, said

Sak. At the time I didn’t know why he had mentioned this, as I had not yet asked him

Sak. At the time I didn’t know why he had mentioned this, as I had not yet asked him

any questions. He turned his face towards me while speaking, although he did not face

any questions. He turned his face towards me while speaking, although he did not face

me directly. “So, is it true?” I asked. Sak turned to face the direction from where my

me directly. “So, is it true?” I asked. Sak turned to face the direction from where my

voice had come, but instead of responding to my question, threw one at me. “So what

voice had come, but instead of responding to my question, threw one at me. “So what

do you guys want people like us to do? Blind people cannot do construction work nor

do you guys want people like us to do? Blind people cannot do construction work nor

drive a taxi, or even sell food. If you think our singing is annoying, then why don’t

drive a taxi, or even sell food. If you think our singing is annoying, then why don’t

you find us some jobs instead of arresting us and throwing us in a shelter?” After

you find us some jobs instead of arresting us and throwing us in a shelter?” After

pausing, he took a drag on his cigarette and continued speaking. “Many blind people

pausing, he took a drag on his cigarette and continued speaking. “Many blind people

who cannot sing need to beg. But look, although some of them do not have decent

who cannot sing need to beg. But look, although some of them do not have decent

voices or cannot sing, they carry a speaker and play music instead. Don’t you think

voices or cannot sing, they carry a speaker and play music instead. Don’t you think

this is a sort of investment?”

this is a sort of investment?”

In the past, Sak used to sell lottery tickets for an agency, based on a quota.

In the past, Sak used to sell lottery tickets for an agency, based on a quota.

Unfortunately, in 2005 the government reduced that quota, as it thought the sellers

Unfortunately, in 2005 the government reduced that quota, as it thought the sellers

were selling the tickets at a higher price than specified. As a consequence, Sak and

were selling the tickets at a higher price than specified. As a consequence, Sak and

many of his blind friends were seriously affected by the loss of lottery earnings, and

many of his blind friends were seriously affected by the loss of lottery earnings, and

the situation led to a number of protests by organizations representing persons with

the situation led to a number of protests by organizations representing persons with

disabilities. Sak immediately joined the protests, in the hope that he would regain

disabilities. Sak immediately joined the protests, in the hope that he would regain

some of his quota and his earnings; however, after two years of protesting, he still had

some of his quota and his earnings; however, after two years of protesting, he still had

not received anything. To make matters worse, he was made responsible for any

not received anything. To make matters worse, he was made responsible for any

expenses incurred during the protest.

expenses incurred during the protest.

“Don’t you think this is a kind of investment?” he asked again. I was quite

“Don’t you think this is a kind of investment?” he asked again. I was quite

astonished that Sak had returned to this topic. “Do you know that I have to carry a

astonished that Sak had returned to this topic. “Do you know that I have to carry a

speaker that weighs almost 10 kilograms while I am singing? And the batteries in the

speaker that weighs almost 10 kilograms while I am singing? And the batteries in the

machine weigh almost four kilos,” he remarked as he thumped his hand down on the

machine weigh almost four kilos,” he remarked as he thumped his hand down on the

speaker, making a loud bang which frightened me. He continued, “I spent 3,000 Baht

speaker, making a loud bang which frightened me. He continued, “I spent 3,000 Baht
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on this speaker, 500 Baht on the microphone, 100 Baht on the donation box, and 300

on this speaker, 500 Baht on the microphone, 100 Baht on the donation box, and 300

Baht on the karaoke sound card. Do you still think that I did not have to invest

Baht on the karaoke sound card. Do you still think that I did not have to invest

anything?”

anything?”

Sak took another drag on his cigarette and spoke through the smoke as he

Sak took another drag on his cigarette and spoke through the smoke as he

exhaled: “Once, a noodle soup seller threw her water over me while I was singing in

exhaled: “Once, a noodle soup seller threw her water over me while I was singing in

front of her shop. She was furious at me because she claimed my singing would harm

front of her shop. She was furious at me because she claimed my singing would harm

her business, making her customers afraid to eat in her shop. She also said that I did

her business, making her customers afraid to eat in her shop. She also said that I did

not have to invest anything, that I have just been walking around singing to look

not have to invest anything, that I have just been walking around singing to look

pitiful and to obtain money from sighted people.”

pitiful and to obtain money from sighted people.”

I noticed that Sak had opened-up somewhat during our discussion and was

I noticed that Sak had opened-up somewhat during our discussion and was

now expressing his feelings more openly than he had at the beginning. As a result, I

now expressing his feelings more openly than he had at the beginning. As a result, I

felt confident enough to ask the question that had long been on my mind. “So, why

felt confident enough to ask the question that had long been on my mind. “So, why

don’t you just sit down and beg for money? Why do you feel you have to walk around

don’t you just sit down and beg for money? Why do you feel you have to walk around

and sing?” I asked.

and sing?” I asked.

“Ah, it is so disgusting: too low!” Sak replied firmly. “Well, coming out to

“Ah, it is so disgusting: too low!” Sak replied firmly. “Well, coming out to

sing like this, are you not scared of being arrested by the social welfare officers?” I

sing like this, are you not scared of being arrested by the social welfare officers?” I

asked, posing another question. “If I was scared, I would starve to death. I have never

asked, posing another question. “If I was scared, I would starve to death. I have never

been arrested, but many of my friends have. Those who are arrested and thrown in

been arrested, but many of my friends have. Those who are arrested and thrown in

“welfare shelters” are usually accused of being “homeless beggars”, which under Thai

“welfare shelters” are usually accused of being “homeless beggars”, which under Thai

law is illegal. So, if no relatives come to bail them out, they could be stuck in a shelter

law is illegal. So, if no relatives come to bail them out, they could be stuck in a shelter

for a long time. My friends tell me that it is very scary there. ” Sak paused as if he was

for a long time. My friends tell me that it is very scary there. ” Sak paused as if he was

thinking of something.

thinking of something.

At the shelter the fence is very high, and buildings separate the men from the

At the shelter the fence is very high, and buildings separate the men from the

women. When it is bedtime, the lights are switched off, and the attendants at

women. When it is bedtime, the lights are switched off, and the attendants at

the shelter drag their batons along the floor while patrolling and counting

the shelter drag their batons along the floor while patrolling and counting

those staying there. They always keep their ears open, to hear if anyone dares

those staying there. They always keep their ears open, to hear if anyone dares

to answer back, and if someone does, that person is beaten. Every morning,

to answer back, and if someone does, that person is beaten. Every morning,

the “inmates” have to sing the national anthem, and get into serious trouble if

the “inmates” have to sing the national anthem, and get into serious trouble if

they do not know the tune or the words, with the attendants beating them up.

they do not know the tune or the words, with the attendants beating them up.

Also, if you do not make it to the canteen on time, you miss your chance to

Also, if you do not make it to the canteen on time, you miss your chance to

eat. When someone important comes to visit, the inmates are given new

eat. When someone important comes to visit, the inmates are given new
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clothes to wear, from donations, but once that person leaves, the clothes are

clothes to wear, from donations, but once that person leaves, the clothes are

taken back and given to second-hand clothes shops. He added.

taken back and given to second-hand clothes shops. He added.

“How have you survived all these years without being arrested?” I asked. “A piece of

“How have you survived all these years without being arrested?” I asked. “A piece of

cake,” Sak said, before continuing, “do not act against any government officers. If

cake,” Sak said, before continuing, “do not act against any government officers. If

you are told by the officers or market owners you should leave, then you just have to

you are told by the officers or market owners you should leave, then you just have to

leave.”

leave.”
“You just have to try and remember where you are not allowed to perform,”

“You just have to try and remember where you are not allowed to perform,”

added Thida, who went on to clarify the technique that Sak calls his “simple

added Thida, who went on to clarify the technique that Sak calls his “simple

principle”, the one they use to avoid being arrested and sent to the welfare shelter.

principle”, the one they use to avoid being arrested and sent to the welfare shelter.

Sak asked, “did you ever hear about the incident in which a social welfare

Sak asked, “did you ever hear about the incident in which a social welfare

officer was stabbed on an overpass and seriously injured while approaching a blind

officer was stabbed on an overpass and seriously injured while approaching a blind

singer, or about another case in which a blind person was killed in a car while

singer, or about another case in which a blind person was killed in a car while

struggling with officers?” He told me that the officers in question approached the

struggling with officers?” He told me that the officers in question approached the

blind singers and asked in a gentle voice if they wanted a ride, but instead of driving

blind singers and asked in a gentle voice if they wanted a ride, but instead of driving

them home, they dropped them off at a welfare shelter instead. A few years ago, the

them home, they dropped them off at a welfare shelter instead. A few years ago, the

Governor of Bangkok launched a policy to “sweep” the homeless and the foreign

Governor of Bangkok launched a policy to “sweep” the homeless and the foreign

beggars from the streets. However, blind singers found walking along pavements or

beggars from the streets. However, blind singers found walking along pavements or

who had stationed themselves on pedestrian bridges were also arrested. Sometimes,

who had stationed themselves on pedestrian bridges were also arrested. Sometimes,

when the officers came to arrest foreign begging gangs in apartment blocks where

when the officers came to arrest foreign begging gangs in apartment blocks where

blind singers were also living, the blind singers also found themselves under arrested.

blind singers were also living, the blind singers also found themselves under arrested.

Sak refers to this as the “arresting era”.

Sak refers to this as the “arresting era”.

“The officers receive 1,000 Baht per head if they can arrest beggars, the

“The officers receive 1,000 Baht per head if they can arrest beggars, the

homeless or blind singers, and send them to the welfare shelter,” added Thida.

homeless or blind singers, and send them to the welfare shelter,” added Thida.

“Really, are you sure?” I asked her, surprised to hear this story. But neither of them

“Really, are you sure?” I asked her, surprised to hear this story. But neither of them

replied. Sak then persuaded his wife to go home, so I walked with them to the street

replied. Sak then persuaded his wife to go home, so I walked with them to the street

and called them a taxi. After two months of fieldwork, I felt like this was the first time

and called them a taxi. After two months of fieldwork, I felt like this was the first time

that I had been able to get hold of the in-depth information I was searching for. I

that I had been able to get hold of the in-depth information I was searching for. I

regretted that I had not asked for their permission to record the conversation before

regretted that I had not asked for their permission to record the conversation before

starting the interview. In fact, the thought had not even crossed my mind, as this was

starting the interview. In fact, the thought had not even crossed my mind, as this was

the first time I had met Sak and his wife, and I merely intended to introduce myself

the first time I had met Sak and his wife, and I merely intended to introduce myself

and build rapport with them. Little did I know that the conversation was to turn out

and build rapport with them. Little did I know that the conversation was to turn out

even better than I expected.

even better than I expected.
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I noted down the important parts of our conversation in a small notebook,

I noted down the important parts of our conversation in a small notebook,

making a list of the subjects I was interested in and that I planned to ask Sak about

making a list of the subjects I was interested in and that I planned to ask Sak about

when I returned to meet him the next week. Unfortunately, I was unable to find Sak

when I returned to meet him the next week. Unfortunately, I was unable to find Sak

and his wife at the market the following Wednesday, nor any Wednesday after that. I

and his wife at the market the following Wednesday, nor any Wednesday after that. I

don’t know why they changed location, especially as the market appeared to be a very

don’t know why they changed location, especially as the market appeared to be a very

good place for blind singers to make money, compared to the other locations I had

good place for blind singers to make money, compared to the other locations I had

visited. I tried to establish the whereabouts of Sak and his wife from the many blind

visited. I tried to establish the whereabouts of Sak and his wife from the many blind

singers I met subsequently, but no one had seen them.

singers I met subsequently, but no one had seen them.

However, I got lucky when information about them came my way. A seller,

However, I got lucky when information about them came my way. A seller,

who I knew well from my time spent following other blind singers, suggested that I

who I knew well from my time spent following other blind singers, suggested that I

try a different market. He told me that he attended this market every Monday and

try a different market. He told me that he attended this market every Monday and

often saw a male blind singer there. As a result, the following Monday I visited that

often saw a male blind singer there. As a result, the following Monday I visited that

market and found Sak and Thida resting in the shade, waiting for his time to perform.

market and found Sak and Thida resting in the shade, waiting for his time to perform.

The Monday market then became my field study site for a number of months.

The Monday market then became my field study site for a number of months.

Mostly, I spent my time talking to Thida in the shade of the trees while she waited for

Mostly, I spent my time talking to Thida in the shade of the trees while she waited for

Sak to finish his set. After dropping Sak off at the beginning of the midday session,

Sak to finish his set. After dropping Sak off at the beginning of the midday session,

Thida and I would move to a bench near an exit gate on the other side of the market.

Thida and I would move to a bench near an exit gate on the other side of the market.

The reason we waited for Sak there is because the bench was located opposite a spot

The reason we waited for Sak there is because the bench was located opposite a spot

where they could hail a taxi to take them back home. At this spot, I encountered many

where they could hail a taxi to take them back home. At this spot, I encountered many

interesting people: security guards, Thai dessert sellers, motorbike taxi drivers, road

interesting people: security guards, Thai dessert sellers, motorbike taxi drivers, road

sweepers, and the city policemen that patrol the area. All these people stared at me

sweepers, and the city policemen that patrol the area. All these people stared at me

while I talked to Thida and sometimes they even pretended to be walking around us

while I talked to Thida and sometimes they even pretended to be walking around us

so they could eavesdrop. I assume that they were wondering why I was helping the

so they could eavesdrop. I assume that they were wondering why I was helping the

blind or why I had lowered myself to such a level, bearing in mind that blind singers

blind or why I had lowered myself to such a level, bearing in mind that blind singers

are stigmatized as beggars in Thai culture.

are stigmatized as beggars in Thai culture.

Thida was an excellent informant, and I always asked her to check the data I

Thida was an excellent informant, and I always asked her to check the data I

had collected. Thida was so useful because she knew almost all the blind singers I

had collected. Thida was so useful because she knew almost all the blind singers I

interviewed. A few years ago, she and Sak used to stay in the same apartment as other

interviewed. A few years ago, she and Sak used to stay in the same apartment as other

blind singers. However, after the apartment was renovated, the landlord decided to no

blind singers. However, after the apartment was renovated, the landlord decided to no

longer allow blind singers to reside there, believing that they made the place look

longer allow blind singers to reside there, believing that they made the place look

dirty and that others would not want to live alongside them.

dirty and that others would not want to live alongside them.

One day, a few months after I found Sak and Thida again, she revealed the

One day, a few months after I found Sak and Thida again, she revealed the

reason why they had not returned to the Wednesday market where I first met them.

reason why they had not returned to the Wednesday market where I first met them.
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“Sak thought you were a social welfare officer using a disguise to obtain information

“Sak thought you were a social welfare officer using a disguise to obtain information

about wong gan kon taa bot, so he was scared of being arrested and sent to a shelter

about wong gan kon taa bot, so he was scared of being arrested and sent to a shelter

again. He was arrested once when he was teenager. I am not sure if the story he told

again. He was arrested once when he was teenager. I am not sure if the story he told

you about the shelter is about his friend or his own experiences, if it was he who was

you about the shelter is about his friend or his own experiences, if it was he who was

violated and suffered,” she explained.

violated and suffered,” she explained.

The embodiment of exclusion

The embodiment of exclusion

We can see that the conceptual framework for the embodiment of exclusion helps us

We can see that the conceptual framework for the embodiment of exclusion helps us

to understand why Sak, a blind man who earns a living as a singer on the streets and

to understand why Sak, a blind man who earns a living as a singer on the streets and

at markets, was suspicious and afraid of me when I first introduced myself. I may

at markets, was suspicious and afraid of me when I first introduced myself. I may

have been a policeman or a welfare official who could arrest him at any time and send

have been a policeman or a welfare official who could arrest him at any time and send

him to a government-run shelter. His suspicion was the result of the embodiment of

him to a government-run shelter. His suspicion was the result of the embodiment of

exclusion, as part of a historical process or an “embodiment of the past”, to use Didier

exclusion, as part of a historical process or an “embodiment of the past”, to use Didier

Fassin’s term. This system of exclusion used against persons with disabilities is the

Fassin’s term. This system of exclusion used against persons with disabilities is the

result of a history in Thailand which includes the Beggar Control Act of 1941, which

result of a history in Thailand which includes the Beggar Control Act of 1941, which

placed persons with disabilities in the same category as the homeless, beggars and

placed persons with disabilities in the same category as the homeless, beggars and

prostitutes in the city, all of whom could be arrested by policemen anywhere and at

prostitutes in the city, all of whom could be arrested by policemen anywhere and at

any time, and also includes the institutional moral doctrine arising from Theravada

any time, and also includes the institutional moral doctrine arising from Theravada

Buddhism, which characterizes those with disabilities as “pitiful objects” based on a

Buddhism, which characterizes those with disabilities as “pitiful objects” based on a

rhetoric of ve-tha-na, those merely waiting for assistance in the name of compassion.

rhetoric of ve-tha-na, those merely waiting for assistance in the name of compassion.

In the case of Sak, the inclusion-exclusion movement and the embodiment of

In the case of Sak, the inclusion-exclusion movement and the embodiment of

exclusion gradually became inscribed and transcribed onto his experiences of having

exclusion gradually became inscribed and transcribed onto his experiences of having

an impaired body. This kind of exclusion dynamically shaped Sak’s everyday

an impaired body. This kind of exclusion dynamically shaped Sak’s everyday

emotions and sentiments, such as trust and fear towards others (e.g., his fear of me).

emotions and sentiments, such as trust and fear towards others (e.g., his fear of me).

He has a world of experiences and has learned from experience to react to various

He has a world of experiences and has learned from experience to react to various

power mechanisms taking place within a complex network of inequality: between

power mechanisms taking place within a complex network of inequality: between

himself and others, such as learning not to act against any government officers and

himself and others, such as learning not to act against any government officers and

remembering where he is not allowed to sing, in order to avoid being arrested and sent

remembering where he is not allowed to sing, in order to avoid being arrested and sent

to a government-run shelter. Sak also wishes to be a moral subject through his bodily

to a government-run shelter. Sak also wishes to be a moral subject through his bodily

practices, in order to be recognized by others, and also investigates his moral self,

practices, in order to be recognized by others, and also investigates his moral self,

based upon on a set of personal ethics in order to escape from the stigma and labels of

based upon on a set of personal ethics in order to escape from the stigma and labels of

being an immoral person – as one who stands in opposition to the aesthetic body

being an immoral person – as one who stands in opposition to the aesthetic body

regime created by modern Thai society and the aesthetic body appreciation derived

regime created by modern Thai society and the aesthetic body appreciation derived
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from Theravada Buddhism. Issue concerning the experiences of blind singers, who

from Theravada Buddhism. Issue concerning the experiences of blind singers, who

seek to respond to the aesthetic of oppression and exclusion they experience in their

seek to respond to the aesthetic of oppression and exclusion they experience in their

local life world through their bodily practices, will be presented in the second part of

local life world through their bodily practices, will be presented in the second part of

this book.

this book.

In the next section, I will examine how changes in Thai government policies

In the next section, I will examine how changes in Thai government policies

and the country’s economic and social context, the moral discourse emanating from

and the country’s economic and social context, the moral discourse emanating from

international organizations in relation to human rights, and the institutional morality

international organizations in relation to human rights, and the institutional morality

created by Theravada Buddhist have all contributed to the creation of a system of

created by Theravada Buddhist have all contributed to the creation of a system of

inclusion-exclusion that governs people with disabilities in Thailand. I view this

inclusion-exclusion that governs people with disabilities in Thailand. I view this

mechanism of inclusion-exclusion as a historical contingent domain of embodiment.

mechanism of inclusion-exclusion as a historical contingent domain of embodiment.

Due to this system of inclusion-exclusion, people living with disabilities are

Due to this system of inclusion-exclusion, people living with disabilities are

problematized as “moral-political subjects”.

problematized as “moral-political subjects”.

In the case of blind singers, they have to deal with the constant surveillance by

In the case of blind singers, they have to deal with the constant surveillance by

the Thai government of all aspects of their social lives, plus are excluded through the

the Thai government of all aspects of their social lives, plus are excluded through the

use of bio-politics. Under this system of inclusion-exclusion, the modern Thai state

use of bio-politics. Under this system of inclusion-exclusion, the modern Thai state

categorizes persons with disabilities, and blind singers in particular, in a way that

categorizes persons with disabilities, and blind singers in particular, in a way that

actually facilitate and ensure their exclusion from society, using a contradictory form

actually facilitate and ensure their exclusion from society, using a contradictory form

of inclusion-exclusion (Agamben 1988). This is done to maintain a status quo in

of inclusion-exclusion (Agamben 1988). This is done to maintain a status quo in

which “good citizens” are those with healthy, fully functioning bodies: those who can

which “good citizens” are those with healthy, fully functioning bodies: those who can

solidify and reinforce the sovereign power of the modern Thai state. The result of this

solidify and reinforce the sovereign power of the modern Thai state. The result of this

use of bio-politics as a form of power in Thailand is a double-movement of inclusion-

use of bio-politics as a form of power in Thailand is a double-movement of inclusion-

exclusion, one which shapes persons with disabilities’ moral-political subjectivities

exclusion, one which shapes persons with disabilities’ moral-political subjectivities

within their social worlds. Perhaps not surprisingly, the forms of inclusion appear

within their social worlds. Perhaps not surprisingly, the forms of inclusion appear

through economic assistance and social welfare, though even social inclusion methods

through economic assistance and social welfare, though even social inclusion methods

reproduce representations of the disabled as people who are “useless to society”. This

reproduce representations of the disabled as people who are “useless to society”. This

social inclusion conforms perfectly with institutional morality of Theravada

social inclusion conforms perfectly with institutional morality of Theravada

Buddhism which views people with disabilities as “helpless people” who can only

Buddhism which views people with disabilities as “helpless people” who can only

wait for assistance and charity. Based on a combination of these two forms of

wait for assistance and charity. Based on a combination of these two forms of

political-moral ideology people with disabilities are viewed as “objects of social

political-moral ideology people with disabilities are viewed as “objects of social

charity”, who should be confined to government-run shelters, in the name of

charity”, who should be confined to government-run shelters, in the name of

humanitarianism. Under this doctrine, they are also characterized as “pitiful objects”

humanitarianism. Under this doctrine, they are also characterized as “pitiful objects”

to be hidden from view and confined to their homes, in the name of ve-tha-na.

to be hidden from view and confined to their homes, in the name of ve-tha-na.
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The birth of the ambiguous citizen

The birth of the ambiguous citizen

I will show here how the system of inclusion-exclusion exercised by the modern Thai

I will show here how the system of inclusion-exclusion exercised by the modern Thai

state has caused those living with disability to become “ambiguous citizens” – neither

state has caused those living with disability to become “ambiguous citizens” – neither

fully-fledged Thai citizens with the rights and recognition enjoyed by others nor non-

fully-fledged Thai citizens with the rights and recognition enjoyed by others nor non-

citizens to whom the government should provide only humanitarian assistance.

citizens to whom the government should provide only humanitarian assistance.

Moreover, their impaired bodies are viewed as “ambiguous” as they sit somewhere

Moreover, their impaired bodies are viewed as “ambiguous” as they sit somewhere

between fully productive, able-bodied citizens and non-productive disabled citizens.

between fully productive, able-bodied citizens and non-productive disabled citizens.

This situation creates a dilemma for the modern Thai state regarding the status of

This situation creates a dilemma for the modern Thai state regarding the status of

these people.

these people.

I will also examine the historical contingencies as a domain of embodiment of

I will also examine the historical contingencies as a domain of embodiment of

exclusion, using retrospective analysis to reveal that the construct of people with

exclusion, using retrospective analysis to reveal that the construct of people with

disabilities in Thailand as ambiguous citizens is a product of this historical contingent.

disabilities in Thailand as ambiguous citizens is a product of this historical contingent.

I agree with Susan Reynolds Whyte, who asserts that discourse analysis does not seek

I agree with Susan Reynolds Whyte, who asserts that discourse analysis does not seek

to deny the material reality of people living with impairment but rather seeks to

to deny the material reality of people living with impairment but rather seeks to

emphasize the processes through which their reality is apprehended (Whyte 1995:

emphasize the processes through which their reality is apprehended (Whyte 1995:

267), instead of analyzing impaired bodies through their universalism. Similarly,

267), instead of analyzing impaired bodies through their universalism. Similarly,

Marian Corker and Tom Shakespeare insist that many post-structural methods are

Marian Corker and Tom Shakespeare insist that many post-structural methods are

useful for disability studies and when examining the disability rights movement,

useful for disability studies and when examining the disability rights movement,

because they offer a different view. These methods view the subjects not as

because they offer a different view. These methods view the subjects not as

autonomous creators of themselves or their social world, but rather as being

autonomous creators of themselves or their social world, but rather as being

embedded in a complex network of social relations (Corker and Shakespeare 2002: 3).

embedded in a complex network of social relations (Corker and Shakespeare 2002: 3).

Influenced by Michel Foucault’s analysis of power systems and the politicization of

Influenced by Michel Foucault’s analysis of power systems and the politicization of

the body, I assert that the power of the discourse that defines impairment is the same

the body, I assert that the power of the discourse that defines impairment is the same

power mechanism used by the Thai government to define disability and is the same

power mechanism used by the Thai government to define disability and is the same

system of exclusion exercised over persons with disabilities in Thailand. In contrast to

system of exclusion exercised over persons with disabilities in Thailand. In contrast to

the weak points of the dualism of the social model of disability, which affirms that

the weak points of the dualism of the social model of disability, which affirms that

impairment is a natural state while disability is a social construct, I assert that under

impairment is a natural state while disability is a social construct, I assert that under

the system of exclusion exercised in modern Thailand, there is no body prior to the

the system of exclusion exercised in modern Thailand, there is no body prior to the

discourse. The impaired body is seen not only as “natural” in accordance with

discourse. The impaired body is seen not only as “natural” in accordance with

biological foundationism, but also impaired bodies and disability are thus materialized

biological foundationism, but also impaired bodies and disability are thus materialized

through the power of biological discourse used by the Thai government, by the

through the power of biological discourse used by the Thai government, by the

aesthetic body norms stipulated by Thai society, and by the lived experiences of

aesthetic body norms stipulated by Thai society, and by the lived experiences of

people with impaired bodies. This situation is contextualized by a regime of

people with impaired bodies. This situation is contextualized by a regime of
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knowledge, and in particular the medical and social welfare used by the government

knowledge, and in particular the medical and social welfare used by the government

as a technology of power to characterize its disabled population as moral-political

as a technology of power to characterize its disabled population as moral-political

subjects.

subjects.

The use of different power mechanisms by the Thai government in the

The use of different power mechanisms by the Thai government in the

contemporary era can be divided into three distinct periods: the nation-building era

contemporary era can be divided into three distinct periods: the nation-building era

(1938-1957), the industrialization era (1957-1987), and the globalization era (1987 to

(1938-1957), the industrialization era (1957-1987), and the globalization era (1987 to

the present). During these periods, ideologies and policies were not clearly separated,

the present). During these periods, ideologies and policies were not clearly separated,

and in some cases undoubtedly contradicted one another. The main reason for using

and in some cases undoubtedly contradicted one another. The main reason for using

these time divisions is to show the historical aspects of the political ideologies used by

these time divisions is to show the historical aspects of the political ideologies used by

the Thai government with regard to people with disabilities and to paint a dynamic

the Thai government with regard to people with disabilities and to paint a dynamic

picture of the social and economic transformations that took place in each era. Also, it

picture of the social and economic transformations that took place in each era. Also, it

helps uncover the paradigms of global organizations that influenced Thai

helps uncover the paradigms of global organizations that influenced Thai

governmental policy towards people with disabilities. In the last section of this

governmental policy towards people with disabilities. In the last section of this

chapter, I will highlight the ironies inherent to the political and social movements, set

chapter, I will highlight the ironies inherent to the political and social movements, set

up to socially include people with disabilities in Thailand and used to define the

up to socially include people with disabilities in Thailand and used to define the

citizenship status of persons with disabilities in terms of their legal rights. I will argue

citizenship status of persons with disabilities in terms of their legal rights. I will argue

that this movement has reinforced the system of exclusion created by the compulsory

that this movement has reinforced the system of exclusion created by the compulsory

able-bodied focused and bio-political categorizations implemented by the modern

able-bodied focused and bio-political categorizations implemented by the modern

Thai government and will describe how the social movement’s political strategy

Thai government and will describe how the social movement’s political strategy

actually reproduces the medical perspective on disability, a perspective that the social

actually reproduces the medical perspective on disability, a perspective that the social

movements sought to counteract.

movements sought to counteract.

The civil body project and biological discourse

The civil body project and biological discourse

During Thailand’s nation-building era (1938 to 1957), the asymmetric bodies of

During Thailand’s nation-building era (1938 to 1957), the asymmetric bodies of

persons with disabilities did not fit well within the system of nationalism, the key

persons with disabilities did not fit well within the system of nationalism, the key

principle of which was based on a biological understanding that a “pure ethnic Thai

principle of which was based on a biological understanding that a “pure ethnic Thai

race” was the core of national identity and national unity. A disabled body was not fit

race” was the core of national identity and national unity. A disabled body was not fit

for military service and was considered uncivilized in a civilized era. Thus, persons

for military service and was considered uncivilized in a civilized era. Thus, persons

with disabilities were seen as obstacles to the new political order, impeding the

with disabilities were seen as obstacles to the new political order, impeding the

liberal-democratic nation in its quest to eliminate all traces of the former, monarchical

liberal-democratic nation in its quest to eliminate all traces of the former, monarchical

regime. Persons with disabilities, as “ambiguous citizens”, were also viewed as

regime. Persons with disabilities, as “ambiguous citizens”, were also viewed as

having “ambiguous bodies” – a view that persist to this day.

having “ambiguous bodies” – a view that persist to this day.
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After the revolution that toppled the monarchy in 1932, the modern Thai

After the revolution that toppled the monarchy in 1932, the modern Thai

government, then operating as part of a new “liberal-democracy”, paid more attention

government, then operating as part of a new “liberal-democracy”, paid more attention

to the “bio-politics of the population”. This was especially the case during the two

to the “bio-politics of the population”. This was especially the case during the two

administrations of Field Marshal Por Pibunsongkhram, Thailand’s Prime Minister

administrations of Field Marshal Por Pibunsongkhram, Thailand’s Prime Minister

from 1938 to 1944 and again from 1948 to 1957. Under the Pibun regime, the Thai

from 1938 to 1944 and again from 1948 to 1957. Under the Pibun regime, the Thai

government attempted to cultivate and disseminate a new political, cultural, and

government attempted to cultivate and disseminate a new political, cultural, and

ethical standard among its citizens (Kobkua 1995: 102-151). Such socio-cultural

ethical standard among its citizens (Kobkua 1995: 102-151). Such socio-cultural

reforms were intended to transform ideologies and reshape the minds and habits of the

reforms were intended to transform ideologies and reshape the minds and habits of the

Thai people (Kongsakon 2003; Davisakd 2007). The socio-cultural reforms based on

Thai people (Kongsakon 2003; Davisakd 2007). The socio-cultural reforms based on

this Thai nation-building program were essentially centered on the bodies of its

this Thai nation-building program were essentially centered on the bodies of its

citizenry. Davisakd Puaksom (2007: 176) asserts that there were differences between

citizenry. Davisakd Puaksom (2007: 176) asserts that there were differences between

the bodily ideologies of the old monarchy regime and the new regime of the Liberal

the bodily ideologies of the old monarchy regime and the new regime of the Liberal

Democrats. The new regime not only applied medical knowledge to support the able-

Democrats. The new regime not only applied medical knowledge to support the able-

bodied population, but it also controlled the minds and behaviors of the population in

bodied population, but it also controlled the minds and behaviors of the population in

all aspects of everyday life.

all aspects of everyday life.

The 1939 government decree, Ratthaniyom, was issued to change certain

The 1939 government decree, Ratthaniyom, was issued to change certain

aspects of everyday life in Thailand – the way people dressed, ate, slept and worked,

aspects of everyday life in Thailand – the way people dressed, ate, slept and worked,

not only to promote the country as a civilized nation, but also to cultivate a new ethic

not only to promote the country as a civilized nation, but also to cultivate a new ethic

of “Thai-ness” in the minds of the country’s citizens (Kobkua 1995: 113; Charnvit

of “Thai-ness” in the minds of the country’s citizens (Kobkua 1995: 113; Charnvit

2008: 193, 200-201, 212-213). For instance, Ratthaniyom no. 10 demanded that Thai

2008: 193, 200-201, 212-213). For instance, Ratthaniyom no. 10 demanded that Thai

citizens divide their 24-hour schedule into three periods: work/normal activities,

citizens divide their 24-hour schedule into three periods: work/normal activities,

recreation and sleeping. It also stipulated that people must not eat more than four

recreation and sleeping. It also stipulated that people must not eat more than four

meals a day. There was a one-hour break allowed for lunch, and after work people

meals a day. There was a one-hour break allowed for lunch, and after work people

were told to spend at least one hour exercising. The law also prescribed the citizenry

were told to spend at least one hour exercising. The law also prescribed the citizenry

six to eight hours of sleep per night and advised them to spend their weekends doing

six to eight hours of sleep per night and advised them to spend their weekends doing

activities that were good for both their bodies and minds (Davisakd 2007: 191-192).

activities that were good for both their bodies and minds (Davisakd 2007: 191-192).

Under the Pibun regime, nationalism was strengthened through the promotion

Under the Pibun regime, nationalism was strengthened through the promotion

of a “national identity” and the creation of an “imagined community” of Thai-ness,

of a “national identity” and the creation of an “imagined community” of Thai-ness,

both of which were rooted in a biological discourse in terms of the supremacy of the

both of which were rooted in a biological discourse in terms of the supremacy of the

Thai race over other ethnic groups, inside and outside the country (Kobkua 1995: 106;

Thai race over other ethnic groups, inside and outside the country (Kobkua 1995: 106;

Charnvit 2008: 185-186). This trend could also be seen in the art world, where

Charnvit 2008: 185-186). This trend could also be seen in the art world, where

paintings and sculptures became more realistic and focused on lean, healthy, muscular

paintings and sculptures became more realistic and focused on lean, healthy, muscular

and strong bodies that fitted the nation-building program (Chatree 2009). It is clear

and strong bodies that fitted the nation-building program (Chatree 2009). It is clear
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that during this period, the image of a healthy body became inextricably linked with

that during this period, the image of a healthy body became inextricably linked with

the ideal of the “good” Thai citizen. According to the Thai nation-building ideals at

the ideal of the “good” Thai citizen. According to the Thai nation-building ideals at

the time, unemployed and homeless people were “useless people” seen as a hindrance.

the time, unemployed and homeless people were “useless people” seen as a hindrance.

The government compared these people to parasites in the human body that needed to

The government compared these people to parasites in the human body that needed to

be destroyed (Davisakd 2007: 193).

be destroyed (Davisakd 2007: 193).

Eugenics was a key concept adopted by the government to control the

Eugenics was a key concept adopted by the government to control the

population, as well as to create new and improved future generations. The creation of

population, as well as to create new and improved future generations. The creation of

a strong, healthy, and productive labor force for the government’s manufacturing

a strong, healthy, and productive labor force for the government’s manufacturing

sector was essential to the nation-building process. As a result, all citizens with

sector was essential to the nation-building process. As a result, all citizens with

hereditary or contagious diseases, or with disabilities became “citizens to be

hereditary or contagious diseases, or with disabilities became “citizens to be

controlled” to be prevented from “infecting” the new generations. Also, the Thai

controlled” to be prevented from “infecting” the new generations. Also, the Thai

government viewed that taking care of these people would place a permanent burden

government viewed that taking care of these people would place a permanent burden

on the government (Kongsakon 2003: 31). According to the new ethical regime of the

on the government (Kongsakon 2003: 31). According to the new ethical regime of the

body in Thailand, persons with disabilities’ citizenship was linked to a biological

body in Thailand, persons with disabilities’ citizenship was linked to a biological

discourse.

discourse.

Social work as a technology of power

Social work as a technology of power

While medical knowledge as a mechanism of disciplinary power was used to ensure

While medical knowledge as a mechanism of disciplinary power was used to ensure

future generations of capable and productive citizens, social work knowledge was also

future generations of capable and productive citizens, social work knowledge was also

used to manipulate the bodies of citizens seen as ineffective, unproductive, and,

used to manipulate the bodies of citizens seen as ineffective, unproductive, and,

therefore, unable to contribute to the nation-building program.

therefore, unable to contribute to the nation-building program.

A Social Work Program was developed under the belief that the well-being of

A Social Work Program was developed under the belief that the well-being of

the population depended on social security. The first social welfare training program

the population depended on social security. The first social welfare training program

was initiated in 1944. The Thai government at that time viewed social workers as key

was initiated in 1944. The Thai government at that time viewed social workers as key

actors for implementing policies that would lead the country toward a brighter future

actors for implementing policies that would lead the country toward a brighter future

(Renu 1997: 451). As a consequence, social workers were told to focus on and seek

(Renu 1997: 451). As a consequence, social workers were told to focus on and seek

out particular target groups that the government considered “helpless” or “in need of

out particular target groups that the government considered “helpless” or “in need of

help”, and thus seen as problematic (Pa-Op 1986: 44) – the poor, the homeless,

help”, and thus seen as problematic (Pa-Op 1986: 44) – the poor, the homeless,

beggars, and people with disabilities. The rhetoric of compassion emanating from

beggars, and people with disabilities. The rhetoric of compassion emanating from

Theravada Buddhism supported the idea that social workers should help persons with

Theravada Buddhism supported the idea that social workers should help persons with

disabilities based on humanitarian goals. We can see that both Buddhism and the Thai

disabilities based on humanitarian goals. We can see that both Buddhism and the Thai

government at the time viewed people with impairments as objects of charity.

government at the time viewed people with impairments as objects of charity.
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During this period, the number of homeless people and beggars in Bangkok

During this period, the number of homeless people and beggars in Bangkok

increased. This was thought to affect the general population by obscuring the civilized

increased. This was thought to affect the general population by obscuring the civilized

aspect of the nation’s culture and hindering the government’s efforts to create a

aspect of the nation’s culture and hindering the government’s efforts to create a

strong, disciplined and progressive society (Department of Social Welfare 1990: 102-

strong, disciplined and progressive society (Department of Social Welfare 1990: 102-

103). Therefore, the Department of Social Welfare was established to assist “helpless”

103). Therefore, the Department of Social Welfare was established to assist “helpless”

people in 1940, and in 1941 the Thai government enacted the Beggar Control Act.

people in 1940, and in 1941 the Thai government enacted the Beggar Control Act.

This Act stated that beggars in Bangkok, as well as the elderly and disabled

This Act stated that beggars in Bangkok, as well as the elderly and disabled

(especially the mentally disabled who begged along roadsides in Bangkok) were not

(especially the mentally disabled who begged along roadsides in Bangkok) were not

self-reliant, had nobody to look after them, and should therefore be confined to

self-reliant, had nobody to look after them, and should therefore be confined to

government-run shelters.

government-run shelters.

Thailand’s first government-run shelter was established in compliance with

Thailand’s first government-run shelter was established in compliance with

the Beggar Control Act in order to accommodate those arrested by police officers for

the Beggar Control Act in order to accommodate those arrested by police officers for

begging on the streets of Bangkok (Department of Social Welfare 1981: 146). The

begging on the streets of Bangkok (Department of Social Welfare 1981: 146). The

shelters were essentially asylums for locking away beggars, the homeless and the

shelters were essentially asylums for locking away beggars, the homeless and the

disabled, along with various other “troublemakers” and undesirable people. Keeping

disabled, along with various other “troublemakers” and undesirable people. Keeping

them away from the public sphere was to prevent the “undesirables” from causing

them away from the public sphere was to prevent the “undesirables” from causing

disorder. In the shelters they were given the opportunity to learn new and desirable

disorder. In the shelters they were given the opportunity to learn new and desirable

skills, which would enable them to return to society as good, well-functioning

skills, which would enable them to return to society as good, well-functioning

citizens.

citizens.

Using Agamben’s terms (1998, 2005), the government-run shelters in this era

Using Agamben’s terms (1998, 2005), the government-run shelters in this era

can be seen as “states of exception”. Inside the shelters, helpless and homeless people

can be seen as “states of exception”. Inside the shelters, helpless and homeless people

remained under constant surveillance and regulation by the state. Their existence was

remained under constant surveillance and regulation by the state. Their existence was

approached by a “bare life” philosophy: subjected to a mixture of bio-power by the

approached by a “bare life” philosophy: subjected to a mixture of bio-power by the

modern Thai government and the moral doctrines of Theravada Buddhism. Their

modern Thai government and the moral doctrines of Theravada Buddhism. Their

bodies formed the threshold between the bio-body and the politicized body, or what

bodies formed the threshold between the bio-body and the politicized body, or what

Agamben calls “zones of indistinction”. Their bodies were excluded by means of

Agamben calls “zones of indistinction”. Their bodies were excluded by means of

inclusion, through the power of state mechanisms and the supervision of Thai

inclusion, through the power of state mechanisms and the supervision of Thai

government officers, i.e. through “exclusive inclusion”. By placing people with

government officers, i.e. through “exclusive inclusion”. By placing people with

disabilities in these shelters, the modern Thai state was effectively classifying people

disabilities in these shelters, the modern Thai state was effectively classifying people

living with impairments as “abandoned citizens”, just like beggars, prostitutes, and the

living with impairments as “abandoned citizens”, just like beggars, prostitutes, and the

homeless.

homeless.

Sak’s tales of life inside the shelter and the power that government officers

Sak’s tales of life inside the shelter and the power that government officers

have over those who reside there clearly reflects the “bare life” experienced by people

have over those who reside there clearly reflects the “bare life” experienced by people
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with disabilities at the hands of the modern Thai government. Life in the shelters

with disabilities at the hands of the modern Thai government. Life in the shelters

underlines the ambiguous status of the disabled population and questions whether the

underlines the ambiguous status of the disabled population and questions whether the

disabled are valued by the country. If people with disabilities are not acknowledged as

disabled are valued by the country. If people with disabilities are not acknowledged as

citizens, the government needs to only provide social welfare based on moral

citizens, the government needs to only provide social welfare based on moral

reasoning, i.e. humanitarianism and ve-tha-na. The social work program employed by

reasoning, i.e. humanitarianism and ve-tha-na. The social work program employed by

the government during the nation-building era can be seen as reinforcing the view that

the government during the nation-building era can be seen as reinforcing the view that

persons with disabilities are “objects of charity”.

persons with disabilities are “objects of charity”.

Both the Beggar Control Act (which categorized people with disabilities as

Both the Beggar Control Act (which categorized people with disabilities as

“helpless”) and the establishment of shelters for those confined citizens, resonated

“helpless”) and the establishment of shelters for those confined citizens, resonated

perfectly with the karmic ideology of Theravada Buddhism. In Buddhist teachings on

perfectly with the karmic ideology of Theravada Buddhism. In Buddhist teachings on

karma, disability is believed to be an individual tragedy, a “payback” for bad behavior

karma, disability is believed to be an individual tragedy, a “payback” for bad behavior

accumulated in a previous life (or in previous lives). This belief requires persons with

accumulated in a previous life (or in previous lives). This belief requires persons with

disabilities to pay back their karmic debt by becoming objects of charity, rather than

disabilities to pay back their karmic debt by becoming objects of charity, rather than

actively “earning merit” and escaping their karmic destiny of being disabled

actively “earning merit” and escaping their karmic destiny of being disabled

(Wachara and Blume 2009: xx). Thai literature of the era commonly suggests that

(Wachara and Blume 2009: xx). Thai literature of the era commonly suggests that

people’s disability was the result of sins committed in a former life, and labeled the

people’s disability was the result of sins committed in a former life, and labeled the

disabled as helpless people, as passive objects of charitable action (Kulapa 2005).

disabled as helpless people, as passive objects of charitable action (Kulapa 2005).

According to karmic ideology, people with disabilities should be hidden within the

According to karmic ideology, people with disabilities should be hidden within the

home as a family stigma; waiting for assistance. There is little doubt that the

home as a family stigma; waiting for assistance. There is little doubt that the

Theravada Buddhist idea of persons with disabilities as “hidden objects” was mirrored

Theravada Buddhist idea of persons with disabilities as “hidden objects” was mirrored

in Thai government political ideology over the years, which asserted that persons with

in Thai government political ideology over the years, which asserted that persons with

disabilities should be confined to shelters.

disabilities should be confined to shelters.

Persons with disabilities as a human resource

Persons with disabilities as a human resource

Between 1970 and 1980, the Thai government was greatly concerned by the apparent

Between 1970 and 1980, the Thai government was greatly concerned by the apparent

increase in the number of people with disabilities in the country. Disability was

increase in the number of people with disabilities in the country. Disability was

considered to be an outcome of industrialization, and was often referred to as the

considered to be an outcome of industrialization, and was often referred to as the

“modernization disease”. The government expressed real concern about the effects

“modernization disease”. The government expressed real concern about the effects

that the increasing number of persons with disabilities might have on the economy

that the increasing number of persons with disabilities might have on the economy

and on society as a whole (Office of the Prime Minister 1980: 1). In other words, the

and on society as a whole (Office of the Prime Minister 1980: 1). In other words, the

government sought to reduce the financial burden of caring for the disabled and also

government sought to reduce the financial burden of caring for the disabled and also

expected to bring persons with disabilities back into the workforce: to become

expected to bring persons with disabilities back into the workforce: to become
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valuable human resources for the industrialization and development era (1957 to

valuable human resources for the industrialization and development era (1957 to

1987), and to simultaneously enhance both social and economic security.

1987), and to simultaneously enhance both social and economic security.

This represented a clear change in the Thai government’s perception and

This represented a clear change in the Thai government’s perception and

treatment of persons with disabilities. Whereas persons with disabilities were

treatment of persons with disabilities. Whereas persons with disabilities were

previously seen as helpless, confined and as having impaired bodies during the

previously seen as helpless, confined and as having impaired bodies during the

nation-building era, in the new industrialization era they were considered as potential

nation-building era, in the new industrialization era they were considered as potential

human resource that could be “rehabilitated” in order to join the manufacturing

human resource that could be “rehabilitated” in order to join the manufacturing

workforce. Through improvements in medical technology and rehabilitation

workforce. Through improvements in medical technology and rehabilitation

techniques, people with disabilities would not only be able to work and look after

techniques, people with disabilities would not only be able to work and look after

themselves, but would also no longer be a burden on the national budget or on their

themselves, but would also no longer be a burden on the national budget or on their

families (Office of Prime Minister 1980: 2).

families (Office of Prime Minister 1980: 2).

During this period, the normalization of the medical model was applied to

During this period, the normalization of the medical model was applied to

clarify the definition of disability, as well as to suggest approaches for prevention,

clarify the definition of disability, as well as to suggest approaches for prevention,

treatment and rehabilitation. For example, in 1976 a person with a disability was

treatment and rehabilitation. For example, in 1976 a person with a disability was

defined as “a person with physical and/or mental impairment(s) who is unable to

defined as “a person with physical and/or mental impairment(s) who is unable to

practice daily activities, study, and work as other people do” (Administrative and

practice daily activities, study, and work as other people do” (Administrative and

Legal Committee 1976). The United Nations’ declaration made in 1981 to mark the

Legal Committee 1976). The United Nations’ declaration made in 1981 to mark the

International Year of Disabled Persons (IYDP) heralded a significant turning point in

International Year of Disabled Persons (IYDP) heralded a significant turning point in

the government’s political ideology and the national policies formulated with respect

the government’s political ideology and the national policies formulated with respect

to people with disabilities. Following the IYDP, and influenced by the International

to people with disabilities. Following the IYDP, and influenced by the International

Association of Persons with Disabilities as well as the World Health Organization

Association of Persons with Disabilities as well as the World Health Organization

(WHO), the Thai government produced a long-term plan for the rehabilitation of

(WHO), the Thai government produced a long-term plan for the rehabilitation of

persons with disabilities across four main categories: medicine, education, vocation,

persons with disabilities across four main categories: medicine, education, vocation,

and society (Board of Event Organizers for International Year of Disabled Person

and society (Board of Event Organizers for International Year of Disabled Person

1983: 113). Although each area was implemented differently, they all shared the same

1983: 113). Although each area was implemented differently, they all shared the same

goal of ensuring that all persons with disabilities became an active part of the

goal of ensuring that all persons with disabilities became an active part of the

industrialization process and could contribute to the development of the country, thus

industrialization process and could contribute to the development of the country, thus

lowering the national economic and social burden. It is clear that while people with

lowering the national economic and social burden. It is clear that while people with

disabilities during the nation-building era had been regarded only as obstacles to the

disabilities during the nation-building era had been regarded only as obstacles to the

formation of a civilized nation, during the industrialization era, people with

formation of a civilized nation, during the industrialization era, people with

disabilities were viewed as ambiguous citizens between potential human resources

disabilities were viewed as ambiguous citizens between potential human resources

and obstacles to economic growth.

and obstacles to economic growth.
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Disability as a metaphor of moral disorder

Disability as a metaphor of moral disorder

During the industrialization era, disabilities were divided into three categories:

During the industrialization era, disabilities were divided into three categories:

physical, mental, and social. No longer was disability the result of bad karma, but was

physical, mental, and social. No longer was disability the result of bad karma, but was

rather the result of various medical issues. The term physical disability incorporated

rather the result of various medical issues. The term physical disability incorporated

people with both visible physical disabilities and chronic illnesses, resulting in some

people with both visible physical disabilities and chronic illnesses, resulting in some

degree of body malfunction, while the term mental disability included people with

degree of body malfunction, while the term mental disability included people with

mental illness as well as developmental retardation. Finally, social disability included

mental illness as well as developmental retardation. Finally, social disability included

people displaying inappropriate and/or abnormal behavior, such as prostitutes,

people displaying inappropriate and/or abnormal behavior, such as prostitutes,

beggars, troublemakers, and criminals. The government considered socially persons

beggars, troublemakers, and criminals. The government considered socially persons

with disabilities to be selfish, as they created problems instead of being valuable

with disabilities to be selfish, as they created problems instead of being valuable

members of the workforce and contributing to the economy (Social Welfare Division

members of the workforce and contributing to the economy (Social Welfare Division

1983a: 383).

1983a: 383).

Social disability was seen as a symbol of social and moral disorder,

Social disability was seen as a symbol of social and moral disorder,

particularly with regard to social problems found in cities, in particular Bangkok.

particularly with regard to social problems found in cities, in particular Bangkok.

During this period, large numbers of people migrated from rural areas to Bangkok in

During this period, large numbers of people migrated from rural areas to Bangkok in

search of work and a better life, and the government feared that these people, along

search of work and a better life, and the government feared that these people, along

with the disabled, would exasperate the city’s social problems. Persons with

with the disabled, would exasperate the city’s social problems. Persons with

disabilities were often poor and uneducated, so the government assumed they would

disabilities were often poor and uneducated, so the government assumed they would

be more likely to commit crimes and/or violent acts (Sadap 1983: 102-103). It might

be more likely to commit crimes and/or violent acts (Sadap 1983: 102-103). It might

seem irrational to believe that persons with disabilities would become big city

seem irrational to believe that persons with disabilities would become big city

criminals, but this conclusion apparently reflected the inherited ideology of the time

criminals, but this conclusion apparently reflected the inherited ideology of the time

that persons with disabilities were “vulnerable subjects”.

that persons with disabilities were “vulnerable subjects”.

During this period of rapid population growth in Bangkok, people with

During this period of rapid population growth in Bangkok, people with

disabilities were characterized as a social liability and were still placed alongside

disabilities were characterized as a social liability and were still placed alongside

those seen as having the potential to create social and moral disorder. As a result, the

those seen as having the potential to create social and moral disorder. As a result, the

Thai government established vocational training centers for people with disabilities in

Thai government established vocational training centers for people with disabilities in

many provinces, in order to prevent persons with disabilities from migrating from

many provinces, in order to prevent persons with disabilities from migrating from

rural areas to Bangkok (Social Welfare Division 1983b: 149-150).

rural areas to Bangkok (Social Welfare Division 1983b: 149-150).

At that time, it was felt that disabilities could be rationally explained with

At that time, it was felt that disabilities could be rationally explained with

medical knowledge, and the government believed that advancements in medical

medical knowledge, and the government believed that advancements in medical

technology and the effectiveness and efficiency of medical rehabilitation would

technology and the effectiveness and efficiency of medical rehabilitation would

restore persons with disabilities to the ranks of the working and able-bodied.

restore persons with disabilities to the ranks of the working and able-bodied.

However, a significant obstacle was the lack of accurate data concerning the number

However, a significant obstacle was the lack of accurate data concerning the number
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of persons with disabilities in Thailand. This lack of data reflected the ideology

of persons with disabilities in Thailand. This lack of data reflected the ideology

inherited from the nation-building era, which viewed people with disabilities as

inherited from the nation-building era, which viewed people with disabilities as

“ambiguous citizens”, neither citizens nor non-citizens; thus, they were not counted.

“ambiguous citizens”, neither citizens nor non-citizens; thus, they were not counted.

In addition, there were no regulations in place for people with disabilities to direct the

In addition, there were no regulations in place for people with disabilities to direct the

implementation of the plan (Board of Event Organizers for International Year of

implementation of the plan (Board of Event Organizers for International Year of

Disabled Persons 1983: 120).

Disabled Persons 1983: 120).

Thus, during this period, persons with disabilities remained ambiguous, but

Thus, during this period, persons with disabilities remained ambiguous, but

were given the additional and contradictory baggage of being both human resources

were given the additional and contradictory baggage of being both human resources

and citizens “at risk of causing social problems” (ibid.: 121). This ambiguity was

and citizens “at risk of causing social problems” (ibid.: 121). This ambiguity was

reinforced by the fact that the disabled were still placed in the same category as

reinforced by the fact that the disabled were still placed in the same category as

beggars, the homeless, and prostitutes, meaning it was believed that they too should

beggars, the homeless, and prostitutes, meaning it was believed that they too should

be confined to shelters or rehabilitation centers. What’s more, the medical definition

be confined to shelters or rehabilitation centers. What’s more, the medical definition

of disability as an individual tragedy still went hand-in-hand with the karmic ideology

of disability as an individual tragedy still went hand-in-hand with the karmic ideology

of Theravada Buddhism, as mentioned previously. Moreover, persons with disabilities

of Theravada Buddhism, as mentioned previously. Moreover, persons with disabilities

living in this era embodied the contradiction between the karma doctrine’s perception

living in this era embodied the contradiction between the karma doctrine’s perception

of the disabled body as an object awaiting assistance, and the industrialization and

of the disabled body as an object awaiting assistance, and the industrialization and

development’s ideology of the disabled body as a subject, one that must be

development’s ideology of the disabled body as a subject, one that must be

productive. It is clear that the bio-politics employed by the Thai government and

productive. It is clear that the bio-politics employed by the Thai government and

Theravada Buddhism beliefs were still intertwined and continued to reinforce one

Theravada Buddhism beliefs were still intertwined and continued to reinforce one

another, a fact manifested in “the laws of compassion” introduced over the next

another, a fact manifested in “the laws of compassion” introduced over the next

decade.

decade.

The politics of compassion

The politics of compassion

During the globalization era, a struggle was taking place between the Thai

During the globalization era, a struggle was taking place between the Thai

government and groups representing people with disabilities over the meaning of

government and groups representing people with disabilities over the meaning of

disability. The government sought to retain the definition of disability based on the

disability. The government sought to retain the definition of disability based on the

medical model, while disability groups attempted to redefine disability based on the

medical model, while disability groups attempted to redefine disability based on the

social model and human rights approach. According to the social model, disability is

social model and human rights approach. According to the social model, disability is

the result of social discrimination that prevents people with impairment from living

the result of social discrimination that prevents people with impairment from living

independent lives. These groups have fought for legal change, and have created social

independent lives. These groups have fought for legal change, and have created social

movements to re-imagine the social representation of persons with disabilities, based

movements to re-imagine the social representation of persons with disabilities, based

on the politics of identity strategy. According to these groups, the reason for

on the politics of identity strategy. According to these groups, the reason for

redefining disability is that persons with disabilities now have a better quality of life.

redefining disability is that persons with disabilities now have a better quality of life.
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They have opened themselves up to society and are educated. They have proven to be

They have opened themselves up to society and are educated. They have proven to be

able to hold jobs and earn money, thanks to the schools and vocational training

able to hold jobs and earn money, thanks to the schools and vocational training

centers for the disabled. Nevertheless, the Thai government in this era was able to use

centers for the disabled. Nevertheless, the Thai government in this era was able to use

an additional power mechanism to monitor and regulate the impaired body.

an additional power mechanism to monitor and regulate the impaired body.

In 1991, after almost two decades of preparation, the government finally

In 1991, after almost two decades of preparation, the government finally

promulgated the Rehabilitation for Persons with Disabilities Act, the first law to

promulgated the Rehabilitation for Persons with Disabilities Act, the first law to

officially define persons with disabilities and their rights. The Act was obviously

officially define persons with disabilities and their rights. The Act was obviously

heavily influenced by the medical model of disability and the normalization of the

heavily influenced by the medical model of disability and the normalization of the

medical rehabilitation approach that had taken place. The Act contained the first

medical rehabilitation approach that had taken place. The Act contained the first

explicit definition of a person with disabilities, defining him or her as “a person with

explicit definition of a person with disabilities, defining him or her as “a person with

physical, intellectual, and mental impairment or abnormality” (Rehabilitation for

physical, intellectual, and mental impairment or abnormality” (Rehabilitation for

Persons with Disabilities Act 1991), dropping the previous link between disability and

Persons with Disabilities Act 1991), dropping the previous link between disability and

social conditions. Later, the Ministry of Public Health promulgated Ministerial

social conditions. Later, the Ministry of Public Health promulgated Ministerial

Regulation 1994 No.2 pursuant to the Rehabilitation for Persons with Disabilities Act

Regulation 1994 No.2 pursuant to the Rehabilitation for Persons with Disabilities Act

1991, breaking down disabilities into five different categories: (i) impairment of

1991, breaking down disabilities into five different categories: (i) impairment of

vision, (ii) impairment of hearing or communication, (iii) impairment of physical

vision, (ii) impairment of hearing or communication, (iii) impairment of physical

ability or mobility, (iv) impairment of mental ability or behavior, and (v) impairment

ability or mobility, (iv) impairment of mental ability or behavior, and (v) impairment

of intellect or learning ability. These five categories clearly and rationally

of intellect or learning ability. These five categories clearly and rationally

distinguished the characteristics of disabilities based on medical parameters. The law

distinguished the characteristics of disabilities based on medical parameters. The law

meant that persons with disabilities would in the future be diagnosed and evaluated by

meant that persons with disabilities would in the future be diagnosed and evaluated by

specialized physicians, who would define the type of disability and refer patients for

specialized physicians, who would define the type of disability and refer patients for

further medical rehabilitation if necessary (Ministerial Regulations of Ministry of

further medical rehabilitation if necessary (Ministerial Regulations of Ministry of

Public Health Vol. 2, 1994).

Public Health Vol. 2, 1994).

More recent enactments of the Act, however, have emphasized the human

More recent enactments of the Act, however, have emphasized the human

rights of persons with disabilities. For example, all public buildings and vehicles

rights of persons with disabilities. For example, all public buildings and vehicles

should be equipped with devices to facilitate easy access for mobility impaired

should be equipped with devices to facilitate easy access for mobility impaired

people: employers and private entrepreneurs are encouraged to employ qualified

people: employers and private entrepreneurs are encouraged to employ qualified

persons with disabilities to work under a promotional scheme (Rehabilitation for

persons with disabilities to work under a promotional scheme (Rehabilitation for

Persons with Disabilities Act 1991). It should be noted, however, that all of these

Persons with Disabilities Act 1991). It should be noted, however, that all of these

changes were viewed as acts of charity, rather than as the protection of human rights

changes were viewed as acts of charity, rather than as the protection of human rights

for people living with disabilities.

for people living with disabilities.

Advocates for the disabled argue that the Act, in which persons with

Advocates for the disabled argue that the Act, in which persons with

disabilities are defined according to medical criteria, as well as other more recent

disabilities are defined according to medical criteria, as well as other more recent
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legislation that reflects the ve-tha-na ideology of Theravada Buddhism, are equivalent

legislation that reflects the ve-tha-na ideology of Theravada Buddhism, are equivalent

to “laws of compassion”, which focus on providing charity rather than empowering

to “laws of compassion”, which focus on providing charity rather than empowering

those with disabilities (Montian 2000: 65). They also say that prejudice and

those with disabilities (Montian 2000: 65). They also say that prejudice and

discrimination shown towards people with disabilities must be combated through

discrimination shown towards people with disabilities must be combated through

legislation that guarantees their human rights and human dignity (The Institute of

legislation that guarantees their human rights and human dignity (The Institute of

Health Promotion for People with Disability 2008: 34-37). Therefore, after the

Health Promotion for People with Disability 2008: 34-37). Therefore, after the

military coup of 2006, the leaders of certain non-government organizations (NGOs)

military coup of 2006, the leaders of certain non-government organizations (NGOs)

working with persons with disabilities – as members of policymaking committees

working with persons with disabilities – as members of policymaking committees

during the drafting of a new constitution – proposed adding the word “disability” to

during the drafting of a new constitution – proposed adding the word “disability” to

Section 30 of the new constitution, to protect against social discrimination of people

Section 30 of the new constitution, to protect against social discrimination of people

with disabilities:

with disabilities:

Unjust discrimination against a person on grounds of difference in origin, race,

Unjust discrimination against a person on grounds of difference in origin, race,

language, sex, age, disability, physical or health condition, personal status,

language, sex, age, disability, physical or health condition, personal status,

economic or social standing, religious belief, education or constitutionally

economic or social standing, religious belief, education or constitutionally

political view, shall not be permitted. (The Constitution 2007)

political view, shall not be permitted. (The Constitution 2007)

The representatives of associations representing people with disabilities explained that

The representatives of associations representing people with disabilities explained that

the reason why the word “disability” was added to the Constitution 2007 was to

the reason why the word “disability” was added to the Constitution 2007 was to

reflect the fact that disability is not a physical condition or disease but rather both an

reflect the fact that disability is not a physical condition or disease but rather both an

internal dimension of an individual (physical and health condition) and the result of

internal dimension of an individual (physical and health condition) and the result of

external factors such as barriers resulting from social and cultural prejudices. It was

external factors such as barriers resulting from social and cultural prejudices. It was

also argued that without adding the word “disability”, persons with disabilities could

also argued that without adding the word “disability”, persons with disabilities could

not be confident that their rights and dignity as human beings would be protected (The

not be confident that their rights and dignity as human beings would be protected (The

Institute of Health Promotion for People with Disability 2007: 8). The new definition

Institute of Health Promotion for People with Disability 2007: 8). The new definition

of disability proposed by representatives of those with disabilities was influenced by

of disability proposed by representatives of those with disabilities was influenced by

The International Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities and was

The International Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities and was

supported by all the relevant interest groups and associations working on behalf of

supported by all the relevant interest groups and associations working on behalf of

people with disabilities, which also lobbied the government to adopt the convention.

people with disabilities, which also lobbied the government to adopt the convention.

Watchara Riewpaiboon (1999: 27), a Thai scholar who participated in the fight

Watchara Riewpaiboon (1999: 27), a Thai scholar who participated in the fight

against discrimination towards persons with disabilities, argues that advocates for

against discrimination towards persons with disabilities, argues that advocates for

persons with disabilities realized through experience that only equitable laws can

persons with disabilities realized through experience that only equitable laws can

ensure equal rights for people with disabilities in Thai society. Their fight seemed

ensure equal rights for people with disabilities in Thai society. Their fight seemed
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fruitful: sixteen years later, in 2007, the Act was revised and presented as The Persons

fruitful: sixteen years later, in 2007, the Act was revised and presented as The Persons

with Disabilities Empowerment Act.

with Disabilities Empowerment Act.

This Act, which was created in response to a social reforms movement led by

This Act, which was created in response to a social reforms movement led by

NGOs representing the rights of persons with disabilities, is based on a politics of

NGOs representing the rights of persons with disabilities, is based on a politics of

identity and human rights discourse, both of which were influenced by international

identity and human rights discourse, both of which were influenced by international

organizations (especially the World Health Organization), and global legislation (in

organizations (especially the World Health Organization), and global legislation (in

particular the International Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities).

particular the International Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities).

The social model of disability was also promoted to encourage the political and social

The social model of disability was also promoted to encourage the political and social

movements influenced by the politics of identity in Thailand. Activists said that the

movements influenced by the politics of identity in Thailand. Activists said that the

social model was important, not just because it highlighted what needed to change in

social model was important, not just because it highlighted what needed to change in

terms of the barriers, prejudices and discrimination faced by people with disabilities

terms of the barriers, prejudices and discrimination faced by people with disabilities

but also because it provided the basis for a stronger sense identity for disabled persons

but also because it provided the basis for a stronger sense identity for disabled persons

(Waranya 2005). The Act of 2007 clearly reflects an international emphasis on the

(Waranya 2005). The Act of 2007 clearly reflects an international emphasis on the

social model. For example, the new definition of persons with disabilities no longer

social model. For example, the new definition of persons with disabilities no longer

emphasizes physical abnormality or disease as individual tragedy (as specified by the

emphasizes physical abnormality or disease as individual tragedy (as specified by the

medical model) nor individual sin committed in a previous life (as influenced by

medical model) nor individual sin committed in a previous life (as influenced by

karmic ideology from Theravada Buddhism). Instead, the new definition relates to

karmic ideology from Theravada Buddhism). Instead, the new definition relates to

social discriminations and/or physical environmental barriers, those that impair or

social discriminations and/or physical environmental barriers, those that impair or

prevent persons with disabilities from living independently. According to Section 4 of

prevent persons with disabilities from living independently. According to Section 4 of

the Act,

the Act,

Persons with disabilities means persons who encounter certain limitations in

Persons with disabilities means persons who encounter certain limitations in

performing their daily activities or social participation due to their impairment

performing their daily activities or social participation due to their impairment

in vision, hearing, mobility, communication, mind, emotion, conduct, intellect,

in vision, hearing, mobility, communication, mind, emotion, conduct, intellect,

learning or any other impairment along with various difficulties, and need

learning or any other impairment along with various difficulties, and need

some assistance to enable them perform their daily activities or social

some assistance to enable them perform their daily activities or social

participation in the same way as ordinary persons (Persons with Disabilities

participation in the same way as ordinary persons (Persons with Disabilities

Empowerment Act 2007).

Empowerment Act 2007).

Moreover, the human rights approach is also clearly alluded to in the section relating

Moreover, the human rights approach is also clearly alluded to in the section relating

to the Promotion and Development of Life Quality, identified in the Act as:

to the Promotion and Development of Life Quality, identified in the Act as:
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The Rehabilitation of disabled persons, provision of welfare, promotion and

The Rehabilitation of disabled persons, provision of welfare, promotion and

protection of their rights, support, of their autonomy, human dignity and

protection of their rights, support, of their autonomy, human dignity and

equality same as others, their full and efficient social integration under the

equality same as others, their full and efficient social integration under the

environments accessible and usable to them (Persons with Disabilities

environments accessible and usable to them (Persons with Disabilities

Empowerment Act 2007).

Empowerment Act 2007).

However, people with disabilities who look like beggars are ignored in the social

However, people with disabilities who look like beggars are ignored in the social

movement because they do not conform to the emancipatory political agenda

movement because they do not conform to the emancipatory political agenda

established by social activists in Thailand. For example, the Thailand Association of

established by social activists in Thailand. For example, the Thailand Association of

the Blind tries to persuade blind singers busking on street corners in Bangkok to sell

the Blind tries to persuade blind singers busking on street corners in Bangkok to sell

lottery tickets or to become traditional Thai masseurs, the aim being to change the

lottery tickets or to become traditional Thai masseurs, the aim being to change the

wong gan kon taa bot view and ensure blind singers can live independently, rather

wong gan kon taa bot view and ensure blind singers can live independently, rather

than risk appearing to be beggars awaiting philanthropic contributions like objects of

than risk appearing to be beggars awaiting philanthropic contributions like objects of

charity.

charity.
Although the Persons with Disabilities Empowerment Act of 2007 mainly

Although the Persons with Disabilities Empowerment Act of 2007 mainly

presents a modification of the underlying ideology from the provision of charity to the

presents a modification of the underlying ideology from the provision of charity to the

protection of human rights, and from rehabilitation to empowerment, government

protection of human rights, and from rehabilitation to empowerment, government

policies pertaining to people with disabilities still contain elements of the old,

policies pertaining to people with disabilities still contain elements of the old,

provision of charity ideology. An explicit example of this is the subsistence allowance

provision of charity ideology. An explicit example of this is the subsistence allowance

given to people with disabilities since 2010, which the government encourages the

given to people with disabilities since 2010, which the government encourages the

disabled to apply for. By registering with the relevant authorities in their residential

disabled to apply for. By registering with the relevant authorities in their residential

area, persons with disabilities can receive a monthly payment of 500 Baht (12.5

area, persons with disabilities can receive a monthly payment of 500 Baht (12.5

Euros). This program was introduced in order to resolve the problem of not having

Euros). This program was introduced in order to resolve the problem of not having

accurate statistics regarding the number of people with disabilities in Thailand, as the

accurate statistics regarding the number of people with disabilities in Thailand, as the

government expects the program to help fill the database of registered persons with

government expects the program to help fill the database of registered persons with

disabilities, resulting in more effective policymaking (The Institute of Health

disabilities, resulting in more effective policymaking (The Institute of Health

Promotion for People with Disability 2010: 9). This approach has been criticized by

Promotion for People with Disability 2010: 9). This approach has been criticized by

Thai scholars and NGOs as a clear indication that the Thai government is heading

Thai scholars and NGOs as a clear indication that the Thai government is heading

back towards the old ideology based on charity, as it would rather see the budget

back towards the old ideology based on charity, as it would rather see the budget

being used to provide social welfare to the disabled. Furthermore, this approach is

being used to provide social welfare to the disabled. Furthermore, this approach is

also viewed as political propaganda, used by the government to garner support from

also viewed as political propaganda, used by the government to garner support from

the general population (Ibid: 22-27).

the general population (Ibid: 22-27).
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The Thai government at this time is still looking to use surveillance and

The Thai government at this time is still looking to use surveillance and

regulation to manage the lives of persons with disabilities, although in a different

regulation to manage the lives of persons with disabilities, although in a different

guise than before. In the nation-building era and under the Beggar Control Act, people

guise than before. In the nation-building era and under the Beggar Control Act, people

with disabilities who solicited donations and acted like beggars in Bangkok were

with disabilities who solicited donations and acted like beggars in Bangkok were

viewed as causing social and moral disorder, and so needed to be confined to

viewed as causing social and moral disorder, and so needed to be confined to

government-run shelters. In the globalization era, the Thai government has used a

government-run shelters. In the globalization era, the Thai government has used a

more ingenious power mechanism to continue the surveillance of disabled, by

more ingenious power mechanism to continue the surveillance of disabled, by

encouraging people with disabilities to register with the responsible authorities in

encouraging people with disabilities to register with the responsible authorities in

order to become “legal” beggars in the city.

order to become “legal” beggars in the city.

The social movement on behalf of persons with disabilities began when a

The social movement on behalf of persons with disabilities began when a

number of associations working with the disabled called for the National Legislative

number of associations working with the disabled called for the National Legislative

Assembly of Thailand to consider revisions to the Beggar Control Act of 1941. They

Assembly of Thailand to consider revisions to the Beggar Control Act of 1941. They

proposed that the key content, prohibiting begging activities, should remain, but

proposed that the key content, prohibiting begging activities, should remain, but

demanded that the definition of “freelance street performers” (in Thai wanipok) such

demanded that the definition of “freelance street performers” (in Thai wanipok) such

as blind singers and blind musicians, be separated from the definition of “beggars” (in

as blind singers and blind musicians, be separated from the definition of “beggars” (in

Thai kon kor taan). Under this proposal, freelance street performers who wished to

Thai kon kor taan). Under this proposal, freelance street performers who wished to

perform in public areas had to contact the local authorities for permission and then

perform in public areas had to contact the local authorities for permission and then

would be entitled to any care, protection and empowerment provided by the

would be entitled to any care, protection and empowerment provided by the

government. Meanwhile, those who could not work and fend for themselves (beggars,

government. Meanwhile, those who could not work and fend for themselves (beggars,

the elderly, people with disabilities, mentally impaired persons, or the chronically

the elderly, people with disabilities, mentally impaired persons, or the chronically

sick) would be referred to government-run shelters. The other helpless people who did

sick) would be referred to government-run shelters. The other helpless people who did

not fall into any of the categories mentioned above had to contact employment

not fall into any of the categories mentioned above had to contact employment

officers for further assistance (proposed Act of Beggar Control).

officers for further assistance (proposed Act of Beggar Control).

However, after the 2007 election, the proposed, revised edition of the Beggar

However, after the 2007 election, the proposed, revised edition of the Beggar

Control Act was not passed by the new government. Instead, the Ministry of Social

Control Act was not passed by the new government. Instead, the Ministry of Social

Development and Human Security proposed another version of the Beggar Control

Development and Human Security proposed another version of the Beggar Control

Act, which was then approved by the new Cabinet. The new Beggar Control Act, as

Act, which was then approved by the new Cabinet. The new Beggar Control Act, as

drafted by the governmental authorities, stated that those who wished to continue

drafted by the governmental authorities, stated that those who wished to continue

begging should register with the local authorities and should possess the following

begging should register with the local authorities and should possess the following

qualifications:

qualifications:

Citizens of the Kingdom of Thailand: Persons with either physical and mental

Citizens of the Kingdom of Thailand: Persons with either physical and mental

impairment which limit the choice of career by which to earn a living; elders

impairment which limit the choice of career by which to earn a living; elders
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without a caretaker; and homeless people who cannot earn enough money to

without a caretaker; and homeless people who cannot earn enough money to

survive.

survive.

Moreover, the Act also included punishments for those who sought to take advantage

Moreover, the Act also included punishments for those who sought to take advantage

of beggars, such as gangsters who could cause problems for others and society

of beggars, such as gangsters who could cause problems for others and society

(proposed Act of Beggar Control).

(proposed Act of Beggar Control).

The proposed Act was vehemently opposed by groups representing people

The proposed Act was vehemently opposed by groups representing people

with disabilities, Thai scholars and social activists, because they found the sentence

with disabilities, Thai scholars and social activists, because they found the sentence

“those who wish to be beggars shall be persons with disabilities” offensive, as it

“those who wish to be beggars shall be persons with disabilities” offensive, as it

showed that the government would not provide opportunities for persons with

showed that the government would not provide opportunities for persons with

disabilities to access alternative occupations. They found that it completely ignored

disabilities to access alternative occupations. They found that it completely ignored

the human dignity of those with disabilities by forcing them to become beggars rather

the human dignity of those with disabilities by forcing them to become beggars rather

than offering them the chance to be independent. In addition, it was felt that the

than offering them the chance to be independent. In addition, it was felt that the

beggar registration process would result in an increase in foreign begging gangs or

beggar registration process would result in an increase in foreign begging gangs or

human trafficking rings being formed throughout the country (The Institute of Health

human trafficking rings being formed throughout the country (The Institute of Health

Promotion for People with Disability 2009: 43-49). However, government officers at

Promotion for People with Disability 2009: 43-49). However, government officers at

the time stated that the main reason for the introduction of the beggar registration

the time stated that the main reason for the introduction of the beggar registration

process was to control beggars and determine the precise number of beggars in the big

process was to control beggars and determine the precise number of beggars in the big

cities (Ibid: 44). The issue of foreign begging gangs and human trafficking rings,

cities (Ibid: 44). The issue of foreign begging gangs and human trafficking rings,

which had spread throughout Bangkok and other big cities in the country, was to be

which had spread throughout Bangkok and other big cities in the country, was to be

addressed by changes to the Act, namely that to become a legitimate beggar you had

addressed by changes to the Act, namely that to become a legitimate beggar you had

to be a citizen of Thailand.

to be a citizen of Thailand.

One can see clearly that the government of Thailand still had an interest in the

One can see clearly that the government of Thailand still had an interest in the

regulation of people with disabilities; however, they had begun to apply a more

regulation of people with disabilities; however, they had begun to apply a more

sophisticated power mechanism through the registration of persons with disabilities.

sophisticated power mechanism through the registration of persons with disabilities.

The political ideology of the Thai government during this period was no different to

The political ideology of the Thai government during this period was no different to

that of governments during the previous two eras: unclear policies on persons with

that of governments during the previous two eras: unclear policies on persons with

disabilities in terms of whether to provide them with charity or empower them. The

disabilities in terms of whether to provide them with charity or empower them. The

unsuccessful social movement supported by the Thailand Association of the Blind

unsuccessful social movement supported by the Thailand Association of the Blind

aimed to distinguish beggars from blind singers; however, the government of

aimed to distinguish beggars from blind singers; however, the government of

Thailand continued to maintain the blind singers-as-beggars categorization, while

Thailand continued to maintain the blind singers-as-beggars categorization, while

preserving the idea that blind singers are as helpless as people who wait on donations

preserving the idea that blind singers are as helpless as people who wait on donations

from others in the name of ve-tha-na.

from others in the name of ve-tha-na.
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The ironies inherent in the politics of identity

The ironies inherent in the politics of identity

The politics of compassion for persons with disabilities in Thailand mainly aim to

The politics of compassion for persons with disabilities in Thailand mainly aim to

change the focus of the Thai government’s political ideology, from the provision of

change the focus of the Thai government’s political ideology, from the provision of

charity to protecting people’s human rights, and change the approach from

charity to protecting people’s human rights, and change the approach from

rehabilitation to empowerment. Although the movement seems to have had some

rehabilitation to empowerment. Although the movement seems to have had some

qualified success in helping introduce a new definition of disability and disabled

qualified success in helping introduce a new definition of disability and disabled

under Thai law, I believe that its efforts seem ironic, as it continues to reinforce the

under Thai law, I believe that its efforts seem ironic, as it continues to reinforce the

system of exclusion enforced upon persons with disabilities. While trying to free

system of exclusion enforced upon persons with disabilities. While trying to free

persons with disabilities from the limiting definitions of the past, the movement ended

persons with disabilities from the limiting definitions of the past, the movement ended

up reinforcing the Thai government’s categorization of persons with disabilities,

up reinforcing the Thai government’s categorization of persons with disabilities,

based on a system of compulsory able-bodiedness. Being able-bodied means being

based on a system of compulsory able-bodiedness. Being able-bodied means being

capable of the normal physical exertions required in a particular system of labor

capable of the normal physical exertions required in a particular system of labor

(McRuer 2006: 8) and is based upon on the “proper body” regime inherent in modern

(McRuer 2006: 8) and is based upon on the “proper body” regime inherent in modern

Thailand. This means that the movement has implicitly accepted the norms related to

Thailand. This means that the movement has implicitly accepted the norms related to

abnormal bodies used by Thai society to define people with impairments. In addition,

abnormal bodies used by Thai society to define people with impairments. In addition,

the movement ended up reinforcing the social model’s dualism, which makes a

the movement ended up reinforcing the social model’s dualism, which makes a

distinction between impairment as a biological dysfunction and disability as process

distinction between impairment as a biological dysfunction and disability as process

of social exclusion.

of social exclusion.

I argue that the impairment concepts used in Thailand represent not a state of

I argue that the impairment concepts used in Thailand represent not a state of

neutrality without history or pre-social existence but rather a composite of bio-

neutrality without history or pre-social existence but rather a composite of bio-

politics, the historical legacy of a political ideology, and the biological discourse used

politics, the historical legacy of a political ideology, and the biological discourse used

by Thai governments during each era. The product of this composition fits perfectly

by Thai governments during each era. The product of this composition fits perfectly

with Thai institutional moralities drawn from Theravada Buddhism. I believe that if

with Thai institutional moralities drawn from Theravada Buddhism. I believe that if

the social exclusion approach on disability is to emerge in Thailand, in accordance

the social exclusion approach on disability is to emerge in Thailand, in accordance

with the social model, it will take place alongside the use of bio-power, as happened

with the social model, it will take place alongside the use of bio-power, as happened

before in modern Thailand. I insist in the social model’s dualism, that there is no pure

before in modern Thailand. I insist in the social model’s dualism, that there is no pure

or natural impaired body and that an impaired body is not naturalistic and has, in

or natural impaired body and that an impaired body is not naturalistic and has, in

essence, a pre-social and ahistorical existence which is free from bio-politics, and so

essence, a pre-social and ahistorical existence which is free from bio-politics, and so

exists outside of discourse (Thomas 1999; Tremain 2001, 2002). In Thailand a

exists outside of discourse (Thomas 1999; Tremain 2001, 2002). In Thailand a

biological discourse and institutional moralities have co-created a regime based on

biological discourse and institutional moralities have co-created a regime based on

citizens’ proper bodies.

citizens’ proper bodies.

Moreover, even though the politics of identity strategy aims to create a

Moreover, even though the politics of identity strategy aims to create a

collective identity for people with disabilities, it ends up conforming to the medical

collective identity for people with disabilities, it ends up conforming to the medical
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model approach, because what distinguishes the identity of such people from any

model approach, because what distinguishes the identity of such people from any

other group is still their nature of impairment. Inevitably, this aligns with the very

other group is still their nature of impairment. Inevitably, this aligns with the very

model (the medical model) that the social model and human rights discourse attempt

model (the medical model) that the social model and human rights discourse attempt

to deny, because the movement regards impairment as having the same philosophical

to deny, because the movement regards impairment as having the same philosophical

foundation as the medical model, which views impairment as biological entity

foundation as the medical model, which views impairment as biological entity

(Bickenbach et al. 1999: 1182). In a similar vein, Bill Hughes and Kevin Paterson

(Bickenbach et al. 1999: 1182). In a similar vein, Bill Hughes and Kevin Paterson

(1997: 330) state that although the social model seems to struggle with the medical

(1997: 330) state that although the social model seems to struggle with the medical

model, in fact these two models share the same philosophical platform, one which

model, in fact these two models share the same philosophical platform, one which

sees impairment as a biological entity. Furthermore, Marian Corker (1999) applies the

sees impairment as a biological entity. Furthermore, Marian Corker (1999) applies the

“deconstruction” of Jacques Derrida to criticize the dichotomy of the social model,

“deconstruction” of Jacques Derrida to criticize the dichotomy of the social model,

which distinguishes between impairment and disability. Corker asserts that this

which distinguishes between impairment and disability. Corker asserts that this

dichotomy co-exists and cannot be separated as dualism. Although the social model

dichotomy co-exists and cannot be separated as dualism. Although the social model

seeks to deny that it is similar to the medical model, both models accept impairment

seeks to deny that it is similar to the medical model, both models accept impairment

as representing “biological foundationism”: they both view impairment as a natural

as representing “biological foundationism”: they both view impairment as a natural

state that can be objectively established, free from the biological discourse of bio-

state that can be objectively established, free from the biological discourse of bio-

power. Corker further insists that stable conditions and natural states of impairment

power. Corker further insists that stable conditions and natural states of impairment

based on biological foundationism that the social model uses act in opposition to its

based on biological foundationism that the social model uses act in opposition to its

political agenda. However, defining impairment based on biological foundationism,

political agenda. However, defining impairment based on biological foundationism,

which views the impaired body as a stable and natural condition, seem to ignore the

which views the impaired body as a stable and natural condition, seem to ignore the

fact that people who live with impaired bodies have many varied experiences within

fact that people who live with impaired bodies have many varied experiences within

their social life worlds. Therefore, by necessity, the political-social movement based

their social life worlds. Therefore, by necessity, the political-social movement based

on identity and influenced by the dichotomy of the social model (which needs to make

on identity and influenced by the dichotomy of the social model (which needs to make

a clear definition of people with impairment in order to overcome the complexities of

a clear definition of people with impairment in order to overcome the complexities of

their experiences and build collectivity) has to reinforce its opposition to the medical

their experiences and build collectivity) has to reinforce its opposition to the medical

model by gathering together all people with impairment into the same group. This

model by gathering together all people with impairment into the same group. This

implies that the social model accepts the concept of abnormal body, which Thai

implies that the social model accepts the concept of abnormal body, which Thai

society itself uses to define people with impairment.

society itself uses to define people with impairment.

Therefore, the political-social movement as a political strategy, rooted in the

Therefore, the political-social movement as a political strategy, rooted in the

politics of identity and minority group approaches, reinforces the characterization of

politics of identity and minority group approaches, reinforces the characterization of

persons with disabilities created by the bio-politics from the beginning, while

persons with disabilities created by the bio-politics from the beginning, while

reinforcing the system of exclusion constituted by modern Thailand and the

reinforcing the system of exclusion constituted by modern Thailand and the

institutional moral doctrines emanating from Theravada Buddhism, all of which the

institutional moral doctrines emanating from Theravada Buddhism, all of which the

movement initially sought to challenge. Under a form of identity politics, based on

movement initially sought to challenge. Under a form of identity politics, based on
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biological foundationism and the dualism of the social model, bodying experiences

biological foundationism and the dualism of the social model, bodying experiences

disappear, and the opportunity to mention complexity of bodily sensations under a

disappear, and the opportunity to mention complexity of bodily sensations under a

system of exclusion is lost (Desjarlais 1992: 29; Hughes and Paterson 1997: 335). In

system of exclusion is lost (Desjarlais 1992: 29; Hughes and Paterson 1997: 335). In

other words, we can no longer understand the body as the source of existence that

other words, we can no longer understand the body as the source of existence that

generates and shapes subjectivities in a specific mode of being-in-the-world (Csordas

generates and shapes subjectivities in a specific mode of being-in-the-world (Csordas

1990, 1993, 1994).

1990, 1993, 1994).

The Thai social movement may have tried to bring “legal citizenship” to

The Thai social movement may have tried to bring “legal citizenship” to

persons with disabilities; however, it did not bring “humanization.” The humanization

persons with disabilities; however, it did not bring “humanization.” The humanization

desired by people living with disabilities cannot be formulated by regulations, because

desired by people living with disabilities cannot be formulated by regulations, because

it involves the relationship between people with disabilities and other people in

it involves the relationship between people with disabilities and other people in

society on an everyday level. Furthermore, Reinders (2008) suggests that the social

society on an everyday level. Furthermore, Reinders (2008) suggests that the social

and political movement for people living with disabilities, which depends on human

and political movement for people living with disabilities, which depends on human

rights discourse, has not been sufficient, because the rights of persons with disabilities

rights discourse, has not been sufficient, because the rights of persons with disabilities

will only be effectively safeguarded when supported by other ethical obligations not

will only be effectively safeguarded when supported by other ethical obligations not

directly related to those rights, such as the principle of “friendships”. For example,

directly related to those rights, such as the principle of “friendships”. For example,

people with disabilities may have human rights as specified in law, but they will still

people with disabilities may have human rights as specified in law, but they will still

require assistance from others in order to carry out their daily activities, and this

require assistance from others in order to carry out their daily activities, and this

assistance cannot be claimed through legislation, as it depends on “others” being

assistance cannot be claimed through legislation, as it depends on “others” being

prepared to assist them. Therefore, the “citizenship” and the “humanization” of

prepared to assist them. Therefore, the “citizenship” and the “humanization” of

persons with disabilities are not equivalent concepts.

persons with disabilities are not equivalent concepts.

Conclusion

Conclusion

In this chapter, I revealed the system of the exclusion process as a form of bio-politics

In this chapter, I revealed the system of the exclusion process as a form of bio-politics

used to control, categorize and regulate persons with disabilities in modern Thailand.

used to control, categorize and regulate persons with disabilities in modern Thailand.

It represents an inter-relation between two kinds of moral-political doctrines: neo-

It represents an inter-relation between two kinds of moral-political doctrines: neo-

liberalism and institutional morality, which are rooted in different philosophies but

liberalism and institutional morality, which are rooted in different philosophies but

reinforce one another. Neo-liberalism views modern subjects as “agents” who have

reinforce one another. Neo-liberalism views modern subjects as “agents” who have

freedom and autonomy. Persons with disabilities who stand in opposition to this

freedom and autonomy. Persons with disabilities who stand in opposition to this

moral-political ideology are labeled as “vulnerable subjects” and classified as helpless

moral-political ideology are labeled as “vulnerable subjects” and classified as helpless

people (Scully 2014). The institutional morality of Theravada Buddhism, and

people (Scully 2014). The institutional morality of Theravada Buddhism, and

especially the ideology of karma, believes that being disabled is retribution for sins

especially the ideology of karma, believes that being disabled is retribution for sins

committed in a previous life. According to this moral doctrine, persons with

committed in a previous life. According to this moral doctrine, persons with

disabilities are “passive objects” worthy only of pity and assistance. This is a form of

disabilities are “passive objects” worthy only of pity and assistance. This is a form of
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bio-power, which governs persons with disabilities’ physical inferiority in modern

bio-power, which governs persons with disabilities’ physical inferiority in modern

Thailand: a technology of power based on a mixture of an ancient moral doctrine,

Thailand: a technology of power based on a mixture of an ancient moral doctrine,

Theravada Buddhism, and a new form of political regime in modern Thailand, neo-

Theravada Buddhism, and a new form of political regime in modern Thailand, neo-

liberalism. These two kinds of technologies of power co-constitute the aesthetic body

liberalism. These two kinds of technologies of power co-constitute the aesthetic body

regime which is closely related to the base values held by the citizens’ body regime,

regime which is closely related to the base values held by the citizens’ body regime,

as utilized by successive Thai governments in the form of bio-power. Within this

as utilized by successive Thai governments in the form of bio-power. Within this

aesthetic body approach, people with disabilities (i.e. those who deviate from the

aesthetic body approach, people with disabilities (i.e. those who deviate from the

standard) must be excluded through a double-movement of inclusion-exclusion. As a

standard) must be excluded through a double-movement of inclusion-exclusion. As a

result of this mixed form of power mechanism, people with disabilities in modern

result of this mixed form of power mechanism, people with disabilities in modern

Thailand are seen as ambiguous citizens – neither fully-fledged citizens who deserve

Thailand are seen as ambiguous citizens – neither fully-fledged citizens who deserve

rights and recognition nor non-citizens to whom the Thai government can only

rights and recognition nor non-citizens to whom the Thai government can only

provide humanitarian assistance.

provide humanitarian assistance.

In the next chapter, I will reveal the unintended consequences of the human

In the next chapter, I will reveal the unintended consequences of the human

rights discourse deployed by social activists: the human rights discourse has

rights discourse deployed by social activists: the human rights discourse has

transformed itself into the dominant moral imperative and singular moral standard,

transformed itself into the dominant moral imperative and singular moral standard,

thereby creating specific definitions to separately identify those with disabilities, in

thereby creating specific definitions to separately identify those with disabilities, in

this case as “good” blind people and “not-so-good” blind people.

this case as “good” blind people and “not-so-good” blind people.
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Chapter 4: Rights

In this chapter I will examine the human rights ideology as part of a global political-

In this chapter I will examine the human rights ideology as part of a global political-

moral project, translated locally by the Thailand Association of the Blind and social

moral project, translated locally by the Thailand Association of the Blind and social

activists in the country. Human rights as a moral language and an indicator of moral

activists in the country. Human rights as a moral language and an indicator of moral

progress at the global level is being transformed into a political tool, to challenge the

progress at the global level is being transformed into a political tool, to challenge the

local, institutional morality influenced by karmic ideology and the rhetoric of ve-tha-

local, institutional morality influenced by karmic ideology and the rhetoric of ve-tha-

na. I want to stress here that I do not use “global” to mean “from above” nor “local”

na. I want to stress here that I do not use “global” to mean “from above” nor “local”

to mean “from below”. In other words, I do not look at the influence human rights

to mean “from below”. In other words, I do not look at the influence human rights

doctrines inherited from the global arena have had on the local sphere, but rather

doctrines inherited from the global arena have had on the local sphere, but rather

analyze human rights as a discourse within local life, and also examine the translated,

analyze human rights as a discourse within local life, and also examine the translated,

political language of human rights at the local Thai level. I will also reveal how the

political language of human rights at the local Thai level. I will also reveal how the

practices and power of moral rights language control the lived reality of blind singers

practices and power of moral rights language control the lived reality of blind singers

within their local life worlds. In this sense, human rights is an area of practice, law

within their local life worlds. In this sense, human rights is an area of practice, law

and discourse, with obvious and fundamental connections to ideas about humanity

and discourse, with obvious and fundamental connections to ideas about humanity

(Feldman and Ticktin 2010: 13).

(Feldman and Ticktin 2010: 13).

Mark Goodale insists that discursive approaches to human rights reveal the

Mark Goodale insists that discursive approaches to human rights reveal the

ideas of the contextualized behind human rights rather than analyze human rights

ideas of the contextualized behind human rights rather than analyze human rights

ideas through their universalism (Goodale 2007: 8-9). Wendy Brown observes that

ideas through their universalism (Goodale 2007: 8-9). Wendy Brown observes that

human rights activism is a moral-political project that tends to reject other political

human rights activism is a moral-political project that tends to reject other political

projects and establish its own form of political power as a singular image of justice

projects and establish its own form of political power as a singular image of justice

(Brown 2004: 453). Similarly, Mark Goodale states that the broader logic and culture

(Brown 2004: 453). Similarly, Mark Goodale states that the broader logic and culture

of human rights create something like a moral imperative: not a demand to think or

of human rights create something like a moral imperative: not a demand to think or

act in terms of specific moral rules directed towards specific ends but the obligation to

act in terms of specific moral rules directed towards specific ends but the obligation to

constitute oneself as a specific kind of moral person (Goodale 2012: 473). Following

constitute oneself as a specific kind of moral person (Goodale 2012: 473). Following

Brown and Goodale, I will reveal how human dignity ideology, having established

Brown and Goodale, I will reveal how human dignity ideology, having established

itself as the dominant moral imperative and discourse, created a singular moral

itself as the dominant moral imperative and discourse, created a singular moral

category for blind people in Thailand.

category for blind people in Thailand.

I would first like to point out that the implementation of persons with

I would first like to point out that the implementation of persons with

disabilities’ rights in Thai society, as negotiated between the Thai government and

disabilities’ rights in Thai society, as negotiated between the Thai government and

non-governmental organizations (NGOs) working on behalf of disabled persons, has

non-governmental organizations (NGOs) working on behalf of disabled persons, has

followed human rights ideology, the aim being to change Thai society’s perception of

followed human rights ideology, the aim being to change Thai society’s perception of

persons with disabilities and encourage the disabled to value themselves through their

persons with disabilities and encourage the disabled to value themselves through their
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work activities. Nevertheless, the implementation of the human rights approach in

work activities. Nevertheless, the implementation of the human rights approach in

Thailand, especially the principle of institutionalized human dignity, is in opposition

Thailand, especially the principle of institutionalized human dignity, is in opposition

to the reality faced within the blind community. To change this perception, the Thai

to the reality faced within the blind community. To change this perception, the Thai

government and NGOs need to help blind singers and musicians who work on the

government and NGOs need to help blind singers and musicians who work on the

streets and at market fairs to find work in other fields, to assist them in achieving

streets and at market fairs to find work in other fields, to assist them in achieving

autonomy and independence, while at the same time creating a new social image for

autonomy and independence, while at the same time creating a new social image for

those living with disabilities in Thailand. Nevertheless, these types of jobs do not fit

those living with disabilities in Thailand. Nevertheless, these types of jobs do not fit

the social reality faced by blind singers in their daily lives because the income they

the social reality faced by blind singers in their daily lives because the income they

can make from being a blind singer is higher than in the fields promoted by the

can make from being a blind singer is higher than in the fields promoted by the

government or NGOs. In addition, blind people in Thailand believe that being a

government or NGOs. In addition, blind people in Thailand believe that being a

karaoke singer actually gives them a certain amount of freedom, which emancipates

karaoke singer actually gives them a certain amount of freedom, which emancipates

them from being exploited by sighted managers when playing in blind bands. This

them from being exploited by sighted managers when playing in blind bands. This

conflict offers a perspective on the aesthetic body politics discussed in this book.

conflict offers a perspective on the aesthetic body politics discussed in this book.

Human rights and human dignity

Human rights and human dignity

“If Father John knew that I had changed my job from providing Thai traditional

“If Father John knew that I had changed my job from providing Thai traditional

massage services to that of a blind singer, he would, of course, blame me,” shared

massage services to that of a blind singer, he would, of course, blame me,” shared

Prasan during a break from his singing. “Why?” I asked. “The Father always said I

Prasan during a break from his singing. “Why?” I asked. “The Father always said I

should undertake traditional massage training, as the occupation gives blind people

should undertake traditional massage training, as the occupation gives blind people

dignity. He said, ‘Don’t ever go out on the street begging’.”

dignity. He said, ‘Don’t ever go out on the street begging’.”

We sat together on the roadside near the clock tower roundabout, close to a

We sat together on the roadside near the clock tower roundabout, close to a

bus stop and a pier. This was the time after work when crowds of people gather.

bus stop and a pier. This was the time after work when crowds of people gather.

Father John is a Catholic priest, the Director of the Skills Development Center for the

Father John is a Catholic priest, the Director of the Skills Development Center for the

Blind, which provides traditional Thai massage training. Prasan enrolled in the Thai

Blind, which provides traditional Thai massage training. Prasan enrolled in the Thai

traditional massage training course six years ago, and after two years was persuaded

traditional massage training course six years ago, and after two years was persuaded

by his seniors, who had already opened a Thai traditional massage shop in a province

by his seniors, who had already opened a Thai traditional massage shop in a province

in the east of the country, to work with them. Prasan worked there for about two years

in the east of the country, to work with them. Prasan worked there for about two years

before deciding to move back to Bangkok with his wife, who was also a blind

before deciding to move back to Bangkok with his wife, who was also a blind

masseur. Prasan and his wife then worked at a Thai traditional massage shop located

masseur. Prasan and his wife then worked at a Thai traditional massage shop located

within a hotel. However, the owner then changed the hotel into a spa center, so

within a hotel. However, the owner then changed the hotel into a spa center, so

Prasan, his wife and another blind masseur were laid-off, because their image as

Prasan, his wife and another blind masseur were laid-off, because their image as

persons with disabilities did not fit with the new, modern and luxurious spa.

persons with disabilities did not fit with the new, modern and luxurious spa.
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After being laid-off, Prasan’s wife started to sell lottery tickets, while he

After being laid-off, Prasan’s wife started to sell lottery tickets, while he

decided to become a solo singer, on the advice of a blind friend, also a singer. “If the

decided to become a solo singer, on the advice of a blind friend, also a singer. “If the

economy improves, I will go back to work as a blind masseur,” he said. “Why?” I

economy improves, I will go back to work as a blind masseur,” he said. “Why?” I

asked him, although I already anticipated his answer. “Being a singer is an uncertain

asked him, although I already anticipated his answer. “Being a singer is an uncertain

job and risky. I might get arrested by the police or sent to a government-run shelter at

job and risky. I might get arrested by the police or sent to a government-run shelter at

any time.”

any time.”

Prasan was born blind into an impoverished family in a rural part of the

Prasan was born blind into an impoverished family in a rural part of the

country. After his parents died, his brother, who was married with a family, took him

country. After his parents died, his brother, who was married with a family, took him

to live in the village temple. He then lived at the temple for about three years, before

to live in the village temple. He then lived at the temple for about three years, before

getting to know a government official working with the disabled, who persuaded

getting to know a government official working with the disabled, who persuaded

Prasan to enroll at the Thai traditional massage training center in a Bangkok suburb.

Prasan to enroll at the Thai traditional massage training center in a Bangkok suburb.

This center is under the administration of the Foundation for the Blind, which

This center is under the administration of the Foundation for the Blind, which

was founded in 1963 under the name the Blind Vocational Training Center, to help

was founded in 1963 under the name the Blind Vocational Training Center, to help

blind people receive training and enter a profession. This center operated a lot of

blind people receive training and enter a profession. This center operated a lot of

professional training courses for blind people, such as carpentry, masonry, metal work

professional training courses for blind people, such as carpentry, masonry, metal work

and agriculture, before adding a Thai traditional massage course. Father John told me

and agriculture, before adding a Thai traditional massage course. Father John told me

that the center had already trained blind people for many occupations, but that they

that the center had already trained blind people for many occupations, but that they

are often not welcomed on to the labor market. Employers are not convinced that

are often not welcomed on to the labor market. Employers are not convinced that

blind people can work as well as “ordinary” people. The center found that Thai

blind people can work as well as “ordinary” people. The center found that Thai

traditional massage is a career that suits blind people for many reasons: the training

traditional massage is a career that suits blind people for many reasons: the training

does not take a long time, little investment is required, and demand within the labor

does not take a long time, little investment is required, and demand within the labor

market is normally quite high. Importantly, it helps to reintegrate the blind into

market is normally quite high. Importantly, it helps to reintegrate the blind into

society. The above description by Father John – who works at the center – aligns with

society. The above description by Father John – who works at the center – aligns with

the interviews I held with a Thai traditional massage training project manager at the

the interviews I held with a Thai traditional massage training project manager at the

Thailand Association of the Blind, helping to explain why the Association chose to

Thailand Association of the Blind, helping to explain why the Association chose to

create a professional massage course over other occupations. The manager, himself

create a professional massage course over other occupations. The manager, himself

blind, explained that the Association viewed the project as part of a strategy to allow

blind, explained that the Association viewed the project as part of a strategy to allow

the blind to enter wider Thai society, to make the blind feel like members of society

the blind to enter wider Thai society, to make the blind feel like members of society

and to raise awareness of their citizenship status. He added that the Association

and to raise awareness of their citizenship status. He added that the Association

believes the development of professional blind masseurs is an effective way of

believes the development of professional blind masseurs is an effective way of

helping blind people, who are usually confined to their homes, enter society and

helping blind people, who are usually confined to their homes, enter society and

realize their rights as citizens.

realize their rights as citizens.
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At the Skills Development Center, Prasan had to conceal his plans about

At the Skills Development Center, Prasan had to conceal his plans about

becoming a street singer, which is seen as a form of begging, for one of the center’s

becoming a street singer, which is seen as a form of begging, for one of the center’s

aims is “to help the blind develop abilities necessary for a good life, with a career

aims is “to help the blind develop abilities necessary for a good life, with a career

with dignity in society.” In the same way, Father John, a director of the center, told

with dignity in society.” In the same way, Father John, a director of the center, told

me in our interview that he believes selling lottery tickets on the street is also a form

me in our interview that he believes selling lottery tickets on the street is also a form

of begging, as it lacks dignity. He said that the blind are better-off at home than out

of begging, as it lacks dignity. He said that the blind are better-off at home than out

wandering the streets. He added, “I would not insult the blind by encouraging them to

wandering the streets. He added, “I would not insult the blind by encouraging them to

play music or sing in street or flyover as these activities have no dignity. If you are a

play music or sing in street or flyover as these activities have no dignity. If you are a

musician, you have to practice hard and show your abilities, in order to act with

musician, you have to practice hard and show your abilities, in order to act with

dignity and earn the respect of people. For me, a street singer does not have such

dignity and earn the respect of people. For me, a street singer does not have such

human dignity.”

human dignity.”

Human rights as a new standard of moral conduct

Human rights as a new standard of moral conduct

Human rights anthropologists insist that human rights has become the dominant

Human rights anthropologists insist that human rights has become the dominant

moral-political language or language of social justice in contemporary global politics

moral-political language or language of social justice in contemporary global politics

(Brown 2004; Redfield 2005; Goodale 2007, 2012; Ticktin 2012; Zigon 2013).

(Brown 2004; Redfield 2005; Goodale 2007, 2012; Ticktin 2012; Zigon 2013).

Human rights discourse has increasingly become globalized, and undoubtedly part of

Human rights discourse has increasingly become globalized, and undoubtedly part of

a civilizing mission (Ticktin 2012: 1020). Within the human rights sector, the term

a civilizing mission (Ticktin 2012: 1020). Within the human rights sector, the term

has become part of a language of hope or what Jarrett Zigon calls “the fantasy of

has become part of a language of hope or what Jarrett Zigon calls “the fantasy of

moral progress” (Zigon 2013: 719). In contrast, human rights has also been critiqued

moral progress” (Zigon 2013: 719). In contrast, human rights has also been critiqued

as the moral-political foundation for a new form of Western imperialism (Zizek

as the moral-political foundation for a new form of Western imperialism (Zizek

2005). Historian Samuel Moyn (2010) puts human rights into a historical context,

2005). Historian Samuel Moyn (2010) puts human rights into a historical context,

arguing that the contemporary human rights movement came into its own in the

arguing that the contemporary human rights movement came into its own in the

1970s, only when all other challenges to capitalism had failed. He calls the project for

1970s, only when all other challenges to capitalism had failed. He calls the project for

human rights the “last utopia”.

human rights the “last utopia”.

As mentioned earlier, Prasan’s fear that Father John would condemn him for

As mentioned earlier, Prasan’s fear that Father John would condemn him for

becoming a solo singer is not based on his imagination but on social realities.

becoming a solo singer is not based on his imagination but on social realities.

Moreover, I found that the human dignity doctrine is diffused through wong gan kon

Moreover, I found that the human dignity doctrine is diffused through wong gan kon

taa bot and works to create social hierarchies and moral conduct among blind people.

taa bot and works to create social hierarchies and moral conduct among blind people.

For example, Pen, a female blind singer told me that not only do sighted people

For example, Pen, a female blind singer told me that not only do sighted people

stigmatize blind singers, but also the blind themselves dislike blind people who earn a

stigmatize blind singers, but also the blind themselves dislike blind people who earn a

living as street singers. Pen told me, “A blind masseuse friend of mine told me that if

living as street singers. Pen told me, “A blind masseuse friend of mine told me that if

she sees a blind person singing at a market, she does not talk to them; she is only

she sees a blind person singing at a market, she does not talk to them; she is only
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friends with blind masseurs. She felt that blind people singing on the street exist at the

friends with blind masseurs. She felt that blind people singing on the street exist at the

lowest level of the social hierarchy in blind society and that their job is similar that of

lowest level of the social hierarchy in blind society and that their job is similar that of

a beggar, with no dignity.”

a beggar, with no dignity.”

One blind singer participated in a massage training course and obtained a

One blind singer participated in a massage training course and obtained a

certificate from the Ministry of Public Health; however, she preferred being a singer

certificate from the Ministry of Public Health; however, she preferred being a singer

to pursuing a career as a masseuse. I once spoke to this singer at the market located

to pursuing a career as a masseuse. I once spoke to this singer at the market located

within the Ministry of Public Health building, where I saw that she was earning well.

within the Ministry of Public Health building, where I saw that she was earning well.

She told me, “I am afraid of encountering the massage instructors, as they might not

She told me, “I am afraid of encountering the massage instructors, as they might not

be happy to see me still singing, even though I am already trained in massage. We

be happy to see me still singing, even though I am already trained in massage. We

were told by them not to sing on the street anymore.”

were told by them not to sing on the street anymore.”

I would like to emphasize here that the fear and embarrassment experienced

I would like to emphasize here that the fear and embarrassment experienced

by Prasan, who became a solo blind street singer, resulted from the attitude implanted

by Prasan, who became a solo blind street singer, resulted from the attitude implanted

in him during his training programs at the Skills Development Center. All persons

in him during his training programs at the Skills Development Center. All persons

with disabilities who complete this program are expected to earn a living in such a

with disabilities who complete this program are expected to earn a living in such a

way as to reflect a positive social image of the disabled, as carpenters, blind masseurs

way as to reflect a positive social image of the disabled, as carpenters, blind masseurs

or furniture makers. These occupations, according to Father John and other staff at the

or furniture makers. These occupations, according to Father John and other staff at the

center, reflect the high level of human dignity, as they align with the meaning of work

center, reflect the high level of human dignity, as they align with the meaning of work

under liberalist ideology. All these jobs are promoted by development organizations

under liberalist ideology. All these jobs are promoted by development organizations

working on behalf of those with disabilities, as it is believed that they will help such

working on behalf of those with disabilities, as it is believed that they will help such

people gain independence and become self-reliant, thereby reducing the burden on

people gain independence and become self-reliant, thereby reducing the burden on

their families or society and also helping to create a new social image of the disabled

their families or society and also helping to create a new social image of the disabled

in Thai society as a whole. Furthermore, these occupations are expected to help blind

in Thai society as a whole. Furthermore, these occupations are expected to help blind

people transform themselves and create an awareness of human rights and dignity

people transform themselves and create an awareness of human rights and dignity

within themselves as Thai citizens. Thus, according to Father John, to change from

within themselves as Thai citizens. Thus, according to Father John, to change from

working as a traditional Thai masseuse to singing on the street stands in opposition to

working as a traditional Thai masseuse to singing on the street stands in opposition to

the liberalist work ideology. Moreover, being a street singer is considered the same as

the liberalist work ideology. Moreover, being a street singer is considered the same as

being a beggar and helps reproduce the negative social image held of persons with

being a beggar and helps reproduce the negative social image held of persons with

disabilities among the Thai public.

disabilities among the Thai public.

As mentioned earlier, the human dignity doctrine that these NGOs attempt to

As mentioned earlier, the human dignity doctrine that these NGOs attempt to

promote among blind people has transformed itself into a moral standard, one that the

promote among blind people has transformed itself into a moral standard, one that the

blind people use to classify their own jobs. Being a street singer, or singing at a

blind people use to classify their own jobs. Being a street singer, or singing at a

market fair while sitting or walking and holding a donation box, is perceived as

market fair while sitting or walking and holding a donation box, is perceived as

reflecting a social image akin to a beggar waiting for support from others. Thus, a

reflecting a social image akin to a beggar waiting for support from others. Thus, a
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blind singer is seen among the blind community as a job lacking human dignity. It is

blind singer is seen among the blind community as a job lacking human dignity. It is

obvious that human rights ideology, and especially the human dignity of persons with

obvious that human rights ideology, and especially the human dignity of persons with

disabilities at the global level, has become a new standard of moral conduct, and this

disabilities at the global level, has become a new standard of moral conduct, and this

code controls the moral life world of blind singers each day. This standard has also

code controls the moral life world of blind singers each day. This standard has also

been re-interpreted to become the moral standard by which the blind singers’ moral

been re-interpreted to become the moral standard by which the blind singers’ moral

life is judged. At the same time, it is used to define the ethics and conduct that the

life is judged. At the same time, it is used to define the ethics and conduct that the

blind singers should display towards those with the power of sight.

blind singers should display towards those with the power of sight.

In the next section, I will present a retrospective analysis of how human rights

In the next section, I will present a retrospective analysis of how human rights

discourse, and the human dignity doctrine in particular, became part of the moral

discourse, and the human dignity doctrine in particular, became part of the moral

language and moral conduct that exercise power over the social lives of blind singers.

language and moral conduct that exercise power over the social lives of blind singers.

I stress that in order to comprehend this social phenomena, it should be understood as

I stress that in order to comprehend this social phenomena, it should be understood as

the result of a historical process based on the work of NGOs in Thailand, who have

the result of a historical process based on the work of NGOs in Thailand, who have

over the years sought to implement a human rights and social model of disability in

over the years sought to implement a human rights and social model of disability in

Thailand as part of a political tool and emancipatory agenda. This agenda has aimed

Thailand as part of a political tool and emancipatory agenda. This agenda has aimed

to counter the influence of Theravada Buddhism and its institutional morality, a

to counter the influence of Theravada Buddhism and its institutional morality, a

morality which views persons with disabilities as objects of charity and as passive

morality which views persons with disabilities as objects of charity and as passive

subjects, those who should simply receive assistance from others and so live without

subjects, those who should simply receive assistance from others and so live without

human dignity. I will also show how the human rights doctrine of the government was

human dignity. I will also show how the human rights doctrine of the government was

questioned by social activists, who doubted that this doctrine was based on human

questioned by social activists, who doubted that this doctrine was based on human

rights discourse at all, proposing instead that it was in fact the occultation of

rights discourse at all, proposing instead that it was in fact the occultation of

philanthropy as influenced by the institutional morality of Theravada Buddhism. I will

philanthropy as influenced by the institutional morality of Theravada Buddhism. I will

explore this issue based on a historical contingency, to help understand why human

explore this issue based on a historical contingency, to help understand why human

dignity among the disabled as promoted by the Thai government and NGOs in an

dignity among the disabled as promoted by the Thai government and NGOs in an

attempt to change society’s views and create an awareness of blind people’s civil

attempt to change society’s views and create an awareness of blind people’s civil

rights, actually transformed into a dominant moral imperative and singular moral

rights, actually transformed into a dominant moral imperative and singular moral

standard for guiding the blind singers’ social lives.

standard for guiding the blind singers’ social lives.

Human rights: From global discourse to local life

Human rights: From global discourse to local life

It could be said that disability policies in Thailand cannot be distinguished from those

It could be said that disability policies in Thailand cannot be distinguished from those

promoted by international organizations, committed to the development of persons

promoted by international organizations, committed to the development of persons

with disabilities and their political influence. Such policies have been implemented in

with disabilities and their political influence. Such policies have been implemented in

Thailand since the 1960s, including the concept of rehabilitation in the 1980s, and the

Thailand since the 1960s, including the concept of rehabilitation in the 1980s, and the

present focus on the human rights and dignity of people with disabilities. Initially,

present focus on the human rights and dignity of people with disabilities. Initially,
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Thailand’s rehabilitation approach was partially influenced by international

Thailand’s rehabilitation approach was partially influenced by international

organizations. In 1970, the International Rehabilitation for Disabled Persons

organizations. In 1970, the International Rehabilitation for Disabled Persons

Association announced that the 1970s was to be the “decade of rehabilitation”. It was

Association announced that the 1970s was to be the “decade of rehabilitation”. It was

only then that the Thai government realized the necessity and importance of

only then that the Thai government realized the necessity and importance of

rehabilitating people with disabilities, concluding that the government authorities and

rehabilitating people with disabilities, concluding that the government authorities and

private sector should collaborate on the initiative. As a result, the cabinet of the time

private sector should collaborate on the initiative. As a result, the cabinet of the time

created the Committee on Charity and Rehabilitation for Disabled Persons, on 3

created the Committee on Charity and Rehabilitation for Disabled Persons, on 3

November 1976, to develop and ensure implementation of rehabilitation policy

November 1976, to develop and ensure implementation of rehabilitation policy

covering four key areas: medicine, education, occupations, and society (Kittiya

covering four key areas: medicine, education, occupations, and society (Kittiya

[Naramas] Rattanakorn 1998: 55-56).

[Naramas] Rattanakorn 1998: 55-56).

In a similar vein, the human rights approach in Thailand was influenced by

In a similar vein, the human rights approach in Thailand was influenced by

international organizations, including the United Nations, and especially its 2007

international organizations, including the United Nations, and especially its 2007

International Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities. As described in

International Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities. As described in

chapter three, after the International Year of the Disabled was announced by the

chapter three, after the International Year of the Disabled was announced by the

United Nations for 1982, Thailand changed its social welfare policy for people with

United Nations for 1982, Thailand changed its social welfare policy for people with

disabilities, from one based on the philanthropy of Theravada Buddhist institutional

disabilities, from one based on the philanthropy of Theravada Buddhist institutional

moralities to a development and medical rehabilitation policy based on the normalized

moralities to a development and medical rehabilitation policy based on the normalized

approach. Moreover, during the United Nations’ Decade of Disabled Persons 1983–

approach. Moreover, during the United Nations’ Decade of Disabled Persons 1983–

1992, Thailand implemented a corresponding action plan for the development of those

1992, Thailand implemented a corresponding action plan for the development of those

with disabilities. Despite the slower implementation of the action plan than in many

with disabilities. Despite the slower implementation of the action plan than in many

other developing countries, after the Decade of Disabled Persons, Thailand

other developing countries, after the Decade of Disabled Persons, Thailand

participated in promoting the Asia Pacific Decade of Disabled Persons over the two

participated in promoting the Asia Pacific Decade of Disabled Persons over the two

key periods of 1993–2002 and 2003–2012. The results from this participation in

key periods of 1993–2002 and 2003–2012. The results from this participation in

international initiatives not only affected the development cooperation programs, but

international initiatives not only affected the development cooperation programs, but

also resulted in the institutional integration of persons with disabilities within the

also resulted in the institutional integration of persons with disabilities within the

participating countries. For example, the emergence of the Council of Persons with

participating countries. For example, the emergence of the Council of Persons with

Disabilities of Thailand in 1983 was inspired by the Persons with Disabilities’

Disabilities of Thailand in 1983 was inspired by the Persons with Disabilities’

International Asia-Pacific Organization. The human rights ideology related to human

International Asia-Pacific Organization. The human rights ideology related to human

dignity became the main political theme behind the Council of Persons with

dignity became the main political theme behind the Council of Persons with

Disabilities of Thailand, which stated that a “disabled person is a human being, and

Disabilities of Thailand, which stated that a “disabled person is a human being, and

therefore should be protected with the same rights as other citizens” (The Institute of

therefore should be protected with the same rights as other citizens” (The Institute of

Health Promotion for People with Disability 2007: 40-50).

Health Promotion for People with Disability 2007: 40-50).
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The leader of the Thailand Association of the Blind asserted in an interview

The leader of the Thailand Association of the Blind asserted in an interview

with me that he wants to make the concept of human rights a political weapon to use

with me that he wants to make the concept of human rights a political weapon to use

against the karmic ideology and ve-tha-na rhetoric of Theravada Buddhism, in order

against the karmic ideology and ve-tha-na rhetoric of Theravada Buddhism, in order

to protect the human dignity of people with disabilities in Thailand. In his opinion, the

to protect the human dignity of people with disabilities in Thailand. In his opinion, the

most damaging social discrimination tool used against the disabled in Thailand is ve-

most damaging social discrimination tool used against the disabled in Thailand is ve-

tha-na ideology. Based on feelings of pity (songsarn) and compassion (metta), it is

tha-na ideology. Based on feelings of pity (songsarn) and compassion (metta), it is

used to judge and stigmatize disabled, leading to social discrimination. When used as

used to judge and stigmatize disabled, leading to social discrimination. When used as

a political tool, the human rights ideology aims not only to change the perceptions of

a political tool, the human rights ideology aims not only to change the perceptions of

Thai society towards people with disabilities (i.e. moving away from ve-tha-na and

Thai society towards people with disabilities (i.e. moving away from ve-tha-na and

treating disabled people with dignity) but also to introduce social policies and social

treating disabled people with dignity) but also to introduce social policies and social

welfare measures aimed at persons with disabilities based on the recognition of their

welfare measures aimed at persons with disabilities based on the recognition of their

rights. For this blind leader, the Theravada Buddhist view of persons with disabilities

rights. For this blind leader, the Theravada Buddhist view of persons with disabilities

as objects of charity needs to be replaced by human rights as a new political language.

as objects of charity needs to be replaced by human rights as a new political language.

The political agenda set by the Thailand Association of the Blind not only intends to

The political agenda set by the Thailand Association of the Blind not only intends to

use human rights principles and the new moral language developed at the global level

use human rights principles and the new moral language developed at the global level

in its fight against the moral doctrines of Theravada Buddhism but also to use human

in its fight against the moral doctrines of Theravada Buddhism but also to use human

rights as a political tool to challenge the social image of persons with disabilities.

rights as a political tool to challenge the social image of persons with disabilities.

In the Politics of Persons with Disabilities Newsletter 2008, the same leader of

In the Politics of Persons with Disabilities Newsletter 2008, the same leader of

the Thailand Association of the Blind also insists that disability development

the Thailand Association of the Blind also insists that disability development

organizations in Thailand must pay attention to the use of legal provisions to protect

organizations in Thailand must pay attention to the use of legal provisions to protect

against social exclusion and discrimination. He added that the social exclusion of and

against social exclusion and discrimination. He added that the social exclusion of and

discrimination against persons with disabilities is a violation of human rights. Such

discrimination against persons with disabilities is a violation of human rights. Such

organizations must aim to use legislation to change how the Thai government assists

organizations must aim to use legislation to change how the Thai government assists

people with disabilities: to change from ve-tha-na or feelings of pity toward the

people with disabilities: to change from ve-tha-na or feelings of pity toward the

disabled to the disabled enjoying a rights-based society, as described below:

disabled to the disabled enjoying a rights-based society, as described below:
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I think that promoting development is something Thailand has always done;

I think that promoting development is something Thailand has always done;

even upgrading charity activities by promoting and developing the welfare of

even upgrading charity activities by promoting and developing the welfare of

persons with disabilities is not something new. Thailand is familiar with this.

persons with disabilities is not something new. Thailand is familiar with this.

However, developing a determination to prohibit discrimination against the

However, developing a determination to prohibit discrimination against the

disabled is the most important step to be taken in Thailand, for people to

disabled is the most important step to be taken in Thailand, for people to

understand that discrimination is a violation of human rights and that such

understand that discrimination is a violation of human rights and that such

violations in developed countries are considered as very serious. Only then

violations in developed countries are considered as very serious. Only then
86
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will Thailand turn from a ve-tha-na-based, pity-based, compassion-based

will Thailand turn from a ve-tha-na-based, pity-based, compassion-based

society into a rights-based one (The Institute of Health Promotion for People

society into a rights-based one (The Institute of Health Promotion for People

with Disability 2008: 34-35).

with Disability 2008: 34-35).

The influence of the human rights approach appears explicitly in the 2007 Person with

The influence of the human rights approach appears explicitly in the 2007 Person with

Disabilities Empowerment Act, which reflects the work of social and political

Disabilities Empowerment Act, which reflects the work of social and political

movements over the years for people with disabilities in Thailand.

movements over the years for people with disabilities in Thailand.

At first it seemed that the social and political movement had been successful

At first it seemed that the social and political movement had been successful

in legalizing the rights of people with disabilities through the above-mentioned Act;

in legalizing the rights of people with disabilities through the above-mentioned Act;

however, the Subsistence Allowance for Disabled Persons Program, introduced by the

however, the Subsistence Allowance for Disabled Persons Program, introduced by the

Thai government in 2010, incorporates both the old political ideology of previous

Thai government in 2010, incorporates both the old political ideology of previous

Thai governments on social welfare issues (providing philanthropy to those with

Thai governments on social welfare issues (providing philanthropy to those with

disabilities) and the new political will, as influenced by global organizations and

disabilities) and the new political will, as influenced by global organizations and

based on the concept of human rights. In a speech given at the launch of the National

based on the concept of human rights. In a speech given at the launch of the National

Day of Disabled Persons in 2010, Prime Minister Abhisit Vejjajiva insisted that the

Day of Disabled Persons in 2010, Prime Minister Abhisit Vejjajiva insisted that the

Thai government viewed subsistence allowance as a right for people with disabilities:

Thai government viewed subsistence allowance as a right for people with disabilities:

This government wants people with disabilities to be able to access services

This government wants people with disabilities to be able to access services

and have a good quality of life, including the right to an appropriate living. In

and have a good quality of life, including the right to an appropriate living. In

terms of policy priorities, especially as today is National Day of Disabled

terms of policy priorities, especially as today is National Day of Disabled

Persons, the government wants to create a persons with disabilities database

Persons, the government wants to create a persons with disabilities database

and registration scheme, in order to promote the benefits that persons with

and registration scheme, in order to promote the benefits that persons with

disabilities should receive, including a subsistence allowance the government

disabilities should receive, including a subsistence allowance the government

plans to introduce in April 2010, set at 500 baht per month (The Institute of

plans to introduce in April 2010, set at 500 baht per month (The Institute of

Health Promotion for People with Disability 2010: 9).

Health Promotion for People with Disability 2010: 9).

However, the Subsistence Allowance for Disabled Persons program announced by the

However, the Subsistence Allowance for Disabled Persons program announced by the

Thai Government was criticized by Thai scholars, social activists and leaders of some

Thai Government was criticized by Thai scholars, social activists and leaders of some

development organizations. In particular, they believed that the Thai government was

development organizations. In particular, they believed that the Thai government was

harking back to the old political ideology focused on relief based on ve-tha-na, rather

harking back to the old political ideology focused on relief based on ve-tha-na, rather

than focusing on empowering those with disabilities and improving their standard of

than focusing on empowering those with disabilities and improving their standard of

living and quality of life according to the statements of Act of 2007.

living and quality of life according to the statements of Act of 2007.
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In contrast, the leader of the Thailand Association of the Blind, who was

In contrast, the leader of the Thailand Association of the Blind, who was

involved in drafting the subsistence allowance policy, clarified the political will

involved in drafting the subsistence allowance policy, clarified the political will

behind the policy, enshrined in Article 20 (9) of the Act 2007, saying that the

behind the policy, enshrined in Article 20 (9) of the Act 2007, saying that the

subsistence allowance is a political tool being used to remove the ve-tha-na ideology

subsistence allowance is a political tool being used to remove the ve-tha-na ideology

or pity-based society, and encourage the concept of human rights among people with

or pity-based society, and encourage the concept of human rights among people with

disabilities in Thailand. The content of the Politics of Persons with Disabilities

disabilities in Thailand. The content of the Politics of Persons with Disabilities

Newsletter 2010, which includes a speech by the leader of the Thailand Association of

Newsletter 2010, which includes a speech by the leader of the Thailand Association of

the Blind given on National Day of Disabled Persons in 2010, describes the objectives

the Blind given on National Day of Disabled Persons in 2010, describes the objectives

of the subsistence allowance given to people with disabilities:

of the subsistence allowance given to people with disabilities:

What I want to stress is what needs to be done to make these rights happen in

What I want to stress is what needs to be done to make these rights happen in

the real world, not just on paper, so we have tried to talk about a rights-base

the real world, not just on paper, so we have tried to talk about a rights-base

society. This means that all persons with disabilities must receive this

society. This means that all persons with disabilities must receive this

allowance equally, but not as a relief. A relief means to receive bits and to not

allowance equally, but not as a relief. A relief means to receive bits and to not

thoroughly depend on mercy, which would mean only some of them could

thoroughly depend on mercy, which would mean only some of them could

access it. This is not a rights-based society; it is relief or ve-tha-na. If it is

access it. This is not a rights-based society; it is relief or ve-tha-na. If it is

rights based, all persons with disabilities should have the chance to access it.

rights based, all persons with disabilities should have the chance to access it.

All persons with disabilities have been informed about their right to receive

All persons with disabilities have been informed about their right to receive

the subsistence allowance every month from the government (The Institute of

the subsistence allowance every month from the government (The Institute of

Health Promotion for People with Disability 2010: 13-14).

Health Promotion for People with Disability 2010: 13-14).

In the same newsletter, the leader expanded on the issue of people with disabilities

In the same newsletter, the leader expanded on the issue of people with disabilities

acquiring greater rights in Thai society, saying that there is a need for people with

acquiring greater rights in Thai society, saying that there is a need for people with

disabilities, and those in wider society, to become aware of the new definition of

disabilities, and those in wider society, to become aware of the new definition of

disability, the definition influenced by the social model of disability.

disability, the definition influenced by the social model of disability.

Human rights as political weapon and new moral language

Human rights as political weapon and new moral language

Needless to say, human rights discourse has been deployed by social activists in

Needless to say, human rights discourse has been deployed by social activists in

Thailand, as both a political weapon to fight social discrimination and as a new moral

Thailand, as both a political weapon to fight social discrimination and as a new moral

language to counter the Buddhist moral doctrine described previously. However, the

language to counter the Buddhist moral doctrine described previously. However, the

transcription of global human rights discourse onto the local setting by social activists

transcription of global human rights discourse onto the local setting by social activists

in Thailand creates a dilemma: How to combine human rights with the provision of

in Thailand creates a dilemma: How to combine human rights with the provision of

relief through the disabilities subsidy? The philosophical foundation of human rights

relief through the disabilities subsidy? The philosophical foundation of human rights
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discourse and the ideological background to the subsistence allowance policy

discourse and the ideological background to the subsistence allowance policy

contradict one another to an extent, for the political aim of human rights discourse is

contradict one another to an extent, for the political aim of human rights discourse is

to overthrow the karmic ideology and rhetoric of ve-tha-na. In the end, the political

to overthrow the karmic ideology and rhetoric of ve-tha-na. In the end, the political

language of human rights had to be merged with the philanthropic social welfare

language of human rights had to be merged with the philanthropic social welfare

policy, based on the moral language that the political apparatus would normally look

policy, based on the moral language that the political apparatus would normally look

to repudiate. This dilemma not only mirrors modern Thailand’s political ideology,

to repudiate. This dilemma not only mirrors modern Thailand’s political ideology,

which still views people with disabilities as “ambiguous citizens”; it also reveals that

which still views people with disabilities as “ambiguous citizens”; it also reveals that

the Theravada Buddhism view of people with disabilities as “pitiful objects” still

the Theravada Buddhism view of people with disabilities as “pitiful objects” still

conforms with the political ideology of modern Thailand. Furthermore, social activists

conforms with the political ideology of modern Thailand. Furthermore, social activists

have questioned the lack of clarity of the Subsistence Allowance policy, and whether

have questioned the lack of clarity of the Subsistence Allowance policy, and whether

it is based on civil and/or human rights or is simply providing charity for people with

it is based on civil and/or human rights or is simply providing charity for people with

disabilities. This lack of clarity highlights the flexibility applied to the meaning of

disabilities. This lack of clarity highlights the flexibility applied to the meaning of

human rights when interpreted in the local context. The use of human rights as a

human rights when interpreted in the local context. The use of human rights as a

political tool aims to give persons with disabilities a new social identity; however, at

political tool aims to give persons with disabilities a new social identity; however, at

the same time it also transforms human rights ideology, turning it into a moral

the same time it also transforms human rights ideology, turning it into a moral

discourse that controls the daily social lives of persons with disabilities in Thailand

discourse that controls the daily social lives of persons with disabilities in Thailand

and creates an ethical code.

and creates an ethical code.

In the next section, I will reveal the unintended consequences of the human

In the next section, I will reveal the unintended consequences of the human

rights discourse being deployed by social activists to create a new moral language. As

rights discourse being deployed by social activists to create a new moral language. As

a consequence, human rights discourse has transformed itself to become the dominant

a consequence, human rights discourse has transformed itself to become the dominant

moral imperative and singular moral standard. Moreover, the social and political

moral imperative and singular moral standard. Moreover, the social and political

movements created by social activists and development organizations on behalf of

movements created by social activists and development organizations on behalf of

people with disabilities have not only created a moral discourse that controls blind

people with disabilities have not only created a moral discourse that controls blind

singers in their everyday life world but also created specific definitions to separately

singers in their everyday life world but also created specific definitions to separately

identify those with disabilities: “good” blind people have a positive image and a

identify those with disabilities: “good” blind people have a positive image and a

social identity consistent within the “emancipatory agenda” set by human rights

social identity consistent within the “emancipatory agenda” set by human rights

discourse, while the “not-so-good” blind people project an image that contradicts the

discourse, while the “not-so-good” blind people project an image that contradicts the

moral language of human rights discourse.

moral language of human rights discourse.

I will describe the case of a blind group encouraged by social activists and the

I will describe the case of a blind group encouraged by social activists and the

Thailand Association of the Blind to reimagine their social representation as blind

Thailand Association of the Blind to reimagine their social representation as blind

singers and musicians. However, despite this encouragement, in the end the group

singers and musicians. However, despite this encouragement, in the end the group

rejected the new social image constructed along the morality of human rights of

rejected the new social image constructed along the morality of human rights of

people with disabilities and decided to return to the street and to markets to perform

people with disabilities and decided to return to the street and to markets to perform
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music. They felt that the social image constructed through the human dignity doctrine

music. They felt that the social image constructed through the human dignity doctrine

was at odds with their everyday lives as blind musicians.

was at odds with their everyday lives as blind musicians.

The human rights doctrine in the blind singers’ local life

The human rights doctrine in the blind singers’ local life

I saw a TV program about a production house that had made a documentary film

I saw a TV program about a production house that had made a documentary film

about the disabled in Thailand. The documentary film, “Dignity in the Blind World”,

about the disabled in Thailand. The documentary film, “Dignity in the Blind World”,

was described as

was described as

A story of a group of musicians who are blind but whose lives are full of

A story of a group of musicians who are blind but whose lives are full of

dreams and hopes. They are blind musicians trying to eliminate social

dreams and hopes. They are blind musicians trying to eliminate social

representations of themselves as desperate, suffering individuals who are

representations of themselves as desperate, suffering individuals who are

stigmatized by others in society. They play music to help create a beautiful

stigmatized by others in society. They play music to help create a beautiful

world and to earn the respect of their audiences, so reducing the level of pity

world and to earn the respect of their audiences, so reducing the level of pity

felt towards them. The group’s members are different to other blind singers

felt towards them. The group’s members are different to other blind singers

and musicians, who present themselves as persons to be pitied. This group

and musicians, who present themselves as persons to be pitied. This group

experienced being looked down upon while performing songs in schools,

experienced being looked down upon while performing songs in schools,

markets, on the streets and in front of factories, meaning that Chid and his

markets, on the streets and in front of factories, meaning that Chid and his

colleagues felt pain and shame, because they realized that the money people

colleagues felt pain and shame, because they realized that the money people

placed in their donation boxes was put there due to the moral doctrine of ve-

placed in their donation boxes was put there due to the moral doctrine of ve-

tha-na – not due to their musical skills. Chid has since tried to overcome this

tha-na – not due to their musical skills. Chid has since tried to overcome this

and has invested in a better life and sought better opportunities. However,

and has invested in a better life and sought better opportunities. However,

eradicating the blind singers’ social image, as beggars on the street, and

eradicating the blind singers’ social image, as beggars on the street, and

instead being seen as professional musicians, has not been easy…but Chid and

instead being seen as professional musicians, has not been easy…but Chid and

his colleagues will not surrender, as they wish to have a place in society; have

his colleagues will not surrender, as they wish to have a place in society; have

human dignity and display human values.

human dignity and display human values.

During the film, the camera shows a close-up of Chid’s face: he is sitting at a chair,

During the film, the camera shows a close-up of Chid’s face: he is sitting at a chair,

behind him is a market where his band has just finished performing. Chid was 23

behind him is a market where his band has just finished performing. Chid was 23

years old when he appeared in the documentary film, which aired on 3 August 2004.

years old when he appeared in the documentary film, which aired on 3 August 2004.

The narrator in the film asks Chid, “What are main points your group wishes to

The narrator in the film asks Chid, “What are main points your group wishes to

communicate to society?”

communicate to society?”
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Blind musicians are second class citizens in the music business; we know that,

Blind musicians are second class citizens in the music business; we know that,

so we just want respect from people – to be seen just like other musicians and

so we just want respect from people – to be seen just like other musicians and

ordinary people who have dignity and rights. It is difficult to refute that a lot

ordinary people who have dignity and rights. It is difficult to refute that a lot

of blind singers use their physical impairment to take money from other

of blind singers use their physical impairment to take money from other

people; however, this is no reason for people to complain we are doing the

people; however, this is no reason for people to complain we are doing the

same and are blind beggars. We really want to show that there are key

same and are blind beggars. We really want to show that there are key

differences between us and beggars, plus that we are no different from sighted

differences between us and beggars, plus that we are no different from sighted

musicians. If there is any difference, it is purely that we are blind and they are

musicians. If there is any difference, it is purely that we are blind and they are

sighted and that we perform music on the street whereas they play on stage.”

sighted and that we perform music on the street whereas they play on stage.”

Chid, the drummer and the leader of the band told me that after the documentary film

Chid, the drummer and the leader of the band told me that after the documentary film

aired he became the enemy of blind friends who were earning a living as blind singers

aired he became the enemy of blind friends who were earning a living as blind singers

in Bangkok at that time. They were not only unhappy about the public discussion of

in Bangkok at that time. They were not only unhappy about the public discussion of

wong gan kon taa bot but also felt strongly that Chat’s dreams would never

wong gan kon taa bot but also felt strongly that Chat’s dreams would never

materialize.

materialize.

The documentary, which presented Chid and his colleagues’ lives, was made

The documentary, which presented Chid and his colleagues’ lives, was made

by social activists and The Musical Association for the Blind, whose explicit purpose

by social activists and The Musical Association for the Blind, whose explicit purpose

is to reimagine and redefine the social perceptions of blind singers and musicians

is to reimagine and redefine the social perceptions of blind singers and musicians

through human rights of person with disabilities, in particular the human dignity

through human rights of person with disabilities, in particular the human dignity

doctrine. The Association was established in 2004, with the support of social activists,

doctrine. The Association was established in 2004, with the support of social activists,

and is funded by a millionaire philanthropist and professional musicians who work

and is funded by a millionaire philanthropist and professional musicians who work

with blind musicians to help them improve their musical skills. Before Chid met the

with blind musicians to help them improve their musical skills. Before Chid met the

social activists working for the development of those with disabilities, he and other

social activists working for the development of those with disabilities, he and other

blind bands had set up a Blind Musicians Club, in order to have a formal association

blind bands had set up a Blind Musicians Club, in order to have a formal association

in place, the aim of which would be to help them get permission to perform shows at

in place, the aim of which would be to help them get permission to perform shows at

schools, government agencies and factories, and to help convince people that they

schools, government agencies and factories, and to help convince people that they

were not beggars or swindlers using their physical disabilities to extort money from

were not beggars or swindlers using their physical disabilities to extort money from

others.

others.
After we became a member of the Association, our band had the chance to

After we became a member of the Association, our band had the chance to

perform on television and even entered a national music contest, performing in

perform on television and even entered a national music contest, performing in

many famous pubs throughout Bangkok. I thought this was our golden age and

many famous pubs throughout Bangkok. I thought this was our golden age and

my dream had come true. Everyone in the band agreed to stop playing on the

my dream had come true. Everyone in the band agreed to stop playing on the
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street and at markets fairs; we should devote our time to practicing our

street and at markets fairs; we should devote our time to practicing our

musical skills like any sighted, professional band. I also thought we had

musical skills like any sighted, professional band. I also thought we had

arrived as musicians and artists,” shared Chid.

arrived as musicians and artists,” shared Chid.

After forming the band, Chid and his colleagues at first intended to challenge wong

After forming the band, Chid and his colleagues at first intended to challenge wong

gan kon taa bot, in particular by improving their quality of life as blind musicians and

gan kon taa bot, in particular by improving their quality of life as blind musicians and

their musical skills. Therefore, when social activists invited them to help support the

their musical skills. Therefore, when social activists invited them to help support the

Musical Association for the Blind they did not hesitate to accept. Chid’s band then

Musical Association for the Blind they did not hesitate to accept. Chid’s band then

signed a contract with the Association, and they all received a salary. The agreement

signed a contract with the Association, and they all received a salary. The agreement

between the band and the Association was that Chid and his colleagues would not

between the band and the Association was that Chid and his colleagues would not

play music on the street or at markets and fairs: they were also prohibited from

play music on the street or at markets and fairs: they were also prohibited from

passing around a donation box while performing. The aim of these policies was to

passing around a donation box while performing. The aim of these policies was to

change people’s perceptions of blind bands, in particular their social image as blind

change people’s perceptions of blind bands, in particular their social image as blind

beggars. At the time, most of Chid’s blind friends, who were also blind singers, did

beggars. At the time, most of Chid’s blind friends, who were also blind singers, did

not agree with Chid’s decision to sign the contract: “I can still remember their words;

not agree with Chid’s decision to sign the contract: “I can still remember their words;

they said we were ‘pretentious snobs’,” A year after signing the contract, Chid’s blind

they said we were ‘pretentious snobs’,” A year after signing the contract, Chid’s blind

band began to have problems. “Many owners of the markets and fairs contacted us,

band began to have problems. “Many owners of the markets and fairs contacted us,

asking us to play music at their venues, but we rejected them all because we had

asking us to play music at their venues, but we rejected them all because we had

signed a contract to play only at pubs and restaurants,” explained Chid.

signed a contract to play only at pubs and restaurants,” explained Chid.

Moreover, the fee charged for hiring a blind band was the same as for sighted

Moreover, the fee charged for hiring a blind band was the same as for sighted

groups, the aim being to raise standards among blind groups and create human dignity

groups, the aim being to raise standards among blind groups and create human dignity

for blind musicians; however, this meant the fee was three times what it had been

for blind musicians; however, this meant the fee was three times what it had been

prior to Chid’s band joining the Association. The major problem they experienced

prior to Chid’s band joining the Association. The major problem they experienced

was that it became harder to find work; many potential customers changed their minds

was that it became harder to find work; many potential customers changed their minds

and hired sighted musicians instead. “I once heard someone on the phone, talking to a

and hired sighted musicians instead. “I once heard someone on the phone, talking to a

member of staff at the Association, saying ‘why is the price for hiring a blind band the

member of staff at the Association, saying ‘why is the price for hiring a blind band the

same as for sighted musicians? I thought I would be able to make-merit by assisting

same as for sighted musicians? I thought I would be able to make-merit by assisting

persons with disabilities’,” shared Chid.

persons with disabilities’,” shared Chid.

Only a few people contacted the Association to hire the band, and as a result

Only a few people contacted the Association to hire the band, and as a result

the salary the Association paid was less than when they earned while performing on

the salary the Association paid was less than when they earned while performing on

the street or at markets. In response to this development, sometimes Chid’s band

the street or at markets. In response to this development, sometimes Chid’s band

performed on the streets or at markets without informing the Association. Once the

performed on the streets or at markets without informing the Association. Once the

Association found out about their activities, not only did the social activists trust the

Association found out about their activities, not only did the social activists trust the
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band less, but the millionaire philanthropist threatened to stop funding the Association

band less, but the millionaire philanthropist threatened to stop funding the Association

if Chid and his friends continued. Chid and his colleagues discussed the issue and

if Chid and his friends continued. Chid and his colleagues discussed the issue and

finally decided to terminate their contract with the Association, meaning they would

finally decided to terminate their contract with the Association, meaning they would

have to go back on their promise to never again perform shows on the street or at

have to go back on their promise to never again perform shows on the street or at

markets for donations.

markets for donations.

Chid and his friends left the Association, admitting to themselves the painful

Chid and his friends left the Association, admitting to themselves the painful

reality that the streets were their stage. After returning to perform on the streets and at

reality that the streets were their stage. After returning to perform on the streets and at

markets, Chid redefined their performances, saying they were now a channel to

markets, Chid redefined their performances, saying they were now a channel to

promote the band, not a vehicle for raising their level of dignity:

promote the band, not a vehicle for raising their level of dignity:

I thought that if we earned a salary we would focus on improving our musical

I thought that if we earned a salary we would focus on improving our musical

skills, only take the same jobs as a professional band, and have more

skills, only take the same jobs as a professional band, and have more

dignity…then I accepted the reality; that being in a band meant being thought

dignity…then I accepted the reality; that being in a band meant being thought

of as a blind beggar. When sighted musicians perform shows on the street,

of as a blind beggar. When sighted musicians perform shows on the street,

even when they have only one guitar, they tend to be referred to as “freelance

even when they have only one guitar, they tend to be referred to as “freelance

artists”. For us, however, even when playing as a full band at the same spot on

artists”. For us, however, even when playing as a full band at the same spot on

a regular basis, we are referred to as “the blind beggar band”. The only

a regular basis, we are referred to as “the blind beggar band”. The only

difference between us and the sighted musicians is that we are blind and they

difference between us and the sighted musicians is that we are blind and they

aren’t.

aren’t.

Human rights and politics of the aesthetic body

Human rights and politics of the aesthetic body

The approaches of development organizations and government agencies working on

The approaches of development organizations and government agencies working on

behalf of people with disabilities in Thailand encompass both human rights concepts

behalf of people with disabilities in Thailand encompass both human rights concepts

and the social model of disability. This joint “emancipatory agenda” succeeded over

and the social model of disability. This joint “emancipatory agenda” succeeded over

the past years to gain recognition for the legal rights of persons with disabilities, such

the past years to gain recognition for the legal rights of persons with disabilities, such

as the Act 2007. These two key approaches, as influenced by global organizations,

as the Act 2007. These two key approaches, as influenced by global organizations,

introduced a new political and moral language in the local world of blind singers. This

introduced a new political and moral language in the local world of blind singers. This

human rights discourse, first used as a political tool to counter the moral discourse of

human rights discourse, first used as a political tool to counter the moral discourse of

Theravada Buddhism, has not only become the new standard; it has even influenced

Theravada Buddhism, has not only become the new standard; it has even influenced

the moral language of Theravada Buddhism, which transformed into a standard

the moral language of Theravada Buddhism, which transformed into a standard

hierarchy of blind people within wong gan kon taa bot. Now there is a distinction

hierarchy of blind people within wong gan kon taa bot. Now there is a distinction

between “good” blind people and “not-so-good” blind people. Following human

between “good” blind people and “not-so-good” blind people. Following human

rights discourse, the “good” should behave in line with neo-liberalist ideals, focused

rights discourse, the “good” should behave in line with neo-liberalist ideals, focused
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on self-governance and self-reliance (Goodale 2012: 469). In this sense, good blind

on self-governance and self-reliance (Goodale 2012: 469). In this sense, good blind

people need to secure a paid employment, so they are not a burden on the family or

people need to secure a paid employment, so they are not a burden on the family or

the state, but this occupation should be consistent with the human rights political

the state, but this occupation should be consistent with the human rights political

agenda and the social model approach used in Thailand, i.e. occupations that help

agenda and the social model approach used in Thailand, i.e. occupations that help

create a new image for blind people in Thailand. The “not-so-good” blind people are

create a new image for blind people in Thailand. The “not-so-good” blind people are

those who have a social identity at odds with the new moral standard, one that does

those who have a social identity at odds with the new moral standard, one that does

not conform to the Thai approach of treating people with disabilities based on a

not conform to the Thai approach of treating people with disabilities based on a

combination of the human rights concept and the social model approach.

combination of the human rights concept and the social model approach.

In Thailand, human dignity as a human rights principle was employed as a tool

In Thailand, human dignity as a human rights principle was employed as a tool

to classify blind people, defining the everyday politics of life for blind singers, based

to classify blind people, defining the everyday politics of life for blind singers, based

on interrelations between the progressive language at the global level and the moral

on interrelations between the progressive language at the global level and the moral

language at the local level. As a result, people with disabilities, in particular blind

language at the local level. As a result, people with disabilities, in particular blind

singers who perform on the street and at markets, have a social image akin to that of

singers who perform on the street and at markets, have a social image akin to that of

beggars in Thai society. The Thailand Association of the Blind and social activists

beggars in Thai society. The Thailand Association of the Blind and social activists

pressure blind singers to change to be blind masseurs or blind lottery ticket vender

pressure blind singers to change to be blind masseurs or blind lottery ticket vender

instead, as part of a political agenda through the use of human rights and human

instead, as part of a political agenda through the use of human rights and human

dignity doctrine.

dignity doctrine.

We can see that even though the language of human rights is used as a

We can see that even though the language of human rights is used as a

political tool, to fight against the social discrimination and exclusion of people with

political tool, to fight against the social discrimination and exclusion of people with

disabilities, in Thailand it has been turned into a singular standard used to judge moral

disabilities, in Thailand it has been turned into a singular standard used to judge moral

conduct. In this sense, human rights have helped create a new moral language,

conduct. In this sense, human rights have helped create a new moral language,

conflating the moral and political lives of people with disabilities. This human rights

conflating the moral and political lives of people with disabilities. This human rights

framework, as a moral language and political apparatus used to govern blind singers’

framework, as a moral language and political apparatus used to govern blind singers’

lives, created new sites of sovereign power that control their impaired bodies. Blind

lives, created new sites of sovereign power that control their impaired bodies. Blind

singers’ moral lives are evaluated not only through their physical inferiority and

singers’ moral lives are evaluated not only through their physical inferiority and

difference from able-bodied persons, but also the values associated with performance

difference from able-bodied persons, but also the values associated with performance

of their aesthetic body, based on a moral regime emanating from the global human

of their aesthetic body, based on a moral regime emanating from the global human

rights industry (Zigon 2013). As a result, blind singers’ political morality has been

rights industry (Zigon 2013). As a result, blind singers’ political morality has been

constituted within an institutional context that combines the moral discourse of human

constituted within an institutional context that combines the moral discourse of human

rights, with the institutional morality of Theravada Buddhism and the bio-power in

rights, with the institutional morality of Theravada Buddhism and the bio-power in

contemporary Thailand. On the one hand it constructs the citizens’ proper body

contemporary Thailand. On the one hand it constructs the citizens’ proper body

regime, and, on the another, constitutes the regime of persons with disabilities’

regime, and, on the another, constitutes the regime of persons with disabilities’

aesthetic body, thus shaping the political and moral subjectivities and ethical

aesthetic body, thus shaping the political and moral subjectivities and ethical
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dilemmas of blind singers in such context (an issue that will be covered in the next

dilemmas of blind singers in such context (an issue that will be covered in the next

chapter).

chapter).

Conclusion

Conclusion

In this chapter, I revealed the influence of human rights as it is applied to the human

In this chapter, I revealed the influence of human rights as it is applied to the human

dignity doctrine in Thailand, based on moral discourse and moral language formed at

dignity doctrine in Thailand, based on moral discourse and moral language formed at

the global level and then implemented in the local context. In addition, I revealed how

the global level and then implemented in the local context. In addition, I revealed how

the unintended consequence of the human rights discourse in Thailand has been to

the unintended consequence of the human rights discourse in Thailand has been to

construct an aesthetic body system among the blind singers to control their ethical

construct an aesthetic body system among the blind singers to control their ethical

modes of behavior. The moral experiences of the blind singers I presented include

modes of behavior. The moral experiences of the blind singers I presented include

those of Prasan, a blind singer afraid of officers from the Skills Development Center

those of Prasan, a blind singer afraid of officers from the Skills Development Center

for the Blind, who know that he changed from working as a blind masseuse to a blind

for the Blind, who know that he changed from working as a blind masseuse to a blind

singer – a job lacking human dignity in their eyes. I also presented the story of a blind

singer – a job lacking human dignity in their eyes. I also presented the story of a blind

female singer, who had to confront cultural prejudice within the blind community

female singer, who had to confront cultural prejudice within the blind community

itself, which also espouses that working as a solo singer lacks human dignity.

itself, which also espouses that working as a solo singer lacks human dignity.

Furthermore, I presented the story of Chid and his blind band, who had to choose

Furthermore, I presented the story of Chid and his blind band, who had to choose

between a life aligned to the human dignity ideology and their daily reality as blind

between a life aligned to the human dignity ideology and their daily reality as blind

musicians.

musicians.

These cases of blind singers and musicians reveal not only the essence of

These cases of blind singers and musicians reveal not only the essence of

human dignity within the local Thai context, its flows and unstable meaning, but also

human dignity within the local Thai context, its flows and unstable meaning, but also

show the conflict that takes place between the universalism of human rights promoted

show the conflict that takes place between the universalism of human rights promoted

by the Thai government and NGOs, and the daily lives of the blind singers. Their

by the Thai government and NGOs, and the daily lives of the blind singers. Their

stories also unveil the unintended consequences of the human rights discourse, the

stories also unveil the unintended consequences of the human rights discourse, the

dominant moral imperative and singular moral standard applied to blind singers’

dominant moral imperative and singular moral standard applied to blind singers’

social worlds. Furthermore, this human rights ideology, and the ideas associated with

social worlds. Furthermore, this human rights ideology, and the ideas associated with

human dignity in particular, have been transformed into a political weapon and new

human dignity in particular, have been transformed into a political weapon and new

moral language, both of which construct an aesthetic body regime among the blind in

moral language, both of which construct an aesthetic body regime among the blind in

Thailand. Blind singers have had to learn how to present themselves in line with the

Thailand. Blind singers have had to learn how to present themselves in line with the

requirements of the ruling regime. Indeed, the politics of the aesthetic body not only

requirements of the ruling regime. Indeed, the politics of the aesthetic body not only

shape their own and the others’ moral experiences, and guide the everyday

shape their own and the others’ moral experiences, and guide the everyday

negotiations they have to go through, but also influences their moral subjectivities and

negotiations they have to go through, but also influences their moral subjectivities and

ethics, as demonstrated through their self-performance (elaborated further in the

ethics, as demonstrated through their self-performance (elaborated further in the

second part of the book).

second part of the book).
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“Do not set an expectation on anything, it depends on destiny”, said “Puk”, the

“Do not set an expectation on anything, it depends on destiny”, said “Puk”, the

keyboardist, to “Chok”, the guitarist, after he heard that his friend wanted to have a

keyboardist, to “Chok”, the guitarist, after he heard that his friend wanted to have a

decent place to perform their shows, such as in a hotel restaurant or bar, so they would

decent place to perform their shows, such as in a hotel restaurant or bar, so they would

be able to generate a decent income and not have people look down on them, like a

be able to generate a decent income and not have people look down on them, like a

blind beggar who sings for money. Chok had also complained that he wanted to be

blind beggar who sings for money. Chok had also complained that he wanted to be

thought of as a blind “artist” rather than a blind “beggar”.

thought of as a blind “artist” rather than a blind “beggar”.

I had been listening to them talking since the car left the village, where they

I had been listening to them talking since the car left the village, where they

had been hired to perform a show at the Songkran festival celebrations. I sat in the

had been hired to perform a show at the Songkran festival celebrations. I sat in the

back of the pickup truck with the other blind artists and, alongside us, their musical

back of the pickup truck with the other blind artists and, alongside us, their musical

instruments and sound equipment. Inside the cab were the driver and the blind

instruments and sound equipment. Inside the cab were the driver and the blind

singers’ sighted assistant (the two are siblings), “Chid” the drummer, who was also

singers’ sighted assistant (the two are siblings), “Chid” the drummer, who was also

the leader of the band, and “Kai”, the blind singer, a girl. I sat on top of the biggest

the leader of the band, and “Kai”, the blind singer, a girl. I sat on top of the biggest

loudspeaker at the back of truck. The area was not only narrow but also filled with

loudspeaker at the back of truck. The area was not only narrow but also filled with

other musical instruments, so I had to sit still and had not been able to move for

other musical instruments, so I had to sit still and had not been able to move for

almost an hour by this point.

almost an hour by this point.

The band finished its show at around half-past nine, after which another band

The band finished its show at around half-past nine, after which another band

had performed. I remember the expression on the face of a member of that band; he

had performed. I remember the expression on the face of a member of that band; he

looked amazed at the sight of the blind musicians walking in line, touching the elbow

looked amazed at the sight of the blind musicians walking in line, touching the elbow

of those in front of them, standing in a queue waiting to get into our truck. I turned

of those in front of them, standing in a queue waiting to get into our truck. I turned

back to look at him once again before the car left, and he was still looking at us. I

back to look at him once again before the car left, and he was still looking at us. I

remember distinctly what he said to Chid as we walked past him: “I never thought I

remember distinctly what he said to Chid as we walked past him: “I never thought I

would see a blind band perform such an amazing show.”

would see a blind band perform such an amazing show.”

We arrived at the village around 2 p.m.; the show was not due to start for

We arrived at the village around 2 p.m.; the show was not due to start for

another 5 hours. I had been working with this blind band for many months, so I knew

another 5 hours. I had been working with this blind band for many months, so I knew

the reason why they arrived at venues so early. Chid told me many months before that

the reason why they arrived at venues so early. Chid told me many months before that

it was “to avoid a cancellation, as the cost of hiring a blind band is much lower than a

it was “to avoid a cancellation, as the cost of hiring a blind band is much lower than a

sighted band, meaning a contract is not needed and the customer may cancel the show

sighted band, meaning a contract is not needed and the customer may cancel the show

at any time.”

at any time.”

The leader of the village had contacted Chid, asking them to perform a show

The leader of the village had contacted Chid, asking them to perform a show

on the Songkran festival stage in the village. He knew Chid from the community radio

on the Songkran festival stage in the village. He knew Chid from the community radio

network they both worked on and had seen his band perform a show at a party. The

network they both worked on and had seen his band perform a show at a party. The
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leader of the village told us that the village committee had at first refused to hire the

leader of the village told us that the village committee had at first refused to hire the

blind band for the village’s annual banquet, and, in fact, had already contacted another

blind band for the village’s annual banquet, and, in fact, had already contacted another

band. However, the leader of the village negotiated with the committee and insisted

band. However, the leader of the village negotiated with the committee and insisted

that the blind band was very good, asking them to give the band a chance. In the end,

that the blind band was very good, asking them to give the band a chance. In the end,

the blind band was hired to perform at the party, though for an extremely low fee

the blind band was hired to perform at the party, though for an extremely low fee

compared to the band which performed second.

compared to the band which performed second.

In this chapter I will use Chid’s narrative of life history and the narative of this

In this chapter I will use Chid’s narrative of life history and the narative of this

blind band to reveal the moral doctrines in the specific social, political and cultural

blind band to reveal the moral doctrines in the specific social, political and cultural

context of modern Thailand that shape the world of persons with disabilities. I use the

context of modern Thailand that shape the world of persons with disabilities. I use the

anthropology of morality theory to examine the politics of pity and the politics of life

anthropology of morality theory to examine the politics of pity and the politics of life

of blind musicians who perform their shows on streets and markets. By presenting

of blind musicians who perform their shows on streets and markets. By presenting

their impaired bodies in public places they are standing in opposition to all the

their impaired bodies in public places they are standing in opposition to all the

customary moral regimes related to people living with impaired bodies: moralities

customary moral regimes related to people living with impaired bodies: moralities

influenced by the historical development of Thai state policies, the human rights

influenced by the historical development of Thai state policies, the human rights

discourse of global organizations, and the moral doctrines of Theravada Buddhism.

discourse of global organizations, and the moral doctrines of Theravada Buddhism.

I perceive the politics that govern the life of persons with disabilities, which is

I perceive the politics that govern the life of persons with disabilities, which is

essentially centered on the feeling of pity or ve-tha-na “the politics of pity”,

essentially centered on the feeling of pity or ve-tha-na “the politics of pity”,

somewhat similarly as Hannah Arendt (2006 [1963]) in her essay On Revolution. For

somewhat similarly as Hannah Arendt (2006 [1963]) in her essay On Revolution. For

Arendt the politics of pity is not being centered directly on action, on the power of the

Arendt the politics of pity is not being centered directly on action, on the power of the

strong over the weak, but on observation: focus on what is seen and on looking, i.e.

strong over the weak, but on observation: focus on what is seen and on looking, i.e.

the spectacle of suffering. I also consider the politics of pity similarly as Luc

the spectacle of suffering. I also consider the politics of pity similarly as Luc

Boltanski. In his book, Distant Suffering: Morality, Media and Politics, Boltanski

Boltanski. In his book, Distant Suffering: Morality, Media and Politics, Boltanski

(1999) explains that the politics of pity must meet a double requirement. As a politics

(1999) explains that the politics of pity must meet a double requirement. As a politics

it aspires to generality. Its role is to detach itself from the local and thus from those

it aspires to generality. Its role is to detach itself from the local and thus from those

necessarily local situations in which events provoking compassion may arise. But in

necessarily local situations in which events provoking compassion may arise. But in

its reference to pity, it cannot wholly free itself from the particular case. Pity is not

its reference to pity, it cannot wholly free itself from the particular case. Pity is not

inspired by generalities. Moreover, Boltanski insists that sentiments are indispensable

inspired by generalities. Moreover, Boltanski insists that sentiments are indispensable

for the politics of pity and are always derived by moral reasoning and moral

for the politics of pity and are always derived by moral reasoning and moral

obligation. I will reveal in the case of Chid, how other people’s ethical obligation to

obligation. I will reveal in the case of Chid, how other people’s ethical obligation to

express their moral sentiment to Chid, a blind person living with a suffering body

express their moral sentiment to Chid, a blind person living with a suffering body

from his sin in previous life based on a moral responsibility, is a feeling of pity or ve-

from his sin in previous life based on a moral responsibility, is a feeling of pity or ve-

tha-na, derived from institutional moral doctrines of Theravada Buddhism.

tha-na, derived from institutional moral doctrines of Theravada Buddhism.
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Narratives and life history

The narrative of persons with disabilities reaffirms the significance of narratives in the

The narrative of persons with disabilities reaffirms the significance of narratives in the

construction of identities and inner resistance – for oneself and for others, a new,

construction of identities and inner resistance – for oneself and for others, a new,

“stronger” self, one that goes against the public narratives of “normality” and “normal

“stronger” self, one that goes against the public narratives of “normality” and “normal

body”, and is intended to evoke sympathy and/or understanding from other people

body”, and is intended to evoke sympathy and/or understanding from other people

(Thomas 1999; Titchkosky 2003; Zola 1982). Disability narratives configure

(Thomas 1999; Titchkosky 2003; Zola 1982). Disability narratives configure

biological inferiority as a construction of discursive power. They provide a means of

biological inferiority as a construction of discursive power. They provide a means of

conveying the impacts of biographical disruptions caused by disability or chronic

conveying the impacts of biographical disruptions caused by disability or chronic

illness, and they describe people’s adaptation to what might be a severe congenital

illness, and they describe people’s adaptation to what might be a severe congenital

disability in light of their own cultural view of normality (Frank 1984, 1986, 2000;

disability in light of their own cultural view of normality (Frank 1984, 1986, 2000;

Monks and Frankenberg 1995). Disability narratives are considered to be sites of

Monks and Frankenberg 1995). Disability narratives are considered to be sites of

liberatory discourse for those with disabilities, opening up the opportunity for those

liberatory discourse for those with disabilities, opening up the opportunity for those

affected to use language in a way their marginalized position might otherwise

affected to use language in a way their marginalized position might otherwise

preclude. Disability narratives also allow people with disabilities to build an ethos that

preclude. Disability narratives also allow people with disabilities to build an ethos that

reveals the embodied experience of disability and makes space for them to reclaim

reveals the embodied experience of disability and makes space for them to reclaim

their subjectivities as they create meaning from their lived and embodied experiences

their subjectivities as they create meaning from their lived and embodied experiences

(Murphy 1987; Robillard 1999).

(Murphy 1987; Robillard 1999).

In other words, people with disabilities may use narratives to contest the ways

In other words, people with disabilities may use narratives to contest the ways

in which they are culturally devalued and socially marginalized. In contrast to the uses

in which they are culturally devalued and socially marginalized. In contrast to the uses

of the narratives in disability studies, as mentioned above, here I will focus on the

of the narratives in disability studies, as mentioned above, here I will focus on the

narrative as a powerful tool for revealing inter-related spheres of moralities that are

narrative as a powerful tool for revealing inter-related spheres of moralities that are

embodied in the blind singers’ social lives. Those moralities are the basis for

embodied in the blind singers’ social lives. Those moralities are the basis for

evaluating the aesthetic value of blind singers’ impaired body. I also use the blind

evaluating the aesthetic value of blind singers’ impaired body. I also use the blind

singer’s life history to examine the tension between these moral doctrines in Thai

singer’s life history to examine the tension between these moral doctrines in Thai

culture and the ethical practices of blind singers during their everyday lives. The

culture and the ethical practices of blind singers during their everyday lives. The

moral doctrines are Theravada Buddhism, the karma theory and the rhetoric of ve-tha-

moral doctrines are Theravada Buddhism, the karma theory and the rhetoric of ve-tha-

na, and the ethics of the proper body regime of Thai citizen (constructed by bio-power

na, and the ethics of the proper body regime of Thai citizen (constructed by bio-power

in contemporary Thailand) and human dignity as influenced by the human rights

in contemporary Thailand) and human dignity as influenced by the human rights

approach.

approach.

Paul Ricoeur (1984) defines a narrative as an “extended metaphor”, and

Paul Ricoeur (1984) defines a narrative as an “extended metaphor”, and

similar to a metaphor, a narrative offers a way to contemplate the ineffable and the

similar to a metaphor, a narrative offers a way to contemplate the ineffable and the

abstract by way of the concrete. Thus, a narrative can offer a way to think about the

abstract by way of the concrete. Thus, a narrative can offer a way to think about the

lives of persons with disabilities. However, I feel that a narrative does not have to be

lives of persons with disabilities. However, I feel that a narrative does not have to be
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limited to a reconstruction of the past, but can be used to express one’s present

limited to a reconstruction of the past, but can be used to express one’s present

understanding of an experience and may anticipate future acts as well. According to

understanding of an experience and may anticipate future acts as well. According to

Cheryl Mattingly and Linda Garro (1994: 772), “narratives allow us [the tellers] not

Cheryl Mattingly and Linda Garro (1994: 772), “narratives allow us [the tellers] not

only to tell what happens, but to impart how an event takes on meaning for us.”

only to tell what happens, but to impart how an event takes on meaning for us.”

According to Ricoeur, they enable us to sense how “our life can be understood only

According to Ricoeur, they enable us to sense how “our life can be understood only

through the stories that we tell about it” (Ricoeur 1991: 31).

through the stories that we tell about it” (Ricoeur 1991: 31).

However, I do not view a narrative as a simple report of one’s experiences or

However, I do not view a narrative as a simple report of one’s experiences or

as a mimetic account of an event from the past. Instead, I agree with Michael Jackson

as a mimetic account of an event from the past. Instead, I agree with Michael Jackson

that we should not view story-telling as “we are the stories we tell” or as “embodying

that we should not view story-telling as “we are the stories we tell” or as “embodying

the form of society.” Jackson argues that the error in both cases is the focus on fixed

the form of society.” Jackson argues that the error in both cases is the focus on fixed

and finite meanings, which overlooks the actions involved in the construction of

and finite meanings, which overlooks the actions involved in the construction of

meaning. He prefers to emphasize storytelling over stories, that is, the social process

meaning. He prefers to emphasize storytelling over stories, that is, the social process

rather than the product of narrative activity (Jackson 2002: 18). Similarly, Jerome

rather than the product of narrative activity (Jackson 2002: 18). Similarly, Jerome

Bruner (1987: 12) says that “we should not see autobiographies as a record of what

Bruner (1987: 12) says that “we should not see autobiographies as a record of what

happened but rather as a continuing interpretation and reinterpretation of our

happened but rather as a continuing interpretation and reinterpretation of our

experience,” while Linda Garro and Cheryl Mattingly (2000a: 13) point out that

experience,” while Linda Garro and Cheryl Mattingly (2000a: 13) point out that

narratives emerge in the process of performance itself, meaning there is no prior

narratives emerge in the process of performance itself, meaning there is no prior

chronology of events that exist in some way outside a story’s performance – there is

chronology of events that exist in some way outside a story’s performance – there is

nothing “out there” waiting to be narrated. Garro and Cheryl Mattingly (2000b: 263)

nothing “out there” waiting to be narrated. Garro and Cheryl Mattingly (2000b: 263)

further insist that we must go beyond the text contained within narratives to examine

further insist that we must go beyond the text contained within narratives to examine

the social world in which a story is told. For them a narrative’s meaning is in

the social world in which a story is told. For them a narrative’s meaning is in

important ways emergent and situated, rather than already given by social and cultural

important ways emergent and situated, rather than already given by social and cultural

structures.

structures.

I will use the life history Chid, a drummer and a leader of blind band, based on

I will use the life history Chid, a drummer and a leader of blind band, based on

his autobiography, published on his own webpage. I also interviewed him to reveal

his autobiography, published on his own webpage. I also interviewed him to reveal

more about the moral doctrines surrounding his life world. I view Chid’s

more about the moral doctrines surrounding his life world. I view Chid’s

autobiography as a set of procedures for “life making” – the process of him reimaging

autobiography as a set of procedures for “life making” – the process of him reimaging

and re-representing his life in public, for I also consider a narrative to be a powerful

and re-representing his life in public, for I also consider a narrative to be a powerful

vehicle for making sense of the “local moral world” in which agents belong

vehicle for making sense of the “local moral world” in which agents belong

(Kleinman 1988), and as containing “subjunctivizing elements” which portray a

(Kleinman 1988), and as containing “subjunctivizing elements” which portray a

“subjunctive world” of agents who tell the story (Good and Good 1994). Jarrett Zigon

“subjunctive world” of agents who tell the story (Good and Good 1994). Jarrett Zigon

states that a narrative represents the articulations of a person’s embodied struggle to

states that a narrative represents the articulations of a person’s embodied struggle to

achieve morality. Indeed, a narrative is a means by which individuals negotiate the

achieve morality. Indeed, a narrative is a means by which individuals negotiate the
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tension between them and their shared experiences of living through a particular

tension between them and their shared experiences of living through a particular

socio-historical-cultural world (Zigon 2012: 204-6).

socio-historical-cultural world (Zigon 2012: 204-6).

In the next section, I will examine the ways in which Chid uses his narratives

In the next section, I will examine the ways in which Chid uses his narratives

to contest the moralities assigned to his impaired body, and his struggle with moral

to contest the moralities assigned to his impaired body, and his struggle with moral

norms within Thai culture. I will use Chid’s life history as a vehicle to show his

norms within Thai culture. I will use Chid’s life history as a vehicle to show his

ethical dilemmas or problems as well as important ethical moments in his life. I will

ethical dilemmas or problems as well as important ethical moments in his life. I will

further consider a range of possibilities of ethical actions or working on the self as

further consider a range of possibilities of ethical actions or working on the self as

blind singers engage with the problematization of morality. I do not view morality as

blind singers engage with the problematization of morality. I do not view morality as

the moral rules each member of a society is obliged to follow, i.e. the Durkheimian

the moral rules each member of a society is obliged to follow, i.e. the Durkheimian

view (Durkheim 1957 [1915]). Rather, I follow Jarrett Zigon’s assertion that using the

view (Durkheim 1957 [1915]). Rather, I follow Jarrett Zigon’s assertion that using the

analysis of narratives to understand the inter-relations between moral doctrines, on the

analysis of narratives to understand the inter-relations between moral doctrines, on the

one hand, and the tension between moral norms, the ethical dilemmas faced by the

one hand, and the tension between moral norms, the ethical dilemmas faced by the

blind singer on an everyday basis, and his ethical actions to create a new moral

blind singer on an everyday basis, and his ethical actions to create a new moral

dispositional person, a new moral personhood seeking to enact a new moral world, on

dispositional person, a new moral personhood seeking to enact a new moral world, on

the other (Zigon 2009a: 262).

the other (Zigon 2009a: 262).

Dream

Dream

“I want to have my own band,” Chid replied to his kindergarten teacher confidently

“I want to have my own band,” Chid replied to his kindergarten teacher confidently

after she asked each blind student about their dreams. He imagined his band

after she asked each blind student about their dreams. He imagined his band

performing on a big stage, with people having bought tickets to see them and loud

performing on a big stage, with people having bought tickets to see them and loud

applause greeting their arrival. Chid and his friends, musicians in the blind school’s

applause greeting their arrival. Chid and his friends, musicians in the blind school’s

band, all had a dream to release their own album. Their imagined how they would feel

band, all had a dream to release their own album. Their imagined how they would feel

when they turned on the radio and heard their songs. This childhood dream was firmly

when they turned on the radio and heard their songs. This childhood dream was firmly

embedded in his memory, and Chid and his blind friend would walk around, sit and

embedded in his memory, and Chid and his blind friend would walk around, sit and

talk about this for days without feeling bored. They never thought they would end up

talk about this for days without feeling bored. They never thought they would end up

singing on the street and be referred to insultingly as a “blind beggar band”.

singing on the street and be referred to insultingly as a “blind beggar band”.

Since Chid could remember, music had been a part of him. When he was

Since Chid could remember, music had been a part of him. When he was

young, his father and mother always took him to the festival at the temple that hosted

young, his father and mother always took him to the festival at the temple that hosted

concerts. He loved the sound of the music and everything else loud. He liked to put a

concerts. He loved the sound of the music and everything else loud. He liked to put a

bucket over his head and scream inside until he heard a roar in his ears; to him it was

bucket over his head and scream inside until he heard a roar in his ears; to him it was

just like he was hearing the sound of a very big musical instrument. Chid loved to

just like he was hearing the sound of a very big musical instrument. Chid loved to

hear “strong” sounds, or those created by knocking out a rhythm, and for this he used

hear “strong” sounds, or those created by knocking out a rhythm, and for this he used
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bottles, bowls, pots, walls, tables and chairs. He liked to put an elastic band against

bottles, bowls, pots, walls, tables and chairs. He liked to put an elastic band against

his ears and flick it. It sounded like a bass instrument.

his ears and flick it. It sounded like a bass instrument.

Every time Chid heard a song, his mind focused on the bass sound. He usually

Every time Chid heard a song, his mind focused on the bass sound. He usually

imagined himself having the chance to join a famous band. He first touched a musical

imagined himself having the chance to join a famous band. He first touched a musical

instrument when one of his friends decided to teach him to play the drums. “The

instrument when one of his friends decided to teach him to play the drums. “The

drums were my friends, and I could tell them anything; when I played a drum I could

drums were my friends, and I could tell them anything; when I played a drum I could

feel an infinite freedom that is hard to explain,” reminisced Chid. He was born into a

feel an infinite freedom that is hard to explain,” reminisced Chid. He was born into a

poor family of ten children as the oldest son. After just seven days, conjunctivitis

poor family of ten children as the oldest son. After just seven days, conjunctivitis

struck the village, and his mum and all his siblings were affected. A doctor from the

struck the village, and his mum and all his siblings were affected. A doctor from the

city brought eye drops for those affected, and his mum was one of those who received

city brought eye drops for those affected, and his mum was one of those who received

them. After using the eye drops, everyone in the family recovered except him. Chid

them. After using the eye drops, everyone in the family recovered except him. Chid

cried all day long and his eyes became blood red. His mom was seriously concerned

cried all day long and his eyes became blood red. His mom was seriously concerned

about Chid’s illness, so she put the remaining solution into his eyes. This act forced

about Chid’s illness, so she put the remaining solution into his eyes. This act forced

him to live in a world of darkness.

him to live in a world of darkness.

Chid was raised with care, and no one talked about his physical condition. He

Chid was raised with care, and no one talked about his physical condition. He

thought he was normal until he was four years old, when he played hide and seek with

thought he was normal until he was four years old, when he played hide and seek with

his friends. He heard his friends giggle and heard them say, “the blind one could not

his friends. He heard his friends giggle and heard them say, “the blind one could not

find us.” Chid did not understand, so asked his friends if they were blind, to which

find us.” Chid did not understand, so asked his friends if they were blind, to which

one replied they were not. Chid told them his eyes were fine and had a fight with

one replied they were not. Chid told them his eyes were fine and had a fight with

them. That night, his mum and his siblings explained everything to him, and he began

them. That night, his mum and his siblings explained everything to him, and he began

to realize the difference between those who had normal eyesight and the blind. Chid

to realize the difference between those who had normal eyesight and the blind. Chid

then understood why, when he played hide and seek, he could not find his friends and

then understood why, when he played hide and seek, he could not find his friends and

often walked into things. He had misunderstood and thought this was normal.

often walked into things. He had misunderstood and thought this was normal.

Chid’s father liked to drink alcohol and was unable to come to terms with his

Chid’s father liked to drink alcohol and was unable to come to terms with his

son’s condition as blind child. One day, when his father was very drunk, he thought of

son’s condition as blind child. One day, when his father was very drunk, he thought of

killing Chid because he pitied Chid and could not see a future for him. However,

killing Chid because he pitied Chid and could not see a future for him. However,

Chid’s mother saw what was happening so stopped him. The father felt very sad and

Chid’s mother saw what was happening so stopped him. The father felt very sad and

guilty about this episode and continually apologized for what he had done until the

guilty about this episode and continually apologized for what he had done until the

day he died.

day he died.

When Chid was eight, one of his sisters who worked in Bangkok sent Chid’s

When Chid was eight, one of his sisters who worked in Bangkok sent Chid’s

mother a letter informing her that there was a school for blind people in Bangkok and

mother a letter informing her that there was a school for blind people in Bangkok and

that she should take him to study there. However, his mother would not allow him to

that she should take him to study there. However, his mother would not allow him to

go because she was concerned about him as a blind child, so his sister came back to

go because she was concerned about him as a blind child, so his sister came back to
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pick him up herself. At the time a blind school had just opened in an adjacent

pick him up herself. At the time a blind school had just opened in an adjacent

province, and the school’s staff contacted Chid’s mother many times, convincing her

province, and the school’s staff contacted Chid’s mother many times, convincing her

to send him there. They told her that the blind children there could learn just like any

to send him there. They told her that the blind children there could learn just like any

sighted child. When the school’s staff came to visit, his mother always hid him in the

sighted child. When the school’s staff came to visit, his mother always hid him in the

toilet or in the field outside, but his sister knew that their mother did not want him to

toilet or in the field outside, but his sister knew that their mother did not want him to

go. As a result, one morning, when the mother went out to the field, his sister lied to

go. As a result, one morning, when the mother went out to the field, his sister lied to

Chid telling him she was taking him to the seaside. He had always wanted to take a

Chid telling him she was taking him to the seaside. He had always wanted to take a

ride on a train and touch the sea. However, Chid’s sister instead took him to Bangkok

ride on a train and touch the sea. However, Chid’s sister instead took him to Bangkok

and enrolled him in the school for the blind.

and enrolled him in the school for the blind.

This was a boarding school, but students were allowed to go home on Friday

This was a boarding school, but students were allowed to go home on Friday

evenings. Chid’s sister took him back to school every Monday morning, and as they

evenings. Chid’s sister took him back to school every Monday morning, and as they

walked on the flyover to the school, Chid would give some money to a blind singer

walked on the flyover to the school, Chid would give some money to a blind singer

singing there every time they went past. The blind singer regularly occupied that spot,

singing there every time they went past. The blind singer regularly occupied that spot,

singing for money throughout the day. Chid’s sister always told him, “this is a blind

singing for money throughout the day. Chid’s sister always told him, “this is a blind

beggar who did not study, meaning he has to sing and beg for money. If you do not

beggar who did not study, meaning he has to sing and beg for money. If you do not

study, you will end up begging like this blind singer.”

study, you will end up begging like this blind singer.”

When Chid was young, he never thought he would end up playing music on

When Chid was young, he never thought he would end up playing music on

the street. He did not want to be a beggar. In fact, he hated the word beggar. There

the street. He did not want to be a beggar. In fact, he hated the word beggar. There

was one particular incident that stayed with him. One weekend, Chid visited his

was one particular incident that stayed with him. One weekend, Chid visited his

friend’s house in the suburbs. After Chid and the other blind students had

friend’s house in the suburbs. After Chid and the other blind students had

disembarked the bus, he heard music in front of the department store, and he guessed

disembarked the bus, he heard music in front of the department store, and he guessed

that it was a blind band begging. All of a sudden, the prejudice he had long had

that it was a blind band begging. All of a sudden, the prejudice he had long had

regarding blind bands reached a crescendo, and he thought “why do blind people act

regarding blind bands reached a crescendo, and he thought “why do blind people act

like beggars, since they obviously have the money to buy musical instruments and

like beggars, since they obviously have the money to buy musical instruments and

sound equipment? Why don’t they perform their music just like sighted bands? Why

sound equipment? Why don’t they perform their music just like sighted bands? Why

do they have to try and make people feel pity for them and give them money every

do they have to try and make people feel pity for them and give them money every

day? Why do they have to use their condition to fool people?”

day? Why do they have to use their condition to fool people?”

Chid ears heard the shaking of the donation box as the voice of the woman

Chid ears heard the shaking of the donation box as the voice of the woman

said “please donate money to help the blind.” Suddenly, he was not concerned about

said “please donate money to help the blind.” Suddenly, he was not concerned about

anything anymore. Using his white cane he reached the place where the woman was

anything anymore. Using his white cane he reached the place where the woman was

standing and kicked the donation box with all his power. He heard it fall onto the

standing and kicked the donation box with all his power. He heard it fall onto the

floor and the sound of the coins spilling out. He felt satisfied and walked away

floor and the sound of the coins spilling out. He felt satisfied and walked away

immediately.

immediately.
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After finishing the secondary level at the blind school, Chid attended a

After finishing the secondary level at the blind school, Chid attended a

polytechnic school, where he formed a band with his blind friends and performed a

polytechnic school, where he formed a band with his blind friends and performed a

show at a school event. While studying at the school, Chid and his blind friends

show at a school event. While studying at the school, Chid and his blind friends

noticed that the members of a Blind Foundation linked to the event taking their

noticed that the members of a Blind Foundation linked to the event taking their

donations. They protested about the actions of the Foundation, but they could not

donations. They protested about the actions of the Foundation, but they could not

prove anything due to lack of evidence.

prove anything due to lack of evidence.

As the leader of the protest, Chid then had problems with the officers at the

As the leader of the protest, Chid then had problems with the officers at the

college, so he decided to escape with twenty of his blind friends. He did not go home

college, so he decided to escape with twenty of his blind friends. He did not go home

and was afraid his family would find out he had escaped from the college. Chid and

and was afraid his family would find out he had escaped from the college. Chid and

his friend Chok had no direction in life at this point; they just hung out with the

his friend Chok had no direction in life at this point; they just hung out with the

seniors who had graduated from the blind school. Not long afterward, he heard that a

seniors who had graduated from the blind school. Not long afterward, he heard that a

blind band needed blind musicians, so they applied for the positions. At that time, he

blind band needed blind musicians, so they applied for the positions. At that time, he

thought only about chasing his childhood dream to become an artist rather than a

thought only about chasing his childhood dream to become an artist rather than a

beggar. The leader of the blind band, “Packrit”, was blind but his wife was sighted.

beggar. The leader of the blind band, “Packrit”, was blind but his wife was sighted.

The blind band had, to that point, used karaoke records and wanted to change and

The blind band had, to that point, used karaoke records and wanted to change and

play live music. Prakrit promised Chid and Chok that the band would only play at

play live music. Prakrit promised Chid and Chok that the band would only play at

restaurants, pubs or parties, so joining felt just like joining a sighted band. He said he

restaurants, pubs or parties, so joining felt just like joining a sighted band. He said he

was only interested in their skills as musicians, and this made Chid think everything

was only interested in their skills as musicians, and this made Chid think everything

was going to turn out fine, that he had chosen the right path and was edging ever

was going to turn out fine, that he had chosen the right path and was edging ever

closer to his dream.

closer to his dream.

After being in the band for a month, Prakrit told the members that it had too

After being in the band for a month, Prakrit told the members that it had too

many people, and that it was necessary to remove one person. In the end, Prakrit told

many people, and that it was necessary to remove one person. In the end, Prakrit told

Chid had to go home. However, Chid could not go home or go to the college; he did

Chid had to go home. However, Chid could not go home or go to the college; he did

not want to go anywhere – he wanted to get closer to his dream right then and there.

not want to go anywhere – he wanted to get closer to his dream right then and there.

When Chid insisted on staying, Prakrit offered him a job, “while we are trying to save

When Chid insisted on staying, Prakrit offered him a job, “while we are trying to save

up the money to buy the drums for you, I have a job for you, but it depends on you

up the money to buy the drums for you, I have a job for you, but it depends on you

whether you want to take it or not; it is your choice.”

whether you want to take it or not; it is your choice.”

The next day, Chid rode with the blind band. Before Chid and Chok joined the

The next day, Chid rode with the blind band. Before Chid and Chok joined the

band, there had been three members; two were blind singers, but Chid was not sure

band, there had been three members; two were blind singers, but Chid was not sure

what the others did. Chid tried to ask him, but he did not answer. The blind band left

what the others did. Chid tried to ask him, but he did not answer. The blind band left

their office at 4 a.m., and Chid was very curious as to who would have hired the band

their office at 4 a.m., and Chid was very curious as to who would have hired the band

to play this early in the morning. Throughout the trip, he tried to eavesdrop on what

to play this early in the morning. Throughout the trip, he tried to eavesdrop on what

the singers were saying; however, he could not hear them as he was sitting in the back

the singers were saying; however, he could not hear them as he was sitting in the back
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of the car, and the noise of the engine and the passing cars and trucks drowned them

of the car, and the noise of the engine and the passing cars and trucks drowned them

out. He could just about comprehend that they were betting on something related to

out. He could just about comprehend that they were betting on something related to

him, as he heard one of them say something like “I don’t think he will do this job; he

him, as he heard one of them say something like “I don’t think he will do this job; he

must be like the other blind teenagers that Prakrit brought in.” Even though Chid was

must be like the other blind teenagers that Prakrit brought in.” Even though Chid was

very curious, he could not ask them, and he only had one thought at that time – he did

very curious, he could not ask them, and he only had one thought at that time – he did

not want to go home; he wanted to be an artist.

not want to go home; he wanted to be an artist.

The car stopped and Chid smelled grilled food in the morning breeze. He also

The car stopped and Chid smelled grilled food in the morning breeze. He also

heard the sound of people and of pans being used to fry food, as well as of a lot of

heard the sound of people and of pans being used to fry food, as well as of a lot of

people walking nearby. He could sense a crowded atmosphere. “Where are we?” Chid

people walking nearby. He could sense a crowded atmosphere. “Where are we?” Chid

asked one of the band’s members who sat not very far from him. “In front of the

asked one of the band’s members who sat not very far from him. “In front of the

factory,” a sighted man replied in a normal tone.

factory,” a sighted man replied in a normal tone.

Chid held Chok’s hand, sat and sank into his own thoughts for a really long

Chid held Chok’s hand, sat and sank into his own thoughts for a really long

time until they were asked to get out of the van. Prakrit asked Chid and Chok to do

time until they were asked to get out of the van. Prakrit asked Chid and Chok to do

nothing for the time being and to stay in the back of the van. Chid was very scared –

nothing for the time being and to stay in the back of the van. Chid was very scared –

scared of the painful reality that awaited him only a few minutes later. The vision of

scared of the painful reality that awaited him only a few minutes later. The vision of

him kicking the donation box away from the blind singer in front of the department

him kicking the donation box away from the blind singer in front of the department

store flooded back.

store flooded back.

A very loud noise broke the silence and awoke Chid from his vision. He was

A very loud noise broke the silence and awoke Chid from his vision. He was

familiar with this noise, but still asked the sighted man who stood next to him what it

familiar with this noise, but still asked the sighted man who stood next to him what it

was. The answer scared him even more: “An electricity generator; you thought the

was. The answer scared him even more: “An electricity generator; you thought the

factory would let us use their electricity for free? They do not care about a blind band

factory would let us use their electricity for free? They do not care about a blind band

like us.” Chid did not want to think anymore, sitting in front of the factory and with

like us.” Chid did not want to think anymore, sitting in front of the factory and with

the electric generator running, it was very clear to him what was about to happen.

the electric generator running, it was very clear to him what was about to happen.

When the first song began, he almost lost his mind; the sound of the donation box felt

When the first song began, he almost lost his mind; the sound of the donation box felt

like being stabbed in the heart. He thought he was dreaming. He wished it was only a

like being stabbed in the heart. He thought he was dreaming. He wished it was only a

dream, but the voice repeatedly asking for a donation reminded him all the while that

dream, but the voice repeatedly asking for a donation reminded him all the while that

it was real. “We have two donation boxes, we hope that everyone who walks past will

it was real. “We have two donation boxes, we hope that everyone who walks past will

be kind to the blind, as usual.”

be kind to the blind, as usual.”

A warm liquid flowed all over Chid’s face, but he did not know when the tears

A warm liquid flowed all over Chid’s face, but he did not know when the tears

started, as time passed slowly. “Was I really about to become a beggar?” Chid asked

started, as time passed slowly. “Was I really about to become a beggar?” Chid asked

himself. This was not the concert that he had dreamed of. He suddenly felt exhausted,

himself. This was not the concert that he had dreamed of. He suddenly felt exhausted,

and his legs felt very heavy. Chok held his hand tightly, but they did not say anything

and his legs felt very heavy. Chok held his hand tightly, but they did not say anything

to each other until eight o’clock, when the show was done. While the blind band was

to each other until eight o’clock, when the show was done. While the blind band was
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clearing away the musical instruments, Prakrit walked up to Chid and Chok behind

clearing away the musical instruments, Prakrit walked up to Chid and Chok behind

the car. He then talked to them in a very low voice: “Just so you know, if you do not

the car. He then talked to them in a very low voice: “Just so you know, if you do not

want to do this job, I won’t blame you; I will drive you home”. After they arrived

want to do this job, I won’t blame you; I will drive you home”. After they arrived

home, Prakrit said that they had to go out and perform a show at a market again in the

home, Prakrit said that they had to go out and perform a show at a market again in the

evening. Chid and Chok insisted on staying at home, deciding not to go with them for

evening. Chid and Chok insisted on staying at home, deciding not to go with them for

the evening show.

the evening show.

However, after discussing their predicament, Chid and Chok realized that they

However, after discussing their predicament, Chid and Chok realized that they

had no choice: they could not go back home or to school; they would have to work

had no choice: they could not go back home or to school; they would have to work

with this blind band until they found a better place to stay. In the evening, when

with this blind band until they found a better place to stay. In the evening, when

Prakrit returned, everyone was amazed when they saw Chid and Chok still there, and

Prakrit returned, everyone was amazed when they saw Chid and Chok still there, and

even more so when they said they wanted to stay with the band as a street blind band.

even more so when they said they wanted to stay with the band as a street blind band.

The next day, Chok played the guitar to the sound of a karaoke record, and

The next day, Chok played the guitar to the sound of a karaoke record, and

everyone in the band liked it much more than when performing by karaoke without

everyone in the band liked it much more than when performing by karaoke without

other musical instruments. However, Chid still had no job and sat at the back of the

other musical instruments. However, Chid still had no job and sat at the back of the

van. During the show, he heard the sound of a donation box and coins falling on the

van. During the show, he heard the sound of a donation box and coins falling on the

floor. At first, he thought someone had kicked the box, but when the show had

floor. At first, he thought someone had kicked the box, but when the show had

finished, the band’s sighted assistant told him that the person who was holding the

finished, the band’s sighted assistant told him that the person who was holding the

box had fallen asleep. Prakrit complained, saying that this person had fallen asleep a

box had fallen asleep. Prakrit complained, saying that this person had fallen asleep a

lot recently, dropping the donation box on the floor each time.

lot recently, dropping the donation box on the floor each time.

Chid saw the chance to get a job and not have to go home, so he volunteered

Chid saw the chance to get a job and not have to go home, so he volunteered

to hold the donation box, even though it hurt his feelings to do so. He felt this might

to hold the donation box, even though it hurt his feelings to do so. He felt this might

be retribution for the sin he had committed when he kicked the donation box of the

be retribution for the sin he had committed when he kicked the donation box of the

blind girl’s hand. In the end, he took the job as the donation box holder, during which

blind girl’s hand. In the end, he took the job as the donation box holder, during which

he also had to encourage people to donate money. After the band finished their shows,

he also had to encourage people to donate money. After the band finished their shows,

Chid walked around, holding the sighted assistant’s hand, asking the people at the

Chid walked around, holding the sighted assistant’s hand, asking the people at the

market for donations.

market for donations.

Real Life

Real Life

It was Friday, and the blind band was playing its regular show at the market fair

It was Friday, and the blind band was playing its regular show at the market fair

located not far from the polytechnic college Chid had escaped from. The band usually

located not far from the polytechnic college Chid had escaped from. The band usually

performed three rounds, the usual set for most blind bands. In the morning, the band

performed three rounds, the usual set for most blind bands. In the morning, the band

played in front of the factory, then in the afternoon at the secondary school, and in the

played in front of the factory, then in the afternoon at the secondary school, and in the

evening at the market fair. While holding the donation box at the main entrance, he

evening at the market fair. While holding the donation box at the main entrance, he
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heard the voice of a man say, “Chid, is that you? Since when did you become a

heard the voice of a man say, “Chid, is that you? Since when did you become a

beggar?” said the man. “Hi teacher,” Chid replied to the voice he remembered from

beggar?” said the man. “Hi teacher,” Chid replied to the voice he remembered from

years previously. His face was flushed from the embarrassment.

years previously. His face was flushed from the embarrassment.

Not so long after that day, a scary rumor was spreading very fast around the

Not so long after that day, a scary rumor was spreading very fast around the

alumni of the blind school and the polytechnic college. The rumor said that he was

alumni of the blind school and the polytechnic college. The rumor said that he was

now a beggar who held the donation box for the blind band at the market fair. He

now a beggar who held the donation box for the blind band at the market fair. He

called the blind school and tried to explain that he was not a beggar, but a blind artist

called the blind school and tried to explain that he was not a beggar, but a blind artist

performing a street show. However, the person at the other end of the line simply

performing a street show. However, the person at the other end of the line simply

laughed back to him.

laughed back to him.

It happened again a couple of days later when Chid was holding the donation

It happened again a couple of days later when Chid was holding the donation

box during the band’s last set. He heard an excited voice coming from the direction of

box during the band’s last set. He heard an excited voice coming from the direction of

the sellers to the right of him, saying “Is that Chid?” Chid turned to the girl and

the sellers to the right of him, saying “Is that Chid?” Chid turned to the girl and

replied “yes”; then they talked for a while. It was his cousin and neighbor from his

replied “yes”; then they talked for a while. It was his cousin and neighbor from his

hometown. She told Chid she had moved to Bangkok to sell clothes at the market fair.

hometown. She told Chid she had moved to Bangkok to sell clothes at the market fair.

A few days later, Prakrit took a break during the long holiday, and Chid was

A few days later, Prakrit took a break during the long holiday, and Chid was

still at the band’s office. He had not gone home like everyone else, and in the

still at the band’s office. He had not gone home like everyone else, and in the

afternoon, his mother and sisters came to the office to ask him what had happened and

afternoon, his mother and sisters came to the office to ask him what had happened and

to check that he had not been deceived into becoming a beggar. His family were

to check that he had not been deceived into becoming a beggar. His family were

worried by the human trafficking stories they had read in the newspapers. Chid told

worried by the human trafficking stories they had read in the newspapers. Chid told

his mother that, no matter what, he would form his own blind band, but that for now

his mother that, no matter what, he would form his own blind band, but that for now

he wanted to gain some experience with another band. He then promised her that he

he wanted to gain some experience with another band. He then promised her that he

would go and visit her at the sister’s house.

would go and visit her at the sister’s house.

Chid did not go downstairs when everyone left, for he did not want to fight

Chid did not go downstairs when everyone left, for he did not want to fight

with his sister anymore. He just cried in his room. He felt bad that he had

with his sister anymore. He just cried in his room. He felt bad that he had

disappointed his mother and made her cry. He waited until the sound of the car engine

disappointed his mother and made her cry. He waited until the sound of the car engine

faded before going downstairs. As he was going downstairs, he heard the sound of the

faded before going downstairs. As he was going downstairs, he heard the sound of the

car coming back, and heard a man’s voice yelling loudly from the car, which shocked

car coming back, and heard a man’s voice yelling loudly from the car, which shocked

him. The man said that if the band did not let Chid go home, he would send someone

him. The man said that if the band did not let Chid go home, he would send someone

round to bully the other members. Everyone was very scared, and Chid asked Prakrit

round to bully the other members. Everyone was very scared, and Chid asked Prakrit

for advice. Prakrit said it was Chid’s personal problem; Chid had to deal with it

for advice. Prakrit said it was Chid’s personal problem; Chid had to deal with it

himself and that Prakrit did not want to interfere in his family affairs.

himself and that Prakrit did not want to interfere in his family affairs.

The next afternoon, Chid, Chok and Chid’s girlfriend, a singer in the blind

The next afternoon, Chid, Chok and Chid’s girlfriend, a singer in the blind

band, went to his sister’s house. He was hoping to tell his mother the whole story, so

band, went to his sister’s house. He was hoping to tell his mother the whole story, so
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that his family would understand, that he wanted to chance to do a job he had been

that his family would understand, that he wanted to chance to do a job he had been

passionate about for a long time. He insisted to his cousin that he was not a beggar,

passionate about for a long time. He insisted to his cousin that he was not a beggar,

that he was a freelance artist who worked on the street. After dinner, one of the

that he was a freelance artist who worked on the street. After dinner, one of the

cousins asked him to help with some mobile phone problems and asked Chid to

cousins asked him to help with some mobile phone problems and asked Chid to

follow him upstairs, leaving Chok and his girlfriend downstairs. When he looked at

follow him upstairs, leaving Chok and his girlfriend downstairs. When he looked at

the phone, there was nothing wrong with it, and he started to become wary. He ran

the phone, there was nothing wrong with it, and he started to become wary. He ran

downstairs, and it turned out that his cousin had lied to him. Chok and his girlfriend

downstairs, and it turned out that his cousin had lied to him. Chok and his girlfriend

had already left, so he yelled out their names in front of the house, but there was no

had already left, so he yelled out their names in front of the house, but there was no

response. He decided to run after them.

response. He decided to run after them.

Chid was not scared at all; he screamed out their names as he ran along the

Chid was not scared at all; he screamed out their names as he ran along the

street but there was no response, so he stopped on the pavement. He then heard the

street but there was no response, so he stopped on the pavement. He then heard the

sound of the car, so ran very fast, and if a strong hand had not grabbed him by the

sound of the car, so ran very fast, and if a strong hand had not grabbed him by the

collar, he would have run into the road. For only a few seconds, a gust of wind blew

collar, he would have run into the road. For only a few seconds, a gust of wind blew

very close to his face, and he guessed it was the car passing him. The hand belonged

very close to his face, and he guessed it was the car passing him. The hand belonged

to Chid’s brother, and they stood still without saying anything for a long time. After a

to Chid’s brother, and they stood still without saying anything for a long time. After a

while, the brother dragged him the bus stop but they still did not talk. A while later

while, the brother dragged him the bus stop but they still did not talk. A while later

the brother called a motorcycle taxi and they rode back to his sister’s house.

the brother called a motorcycle taxi and they rode back to his sister’s house.

After they reached his sister’s house, Chid called the office. A man at the other

After they reached his sister’s house, Chid called the office. A man at the other

end of the line told him that Chok and his girlfriend had arrived safely. Chid told him

end of the line told him that Chok and his girlfriend had arrived safely. Chid told him

that he had been deceived by his cousin and asked for help to get back. However, their

that he had been deceived by his cousin and asked for help to get back. However, their

conversation ended abruptly when Chid’s sister picked up another phone on the

conversation ended abruptly when Chid’s sister picked up another phone on the

shared line and said, “this is a family issue, Chid will never return to the office as a

shared line and said, “this is a family issue, Chid will never return to the office as a

beggar.”

beggar.”

His sister also told them not to contact Chid anymore, otherwise, she would

His sister also told them not to contact Chid anymore, otherwise, she would

report them to the police as a beggar’s gang. Chid went back to the door, and this time

report them to the police as a beggar’s gang. Chid went back to the door, and this time

it was locked. He had been imprisoned by his relatives. He walked upstairs. No one in

it was locked. He had been imprisoned by his relatives. He walked upstairs. No one in

the family complained, but no one spoke either; they acted like nothing had happened.

the family complained, but no one spoke either; they acted like nothing had happened.

They cleaned the house, watched TV and had a meal. In the bedroom, Chid turned on

They cleaned the house, watched TV and had a meal. In the bedroom, Chid turned on

the air conditioner to the lowest temperature and turned on a song with a really fast

the air conditioner to the lowest temperature and turned on a song with a really fast

beat very loud until the room shook, to annoy his cousins. After a short time, he heard

beat very loud until the room shook, to annoy his cousins. After a short time, he heard

the neighbors complain and noticed the time – it was midnight.

the neighbors complain and noticed the time – it was midnight.

Chid fell asleep with the recent conflict running around inside his brain, and

Chid fell asleep with the recent conflict running around inside his brain, and

due to exhaustion, slept very well. He missed his girlfriend, his friends and the band;

due to exhaustion, slept very well. He missed his girlfriend, his friends and the band;
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however, he could not see a way back to performing the music he loved. Time passed

however, he could not see a way back to performing the music he loved. Time passed

slowly as Chid heard a knock at the door. His mother talked through the door, saying

slowly as Chid heard a knock at the door. His mother talked through the door, saying

she had brought him breakfast, and then he heard a noise as she placed his breakfast

she had brought him breakfast, and then he heard a noise as she placed his breakfast

on the floor and walked downstairs. Chid got up, but he wanted to die. He thought

on the floor and walked downstairs. Chid got up, but he wanted to die. He thought

that no one understood him. He had been born blind and could do nothing he loved.

that no one understood him. He had been born blind and could do nothing he loved.

He also felt so guilty that he had hurt mother, who loved him so much. He had not

He also felt so guilty that he had hurt mother, who loved him so much. He had not

graduated from college and had persuaded almost twenty blind students to leave with

graduated from college and had persuaded almost twenty blind students to leave with

him, giving up their opportunity to finish. He used his hand to search for items lying

him, giving up their opportunity to finish. He used his hand to search for items lying

around him and threw them on the floor in order to release his emotions, listening to

around him and threw them on the floor in order to release his emotions, listening to

the sound of them hitting the floor. Chid used his hand to search for more items to

the sound of them hitting the floor. Chid used his hand to search for more items to

throw, and his hand touched something rather heavy, something shaped a bit like a toy

throw, and his hand touched something rather heavy, something shaped a bit like a toy

animal. He ran his hand all over the shape, and it was shaped like a horse, for it had a

animal. He ran his hand all over the shape, and it was shaped like a horse, for it had a

tail and there was a garland hanging around its neck. On the horses back was a figure

tail and there was a garland hanging around its neck. On the horses back was a figure

shaped like a human, sitting. Chid realized it was a sculpture of King Rama V. He

shaped like a human, sitting. Chid realized it was a sculpture of King Rama V. He

exclaimed unintentionally while his body went rigid. He fondled the sculpture, which

exclaimed unintentionally while his body went rigid. He fondled the sculpture, which

he had been holding against his chest, then heard footsteps in front of the bedroom

he had been holding against his chest, then heard footsteps in front of the bedroom

door and heard the voice of his sister, yelling at him: “Chid, if you want to die that

door and heard the voice of his sister, yelling at him: “Chid, if you want to die that

badly, why don’t you just stick your finger into the electrical socket, I will attend your

badly, why don’t you just stick your finger into the electrical socket, I will attend your

funeral”.

funeral”.

Chid walked to the bed that was covered in junk and used his hand to sweep

Chid walked to the bed that was covered in junk and used his hand to sweep

everything off the bed and onto the floor. He sat on the edge of the bed, holding the

everything off the bed and onto the floor. He sat on the edge of the bed, holding the

sculpture of King Rama V to his chest. He also heard music coming from the

sculpture of King Rama V to his chest. He also heard music coming from the

neighbor’s house. He could not make it out clearly, but was sure it was the song his

neighbor’s house. He could not make it out clearly, but was sure it was the song his

girlfriend liked to sing when their blind band performed a show. Tears started to run

girlfriend liked to sing when their blind band performed a show. Tears started to run

down his cheeks. He missed his girlfriend. Chid placed the sculpture beside the bed,

down his cheeks. He missed his girlfriend. Chid placed the sculpture beside the bed,

then sat and turned his face towards it. He made a wish: “Please help me. I am in a

then sat and turned his face towards it. He made a wish: “Please help me. I am in a

bad position now. I want to go back to playing music.”

bad position now. I want to go back to playing music.”

Chid s’ mind felt at ease when talking about the things he had on his mind. He

Chid s’ mind felt at ease when talking about the things he had on his mind. He

felt like King Rama V was listening to him, like he was not so alone in the world, and

felt like King Rama V was listening to him, like he was not so alone in the world, and

that there was someone who understood what he said. Chid prostrated himself in front

that there was someone who understood what he said. Chid prostrated himself in front

of the King Rama V sculpture three times, lifted up his face and made a wish: “If I

of the King Rama V sculpture three times, lifted up his face and made a wish: “If I

can go back to playing music, just as I have dreamed of doing for so long, I will be a

can go back to playing music, just as I have dreamed of doing for so long, I will be a

good person. Please let me have the chance to play music once again.”

good person. Please let me have the chance to play music once again.”
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Chid felt like he was acting like a madman, talking alone in his room with a

Chid felt like he was acting like a madman, talking alone in his room with a

lifeless sculpture, but he was also certain that King Rama V was listening to him and

lifeless sculpture, but he was also certain that King Rama V was listening to him and

would help him. Chid felt relief, so got up from his bed, used his hands to find the

would help him. Chid felt relief, so got up from his bed, used his hands to find the

trash can and started to clear up the things on the floor. He still did not leave his room,

trash can and started to clear up the things on the floor. He still did not leave his room,

just ate the food from the fridge. He did not eat the food his mother had brought him,

just ate the food from the fridge. He did not eat the food his mother had brought him,

and did not talk to anybody. After two days, Chid went downstairs to use the

and did not talk to anybody. After two days, Chid went downstairs to use the

bathroom, and noticed that mother had already gone home. Chid’s sister told him he

bathroom, and noticed that mother had already gone home. Chid’s sister told him he

should speak to mother if he wanted to go back to being a musician. If mother

should speak to mother if he wanted to go back to being a musician. If mother

allowed it, she would let Chid follow his dream.

allowed it, she would let Chid follow his dream.

The evening of the next day, a neighbor was going back to visit his hometown,

The evening of the next day, a neighbor was going back to visit his hometown,

and Chaba, a Chid sister asked him if he would allow Chid to come along,

and Chaba, a Chid sister asked him if he would allow Chid to come along,

accompanied by Chid’s brother. Throughout the trip, Chid’s neighbor tried to

accompanied by Chid’s brother. Throughout the trip, Chid’s neighbor tried to

convince him not to go back to being a beggar. When they arrived, neighbors came to

convince him not to go back to being a beggar. When they arrived, neighbors came to

ask Chid what had happened, to ask whether it was true that he had been begging on

ask Chid what had happened, to ask whether it was true that he had been begging on

the street. He simply nodded, because he knew they would not understand the

the street. He simply nodded, because he knew they would not understand the

difference between a blind artist and a beggar, even if he tried to explain.

difference between a blind artist and a beggar, even if he tried to explain.

Chid insisted to his mother that he would go back to playing music again, and

Chid insisted to his mother that he would go back to playing music again, and

that he would have his own blind band someday and would not be stigmatized as a

that he would have his own blind band someday and would not be stigmatized as a

beggar. His blind band would be like the professional bands one often sees hired to

beggar. His blind band would be like the professional bands one often sees hired to

play events. His mother made many suggestions and said she was willing to give Chid

play events. His mother made many suggestions and said she was willing to give Chid

anything he wanted. If Chid wanted to get married with his girlfriend, she was willing

anything he wanted. If Chid wanted to get married with his girlfriend, she was willing

to arrange for the wedding right away. The only thing she asked of him was to stop

to arrange for the wedding right away. The only thing she asked of him was to stop

playing music with the blind band. She asked Chid to stay with her for another two to

playing music with the blind band. She asked Chid to stay with her for another two to

three days before he went back Bangkok, but he knew that if he did not leave the

three days before he went back Bangkok, but he knew that if he did not leave the

house straight away, he might become trapped there, and the chance to return to

house straight away, he might become trapped there, and the chance to return to

Bangkok would slip away.

Bangkok would slip away.

So many things went through Chid’s head that night, and he was not sure if he

So many things went through Chid’s head that night, and he was not sure if he

had made the right decision – to go back to the blind band. It might have been simply

had made the right decision – to go back to the blind band. It might have been simply

a forlorn hope, to have his own blind band one day. However, Chid felt he had to go

a forlorn hope, to have his own blind band one day. However, Chid felt he had to go

back and perform on the street. People always mistook him for a beggar, and he was

back and perform on the street. People always mistook him for a beggar, and he was

not sure how many years he would have to spend before he realized his dream. In fact,

not sure how many years he would have to spend before he realized his dream. In fact,

his dream might never come true, so he thought of a back-up plan in case mother

his dream might never come true, so he thought of a back-up plan in case mother

changed her mind and decided to keep him in the house and not allow him to return to

changed her mind and decided to keep him in the house and not allow him to return to
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Bangkok. His home is almost ten kilometers from the nearest district center, and if he

Bangkok. His home is almost ten kilometers from the nearest district center, and if he

walked using his white cane, it might take him many hours. There was also a risk he

walked using his white cane, it might take him many hours. There was also a risk he

would get hit by a car or have some other kind of accident. All he could think of,

would get hit by a car or have some other kind of accident. All he could think of,

though, was the King Rama V statue, and praying for a miracle to happen, for mother

though, was the King Rama V statue, and praying for a miracle to happen, for mother

not to change her mind. Chid prayed to the King Rama V statue, “please don’t let

not to change her mind. Chid prayed to the King Rama V statue, “please don’t let

anything unexpected happen to me, or I will have to use my escape plan.”

anything unexpected happen to me, or I will have to use my escape plan.”

The weather the next morning in this rural community was very fresh, and

The weather the next morning in this rural community was very fresh, and

Chid could smell the flowers, which relaxed him. Chid’s mother was still asleep,

Chid could smell the flowers, which relaxed him. Chid’s mother was still asleep,

because it was only 4 a.m., but he could not sleep. Instead he kept thinking and

because it was only 4 a.m., but he could not sleep. Instead he kept thinking and

waiting for the morning to arrive. In the end, his mother took him outside. The bus to

waiting for the morning to arrive. In the end, his mother took him outside. The bus to

the local district sounded its horn from a long distance away, eventually stopping in

the local district sounded its horn from a long distance away, eventually stopping in

front of them. The driver of the bus asked her where she was going, and when she

front of them. The driver of the bus asked her where she was going, and when she

replied, her voice trembled, like she was going to cry, “I am taking Chid away, as he

replied, her voice trembled, like she was going to cry, “I am taking Chid away, as he

doesn’t want to stay with me anymore. He is going back to Bangkok to play music.”

doesn’t want to stay with me anymore. He is going back to Bangkok to play music.”

The answer left Chid speechless, and he sat in silence the whole way. Chid and

The answer left Chid speechless, and he sat in silence the whole way. Chid and

mother took a train from the district and arrived in Bangkok in the evening. Chid’s

mother took a train from the district and arrived in Bangkok in the evening. Chid’s

cousin was surprised that he had returned so fast, and one of his sisters said to mother,

cousin was surprised that he had returned so fast, and one of his sisters said to mother,

“Why you have brought him back already? You should have kept him there.”

“Why you have brought him back already? You should have kept him there.”

The next morning, one of Chid’s cousins promised to take him to the band’s

The next morning, one of Chid’s cousins promised to take him to the band’s

office because he felt guilty for threatening the band office many days ago. When the

office because he felt guilty for threatening the band office many days ago. When the

motorcycle stopped in front of the office, Chid inhaled the air of freedom. That day

motorcycle stopped in front of the office, Chid inhaled the air of freedom. That day

was the first day the band was due to resume playing after the long holiday; they were

was the first day the band was due to resume playing after the long holiday; they were

due to play at a secondary school in the afternoon. Some of them were already up, as

due to play at a secondary school in the afternoon. Some of them were already up, as

Chid heard the familiar guitar sound of Chok coming from the other side of the house.

Chid heard the familiar guitar sound of Chok coming from the other side of the house.

His girlfriend was still sleeping in the bedroom, no one noticed his arrival. Chid

His girlfriend was still sleeping in the bedroom, no one noticed his arrival. Chid

entered the girlfriend’s bedroom, poked her arm while she was sleeping, then she

entered the girlfriend’s bedroom, poked her arm while she was sleeping, then she

touched him and realized it was Chid. She cried and held Chid, touched his face again

touched him and realized it was Chid. She cried and held Chid, touched his face again

to make sure it was really Chid. When she was entirely sure that it was him, she could

to make sure it was really Chid. When she was entirely sure that it was him, she could

no longer contain her feeling and shouted loudly to inform everyone of Chid’s return.

no longer contain her feeling and shouted loudly to inform everyone of Chid’s return.

The guitar playing stopped, as did the song playing upstairs. Chid heard a noise from

The guitar playing stopped, as did the song playing upstairs. Chid heard a noise from

the back of the house and footsteps running down the stairs. The band asked him what

the back of the house and footsteps running down the stairs. The band asked him what

had happened, and Chid told them everything in great detail. Prakrit had told

had happened, and Chid told them everything in great detail. Prakrit had told

everyone in the band that Chid would not be joining the band again, ever, and Chid’s

everyone in the band that Chid would not be joining the band again, ever, and Chid’s
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girlfriend had tried to forget him. However, Chid was able to take up his old position

girlfriend had tried to forget him. However, Chid was able to take up his old position

in the band, holding the donation box during the shows and walking around asking for

in the band, holding the donation box during the shows and walking around asking for

donations, until the band bought him a drum kit a year later.

donations, until the band bought him a drum kit a year later.

Reimagining

Reimagining

After Prakrit saved up enough money for the drums, the blind band started to play

After Prakrit saved up enough money for the drums, the blind band started to play

proper live shows. Chid played the drums, Chok played guitar, and Prakrit played

proper live shows. Chid played the drums, Chok played guitar, and Prakrit played

bass, while Puk, his friend from the polytechnic school, joined them later as a

bass, while Puk, his friend from the polytechnic school, joined them later as a

keyboard player. Their blind band performed shows throughout the country; they

keyboard player. Their blind band performed shows throughout the country; they

were hired to play at parties, but also performed on the street, at markets and fairs, at

were hired to play at parties, but also performed on the street, at markets and fairs, at

schools, in front of schools, or even under flyovers. Their band was being noticed and

schools, in front of schools, or even under flyovers. Their band was being noticed and

received a good response from audiences. The band even had a chance to play on a

received a good response from audiences. The band even had a chance to play on a

TV program, getting more exposure. However, there was still one thing that continued

TV program, getting more exposure. However, there was still one thing that continued

to gnaw at Chid: why should a blind band have to play on the street; why should a

to gnaw at Chid: why should a blind band have to play on the street; why should a

blind band have to perform in exchange for donations?

blind band have to perform in exchange for donations?

Prakrit tried to change the image of the band, focusing on their musical skills.

Prakrit tried to change the image of the band, focusing on their musical skills.

They dressed nicely for every performance, to distinguish themselves from the pitiful

They dressed nicely for every performance, to distinguish themselves from the pitiful

image of blind singers. In wong gan kon taa bot, during shows, many blind bands do

image of blind singers. In wong gan kon taa bot, during shows, many blind bands do

not allow blind members to wear watches or accessories, or to use mobile phones, as

not allow blind members to wear watches or accessories, or to use mobile phones, as

such possessions will convey an image different from a poor, pitiful blind band, and

such possessions will convey an image different from a poor, pitiful blind band, and

could reduce the donations. In contrast to this image, Chid’s blind band performed

could reduce the donations. In contrast to this image, Chid’s blind band performed

international songs, in order to improve their image. Most blind bands play Thai folk

international songs, in order to improve their image. Most blind bands play Thai folk

songs, giving them a rustic, uneducated image. Chid’s band wanted to be different and

songs, giving them a rustic, uneducated image. Chid’s band wanted to be different and

to present a new image – a group of professional musicians, downplaying the fact

to present a new image – a group of professional musicians, downplaying the fact

they were blind. In the end, they came into conflict with the other blind bands, who

they were blind. In the end, they came into conflict with the other blind bands, who

accused them of transgressing the social norms of blind society.

accused them of transgressing the social norms of blind society.

Therefore, when the Musical Association for the Blind, established by social

Therefore, when the Musical Association for the Blind, established by social

activists and the Association for the Blind, invited Chid’s band to participate as a

activists and the Association for the Blind, invited Chid’s band to participate as a

member of the association in order to rebrand wong gan kon taa bot based on human

member of the association in order to rebrand wong gan kon taa bot based on human

rights doctrines and human dignity discourse, Chid and his colleagues did not hesitate

rights doctrines and human dignity discourse, Chid and his colleagues did not hesitate

to join. The association required Chid’s blind band to perform in restaurants or at

to join. The association required Chid’s blind band to perform in restaurants or at

parties, just like sighted musicians; they should not play on the street or at market

parties, just like sighted musicians; they should not play on the street or at market

fairs. Most importantly, donation boxes were prohibited as it created an image that

fairs. Most importantly, donation boxes were prohibited as it created an image that
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Chid and his colleagues was blind beggars. However, in the end Chid’s blind band

Chid and his colleagues was blind beggars. However, in the end Chid’s blind band

resigned from the association and went back to performing at street and market fairs

resigned from the association and went back to performing at street and market fairs

again. The main reason was the lower monthly salary that they received from the

again. The main reason was the lower monthly salary that they received from the

association, compared to their usual income from playing on the street for donations.

association, compared to their usual income from playing on the street for donations.

Now, he no longer cares if people call his blind band a “blind beggar band” or

Now, he no longer cares if people call his blind band a “blind beggar band” or

“freelance artists”:

“freelance artists”:

All I can do is play the music I love, whether it be on the streets, under

All I can do is play the music I love, whether it be on the streets, under

flyovers, at markets, or in five star hotels. The only thing I wish for is that

flyovers, at markets, or in five star hotels. The only thing I wish for is that

audiences applaud at the end.

audiences applaud at the end.

Shame

Shame

Chid’s story shows that finding a driver and sighted assistant is a major problem for

Chid’s story shows that finding a driver and sighted assistant is a major problem for

blind bands, for it was really hard to find sighted people who would work with the

blind bands, for it was really hard to find sighted people who would work with the

blind. Working with blind bands involved a lot of uncertainty for everything might

blind. Working with blind bands involved a lot of uncertainty for everything might

change at a moment’s notice, for example, the time or place for the performance.

change at a moment’s notice, for example, the time or place for the performance.

However, blind bands could not perform their shows without the assistance of a driver

However, blind bands could not perform their shows without the assistance of a driver

and a sighted assistant. If they could not perform as a full band, due to the lack of a

and a sighted assistant. If they could not perform as a full band, due to the lack of a

driver and/or sighted assistant, they would have to play as solo blind singers to earn

driver and/or sighted assistant, they would have to play as solo blind singers to earn

enough money to support the whole band. For example, Kai, the singer of the band,

enough money to support the whole band. For example, Kai, the singer of the band,

sang in a restaurant at night and shared half her profits with the motorbike taxi driver

sang in a restaurant at night and shared half her profits with the motorbike taxi driver

who took her from place to place over the course of the night. Chok, the guitarist, had

who took her from place to place over the course of the night. Chok, the guitarist, had

to play guitar and sing on the street in order to earn enough money to buy food for the

to play guitar and sing on the street in order to earn enough money to buy food for the

band.

band.
Once, a sighted husband and wife applied to work for Chid’s blind band. The

Once, a sighted husband and wife applied to work for Chid’s blind band. The

couple had their own car, which made it easy for them to do the job. However, they

couple had their own car, which made it easy for them to do the job. However, they

had no experience working with the blind, so Chid explained carefully to them how to

had no experience working with the blind, so Chid explained carefully to them how to

work with blind singers, assigning the husband to be the driver and look after the

work with blind singers, assigning the husband to be the driver and look after the

musical instruments, and the wife to be the assistant. At first, they seemed to

musical instruments, and the wife to be the assistant. At first, they seemed to

understand their roles and accepted the working conditions. Everything seemed to be

understand their roles and accepted the working conditions. Everything seemed to be

fine.

fine.
One evening, before travelling to perform a show the next morning, the

One evening, before travelling to perform a show the next morning, the

musical instruments were loaded onto the truck; however, the next morning, Chid’s

musical instruments were loaded onto the truck; however, the next morning, Chid’s
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blind friend woke him up very early and told him that they had a problem. Chid came

blind friend woke him up very early and told him that they had a problem. Chid came

downstairs, and the husband and wife were helping each other unload the musical

downstairs, and the husband and wife were helping each other unload the musical

instruments from the truck. They said that working with blind musicians did not suit

instruments from the truck. They said that working with blind musicians did not suit

them and that they had found new jobs. Seconds later they were gone, leaving behind

them and that they had found new jobs. Seconds later they were gone, leaving behind

only confusion.

only confusion.

Another time, a middle-aged man applied to work with Chid’s blind band as a

Another time, a middle-aged man applied to work with Chid’s blind band as a

driver. He seemed nice and had some experience. He was taxi driver who had heard

driver. He seemed nice and had some experience. He was taxi driver who had heard

the blind band advertisement on the radio. Chid examined his second-hand car, and

the blind band advertisement on the radio. Chid examined his second-hand car, and

the taxi driver practiced driving it. Everything seemed fine, the taxi driver understood

the taxi driver practiced driving it. Everything seemed fine, the taxi driver understood

the working conditions and said he was willing to stay with the blind musician group.

the working conditions and said he was willing to stay with the blind musician group.

He packed his clothes and personal belongings in order to come and live with the

He packed his clothes and personal belongings in order to come and live with the

blind band at Chid’s office. While waiting for the car to be fitted with additional

blind band at Chid’s office. While waiting for the car to be fitted with additional

equipment, Chid allowed him to drive his passengers in the taxi. After the work on the

equipment, Chid allowed him to drive his passengers in the taxi. After the work on the

car was finished, Chid contacted him many times, but every time Chid rang, the taxi

car was finished, Chid contacted him many times, but every time Chid rang, the taxi

driver refused to talk to him, telling Chid he was busy driving a passenger and that it

driver refused to talk to him, telling Chid he was busy driving a passenger and that it

was inconvenient for him to visit Chid’s office.

was inconvenient for him to visit Chid’s office.

Early one morning, the taxi driver turned up at the house to take back all his

Early one morning, the taxi driver turned up at the house to take back all his

belongings. He told Chid that his father had died and he had to go back home. He said

belongings. He told Chid that his father had died and he had to go back home. He said

he would call Chid again after the funeral. Chid was curious, so he asked the taxi

he would call Chid again after the funeral. Chid was curious, so he asked the taxi

driver why was taking back his belongings if he planned to come back to work with

driver why was taking back his belongings if he planned to come back to work with

them. The taxi driver told Chid he did not want to leave his stuff lying around, that it

them. The taxi driver told Chid he did not want to leave his stuff lying around, that it

made things uncomfortable for Chid and his colleagues as blind people. Chid did not

made things uncomfortable for Chid and his colleagues as blind people. Chid did not

disagree, but he could sense that something was wrong. The taxi driver held Chid’s

disagree, but he could sense that something was wrong. The taxi driver held Chid’s

hand and said goodbye. Chid stood in front of the house, listening to the sound of the

hand and said goodbye. Chid stood in front of the house, listening to the sound of the

taxi slowly pulling away, before sinking into thought. The blind band’s hope to tour

taxi slowly pulling away, before sinking into thought. The blind band’s hope to tour

across many provinces had fallen by the wayside, and Chid did not know how he

across many provinces had fallen by the wayside, and Chid did not know how he

would tell the other members of the band. They had not performed a show for almost

would tell the other members of the band. They had not performed a show for almost

two months because they could not find a driver, and were having to work and share

two months because they could not find a driver, and were having to work and share

their incomes to survive.

their incomes to survive.

Chid understood very well why so many people who applied to work for them

Chid understood very well why so many people who applied to work for them

ended up changing their minds. Their friends and families looked down on their work

ended up changing their minds. Their friends and families looked down on their work

with a blind band: the implicit moral judgement is that they could not find any other

with a blind band: the implicit moral judgement is that they could not find any other

way to earn money except working for persons with disabilities.

way to earn money except working for persons with disabilities.
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The inauspicious thing

The inauspicious thing

Early one summer, Chid was reforming his band so there was not much work. One

Early one summer, Chid was reforming his band so there was not much work. One

day, a man with a friendly voice called him. He said he wanted to hire the blind band

day, a man with a friendly voice called him. He said he wanted to hire the blind band

to perform at his wedding, to be held at a hotel. He added that there would be around

to perform at his wedding, to be held at a hotel. He added that there would be around

300 guests. Chid asked for the fee and was told this would be 10,000 baht, to which

300 guests. Chid asked for the fee and was told this would be 10,000 baht, to which

he agreed to without any further negotiation. Chid told him many times that his band

he agreed to without any further negotiation. Chid told him many times that his band

was a blind band, but the man insisted that he wished to hire them. He said that he had

was a blind band, but the man insisted that he wished to hire them. He said that he had

seen Chid’s band play on the street, and that he, as the groom, as well his bride,

seen Chid’s band play on the street, and that he, as the groom, as well his bride,

wanted specifically Chid’s blind band to play. The man wanted to pay a deposit, but

wanted specifically Chid’s blind band to play. The man wanted to pay a deposit, but

Chid refused, for the ease of the conversation had made Chid believe there would be

Chid refused, for the ease of the conversation had made Chid believe there would be

no unexpected cancellation. Moreover, the man assured Chid that he and his bride,

no unexpected cancellation. Moreover, the man assured Chid that he and his bride,

with whom Chid also talked to on the phone, wanted the blind band to play at their

with whom Chid also talked to on the phone, wanted the blind band to play at their

wedding.

wedding.

On the day of the wedding, they were very excited, as it was one of only a few

On the day of the wedding, they were very excited, as it was one of only a few

weddings performances that year. The whole band was wide awake and ready to go to

weddings performances that year. The whole band was wide awake and ready to go to

the wedding, especially Kai, the singer, who even went to the beauty salon in the

the wedding, especially Kai, the singer, who even went to the beauty salon in the

morning. The other members chose the suits they thought would be appropriate, and

morning. The other members chose the suits they thought would be appropriate, and

at 2 p.m. the band got in the car. Chid was standing outside of the car checking that

at 2 p.m. the band got in the car. Chid was standing outside of the car checking that

everything was ok. Then, his mobile rang, and after he had introduced himself, heard

everything was ok. Then, his mobile rang, and after he had introduced himself, heard

the voice of the bride; she was crying. At first, Chid thought she had called to ask

the voice of the bride; she was crying. At first, Chid thought she had called to ask

them to hurry up, so told her that they would be there within the hour. However, she

them to hurry up, so told her that they would be there within the hour. However, she

was quiet and did not say anything, and her silence made Chid wary.

was quiet and did not say anything, and her silence made Chid wary.

“What happened?” Chid asked, a little louder. The bride was now sobbing

“What happened?” Chid asked, a little louder. The bride was now sobbing

louder, and Chid heard her say to someone, “could you help me talk to them?” Chid

louder, and Chid heard her say to someone, “could you help me talk to them?” Chid

could sense what was coming: he knew the bride was asking someone else to tell him

could sense what was coming: he knew the bride was asking someone else to tell him

something. While Chid was waiting for the other person to come to the phone, in the

something. While Chid was waiting for the other person to come to the phone, in the

car the band members were still talking to each other. No one was aware of the

car the band members were still talking to each other. No one was aware of the

unfolding situation. Chid suspected a cancellation, even though he could not think of

unfolding situation. Chid suspected a cancellation, even though he could not think of

a reason why. However, it must have been something very important, if the bride is in

a reason why. However, it must have been something very important, if the bride is in

tears.

tears.
The band’s sighted assistant came inside to walk Chid to the car, but he shook

The band’s sighted assistant came inside to walk Chid to the car, but he shook

his head. The sighted assistant walked back to the car, and the driver turned the

his head. The sighted assistant walked back to the car, and the driver turned the

engine off, as though he could feel something was wrong. After the engine had been

engine off, as though he could feel something was wrong. After the engine had been
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turned off, the voices of the band members faded. At the other end of the line, Chid

turned off, the voices of the band members faded. At the other end of the line, Chid

heard a familiar voice, the groom. “Chid I will be direct; I would like to cancel your

heard a familiar voice, the groom. “Chid I will be direct; I would like to cancel your

band”. His words matched Chid thoughts. He asked him immediately, “What

band”. His words matched Chid thoughts. He asked him immediately, “What

happened? What’s wrong? Why do you want to cancel the show, at this time?” The

happened? What’s wrong? Why do you want to cancel the show, at this time?” The

groom went quiet, as though he was gathering the courage to answer the question.

groom went quiet, as though he was gathering the courage to answer the question.

“My family and the bride’s family do not want to hire a blind band to play at

“My family and the bride’s family do not want to hire a blind band to play at

our wedding”. “Why?” Chid asked. “They think you are…” but the groom did not

our wedding”. “Why?” Chid asked. “They think you are…” but the groom did not

finish the sentence. Chid said, “inauspicious?” as he helped the groom finish the

finish the sentence. Chid said, “inauspicious?” as he helped the groom finish the

sentence. “Yes” the groom said and went silent. Chid heard the bride crying, so she

sentence. “Yes” the groom said and went silent. Chid heard the bride crying, so she

must have been standing not far from the groom and could hear the conversation.

must have been standing not far from the groom and could hear the conversation.

Chid heard the musicians get out of the car. He felt exhausted, so placed his

Chid heard the musicians get out of the car. He felt exhausted, so placed his

hand on the car for support, until he reached the assistant who was standing there,

hand on the car for support, until he reached the assistant who was standing there,

listening to him talking. Chid informed the driver and the musicians of the bad news.

listening to him talking. Chid informed the driver and the musicians of the bad news.

A few days later, the newlyweds came to see the blind band and tried to give them the

A few days later, the newlyweds came to see the blind band and tried to give them the

full fee. Chid refused at first, but they insisted that he take the money. The couple said

full fee. Chid refused at first, but they insisted that he take the money. The couple said

they did not want to feel guilty forever. Chid was not angry at them, as he understood

they did not want to feel guilty forever. Chid was not angry at them, as he understood

that it was their relatives who had made the decision. Few people would consider

that it was their relatives who had made the decision. Few people would consider

hiring a blind band to perform at a wedding, believing such bands should perform on

hiring a blind band to perform at a wedding, believing such bands should perform on

the streets, under flyovers or at markets and fairs and other venues that reflect the

the streets, under flyovers or at markets and fairs and other venues that reflect the

image of a disabled beggar.

image of a disabled beggar.

Many years ago, a movie production saw Chid’s blind band perform a street

Many years ago, a movie production saw Chid’s blind band perform a street

show and contacted them, asking them to appear in a scene in which the actor and

show and contacted them, asking them to appear in a scene in which the actor and

actress walked together along the street and give them a donation. In the scene, the

actress walked together along the street and give them a donation. In the scene, the

movie director wanted Chid and his colleagues to dress up as beggars and present

movie director wanted Chid and his colleagues to dress up as beggars and present

themselves as helpless person, to represent pitiful persons with disabilities. Chid

themselves as helpless person, to represent pitiful persons with disabilities. Chid

realized that for them, a blind band and the street were compatible, that having a

realized that for them, a blind band and the street were compatible, that having a

disability was worthy of pity and that persons with disabilities were always waiting

disability was worthy of pity and that persons with disabilities were always waiting

for assistance. No matter what the blind band did, it could not escape the image of

for assistance. No matter what the blind band did, it could not escape the image of

“pitiful disabled musicians”.

“pitiful disabled musicians”.

The three spheres of morality

The three spheres of morality

According to Jarrett Zigon (2009a, 2011), morality can be considered as existing in at

According to Jarrett Zigon (2009a, 2011), morality can be considered as existing in at

least three different, but inter-related spheres: the institutional, the public discourse,

least three different, but inter-related spheres: the institutional, the public discourse,
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and the embodied dispositions spheres. Institutional moralities occur when several

and the embodied dispositions spheres. Institutional moralities occur when several

institutions within society publicly subscribe to proclaim the truth or rightness of a

institutions within society publicly subscribe to proclaim the truth or rightness of a

particular morality. All societies are made up of a plurality of institutional moralities;

particular morality. All societies are made up of a plurality of institutional moralities;

however, people do not always adhere precisely to one or more of the institutional

however, people do not always adhere precisely to one or more of the institutional

moralities within their society. Some examples of such institutions include

moralities within their society. Some examples of such institutions include

governments, organized religions and international organizations such as the United

governments, organized religions and international organizations such as the United

Nations. The discussion of alternative institutional moralities is an influential moral

Nations. The discussion of alternative institutional moralities is an influential moral

discourse that is oftentimes supported by very real expressions of power.

discourse that is oftentimes supported by very real expressions of power.

The public discourse of moralities is all those public articulations of moral

The public discourse of moralities is all those public articulations of moral

beliefs, conceptions and hopes that are not directly articulated by an institution.

beliefs, conceptions and hopes that are not directly articulated by an institution.

Examples of this public discourse are found in the media, protest movements,

Examples of this public discourse are found in the media, protest movements,

philosophical discourse, everyday articulated beliefs and opinions, literature and

philosophical discourse, everyday articulated beliefs and opinions, literature and

stories. Zigon insists that the public discourse of morality can be very closely related

stories. Zigon insists that the public discourse of morality can be very closely related

to institutional morality and that the two types of morality are always in a dialogical

to institutional morality and that the two types of morality are always in a dialogical

relationship with one another (Zigon 2009a: 259).

relationship with one another (Zigon 2009a: 259).

The third kind of morality is embodied dispositions. Zigon defines this as

The third kind of morality is embodied dispositions. Zigon defines this as

similar to habitus or an unreflective and unreflexive disposition of everyday social life

similar to habitus or an unreflective and unreflexive disposition of everyday social life

attained over the course of one’s life. In other words, morality as embodied

attained over the course of one’s life. In other words, morality as embodied

dispositions is one’s already cultivated everyday way of being in the world. Habitus in

dispositions is one’s already cultivated everyday way of being in the world. Habitus in

the sense of Zigon’s embodied morality is different from Bourdieu’s notion of

the sense of Zigon’s embodied morality is different from Bourdieu’s notion of

habitus, which is not individual (Bourdieu 1977: 86) but represents the homologous

habitus, which is not individual (Bourdieu 1977: 86) but represents the homologous

instances of a shared class or group habitus. Instead, Zigon’s embodied morality

instances of a shared class or group habitus. Instead, Zigon’s embodied morality

argues that moral personhood can only be understood as the consequence of a

argues that moral personhood can only be understood as the consequence of a

particular social, lived personal trajectory (Zigon 2010: 26).

particular social, lived personal trajectory (Zigon 2010: 26).

The contradictions and transformations of morality

The contradictions and transformations of morality

Chid’s narrative not only shows the harmonious inter-relations between the three

Chid’s narrative not only shows the harmonious inter-relations between the three

morality spheres within a particular socio-historical-cultural world and the inherent

morality spheres within a particular socio-historical-cultural world and the inherent

power dependencies (which create a legitimacy of their own), but also the

power dependencies (which create a legitimacy of their own), but also the

discrepancy, non-conformity and reality of the moral principles, which sometimes

discrepancy, non-conformity and reality of the moral principles, which sometimes

work in opposition. We can see the transformation of one’s individual morality into

work in opposition. We can see the transformation of one’s individual morality into

another and back again. Most importantly, Chid’s narrative clearly reveals how these

another and back again. Most importantly, Chid’s narrative clearly reveals how these
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moralities have constructed the politics of humanitarianism and the politics of pity

moralities have constructed the politics of humanitarianism and the politics of pity

within Chid’s experience.

within Chid’s experience.

Chid’s narrative reveals the various institutional moralities at play in relation

Chid’s narrative reveals the various institutional moralities at play in relation

to blind singer’s lives, such as the karma doctrine and the rhetoric of compassion

to blind singer’s lives, such as the karma doctrine and the rhetoric of compassion

arising from Theravada Buddhism, the philosophy behind the social model of

arising from Theravada Buddhism, the philosophy behind the social model of

disability, the universal principle of human rights and also the modern Thai state’s

disability, the universal principle of human rights and also the modern Thai state’s

political ideology, which places blind singers in cities in the same category as blind

political ideology, which places blind singers in cities in the same category as blind

beggars.

beggars.

In Chid’s narrative, his mother did not want to send him to a school for the

In Chid’s narrative, his mother did not want to send him to a school for the

blind in Bangkok when he was young, so his sister had to kidnap him. The mother’s

blind in Bangkok when he was young, so his sister had to kidnap him. The mother’s

behavior reflects the general view of disability in Thai society, which is based on

behavior reflects the general view of disability in Thai society, which is based on

Theravada Buddhism and sees disability as a consequence of sins committed in a

Theravada Buddhism and sees disability as a consequence of sins committed in a

previous life. For persons with disabilities, they are born with the stigma; it is

previous life. For persons with disabilities, they are born with the stigma; it is

ingrained. For them their physical disability is a locus representing an inscription of

ingrained. For them their physical disability is a locus representing an inscription of

those sins on their bodies. Following karmic morality, the disabled persons should

those sins on their bodies. Following karmic morality, the disabled persons should

simply submit to the retribution or punishment for past sins. Family is regarded as the

simply submit to the retribution or punishment for past sins. Family is regarded as the

main institution for providing care to persons with disabilities; a disabled person is

main institution for providing care to persons with disabilities; a disabled person is

usually perceived as crippled, socially excluded or hidden in the limited space of a

usually perceived as crippled, socially excluded or hidden in the limited space of a

house (Wachara and Blume 2009: xx). In a sense, Chid’s father attempting to kill him

house (Wachara and Blume 2009: xx). In a sense, Chid’s father attempting to kill him

when he was young was influenced by the idea that in doing so he was actually

when he was young was influenced by the idea that in doing so he was actually

showing compassion and pity toward his disabled son. This ve-tha-na or feeling of

showing compassion and pity toward his disabled son. This ve-tha-na or feeling of

pity does not only apply to the case of a father and a disabled son: pity for persons

pity does not only apply to the case of a father and a disabled son: pity for persons

with disabilities is a general, moral principle within Theravada Buddhism

with disabilities is a general, moral principle within Theravada Buddhism

(Naemiratch and Manderson 2009). This view of people with disabilities is reinforced

(Naemiratch and Manderson 2009). This view of people with disabilities is reinforced

by their representation in Thai novels, television dramas and films (Wachara and

by their representation in Thai novels, television dramas and films (Wachara and

Blume 2009: xx). Being born disabled; therefore, not only reflects a flaw inscribed on

Blume 2009: xx). Being born disabled; therefore, not only reflects a flaw inscribed on

an individual’s body, but also a fundamental idea that the family of a disabled person

an individual’s body, but also a fundamental idea that the family of a disabled person

attracts the same stigma. A family with a disabled family member is seen as a single

attracts the same stigma. A family with a disabled family member is seen as a single

entity, which means that the family’s other members are also seen as suffering the

entity, which means that the family’s other members are also seen as suffering the

consequences of his or her sins in a previous life.

consequences of his or her sins in a previous life.

According to Theravada Buddhism’s institutional moralities, people living

According to Theravada Buddhism’s institutional moralities, people living

with disabilities cannot act or behave as independent people; they have to rely on

with disabilities cannot act or behave as independent people; they have to rely on

compassion. Chid’s blind band acting with the “indecent” drive to pursue their dream

compassion. Chid’s blind band acting with the “indecent” drive to pursue their dream
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stands in opposition to the moral doctrines influenced by karma theory and rhetoric of

stands in opposition to the moral doctrines influenced by karma theory and rhetoric of

ve-tha-na of Theravada Buddhism.

ve-tha-na of Theravada Buddhism.

As mentioned in a chapter three, bio-power in contemporary urban Thailand

As mentioned in a chapter three, bio-power in contemporary urban Thailand

bundles people with impaired bodies together with beggars, so when blind singers

bundles people with impaired bodies together with beggars, so when blind singers

sing on street or at markets, they are reinforcing this social representation. Chid tries

sing on street or at markets, they are reinforcing this social representation. Chid tries

to explain the difference between a blind musician and a beggar to all the people in

to explain the difference between a blind musician and a beggar to all the people in

his life (his teacher at the school for blind, his mother and relatives, his neighbors

his life (his teacher at the school for blind, his mother and relatives, his neighbors

etc.); however, none of them could distinguish between the two. The symbol that

etc.); however, none of them could distinguish between the two. The symbol that

reinforces this stigmatization is the donation box, which usually sits in front of blind

reinforces this stigmatization is the donation box, which usually sits in front of blind

bands or blind singers while performing, as it epitomizes the social image of a beggar.

bands or blind singers while performing, as it epitomizes the social image of a beggar.

This is the major reason why social activists and the Association for the Blind, who

This is the major reason why social activists and the Association for the Blind, who

struggle with the fundamental idea behind the social model of disability and human

struggle with the fundamental idea behind the social model of disability and human

rights, established the Music Association for the Blind, and also why they specifically

rights, established the Music Association for the Blind, and also why they specifically

prohibited the use of a donation box. The donation box reinforces in the audiences’

prohibited the use of a donation box. The donation box reinforces in the audiences’

mind the image of a beggar, of pitiful, disabled persons always in need of charity.

mind the image of a beggar, of pitiful, disabled persons always in need of charity.

These social images of the blind singers do not correspond with the “emancipatory

These social images of the blind singers do not correspond with the “emancipatory

agenda” of the social activists and their social model and human rights discourse. The

agenda” of the social activists and their social model and human rights discourse. The

aim of this social and political movement is to remove Theravada Buddhist

aim of this social and political movement is to remove Theravada Buddhist

institutional moralities.

institutional moralities.

Moreover, Chid’s account shows that he despises disabled beggars and blind

Moreover, Chid’s account shows that he despises disabled beggars and blind

street artists. Following his childhood dream, he vowed not to become a street

street artists. Following his childhood dream, he vowed not to become a street

musician and for a long time was trying to define himself as an artist or a freelance

musician and for a long time was trying to define himself as an artist or a freelance

blind musician, regularly attempting to explain to others the difference between him, a

blind musician, regularly attempting to explain to others the difference between him, a

blind musician and a blind beggar in cities. This represents the inter-relationship

blind musician and a blind beggar in cities. This represents the inter-relationship

between two sets of morality here: Theravada Buddhism’s institutional morality,

between two sets of morality here: Theravada Buddhism’s institutional morality,

which has viewed persons with disabilities as “object of charity” and “helpless

which has viewed persons with disabilities as “object of charity” and “helpless

people”, together with the bio-power of modern Thailand as institutional morality

people”, together with the bio-power of modern Thailand as institutional morality

which categorizes blind singers together with beggars in the city. He illustrates

which categorizes blind singers together with beggars in the city. He illustrates

throughout his life story that he wished to avoid the double-sin situation, though

throughout his life story that he wished to avoid the double-sin situation, though

throughout he acted a variety of ethical actions, which not only recreated his own

throughout he acted a variety of ethical actions, which not only recreated his own

embodied disposition of morality but also challenged the institutional moralities and

embodied disposition of morality but also challenged the institutional moralities and

public discourse on morality around him. For example, Chid and his colleagues tried

public discourse on morality around him. For example, Chid and his colleagues tried

to reimagine their blind band in order to overcome the stigmatized as blind beggars;

to reimagine their blind band in order to overcome the stigmatized as blind beggars;
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however, these ethical actions were unsuccessful because they kept using the donation

however, these ethical actions were unsuccessful because they kept using the donation

box at their public appearances, which reinforces the stigma.

box at their public appearances, which reinforces the stigma.

Public discourse of moralities exert power over Child’s world throughout his

Public discourse of moralities exert power over Child’s world throughout his

life. The public discourse on morality means that blind singers who sing on the streets

life. The public discourse on morality means that blind singers who sing on the streets

share a similar image to disabled beggars – a group of people with the lowest social

share a similar image to disabled beggars – a group of people with the lowest social

status in Thai culture. Most importantly, this public discourse is repeatedly reinforced

status in Thai culture. Most importantly, this public discourse is repeatedly reinforced

through mass media. The first question that Chid’s mother and his family asked him

through mass media. The first question that Chid’s mother and his family asked him

to answer at an office of blind band was whether he had been deceived into becoming

to answer at an office of blind band was whether he had been deceived into becoming

a blind beggar. This question reveals the power behind the public discourse on

a blind beggar. This question reveals the power behind the public discourse on

morality in terms of how public attitudes in relation to the disabled and beggars are

morality in terms of how public attitudes in relation to the disabled and beggars are

created, reproduced, and diffused throughout Thai society. Newspapers and television

created, reproduced, and diffused throughout Thai society. Newspapers and television

often publish reports on Thai police arresting gangs of street beggars from

often publish reports on Thai police arresting gangs of street beggars from

neighboring countries or on trafficking gangs bringing disabled children from

neighboring countries or on trafficking gangs bringing disabled children from

neighboring countries to work as beggars, on babies being stolen from hospital to be

neighboring countries to work as beggars, on babies being stolen from hospital to be

turned into beggars, and on the mafia threatening beggars. Therefore, Chid’s family’s

turned into beggars, and on the mafia threatening beggars. Therefore, Chid’s family’s

questions reflected the fear that the beggar gangs or mafias might fool Chid into

questions reflected the fear that the beggar gangs or mafias might fool Chid into

becoming a blind street musician, in their view no different from a blind beggar. The

becoming a blind street musician, in their view no different from a blind beggar. The

questions asked by Chid’s mother and his family were shaped by the power of public

questions asked by Chid’s mother and his family were shaped by the power of public

discourse, which conforms perfectly with Thai citizen’s aesthetic body regime

discourse, which conforms perfectly with Thai citizen’s aesthetic body regime

constructed by bio-power of modern Thailand, as an institutional morality that places

constructed by bio-power of modern Thailand, as an institutional morality that places

disabled musicians and singers in the cities in the same group as beggars. It is obvious

disabled musicians and singers in the cities in the same group as beggars. It is obvious

that these two moralities not only inter-relate, but also build on and reinforce one

that these two moralities not only inter-relate, but also build on and reinforce one

another.

another.

Chid’s sister was also influenced by the public discourse on morality. When

Chid’s sister was also influenced by the public discourse on morality. When

Chid was a student and they walked past a disabled beggar, she would tell Chid “if

Chid was a student and they walked past a disabled beggar, she would tell Chid “if

you do not pay attention at school, you could end as this blind singer on the

you do not pay attention at school, you could end as this blind singer on the

overpass.” This public discourse on morality of disabled beggars guided Chid’s

overpass.” This public discourse on morality of disabled beggars guided Chid’s

embodied disposition of morality. In Chid’s life history, he insisted several times that

embodied disposition of morality. In Chid’s life history, he insisted several times that

he hated blind street musicians and made a promise to himself never to become one.

he hated blind street musicians and made a promise to himself never to become one.

The stigmatized representation of disabled beggars as public moral discourse is

The stigmatized representation of disabled beggars as public moral discourse is

passed on to him by his sister, and in this moment the internalized morality of his

passed on to him by his sister, and in this moment the internalized morality of his

sister become Chid’s embodied disposition of morality. The problems the band faced

sister become Chid’s embodied disposition of morality. The problems the band faced

with drivers and sighted assistants in wong gan kon taa bot reveal another side of the

with drivers and sighted assistants in wong gan kon taa bot reveal another side of the
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public discourse of moralities and its effects on the lives of blind singers. Sighted

public discourse of moralities and its effects on the lives of blind singers. Sighted

people feel embarrassment when they work with the blind, they experience their own

people feel embarrassment when they work with the blind, they experience their own

stigma – persons who have no other way to earn a living. Also, there is the implicit

stigma – persons who have no other way to earn a living. Also, there is the implicit

criminal intent: stoked by mass media reports of mafia gangs taking advantages of

criminal intent: stoked by mass media reports of mafia gangs taking advantages of

disabled beggars, any sighted person who is seen working with persons with

disabled beggars, any sighted person who is seen working with persons with

disabilities might be thought of as “mafia” seeking to exploit them. The problems

disabilities might be thought of as “mafia” seeking to exploit them. The problems

with the driver and sighted assistant are not caused by any conflict between them and

with the driver and sighted assistant are not caused by any conflict between them and

the blind band, but by the influence of the public discourse on morality. At the end of

the blind band, but by the influence of the public discourse on morality. At the end of

Chid’s narrative, the blind bands are seen as too inauspicious to play at a wedding.

Chid’s narrative, the blind bands are seen as too inauspicious to play at a wedding.

Within Thai culture, a wedding is an auspicious ceremony, so inauspicious things

Within Thai culture, a wedding is an auspicious ceremony, so inauspicious things

should be avoided, since they might bring bad luck to the marriage.

should be avoided, since they might bring bad luck to the marriage.

The politics of pity and the politics of life

The politics of pity and the politics of life

The drama of Chid’s life story reveals public moral discourses, in particular of the

The drama of Chid’s life story reveals public moral discourses, in particular of the

rhetoric of compassion which surround blind singers’ local life world. In a broader

rhetoric of compassion which surround blind singers’ local life world. In a broader

perspective, it proposes a basis for understanding the “politics of life” of persons with

perspective, it proposes a basis for understanding the “politics of life” of persons with

disabilities, which is dominated by “politics of pity” based on the moral reasoning and

disabilities, which is dominated by “politics of pity” based on the moral reasoning and

ethical obligations towards persons with disabilities characteristic of Thai culture.

ethical obligations towards persons with disabilities characteristic of Thai culture.

Through the narration of Chid’s life history, I uncovered that pity as a moral

Through the narration of Chid’s life history, I uncovered that pity as a moral

sentiment not only derives from the moral reasoning and the ethical obligations of the

sentiment not only derives from the moral reasoning and the ethical obligations of the

institutional morality of Theravada Buddhism, but also results from the aesthetic body

institutional morality of Theravada Buddhism, but also results from the aesthetic body

evaluation of Chid’s body by other people. In other words, Chid’s disabled body is

evaluation of Chid’s body by other people. In other words, Chid’s disabled body is

itself a source of moral experience or a medium that receives ve-tha-na or the feeling

itself a source of moral experience or a medium that receives ve-tha-na or the feeling

of pity that other people have for Chid. Also, other people use the performance of his

of pity that other people have for Chid. Also, other people use the performance of his

disabled body that Chid reveals to them in his daily life as the evaluation criteria to

disabled body that Chid reveals to them in his daily life as the evaluation criteria to

decide on how they should respond to Chid as a disabled person, on the basis of two

decide on how they should respond to Chid as a disabled person, on the basis of two

moral value principles which mirror on each other even if their philosophical bases

moral value principles which mirror on each other even if their philosophical bases

are different. The first moral value principle is the institutional morality from

are different. The first moral value principle is the institutional morality from

Theravada Buddhism, which views a disabled body as a mirror of sin, weakness and

Theravada Buddhism, which views a disabled body as a mirror of sin, weakness and

vulnerability. The second moral value principle is the regime of Thai citizen’s proper

vulnerability. The second moral value principle is the regime of Thai citizen’s proper

body, constituted by the technology of power (bio-politics), which considers a

body, constituted by the technology of power (bio-politics), which considers a

disabled body as useless, dependent and deprived of freedom and autonomy.

disabled body as useless, dependent and deprived of freedom and autonomy.
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In Chid’s life history, we can see that the two criteria for the aesthetic

In Chid’s life history, we can see that the two criteria for the aesthetic

evaluation of the disabled body – the institutional morality and the regime of citizen’s

evaluation of the disabled body – the institutional morality and the regime of citizen’s

proper body – work together, harmonize and reinforce one another to determine the

proper body – work together, harmonize and reinforce one another to determine the

value and meaning of Chid’s life. For example, Chid’s mother was afraid that he

value and meaning of Chid’s life. For example, Chid’s mother was afraid that he

might be tricked into becoming a beggar because she believed that persons with

might be tricked into becoming a beggar because she believed that persons with

disabilities were weak and vulnerable, and therefore easily deceived. His teachers and

disabilities were weak and vulnerable, and therefore easily deceived. His teachers and

relatives did not understand how a weak and vulnerable (disabled) person could

relatives did not understand how a weak and vulnerable (disabled) person could

become an independent artist who relied on himself. The driver and his sighted

become an independent artist who relied on himself. The driver and his sighted

assistant were ashamed of working with a disabled person; and Chid’s blind music

assistant were ashamed of working with a disabled person; and Chid’s blind music

band survived thanks to the pity that other people showed him in the form of

band survived thanks to the pity that other people showed him in the form of

donation, because he is a disabled person who is suffering for his past sins. As a

donation, because he is a disabled person who is suffering for his past sins. As a

consequence, the aesthetic body evaluation of the disabled body under the two moral

consequence, the aesthetic body evaluation of the disabled body under the two moral

principles mentioned above transformed the feeling of pity – a moral obligation by

principles mentioned above transformed the feeling of pity – a moral obligation by

others became a generalized mode of governing that situated blind people as “objects

others became a generalized mode of governing that situated blind people as “objects

of charity” in the name of humanitarianism and “pitiable objects” in the moral

of charity” in the name of humanitarianism and “pitiable objects” in the moral

reasoning of ve-tha-na. As a disabled person Chid should be hidden in his house and

reasoning of ve-tha-na. As a disabled person Chid should be hidden in his house and

should not present the image of an independent, free and autonomous persons in

should not present the image of an independent, free and autonomous persons in

public places; he should only await assistance from others.

public places; he should only await assistance from others.

As I described earlier, I call the politics that governs Chid’s life “the politics

As I described earlier, I call the politics that governs Chid’s life “the politics

of pity”. Under the politics of pity, his biological body has been transformed into a

of pity”. Under the politics of pity, his biological body has been transformed into a

political body. The disabled body has become the locus where forms of power and

political body. The disabled body has become the locus where forms of power and

truth inscribe values and meanings. Persons with disabilities under the force of the

truth inscribe values and meanings. Persons with disabilities under the force of the

politics of pity in specific modern Thailand are deprived from freedom, agency and

politics of pity in specific modern Thailand are deprived from freedom, agency and

autonomy. In other words, Chid’s biological life has been turned into a political life in

autonomy. In other words, Chid’s biological life has been turned into a political life in

the name of humanitarianism and the rhetoric of ve-tha-na. The life of persons with

the name of humanitarianism and the rhetoric of ve-tha-na. The life of persons with

disabilities, defined and given meaning under the force of modern political ideologies

disabilities, defined and given meaning under the force of modern political ideologies

and institutional morality of Theravada Buddhism, is plagued with contradictions.

and institutional morality of Theravada Buddhism, is plagued with contradictions.

To clarify, although a biological life has been transformed into political life

To clarify, although a biological life has been transformed into political life

controlled and regulated by the state and their families, this life is labeled as

controlled and regulated by the state and their families, this life is labeled as

“apolitical” and is expected to obey moral norms with political neutrality (Ticktin

“apolitical” and is expected to obey moral norms with political neutrality (Ticktin

2006a). Didier Fassin (2009) calls the politics of technology of disciplinary power

2006a). Didier Fassin (2009) calls the politics of technology of disciplinary power

over the meanings and values of people’s life “the politics of life,” which is not only

over the meanings and values of people’s life “the politics of life,” which is not only

related to the queries regarding administration and the technology of power, but also

related to the queries regarding administration and the technology of power, but also
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includes the raising of questions concerning the meanings and values, and the

includes the raising of questions concerning the meanings and values, and the

assigning of specific values and meanings to human life. Didier Fassin extends that

assigning of specific values and meanings to human life. Didier Fassin extends that

the politics of life differs analytically from Foucauldian bio-politics, defined as “the

the politics of life differs analytically from Foucauldian bio-politics, defined as “the

regulation of population”, in that they relate not to the technologies of power and the

regulation of population”, in that they relate not to the technologies of power and the

way population are governed but to the evaluation of human being and the meaning of

way population are governed but to the evaluation of human being and the meaning of

their existence (Fassin 2007: 500-501). Ultimately, under the politics of pity, the

their existence (Fassin 2007: 500-501). Ultimately, under the politics of pity, the

moral reasoning and the standard criteria used for the aesthetic evaluation of the body

moral reasoning and the standard criteria used for the aesthetic evaluation of the body

have transformed into the political technology for the normalization and evaluation of

have transformed into the political technology for the normalization and evaluation of

persons with disabilities. People with disabilities are subjected to “the regimes of

persons with disabilities. People with disabilities are subjected to “the regimes of

living” in which they associate “ethical regulation” and the dynamic process through

living” in which they associate “ethical regulation” and the dynamic process through

which a situated form of moral reasoning is invoked and reworked in a problematic

which a situated form of moral reasoning is invoked and reworked in a problematic

situation to provide a possible guide to them (Collier and Lakoff 2005: 23). Chid’s

situation to provide a possible guide to them (Collier and Lakoff 2005: 23). Chid’s

life story clearly shows how the politics of pity or ve-tha-na as moral sentiment and

life story clearly shows how the politics of pity or ve-tha-na as moral sentiment and

the politics of dignity in the name of humanitarianism merge and then constitute the

the politics of dignity in the name of humanitarianism merge and then constitute the

regime of blind singers living in a specific contemporary political ideology in

regime of blind singers living in a specific contemporary political ideology in

Thailand (neo-liberalism) and in a specific institutional moral doctrine in Thai culture

Thailand (neo-liberalism) and in a specific institutional moral doctrine in Thai culture

(Theravada Buddhism). Most of all, it demonstrates how the political life of persons

(Theravada Buddhism). Most of all, it demonstrates how the political life of persons

with disabilities cannot be separated from their moral life in everyday life. In other

with disabilities cannot be separated from their moral life in everyday life. In other

words, Chid’s life story allows us to understand how humanitarianism and ve-tha-na

words, Chid’s life story allows us to understand how humanitarianism and ve-tha-na

as moral reasoning and sentiment have been transformed into a form of politics to

as moral reasoning and sentiment have been transformed into a form of politics to

govern humanity (Fassin 2011; Ticktin 2011; Redfield 2013).

govern humanity (Fassin 2011; Ticktin 2011; Redfield 2013).

In addition to the fusion of morality mentioned above, the politics of pity

In addition to the fusion of morality mentioned above, the politics of pity

reshapes or reworks itself in the complex network of social relation between blind

reshapes or reworks itself in the complex network of social relation between blind

singers and other people. Simultaneously, it affects the attempt of blind singers to

singers and other people. Simultaneously, it affects the attempt of blind singers to

search for their ethical practice and moral self-reflection in daily life, in order to

search for their ethical practice and moral self-reflection in daily life, in order to

become moral subjects and to be free from the regulation exerted by the power

become moral subjects and to be free from the regulation exerted by the power

mechanism of the other’s gaze. Their search for their new moral self stands in direct

mechanism of the other’s gaze. Their search for their new moral self stands in direct

opposition to the image of the street beggar who awaits assistance from others. I will

opposition to the image of the street beggar who awaits assistance from others. I will

thoroughly examine the blind singers’ ethical actions aimed at becoming moral

thoroughly examine the blind singers’ ethical actions aimed at becoming moral

subjects in the next chapter. The objective is to explicate how blind singers live

subjects in the next chapter. The objective is to explicate how blind singers live

through their moral experience within such ethically problematic situations under the

through their moral experience within such ethically problematic situations under the

specific context of their moral struggle.

specific context of their moral struggle.
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Conclusion

In this chapter, I analyzed Chid’s life history based on the anthropology of morality,

In this chapter, I analyzed Chid’s life history based on the anthropology of morality,

to explain how his moral experiences have been influenced by the moralities

to explain how his moral experiences have been influenced by the moralities

surrounding his social world and to reveal the ethical path he chose to follow based on

surrounding his social world and to reveal the ethical path he chose to follow based on

the various forms of morality he experienced throughout his daily life. I presented his

the various forms of morality he experienced throughout his daily life. I presented his

identity as a moral subject; he gives new meaning to his aesthetic body and seeks

identity as a moral subject; he gives new meaning to his aesthetic body and seeks

recognition from others for his reimagined self. In addition, I explored the politics of

recognition from others for his reimagined self. In addition, I explored the politics of

pity as it is applied in Thailand, uncovering it as a fusion of three main moralities: the

pity as it is applied in Thailand, uncovering it as a fusion of three main moralities: the

institutional morality of Theravada Buddhism, the moral discourse of human dignity,

institutional morality of Theravada Buddhism, the moral discourse of human dignity,

and the Thai government’s bio-politics. Persons with disabilities in Thailand are

and the Thai government’s bio-politics. Persons with disabilities in Thailand are

pushed into the operational arenas of powers that have the right to regulate the bodies

pushed into the operational arenas of powers that have the right to regulate the bodies

of persons with disabilities in the name of humanitarianism and moral reasoning.

of persons with disabilities in the name of humanitarianism and moral reasoning.

Thus, the human dignity ideology, as applied in Thailand towards the disabled

Thus, the human dignity ideology, as applied in Thailand towards the disabled

and in terms of the moral human rights discourse, and the ve-tha-na rhetoric from

and in terms of the moral human rights discourse, and the ve-tha-na rhetoric from

Theravada Buddhism are used to assess the performance of persons with disabilities’

Theravada Buddhism are used to assess the performance of persons with disabilities’

aesthetic bodies. It is also the criteria used to assess how other people should react to

aesthetic bodies. It is also the criteria used to assess how other people should react to

the disabled. Moreover, the story of Chid and his friends shows that the ve-tha-na

the disabled. Moreover, the story of Chid and his friends shows that the ve-tha-na

rhetoric defines the moral values to the disabled. As a consequence, the blind singers

rhetoric defines the moral values to the disabled. As a consequence, the blind singers

need to create perceptions among others of their aesthetic bodies. In response, the

need to create perceptions among others of their aesthetic bodies. In response, the

singers adapt their dress to distinguish themselves from beggars and seek to alter the

singers adapt their dress to distinguish themselves from beggars and seek to alter the

cultural and symbolic significance of the items they use (e.g. by not using the

cultural and symbolic significance of the items they use (e.g. by not using the

donation box while performing). In this sense, being in the blind singers’ world as a

donation box while performing). In this sense, being in the blind singers’ world as a

moral subject is not only related to the embodiment of their impaired bodies,

moral subject is not only related to the embodiment of their impaired bodies,

according to Bourdieu’s habitus (1977), but also to the social relationships that exist

according to Bourdieu’s habitus (1977), but also to the social relationships that exist

between the blind singers and others as well as the blind singers and the materials

between the blind singers and others as well as the blind singers and the materials

they utilize within their social lives. I agree with Jarrett Zigon (2007), who said that

they utilize within their social lives. I agree with Jarrett Zigon (2007), who said that

“being in the world” is “being with” the others who are in our world.

“being in the world” is “being with” the others who are in our world.

In the next section, I would like to further explore the material aspects of the

In the next section, I would like to further explore the material aspects of the

blind singers: “being with” in their social world includes non-human aspects,

blind singers: “being with” in their social world includes non-human aspects,

especially the items the blind singers possess and relate to in their social world, such

especially the items the blind singers possess and relate to in their social world, such

as the donation box, white cane, microphone and loudspeaker.

as the donation box, white cane, microphone and loudspeaker.
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Chapter 6: Ethics

Rather than link the word [ethics] to abstract categories, it should be referred

Rather than link the word [ethics] to abstract categories, it should be referred

back to a particular situation. Rather than reduce it to an aspect of pity for the

back to a particular situation. Rather than reduce it to an aspect of pity for the

victims, it should become the enduring maxim of singular processes. Rather

victims, it should become the enduring maxim of singular processes. Rather

than make it merely the province of conservatism with a good conscience, it

than make it merely the province of conservatism with a good conscience, it

should concern the destiny of truths, in the plural.

should concern the destiny of truths, in the plural.
Alain Badiou (2001: 3)

Alain Badiou (2001: 3)

In the previous chapter, I revealed the social life of a blind singer in Thailand, in light

In the previous chapter, I revealed the social life of a blind singer in Thailand, in light

of Thai institutional moralities and the public discourse on morality, both of which

of Thai institutional moralities and the public discourse on morality, both of which

have been influenced by the interaction between global ideologies, the social model of

have been influenced by the interaction between global ideologies, the social model of

disability, persons with disabilities’ human rights discourse, local moral reasoning,

disability, persons with disabilities’ human rights discourse, local moral reasoning,

and the humanitarianism displayed by the Thai government as well as the rhetoric of

and the humanitarianism displayed by the Thai government as well as the rhetoric of

ve-tha-na emanating from Theravada Buddhism. These moralities help form the

ve-tha-na emanating from Theravada Buddhism. These moralities help form the

moral lives of blind singers during their everyday lives; those who stand in opposition

moral lives of blind singers during their everyday lives; those who stand in opposition

to these moral doctrines are seen as immoral.

to these moral doctrines are seen as immoral.

In this chapter, I will examine the blind singers’ ethical practices, as the basis

In this chapter, I will examine the blind singers’ ethical practices, as the basis

of their human existence, and the range of possibilities open to the blind singers in

of their human existence, and the range of possibilities open to the blind singers in

response to their moral experiences. Ethical practices, which are expressed through

response to their moral experiences. Ethical practices, which are expressed through

the blind singers’ impaired bodily practices, help create other forms of their aesthetic

the blind singers’ impaired bodily practices, help create other forms of their aesthetic

body within their social lives and within a wide variety of institutional moralities and

body within their social lives and within a wide variety of institutional moralities and

moral discourses.

moral discourses.

Examining the blind singers’ ethical practices will also help reveal the moral

Examining the blind singers’ ethical practices will also help reveal the moral

lives of the blind singers, as influenced by the political interactions taking place

lives of the blind singers, as influenced by the political interactions taking place

between modern Thai bio-politics, the institutional morality of Buddhist doctrine, and

between modern Thai bio-politics, the institutional morality of Buddhist doctrine, and

the moral discourse developed within the public media. This fusion is the basis of the

the moral discourse developed within the public media. This fusion is the basis of the

life politics experienced by the blind singers in their local life worlds.

life politics experienced by the blind singers in their local life worlds.

I will reveal that the blind singers’ ethical practices not only aim to present a

I will reveal that the blind singers’ ethical practices not only aim to present a

new moral self via the actions of their impaired bodies within the public gaze, but also

new moral self via the actions of their impaired bodies within the public gaze, but also

to deal with the moral doctrines surrounding them. The blind singers thus struggle or

to deal with the moral doctrines surrounding them. The blind singers thus struggle or

resist against the aesthetic of oppression and the aesthetic discrimination they

resist against the aesthetic of oppression and the aesthetic discrimination they

experience, within “the scopic regime” developed by Thai culture. Jarrett Zigon

experience, within “the scopic regime” developed by Thai culture. Jarrett Zigon
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points out that the basis of the anthropology of morality is to study the subjectivity of

points out that the basis of the anthropology of morality is to study the subjectivity of

individuals in their social lives, which is not subjectivity in terms of moral or ethical

individuals in their social lives, which is not subjectivity in terms of moral or ethical

standards but rather how an agent chooses actions based on his or her own freedom to

standards but rather how an agent chooses actions based on his or her own freedom to

build a personal morality (Zigon 2010). In accordance with Zigon, I take the blind

build a personal morality (Zigon 2010). In accordance with Zigon, I take the blind

singers’ subjectivities to be the basis of “agency”, in order to understand how blind

singers’ subjectivities to be the basis of “agency”, in order to understand how blind

singers’ attempt to act on the world, even as they are acted upon. I will also reveal

singers’ attempt to act on the world, even as they are acted upon. I will also reveal

how blind singers create their ethical subjectivity amid the aesthetic of oppression and

how blind singers create their ethical subjectivity amid the aesthetic of oppression and

aesthetic discrimination, which is essentially centered on the power of sight and the

aesthetic discrimination, which is essentially centered on the power of sight and the

scopic regime as a medium of assessment for their aesthetic body values. As

scopic regime as a medium of assessment for their aesthetic body values. As

mentioned in an earlier chapter, these aesthetics are the product of historical

mentioned in an earlier chapter, these aesthetics are the product of historical

contingency of modern Thailand’s political ideology and moral doctrines, those

contingency of modern Thailand’s political ideology and moral doctrines, those

specific to Thai culture and in particular Theravada Buddhism.

specific to Thai culture and in particular Theravada Buddhism.

I will also stress that the blind singers’ ordinary ethic practice in their

I will also stress that the blind singers’ ordinary ethic practice in their

everyday life as a way of being in the world are indistinguishable from the complex

everyday life as a way of being in the world are indistinguishable from the complex

emotional experiences that blind singers encounter in their moral lives, during their

emotional experiences that blind singers encounter in their moral lives, during their

political struggles and within their inner life processes, such as their thoughts,

political struggles and within their inner life processes, such as their thoughts,

sentiments and embodied sensibilities – especially those created in the midst of the

sentiments and embodied sensibilities – especially those created in the midst of the

uncertainties, risks, violence and cultural stigmas they face in their everyday lives

uncertainties, risks, violence and cultural stigmas they face in their everyday lives

(Holland and Leander 2004: 127; Ortner 2005: 31; Luhrmann 2006: 359; Biehl et al.

(Holland and Leander 2004: 127; Ortner 2005: 31; Luhrmann 2006: 359; Biehl et al.

2007: 14). These complex emotional experiences (such as fear, shame and accusation)

2007: 14). These complex emotional experiences (such as fear, shame and accusation)

are the mediums of their subjectivity, which not only encourage them to consider their

are the mediums of their subjectivity, which not only encourage them to consider their

social existence in the world from a critical perspective but also push blind singers to

social existence in the world from a critical perspective but also push blind singers to

search for and attain suitable ethical methods, those that create a new morality in the

search for and attain suitable ethical methods, those that create a new morality in the

midst of the moralities they encounter in the world as a whole. Therefore, I will also

midst of the moralities they encounter in the world as a whole. Therefore, I will also

show in this chapter that to understand the blind singers’ ethical subjectivity, I had to

show in this chapter that to understand the blind singers’ ethical subjectivity, I had to

first understand the complex emotional experiences they face in the real world.

first understand the complex emotional experiences they face in the real world.

Intersubjectivity in fieldwork

Intersubjectivity in fieldwork

Byron Good suggests a theory and method for investigating subjectivity, emphasizing

Byron Good suggests a theory and method for investigating subjectivity, emphasizing

that one must pay attention not to what is said overtly but to that which is unspeakable

that one must pay attention not to what is said overtly but to that which is unspeakable

and unspoken, to that which appears at the margins of formal speech and everyday

and unspoken, to that which appears at the margins of formal speech and everyday

presentations of the self. (Good et al. 2008: 15; Good 2012a: 24; Good 2012b: 526).

presentations of the self. (Good et al. 2008: 15; Good 2012a: 24; Good 2012b: 526).

What is unspeakable and unspoken may help us understand the blind singers’

What is unspeakable and unspoken may help us understand the blind singers’
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subjectivity: their complex emotional experiences, such as fear, shame and accusation

subjectivity: their complex emotional experiences, such as fear, shame and accusation

amid particular forms of uncertainty, violence and risk in their social lives. I believe

amid particular forms of uncertainty, violence and risk in their social lives. I believe

that subjectivity is an ensemble of modes of perception, affect, thought, desire, fear

that subjectivity is an ensemble of modes of perception, affect, thought, desire, fear

and suffering that animate the acting subjects, as a form of individual inner processes.

and suffering that animate the acting subjects, as a form of individual inner processes.

In his extensive study of morality, Arthur Kleinman finds that the local moral

In his extensive study of morality, Arthur Kleinman finds that the local moral

world cannot be understood through symbolic interpretation, but rather through the

world cannot be understood through symbolic interpretation, but rather through the

transformation of inter-subjectivity (Kleinman 2006, 2013). Sjaak van der Geest

transformation of inter-subjectivity (Kleinman 2006, 2013). Sjaak van der Geest

(2007: 9) argues that “subjectivity in [the] context of…participant-observation is not a

(2007: 9) argues that “subjectivity in [the] context of…participant-observation is not a

hindrance to knowing and understanding the other but an indispensable tool to

hindrance to knowing and understanding the other but an indispensable tool to

approach that very knowledge and understanding.” He expands further that “the

approach that very knowledge and understanding.” He expands further that “the

awareness of the necessity of subjectivity in the production of knowledge is largely

awareness of the necessity of subjectivity in the production of knowledge is largely

ignored – or repressed – in the natural sciences where subjectivity is seen as an

ignored – or repressed – in the natural sciences where subjectivity is seen as an

obstacle to exact knowledge and inter-subjectivity as irrelevant” (Van der Geest 2007:

obstacle to exact knowledge and inter-subjectivity as irrelevant” (Van der Geest 2007:

11). James Davies (2010a: 236) offers some thoughts on why subjectivity is neglected

11). James Davies (2010a: 236) offers some thoughts on why subjectivity is neglected

in anthropology, highlighting three reasons: the Durkheimian legacy, the influence of

in anthropology, highlighting three reasons: the Durkheimian legacy, the influence of

traditional empiricism, and the fact that anthropology departments do not train

traditional empiricism, and the fact that anthropology departments do not train

students to think psychologically about their field experiences.

students to think psychologically about their field experiences.

Here, I show that my transformation of inter-subjectivity, as part of my

Here, I show that my transformation of inter-subjectivity, as part of my

fieldwork, was a consequence of the encounters, conflicts and reactions that took

fieldwork, was a consequence of the encounters, conflicts and reactions that took

place between the blind singers, myself and the other people around us. For example,

place between the blind singers, myself and the other people around us. For example,

the fear and uncertain feelings that the blind singers felt around me, the shameful

the fear and uncertain feelings that the blind singers felt around me, the shameful

feelings I had when working with them at the beginning of my fieldwork, the

feelings I had when working with them at the beginning of my fieldwork, the

accusations leveled at me (being part of the mafia that controls and takes advantages

accusations leveled at me (being part of the mafia that controls and takes advantages

of disabled beggars) as well as the lies the blind singers told me; all these emotional

of disabled beggars) as well as the lies the blind singers told me; all these emotional

experiences were part of the mode of rethinking my own moral experiences during the

experiences were part of the mode of rethinking my own moral experiences during the

field work. This rethinking turned out to be of great use, rather than an obstacle, as it

field work. This rethinking turned out to be of great use, rather than an obstacle, as it

helped me to comprehend “the aesthetic of oppression” and “aesthetic discrimination”

helped me to comprehend “the aesthetic of oppression” and “aesthetic discrimination”

within the blind singers’ everyday lives which has at its center the power of sight and

within the blind singers’ everyday lives which has at its center the power of sight and

the “embodiment of exclusion” forced upon persons with disabilities by modern

the “embodiment of exclusion” forced upon persons with disabilities by modern

Thailand’s historical and political ideology. It also helped me to understand the

Thailand’s historical and political ideology. It also helped me to understand the

implications of the blind singers’ ethical actions, as expressed through their impaired

implications of the blind singers’ ethical actions, as expressed through their impaired

bodies and in response to the moralities of the Thai discourse. This is done to

bodies and in response to the moralities of the Thai discourse. This is done to

establish a range of possibilities to create new sensory series in their local life worlds,

establish a range of possibilities to create new sensory series in their local life worlds,
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through the presentation of their aesthetic body, and as a way to be recognized by

through the presentation of their aesthetic body, and as a way to be recognized by

other people amid moral sets that govern their moral lives.

other people amid moral sets that govern their moral lives.

Sight and emotion

Sight and emotion

As Paul Rabinow noted, fieldwork represents the inter-subjective construction of a

As Paul Rabinow noted, fieldwork represents the inter-subjective construction of a

mode of communication between a researcher and his subjects, and is a dialectic

mode of communication between a researcher and his subjects, and is a dialectic

process. He used the term dialectic, because neither subject nor object remain static

process. He used the term dialectic, because neither subject nor object remain static

(Rabinow 1977). Fieldwork, as a specific and distinctive mode of moral being in the

(Rabinow 1977). Fieldwork, as a specific and distinctive mode of moral being in the

world, is the dialectic between a researcher’s inter-subjectivity and his or her subjects’

world, is the dialectic between a researcher’s inter-subjectivity and his or her subjects’

moral experiences and ethical practices. The importance of including the researcher’s

moral experiences and ethical practices. The importance of including the researcher’s

subjectivities (Davies 2010a) and reflexivity within fieldwork (Davies 1999), or his or

subjectivities (Davies 2010a) and reflexivity within fieldwork (Davies 1999), or his or

her critical reflections in order to systematically decrease any bias (Stoller 1989)

her critical reflections in order to systematically decrease any bias (Stoller 1989)

within ethnographic studies, has increasingly been acknowledged over the past few

within ethnographic studies, has increasingly been acknowledged over the past few

decades. However, a transparent examination of a researcher’s own emotional

decades. However, a transparent examination of a researcher’s own emotional

involvement remains a somewhat marginal phenomenon within ethnographic texts,

involvement remains a somewhat marginal phenomenon within ethnographic texts,

and the discussion of emotions is still considered taboo within research disciplines

and the discussion of emotions is still considered taboo within research disciplines

(Kleinman and Copp 1993; Davies and Spencer 2010b). I would like to stress here

(Kleinman and Copp 1993; Davies and Spencer 2010b). I would like to stress here

that within the study of cultivated, ethical lives, researchers always move backwards

that within the study of cultivated, ethical lives, researchers always move backwards

and forwards across the border between human sentimentality and professional ethics.

and forwards across the border between human sentimentality and professional ethics.

I believe that any emotion and sentiment in the dialectic process that emerges during

I believe that any emotion and sentiment in the dialectic process that emerges during

fieldwork should not be viewed negatively, and should be used as a research tool

fieldwork should not be viewed negatively, and should be used as a research tool

instead.

instead.

Ethnographic research generally demands of ethnographers to reduce their

Ethnographic research generally demands of ethnographers to reduce their

visual, centric focus (Stoller 1989). Such works pay close attention to bias, or present

visual, centric focus (Stoller 1989). Such works pay close attention to bias, or present

issues about how the power of an anthropologist’s sight dominates the research

issues about how the power of an anthropologist’s sight dominates the research

subjects, a legacy of ethnographic convention: the need to distinguish between the self

subjects, a legacy of ethnographic convention: the need to distinguish between the self

(as a researcher) and the other. For example, Johannes Fabian (1983: 106) argues that

(as a researcher) and the other. For example, Johannes Fabian (1983: 106) argues that

anthropologists’ sight has created a strong sense of inequality – “us studying them” –

anthropologists’ sight has created a strong sense of inequality – “us studying them” –

one which objectifies natives as specimens rather than as colleagues in a negotiation

one which objectifies natives as specimens rather than as colleagues in a negotiation

of potentially shared understandings. Similarly, Michael Herzfeld suggests that the

of potentially shared understandings. Similarly, Michael Herzfeld suggests that the

power of the anthropologists’ sight, as the observer, assumes a heightened priority in

power of the anthropologists’ sight, as the observer, assumes a heightened priority in

the attribution of authority, which is inherited from colonial anthropology. A “native’s

the attribution of authority, which is inherited from colonial anthropology. A “native’s

point of view” is “visualist” in form from the start (Herzfeld 2001: 36). Both Fabian

point of view” is “visualist” in form from the start (Herzfeld 2001: 36). Both Fabian
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and Herzfeld focused on the superior power of sight held by anthropologists when

and Herzfeld focused on the superior power of sight held by anthropologists when

compared to their subjects.

compared to their subjects.

I argue here that in fieldwork the power of sight is not monopolized by the

I argue here that in fieldwork the power of sight is not monopolized by the

anthropologists’ control over their subjects, but rather that the power of sight is used

anthropologists’ control over their subjects, but rather that the power of sight is used

by various groups of people, with unique objectives. Even the blind, who lack the

by various groups of people, with unique objectives. Even the blind, who lack the

ability to see, use the power of sight, provided by other people who they trust (e.g.,

ability to see, use the power of sight, provided by other people who they trust (e.g.,

my informants used it to inspect and examine me as a stranger). In such situations, a

my informants used it to inspect and examine me as a stranger). In such situations, a

blind singer would usually ask his or her sighted assistant, relatives, a husband or

blind singer would usually ask his or her sighted assistant, relatives, a husband or

wife, to describe my characteristics or gestures, in order to decide whether I could be

wife, to describe my characteristics or gestures, in order to decide whether I could be

trusted enough to hold an interview. Therefore, the power of sight within fieldwork is

trusted enough to hold an interview. Therefore, the power of sight within fieldwork is

used by many people. Anthropologists are not the only people who hold or use the

used by many people. Anthropologists are not the only people who hold or use the

power of sight over their informants, and in fact, they do not always have power over

power of sight over their informants, and in fact, they do not always have power over

their informants.

their informants.

In this chapter, I will show how the power of sight deployed by other people

In this chapter, I will show how the power of sight deployed by other people

was inscribed on my body in the form of a technology of power, while I worked as a

was inscribed on my body in the form of a technology of power, while I worked as a

sighted assistant to a blind singer, and how this situation evoked my emotional

sighted assistant to a blind singer, and how this situation evoked my emotional

reflexivity, amid fears, uncertainty, shame and the various risks – the same moral

reflexivity, amid fears, uncertainty, shame and the various risks – the same moral

issues experienced by blind singers in their everyday social lives. However, I then

issues experienced by blind singers in their everyday social lives. However, I then

underwent a reflexive transformation of my inter-subjectivity, which helped me

underwent a reflexive transformation of my inter-subjectivity, which helped me

empathize with the blind singers’ moral sentiments and in particular the role

empathize with the blind singers’ moral sentiments and in particular the role

sentiment plays in their everyday moral experiences, especially “moral breakdown”

sentiment plays in their everyday moral experiences, especially “moral breakdown”

situations (Throop 2010a, 2010b, 2012, 2014). My own complicated emotional

situations (Throop 2010a, 2010b, 2012, 2014). My own complicated emotional

experiences during my fieldwork encouraged me to very carefully consider the

experiences during my fieldwork encouraged me to very carefully consider the

emotions and sentiments shown by blind singers in public and to scrutinize them as

emotions and sentiments shown by blind singers in public and to scrutinize them as

political and moral statements (Fassin 2013).

political and moral statements (Fassin 2013).

Shame

Shame

At least two blind singers with whom I worked told me that “Pon”, a solo blind

At least two blind singers with whom I worked told me that “Pon”, a solo blind

singer, was accused by other blind singers of dressing up in dirty clothes to enhance

singer, was accused by other blind singers of dressing up in dirty clothes to enhance

the social stigma that surrounds them. Furthermore, Pon often transgressed the

the social stigma that surrounds them. Furthermore, Pon often transgressed the

conservative social norms within blind singer society. For example, he would arrive

conservative social norms within blind singer society. For example, he would arrive

later and sing at the same spot where another blind singer had sung shortly before. As

later and sing at the same spot where another blind singer had sung shortly before. As

described in the first chapter, within blind singer society there is a social norm

described in the first chapter, within blind singer society there is a social norm
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requiring that blind singers do not perform close to each other at the same location.

requiring that blind singers do not perform close to each other at the same location.

Not only are they likely to receive less money, but also their music may annoy the

Not only are they likely to receive less money, but also their music may annoy the

market sellers and risk both being barred from performing there in the future.

market sellers and risk both being barred from performing there in the future.

Moreover, some blind singers make the markets look messy, and this may also lead to

Moreover, some blind singers make the markets look messy, and this may also lead to

all blind singers being barred from performing in the future.

all blind singers being barred from performing in the future.

I met Pon by chance at a market fair located within a government office

I met Pon by chance at a market fair located within a government office

compound. There were already two blind singers performing at this market; a guard

compound. There were already two blind singers performing at this market; a guard

had arranged for them to sing on different sides of the market, to ensure that their

had arranged for them to sing on different sides of the market, to ensure that their

music would not come across as too loud or disturb the sellers and customers.

music would not come across as too loud or disturb the sellers and customers.

During my fieldwork, I usually went to work with Pon on Wednesdays at the

During my fieldwork, I usually went to work with Pon on Wednesdays at the

market as his sighted assistant, buying food and water for him and taking him to the

market as his sighted assistant, buying food and water for him and taking him to the

toilet as well as helping him to count the money in his donation box. Pon had his own

toilet as well as helping him to count the money in his donation box. Pon had his own

motorbike driver, “Sida”, and she would drive him to the market in the morning

motorbike driver, “Sida”, and she would drive him to the market in the morning

before it opened, then return to pick him up again when it closed at around two

before it opened, then return to pick him up again when it closed at around two

o’clock in the afternoon.

o’clock in the afternoon.

One day, I met Pon by chance at a market opposite a luxury department store

One day, I met Pon by chance at a market opposite a luxury department store

in the suburbs. Pon was surprised when I greeted him while he sang at the entrance to

in the suburbs. Pon was surprised when I greeted him while he sang at the entrance to

the market. He told me that he wanted to move to a location on a flyover linking the

the market. He told me that he wanted to move to a location on a flyover linking the

market and the department store. When we reached the flyover, he chose to sit and

market and the department store. When we reached the flyover, he chose to sit and

sing near the stairs. I then let him sing, while watching him from nearby. Opposite

sing near the stairs. I then let him sing, while watching him from nearby. Opposite

him a woman was selling lottery tickets, and not far from her was a man in his late

him a woman was selling lottery tickets, and not far from her was a man in his late

thirties sitting with a blue plastic bowl in front of him. A girl younger than five-years-

thirties sitting with a blue plastic bowl in front of him. A girl younger than five-years-

old sat next to the man, and both were dressed in shabby clothes. Next to the girl are a

old sat next to the man, and both were dressed in shabby clothes. Next to the girl are a

few small luggage pieces, milk cartons and snacks. They were beggars, and the milk

few small luggage pieces, milk cartons and snacks. They were beggars, and the milk

cartons and snacks had been donated by passers-by.

cartons and snacks had been donated by passers-by.

I tried not to look at them, because I could tell that the man was scared of me.

I tried not to look at them, because I could tell that the man was scared of me.

Soon he rose to collect his belongings and took the girl by the arm and walked her

Soon he rose to collect his belongings and took the girl by the arm and walked her

down the stairs. I stood looking at them from the flyover, watching them walk along

down the stairs. I stood looking at them from the flyover, watching them walk along

the road towards another bridge not far away.

the road towards another bridge not far away.

Pon stopped singing and told me he wanted to go to the restroom, so I went

Pon stopped singing and told me he wanted to go to the restroom, so I went

ahead and let him hold my elbow, up to the middle of the bridge. Suddenly I felt

ahead and let him hold my elbow, up to the middle of the bridge. Suddenly I felt

ashamed at having to take Pon, who was wearing shorts, old sandals and an old t-shirt,

ashamed at having to take Pon, who was wearing shorts, old sandals and an old t-shirt,

into the bathroom of a luxury shopping mall. I was not sure how customers in the

into the bathroom of a luxury shopping mall. I was not sure how customers in the
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mall, who were mostly middle-class, would look at Pon and me, or whether those

mall, who were mostly middle-class, would look at Pon and me, or whether those

guarding the entrance would allow us to use the bathroom or not. I asked him, “Where

guarding the entrance would allow us to use the bathroom or not. I asked him, “Where

do you usually go to the restroom?” and even before Pon could answer the question, I

do you usually go to the restroom?” and even before Pon could answer the question, I

said “let’s go to the bathroom at the market downstairs.” Pon replied in a normal tone,

said “let’s go to the bathroom at the market downstairs.” Pon replied in a normal tone,

“going to the bathroom in the mall would be better because it is closer.” I stood,

“going to the bathroom in the mall would be better because it is closer.” I stood,

hesitating, and could not see a guard at the entrance to the mall. Also, there were not

hesitating, and could not see a guard at the entrance to the mall. Also, there were not

many other people there because the local office staff who had been eating lunch there

many other people there because the local office staff who had been eating lunch there

had already gone back to work. I reluctantly agreed to take him to the entrance of the

had already gone back to work. I reluctantly agreed to take him to the entrance of the

mall, where we passed through a scanner. A guard standing in front of a clothes store

mall, where we passed through a scanner. A guard standing in front of a clothes store

looked at me, but I pretended not to see him. I walked towards the bathroom,

looked at me, but I pretended not to see him. I walked towards the bathroom,

pretending to talk to Pon so that others would know we were acquaintances.

pretending to talk to Pon so that others would know we were acquaintances.

As we walked back from the bathroom, Pon stopped to ask me whether the

As we walked back from the bathroom, Pon stopped to ask me whether the

mall had shops selling second-hand mobile phones, as he wanted to buy a new mobile

mall had shops selling second-hand mobile phones, as he wanted to buy a new mobile

phone. I told him that this department store was a luxury store and so sold new and

phone. I told him that this department store was a luxury store and so sold new and

expensive items only. I also told him that although the ground floor of the shopping

expensive items only. I also told him that although the ground floor of the shopping

center sold second-hand mobile phones, but still more expensive than in other

center sold second-hand mobile phones, but still more expensive than in other

department stores. He tried to persuade me to take him to the area selling second-hand

department stores. He tried to persuade me to take him to the area selling second-hand

phones, and I negotiated by promising to take him to see some second-hand phone

phones, and I negotiated by promising to take him to see some second-hand phone

stalls at another department store, one not specialized in luxury goods, as this would

stalls at another department store, one not specialized in luxury goods, as this would

most likely be cheaper.

most likely be cheaper.

I realized that if we walked from where we were standing to the second-hand

I realized that if we walked from where we were standing to the second-hand

mobile phone center at the bottom of the store, I would have to take him past many

mobile phone center at the bottom of the store, I would have to take him past many

people in the department store, down to at least three floors. I did not want to be

people in the department store, down to at least three floors. I did not want to be

around a lot of other people and was also worried that the security guard would

around a lot of other people and was also worried that the security guard would

dismiss Pon as a beggar and throw us out.

dismiss Pon as a beggar and throw us out.

An anthropologist as a member of the mafia

An anthropologist as a member of the mafia

A question that I am often asked by my Thai friends, after they discover that I am

A question that I am often asked by my Thai friends, after they discover that I am

studying the lives of blind singers, is whether the singers are controlled by the mafia,

studying the lives of blind singers, is whether the singers are controlled by the mafia,

and if so, how the mafia and blind singers divide-up their earnings. There have been

and if so, how the mafia and blind singers divide-up their earnings. There have been

news reports of human trafficking rings bringing disabled children from neighboring

news reports of human trafficking rings bringing disabled children from neighboring

countries to Bangkok and then forcing them to become beggars. There have even been

countries to Bangkok and then forcing them to become beggars. There have even been
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cases of children being kidnapped from hospital before being forced into begging.

cases of children being kidnapped from hospital before being forced into begging.

The news often attributes these crimes to organized gangs.

The news often attributes these crimes to organized gangs.

It is not uncommon for the news channels in Thailand to run stories about

It is not uncommon for the news channels in Thailand to run stories about

begging gangs in Bangkok, often referring to blind singers who, according to them,

begging gangs in Bangkok, often referring to blind singers who, according to them,

are not unlike beggars, an image confirmed by the Beggar Control Act of 1941.

are not unlike beggars, an image confirmed by the Beggar Control Act of 1941.

Throughout my fieldwork as a sighted assistant to blind singers, the biggest problem I

Throughout my fieldwork as a sighted assistant to blind singers, the biggest problem I

faced was how to represent myself in the field, to avoid the common misconception

faced was how to represent myself in the field, to avoid the common misconception

that I was from the mafia. I remember well one incident early in my fieldwork, when I

that I was from the mafia. I remember well one incident early in my fieldwork, when I

was very embarrassed by rumors of being a mafia collaborator. I followed Pon to a

was very embarrassed by rumors of being a mafia collaborator. I followed Pon to a

Thursday market fair held at lunchtime within a Thai government office compound. It

Thursday market fair held at lunchtime within a Thai government office compound. It

was my first time to this market, because on Thursdays I usually traveled with another

was my first time to this market, because on Thursdays I usually traveled with another

blind singer. When I reached the market, I heard Pon’s music emanating from the

blind singer. When I reached the market, I heard Pon’s music emanating from the

middle of the market, but I avoided greeting him and chose to explore the market

middle of the market, but I avoided greeting him and chose to explore the market

instead. I sat at a café located next to a road that cut through the market, one used by

instead. I sat at a café located next to a road that cut through the market, one used by

Pon as a singing walkway. I took a camera from my bag, to take his photograph

Pon as a singing walkway. I took a camera from my bag, to take his photograph

secretly, as he would sing as he walked past me. The owner of the café asked me,

secretly, as he would sing as he walked past me. The owner of the café asked me,

while I was putting my camera back in my bag, whether I was a journalist. I told her I

while I was putting my camera back in my bag, whether I was a journalist. I told her I

was not; that I was a researcher studying the lives of blind singers. She leaned towards

was not; that I was a researcher studying the lives of blind singers. She leaned towards

me and asked me in a low voice whether the mafia that controls the blind singers

me and asked me in a low voice whether the mafia that controls the blind singers

actually exists or not. I told her that, from my experience working with many blind

actually exists or not. I told her that, from my experience working with many blind

singers and bands, that there is no mafia controlling the blind singers. She was

singers and bands, that there is no mafia controlling the blind singers. She was

puzzled by my answer.

puzzled by my answer.

I saw Pon stop at the end of the road, where he hesitated before sitting down

I saw Pon stop at the end of the road, where he hesitated before sitting down

within the market area. I walked towards and sat down beside him. Pon took a

within the market area. I walked towards and sat down beside him. Pon took a

cigarette out of his pocket and lit up. He informed me that he wanted a bottle of Red

cigarette out of his pocket and lit up. He informed me that he wanted a bottle of Red

Bull, so I walked to a grocery shop opposite where he was sitting. The lady who was

Bull, so I walked to a grocery shop opposite where he was sitting. The lady who was

working there was middle-aged.

working there was middle-aged.

After giving me my change, the seller asked me whether I was doing a

After giving me my change, the seller asked me whether I was doing a

television program, to which I replied I was not. She was puzzled by my answer, but I

television program, to which I replied I was not. She was puzzled by my answer, but I

was not surprised by her question; television stations in Thailand like to broadcast

was not surprised by her question; television stations in Thailand like to broadcast

shows about the socially disadvantaged, the disabled, elderly and orphans, to secure

shows about the socially disadvantaged, the disabled, elderly and orphans, to secure

donations. She must have thought that I was making a television program,

donations. She must have thought that I was making a television program,

interviewing Pon in order to raise money for the socially disadvantaged.

interviewing Pon in order to raise money for the socially disadvantaged.
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I returned to where Pon was sitting and preparing to start singing again. I did

I returned to where Pon was sitting and preparing to start singing again. I did

not notice the grocery store seller walking towards a clothing store across the street,

not notice the grocery store seller walking towards a clothing store across the street,

near to the point where Pon was singing; I only noticed her when I heard her say to a

near to the point where Pon was singing; I only noticed her when I heard her say to a

friend who was selling clothes in that area: “His personality and gestures seem like

friend who was selling clothes in that area: “His personality and gestures seem like

those of an educated person; he should not be taking advantage of persons with

those of an educated person; he should not be taking advantage of persons with

disabilities.” I felt embarrassed regarding this misunderstanding: the seller thought I

disabilities.” I felt embarrassed regarding this misunderstanding: the seller thought I

was in the mafia and was using Pon to make money. I was very embarrassed by this,

was in the mafia and was using Pon to make money. I was very embarrassed by this,

as I was certain that other sellers in the market nearby would have heard what she had

as I was certain that other sellers in the market nearby would have heard what she had

said. I also realized that I myself was an object under the gaze of those with the power

said. I also realized that I myself was an object under the gaze of those with the power

of sight – the same power mechanism blind singers have to deal with throughout their

of sight – the same power mechanism blind singers have to deal with throughout their

everyday lives. This situation causes the blind singers to find suitable ethical methods

everyday lives. This situation causes the blind singers to find suitable ethical methods

with which to alter their aesthetic bodies in the midst of the set of moralities

with which to alter their aesthetic bodies in the midst of the set of moralities

surrounding them. Importantly, the complex emotional experiences I had during my

surrounding them. Importantly, the complex emotional experiences I had during my

fieldwork helped me to understand quite clearly why blind singers have tried to

fieldwork helped me to understand quite clearly why blind singers have tried to

creates aesthetic bodily values for the sited world. Such behavior includes walking

creates aesthetic bodily values for the sited world. Such behavior includes walking

around singing, rather than sitting on the ground at the market, to avoid the image of a

around singing, rather than sitting on the ground at the market, to avoid the image of a

beggar; switching markets with their blind friends to maintain a distance with the

beggar; switching markets with their blind friends to maintain a distance with the

sellers and customers at the markets; working on the streets of Bangkok in order to

sellers and customers at the markets; working on the streets of Bangkok in order to

avoid the image of persons with disabilities waiting for help. This explains why

avoid the image of persons with disabilities waiting for help. This explains why

Thida, the wife of a blind singer, tries to avoid being stigmatized as someone who

Thida, the wife of a blind singer, tries to avoid being stigmatized as someone who

takes advantage of blind singers, who are seen as weak and vulnerable, and open to

takes advantage of blind singers, who are seen as weak and vulnerable, and open to

being deceived by others.

being deceived by others.

Although the blind singers’ bodily practices (to conceal their bodies and create

Although the blind singers’ bodily practices (to conceal their bodies and create

aesthetic, bodily values) involve many different tactics, the goal is the same: to escape

aesthetic, bodily values) involve many different tactics, the goal is the same: to escape

the institutional morality imposed by Theravada Buddhism, to remain outside the

the institutional morality imposed by Theravada Buddhism, to remain outside the

institutional proper body regime, which uses sight as the assessment mechanism, and

institutional proper body regime, which uses sight as the assessment mechanism, and

to resist the aesthetic oppression applied by others, which is centered on the power of

to resist the aesthetic oppression applied by others, which is centered on the power of

sight.

sight.

Sight, walking and freedom

Sight, walking and freedom

According to Sara Ahmed (2004: 103-5) shame is associated with concealment and

According to Sara Ahmed (2004: 103-5) shame is associated with concealment and

exposure. Shame feels like an exposure, a person sees what has been done as bad and

exposure. Shame feels like an exposure, a person sees what has been done as bad and

thus shameful, but it also involves an attempt to hide, an action that requires the

thus shameful, but it also involves an attempt to hide, an action that requires the
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subject to turn away from the other and toward itself. The feeling of shame is

subject to turn away from the other and toward itself. The feeling of shame is

associated with one’s appearance to others. In other words, shame and guilt at the

associated with one’s appearance to others. In other words, shame and guilt at the

level of lived and bodily experiences need the power of sight of others as a medium to

level of lived and bodily experiences need the power of sight of others as a medium to

support them.

support them.

Seeing as a tool to approach modern knowledge and sight is believed to be

Seeing as a tool to approach modern knowledge and sight is believed to be

neutral. In fact, for Foucault “eyes are instruments of power” and “sight is not only

neutral. In fact, for Foucault “eyes are instruments of power” and “sight is not only

vision, it is knowledge and power” (Synnott 1993: 215), a system of social control

vision, it is knowledge and power” (Synnott 1993: 215), a system of social control

based on population surveillance through visibility (Foucault 1977). Gaze represents

based on population surveillance through visibility (Foucault 1977). Gaze represents

the affirmation of being a subject of observation, because gazing is the means by

the affirmation of being a subject of observation, because gazing is the means by

which objectification occurs and impendence is removed. Gaze always has a hidden

which objectification occurs and impendence is removed. Gaze always has a hidden

power relationship; the perceiver always has greater power and status than the person

power relationship; the perceiver always has greater power and status than the person

who is being watched (Sartre 1958: 245-268). For Sartre, gaze is the “praxis of

who is being watched (Sartre 1958: 245-268). For Sartre, gaze is the “praxis of

oppression” (Sartre 1982: 721), while Bill Hughes argues that the oppression of

oppression” (Sartre 1982: 721), while Bill Hughes argues that the oppression of

persons with disabilities is linked to the visual constitution of impairment in “the

persons with disabilities is linked to the visual constitution of impairment in “the

scopic regime” of ideology and modernity within the Western paradigm. He calls this

scopic regime” of ideology and modernity within the Western paradigm. He calls this

“the aesthetic of oppression” (Hughes 1999) and “aesthetic discrimination” (Hughes

“the aesthetic of oppression” (Hughes 1999) and “aesthetic discrimination” (Hughes

2000: 560). Hughes’ main premise is that the oppression and discrimination of

2000: 560). Hughes’ main premise is that the oppression and discrimination of

persons with disabilities has an aesthetic aspect which results from the specific history

persons with disabilities has an aesthetic aspect which results from the specific history

of the Western paradigm and its culture. In other words, social oppression and

of the Western paradigm and its culture. In other words, social oppression and

discrimination do not just materialize out of social conditions, as postulated by the

discrimination do not just materialize out of social conditions, as postulated by the

social model of disability.

social model of disability.

Even though I agree with Hughes’ argument to expand the boundary of social

Even though I agree with Hughes’ argument to expand the boundary of social

oppression and discrimination beyond the social model of disability and towards

oppression and discrimination beyond the social model of disability and towards

aesthetic aspects centered on the “the scopic regime”, I argue here that the aesthetics

aesthetic aspects centered on the “the scopic regime”, I argue here that the aesthetics

of oppression and aesthetic discrimination experienced in the blind singers’ moral

of oppression and aesthetic discrimination experienced in the blind singers’ moral

lives – which are essentially centered on their aesthetic body appreciation – have a

lives – which are essentially centered on their aesthetic body appreciation – have a

relationship with the concept of sensations according to Theravada Buddhism, the

relationship with the concept of sensations according to Theravada Buddhism, the

main institutional morality within Thai society. The Dictionary of Buddhism by P.A.

main institutional morality within Thai society. The Dictionary of Buddhism by P.A.

Payutto explains that sensation or feeling is one of the five aggregates or five groups

Payutto explains that sensation or feeling is one of the five aggregates or five groups

of existence forming corporeality: feeling or sensation, perception, mental formations

of existence forming corporeality: feeling or sensation, perception, mental formations

and consciousness. Ve-tha-na can be divided into three groups: pleasure, pain, and

and consciousness. Ve-tha-na can be divided into three groups: pleasure, pain, and

neither pleasure nor pain (P.A. Payutto 1995). For example, when we see physical

neither pleasure nor pain (P.A. Payutto 1995). For example, when we see physical

formations or hear a sound and feel happy and contented, it is called suka ve-tha-na.

formations or hear a sound and feel happy and contented, it is called suka ve-tha-na.
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When we see or hear and feel unhappy or discontented, it is called tukka ve-tha-na,

When we see or hear and feel unhappy or discontented, it is called tukka ve-tha-na,

and when we see or hear and feel neural, it is called ubeka ve-tha-na.

and when we see or hear and feel neural, it is called ubeka ve-tha-na.

However, Jamnong Tongprasert (1985) claims that sensation terms that Thai

However, Jamnong Tongprasert (1985) claims that sensation terms that Thai

people use in their daily lives are different from the original meaning of these words

people use in their daily lives are different from the original meaning of these words

in Pali and under the Theravada Buddhism doctrine. So, ve-tha-na is only used to

in Pali and under the Theravada Buddhism doctrine. So, ve-tha-na is only used to

mean sympathy for a painful sensation. For example, if people see a little girl begging

mean sympathy for a painful sensation. For example, if people see a little girl begging

on the street and say “I feel ve-tha-na for the girl”, it means that the girl is pitiful or

on the street and say “I feel ve-tha-na for the girl”, it means that the girl is pitiful or

sympathetic, probably because she was abandoned by her parents and has to beg on

sympathetic, probably because she was abandoned by her parents and has to beg on

the streets to survive. As a result, ve-tha-na, as used by Thai people, only refers to

the streets to survive. As a result, ve-tha-na, as used by Thai people, only refers to

pity and sympathy. Ultimately, pity and sympathy use sight as the medium of

pity and sympathy. Ultimately, pity and sympathy use sight as the medium of

evaluation, so it is sight’s contact with abnormal formations or amoral objects that is

evaluation, so it is sight’s contact with abnormal formations or amoral objects that is

different from society’s moral standard classifications, so evoking sentiment and

different from society’s moral standard classifications, so evoking sentiment and

feelings of sympathy among the audience.

feelings of sympathy among the audience.

According to Sara Ahmed (2004), I should have felt shame to be seen walking

According to Sara Ahmed (2004), I should have felt shame to be seen walking

alongside Pon, a blind singer, in the luxury shopping mall; the power of sight while

alongside Pon, a blind singer, in the luxury shopping mall; the power of sight while

among others is necessary to confirm the contrast between the luxury department

among others is necessary to confirm the contrast between the luxury department

store, which represents a modern, clean, orderly image, and the blind singer’s

store, which represents a modern, clean, orderly image, and the blind singer’s

impaired body, which reflects a state of unclean, imperfection and impurity.

impaired body, which reflects a state of unclean, imperfection and impurity.

Moreover, the blind singers’ aesthetic body values should not appear in a luxurious,

Moreover, the blind singers’ aesthetic body values should not appear in a luxurious,

clean and orderly mall. Blind singers should be covered-up, as potential objects to be

clean and orderly mall. Blind singers should be covered-up, as potential objects to be

rescued, and should not expose themselves to the public.

rescued, and should not expose themselves to the public.

Furthermore, my embarrassment when walking with the blind singer in the

Furthermore, my embarrassment when walking with the blind singer in the

luxury department store was caused by the cultural prejudice and discourse

luxury department store was caused by the cultural prejudice and discourse

reproduced via the Thai media. In other words, under the influence of Theravada

reproduced via the Thai media. In other words, under the influence of Theravada

Buddhism, blind singers are seen as disabled, as those born to suffer for the karmic

Buddhism, blind singers are seen as disabled, as those born to suffer for the karmic

debt they owe. They are perceived as “vulnerable subjects”, unable to fend for

debt they owe. They are perceived as “vulnerable subjects”, unable to fend for

themselves and easily abused by others. This cultural image is reproduced through the

themselves and easily abused by others. This cultural image is reproduced through the

social media, which presents stories about mafia gangs who trick persons with

social media, which presents stories about mafia gangs who trick persons with

disabilities living in rural areas into becoming beggars in the city. Thus, I, as one who

disabilities living in rural areas into becoming beggars in the city. Thus, I, as one who

perceives this cultural prejudice – including the social discourse and conventional

perceives this cultural prejudice – including the social discourse and conventional

narratives related to these blind singers – feel very ashamed by the misunderstanding

narratives related to these blind singers – feel very ashamed by the misunderstanding

shown by others, who see me as a member of the mafia controlling Pon and taking

shown by others, who see me as a member of the mafia controlling Pon and taking

advantage of him.

advantage of him.
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This embarrassment makes me understand how the motorcycle taxi drivers

This embarrassment makes me understand how the motorcycle taxi drivers

and the sighted assistants feel; why they feel ashamed to be seen working with the

and the sighted assistants feel; why they feel ashamed to be seen working with the

blind singers. It also makes me aware of the power of sight as it is applied by others,

blind singers. It also makes me aware of the power of sight as it is applied by others,

the same power that blind singers encounter throughout their everyday lives.

the same power that blind singers encounter throughout their everyday lives.

According to Julia Kristeva (1982), who coined the term “abjection”, the

According to Julia Kristeva (1982), who coined the term “abjection”, the

exposure of Pon, a blind singer who shares the same image with a beggar in a public

exposure of Pon, a blind singer who shares the same image with a beggar in a public

space such as the luxury shopping mall, objects to and breaks the frame of

space such as the luxury shopping mall, objects to and breaks the frame of

categorization created by Thai cultural thought and Thai cultural categorization. Mary

categorization created by Thai cultural thought and Thai cultural categorization. Mary

Douglas, meanwhile, says that when a cultural categorization pattern is broken, it

Douglas, meanwhile, says that when a cultural categorization pattern is broken, it

disturbs perception and creates indefinable feelings in the people who are

disturbs perception and creates indefinable feelings in the people who are

encountering this fracture (Douglas 1966). In my case, while walking with the blind

encountering this fracture (Douglas 1966). In my case, while walking with the blind

singer, who caused a break in cultural categorization pattern, uncomfortable feelings

singer, who caused a break in cultural categorization pattern, uncomfortable feelings

arise, because I have to be the witness in the contradiction between Pon, a blind singer

arise, because I have to be the witness in the contradiction between Pon, a blind singer

who is placed in the same cultural category and social image as the homeless and

who is placed in the same cultural category and social image as the homeless and

beggars, and the luxury shopping mall – two things that do not fit together under the

beggars, and the luxury shopping mall – two things that do not fit together under the

frame of categorization created by Thai cultural stigma. In other words, under the

frame of categorization created by Thai cultural stigma. In other words, under the

influence

influence

of

karma

ideology and

the

rhetoric

of

compassion

espoused

of

karma

ideology and

the

rhetoric

of

compassion

espoused

by Theravada Buddhism, Pon, as a blind person, should be hidden away at home as an

by Theravada Buddhism, Pon, as a blind person, should be hidden away at home as an

object of philanthropy, and should certainly not present himself in public, let alone

object of philanthropy, and should certainly not present himself in public, let alone

work and support himself. This viewpoint makes me stressed, as an associate of Pons,

work and support himself. This viewpoint makes me stressed, as an associate of Pons,

one whose presence in Pon’s company goes against the cultural pattern, for even I feel

one whose presence in Pon’s company goes against the cultural pattern, for even I feel

threatened by the others’ power of sight. This experience helped me understand more

threatened by the others’ power of sight. This experience helped me understand more

clearly why blind singers choose to walk around while singing: to avoid being stared

clearly why blind singers choose to walk around while singing: to avoid being stared

at by those with the power of sight.

at by those with the power of sight.

Furthermore, I interpret that the blind singers’ walking around is a strategy

Furthermore, I interpret that the blind singers’ walking around is a strategy

used to escape from “the aesthetic of oppression” enforced by the “the scopic

used to escape from “the aesthetic of oppression” enforced by the “the scopic

regime”, which uses sight as a medium, and to recreate instead “the aesthetic impaired

regime”, which uses sight as a medium, and to recreate instead “the aesthetic impaired

body appreciation” in opposition to the karma ideology and ve-tha-na. Pen, a blind

body appreciation” in opposition to the karma ideology and ve-tha-na. Pen, a blind

woman with whom I worked confirmed this interpretation: she prefers to walk around

woman with whom I worked confirmed this interpretation: she prefers to walk around

rather than sit and sing on ground in order to prevent the sellers in the market from

rather than sit and sing on ground in order to prevent the sellers in the market from

seeing her as a nuisance due to her music and singing on the ground while customers

seeing her as a nuisance due to her music and singing on the ground while customers

pass. This situation also reinforces the negative beggar social image assigned to blind

pass. This situation also reinforces the negative beggar social image assigned to blind

singers.

singers.
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I prefer to walk around and sing. Walking around not only provides a sense of

I prefer to walk around and sing. Walking around not only provides a sense of

security; avoiding conflict with sellers at the markets and being arrested by the

security; avoiding conflict with sellers at the markets and being arrested by the

city police on the street, but also attracts more donations than when sitting on

city police on the street, but also attracts more donations than when sitting on

the ground, because people have more pity for a disabled person who refuses

the ground, because people have more pity for a disabled person who refuses

to surrender to fate and just wait for assistance from others.

to surrender to fate and just wait for assistance from others.

On the one hand, by walking and singing simultaneously, the blind singers try to

On the one hand, by walking and singing simultaneously, the blind singers try to

break the social representation and cultural categorization created of them, while, on

break the social representation and cultural categorization created of them, while, on

the other hand. Walking gives them some form of independence, despite their limiting

the other hand. Walking gives them some form of independence, despite their limiting

state, as the very act of walking takes them away from the gaze or power of the scopic

state, as the very act of walking takes them away from the gaze or power of the scopic

regime. Walking while singing is “practice of freedom” and “stylized” to recreate

regime. Walking while singing is “practice of freedom” and “stylized” to recreate

concepts in opposition to the social body and morality under karma ideology

concepts in opposition to the social body and morality under karma ideology

and Theravada Buddhism (e.g. persons with disabilities must not work) as well as

and Theravada Buddhism (e.g. persons with disabilities must not work) as well as

modern Thai political ideology (a person or body should work and ability). In this

modern Thai political ideology (a person or body should work and ability). In this

perspective, walking while singing also breaks the concept of the singular self and

perspective, walking while singing also breaks the concept of the singular self and

stable body; shifting the impaired bodies of the blind singers into a “rhizome”, which

stable body; shifting the impaired bodies of the blind singers into a “rhizome”, which

is ready to assemble and “become” at all times.

is ready to assemble and “become” at all times.

In the next session, I will present the moral side of sentiment, which is the

In the next session, I will present the moral side of sentiment, which is the

result of the pity and kindness directed towards the blind singers by others. This moral

result of the pity and kindness directed towards the blind singers by others. This moral

side of sentiment emerges because others see blind people as helpless, and this image

side of sentiment emerges because others see blind people as helpless, and this image

is not only created by the presence of a donation box but is also influenced by the

is not only created by the presence of a donation box but is also influenced by the

ethical mode blind singers should present on a daily basis in order to conform with

ethical mode blind singers should present on a daily basis in order to conform with

society’s moral sentiments. In other words, the blind singers must learn to present

society’s moral sentiments. In other words, the blind singers must learn to present

their aesthetic bodies in line with these moral sentiment. Indeed, if they wish to

their aesthetic bodies in line with these moral sentiment. Indeed, if they wish to

receive donations or even permission to sing, they must align their aesthetic bodies

receive donations or even permission to sing, they must align their aesthetic bodies

with the expectations of the other, and thereby encourage the moral side of sentiment,

with the expectations of the other, and thereby encourage the moral side of sentiment,

by using items with symbolic significance such as a loudspeaker, microphone and a

by using items with symbolic significance such as a loudspeaker, microphone and a

donation box, and by wearing perfume and clean clothes.

donation box, and by wearing perfume and clean clothes.

Moral side of sentiment

Moral side of sentiment

“Do you want me to lead you to the bathroom?” I asked “Aunt Boon” after our

“Do you want me to lead you to the bathroom?” I asked “Aunt Boon” after our

interview. We were sitting on the stairs of an overpass, having taken a long lunch

interview. We were sitting on the stairs of an overpass, having taken a long lunch

break, and there were fewer customers around. During our interview, Boon sat on a

break, and there were fewer customers around. During our interview, Boon sat on a
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folded chair she had brought from home, but left the karaoke music on, emanating

folded chair she had brought from home, but left the karaoke music on, emanating

from the speakers on the bridge. Another female blind singer once told me that Aunt

from the speakers on the bridge. Another female blind singer once told me that Aunt

Boon has a lot of patience, being able to sing throughout the day without having to go

Boon has a lot of patience, being able to sing throughout the day without having to go

to the bathroom or eat. As well as singing, Aunt Boon also sells lottery tickets over

to the bathroom or eat. As well as singing, Aunt Boon also sells lottery tickets over

the last two weeks before the lottery is drawn. She then goes back to singing until the

the last two weeks before the lottery is drawn. She then goes back to singing until the

lottery draw approaches again, alternating between the two jobs. A twenty-meter-long

lottery draw approaches again, alternating between the two jobs. A twenty-meter-long

and three-meter-wide area of overpass linked the other side of the road to the entrance

and three-meter-wide area of overpass linked the other side of the road to the entrance

of the mall. This area was not only my research site for the last phase of the

of the mall. This area was not only my research site for the last phase of the

fieldwork, but also a work space for several groups of people: lottery sellers (both

fieldwork, but also a work space for several groups of people: lottery sellers (both

able-bodied and disabled), sellers of cheap accessories, beggars and blind singers.

able-bodied and disabled), sellers of cheap accessories, beggars and blind singers.

These groups separate their work spaces clearly; for example, the lottery ticket sellers

These groups separate their work spaces clearly; for example, the lottery ticket sellers

are located at the entrance to the mall; the sellers of accessories and beggars occupy

are located at the entrance to the mall; the sellers of accessories and beggars occupy

the middle of the overpass; and the blind singers work at the area near the steps.

the middle of the overpass; and the blind singers work at the area near the steps.

Aunt Boon hesitated before saying “no, thanks”. I understood the implications

Aunt Boon hesitated before saying “no, thanks”. I understood the implications

of her negative answer, because if she had given me a reason to walk to the bathroom,

of her negative answer, because if she had given me a reason to walk to the bathroom,

she was worried her speakers, her most important asset, might be stolen. Also, if she

she was worried her speakers, her most important asset, might be stolen. Also, if she

went to the bathroom with her speakers, she was worried her space on the overpass

went to the bathroom with her speakers, she was worried her space on the overpass

would be occupied by another blind singer. Aunt Boon told me that the overpass is a

would be occupied by another blind singer. Aunt Boon told me that the overpass is a

public space that anyone can use to make a living; she cannot claim it as her own

public space that anyone can use to make a living; she cannot claim it as her own

private space.

private space.

The overpass is like the market fair; if a lot of blind singers sing on the same

The overpass is like the market fair; if a lot of blind singers sing on the same

overpass over consecutive days without moving, there is a risk that the overpass will

overpass over consecutive days without moving, there is a risk that the overpass will

acquire a bad image. This might then lead to the shopping mall barring blind singers

acquire a bad image. This might then lead to the shopping mall barring blind singers

from singing on the overpass, due to concerns over the image it creates, as the

from singing on the overpass, due to concerns over the image it creates, as the

overpass is linked to the entrance of the mall.

overpass is linked to the entrance of the mall.

Aunt Boon, like other blind singers I know, used to work as a singer in a band

Aunt Boon, like other blind singers I know, used to work as a singer in a band

before changing to become a solo singer, after the twilight of the golden era of blind

before changing to become a solo singer, after the twilight of the golden era of blind

music bands. “At first, when I decided to become to a blind singer, my friends called

music bands. “At first, when I decided to become to a blind singer, my friends called

me a beggar, but now all of them have become solo singers like me, because there is

me a beggar, but now all of them have become solo singers like me, because there is

no alternative.”

no alternative.”

“Don’t you feel ashamed about having to become a blind singer, singing on

“Don’t you feel ashamed about having to become a blind singer, singing on

the overpass like a beggar?” I asked Auntie Boon. She pointed to the spot where the

the overpass like a beggar?” I asked Auntie Boon. She pointed to the spot where the

beggars were sitting in the middle of the bridge, then said, “the sighted beggars who

beggars were sitting in the middle of the bridge, then said, “the sighted beggars who
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carry their babies do not feel ashamed, so why should I? I am very different from

carry their babies do not feel ashamed, so why should I? I am very different from

them; I have the ability to work for money.” She then added “beggars do not work;

them; I have the ability to work for money.” She then added “beggars do not work;

they place bowls in front of themselves and wait for passers-by to give them

they place bowls in front of themselves and wait for passers-by to give them

donations. They also have no equipment, do not sing and do not use any of their

donations. They also have no equipment, do not sing and do not use any of their

abilities. Moreover, they look dirty.”

abilities. Moreover, they look dirty.”

Aunt Boon insisted that usually, blind singers do not sing in close proximity to

Aunt Boon insisted that usually, blind singers do not sing in close proximity to

beggars, for not only do they need to separate their identity from those of the beggars,

beggars, for not only do they need to separate their identity from those of the beggars,

but also because, if a beggar is caught by the police, there is a greater risk that the

but also because, if a beggar is caught by the police, there is a greater risk that the

singer would be arrested as well. She stated that “the officials should arrest these

singer would be arrested as well. She stated that “the officials should arrest these

people not us. Blind singers should not be arrested, as they are there to work”.

people not us. Blind singers should not be arrested, as they are there to work”.

“People around here pity me because I make a living selling lottery tickets and

“People around here pity me because I make a living selling lottery tickets and

singing, unlike beggars who wait for assistance from others,” she added.

singing, unlike beggars who wait for assistance from others,” she added.

Another female blind singer used to tell me as well about the issue of blind

Another female blind singer used to tell me as well about the issue of blind

singer’s pity: “you will not believe it, I have been rejected in selection to sing with the

singer’s pity: “you will not believe it, I have been rejected in selection to sing with the

blind band because my vision is vague and both of my eyes look normal, not deep

blind band because my vision is vague and both of my eyes look normal, not deep

sunken or disfigured like blind people”. “Why? I don’t understand the reason,” I

sunken or disfigured like blind people”. “Why? I don’t understand the reason,” I

asked. “It is about being pitied; a blind singer with disfigured eyes or even without

asked. “It is about being pitied; a blind singer with disfigured eyes or even without

eyes looks even more pathetic, so people will donate more. However, we have to be

eyes looks even more pathetic, so people will donate more. However, we have to be

careful, for if we present ourselves as more pathetic, we may become no different

careful, for if we present ourselves as more pathetic, we may become no different

from blind beggars,” she explained. She also stated that as a female blind singer, she

from blind beggars,” she explained. She also stated that as a female blind singer, she

attracts more donations than a man. “People feel more pity towards women than men;

attracts more donations than a man. “People feel more pity towards women than men;

I once heard some people say ‘look at that, a female blind singer, she looks pitiful.

I once heard some people say ‘look at that, a female blind singer, she looks pitiful.

Even though she has a disability, she still makes a living through singing. We will

Even though she has a disability, she still makes a living through singing. We will

donate some money to her’.”

donate some money to her’.”

“What makes you so confident you are not a beggar, but an independent

“What makes you so confident you are not a beggar, but an independent

artist?” I asked Aunt Boon. “My karaoke speakers and clean clothes highlight the

artist?” I asked Aunt Boon. “My karaoke speakers and clean clothes highlight the

difference between us,” she added. Her answer reminded me of one female blind

difference between us,” she added. Her answer reminded me of one female blind

singers who told me that for her as a blind person, cleanliness is crucial. She must not

singers who told me that for her as a blind person, cleanliness is crucial. She must not

let herself look dirty, so she uses perfume when singing at the markets. She also does

let herself look dirty, so she uses perfume when singing at the markets. She also does

not like being near a blind singer whose clothes are dirty or smell bad. She is very

not like being near a blind singer whose clothes are dirty or smell bad. She is very

concerned about the cleanliness of blind singers. She reiterated that the blind singers’

concerned about the cleanliness of blind singers. She reiterated that the blind singers’

concept of themselves is a paradox: they have to simultaneously balance their

concept of themselves is a paradox: they have to simultaneously balance their
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projected image between being singers who are independent artists and blind singers

projected image between being singers who are independent artists and blind singers

who deserve pity.

who deserve pity.

“If we dress well, people will say we are well-off and will not want to give

“If we dress well, people will say we are well-off and will not want to give

donations, but if we dress badly, we are accused of being street singers, who people

donations, but if we dress badly, we are accused of being street singers, who people

do not want to get close to or help. No one wants to be friends with a beggar.” she

do not want to get close to or help. No one wants to be friends with a beggar.” she

added Aunt Boon dresses well and is clean and orderly. She uses a mild perfume,

added Aunt Boon dresses well and is clean and orderly. She uses a mild perfume,

wears pants and a long sleeved shirt tucked-in, both when she is singing and selling

wears pants and a long sleeved shirt tucked-in, both when she is singing and selling

lottery tickets. She always asked me who dresses better: “Me or the other female blind

lottery tickets. She always asked me who dresses better: “Me or the other female blind

singers who take turns occupying the overpass?” When I met her, Aunt Boon was

singers who take turns occupying the overpass?” When I met her, Aunt Boon was

saving-up money to buy an artificial eye, hoping it would help give her a better

saving-up money to buy an artificial eye, hoping it would help give her a better

image, one removed from the representation of blind singers as cripples and beggars.

image, one removed from the representation of blind singers as cripples and beggars.

“How do you cope with the danger of being arrested by police officers, on the

“How do you cope with the danger of being arrested by police officers, on the

suspicion of being a beggar?” I asked. “I have learned to dress well, as this is what

suspicion of being a beggar?” I asked. “I have learned to dress well, as this is what

separates us from the beggars. You know well that beggars are dirty. So, if we dress

separates us from the beggars. You know well that beggars are dirty. So, if we dress

like that, not only will the department store not allow us to sing on the overpass, but

like that, not only will the department store not allow us to sing on the overpass, but

there is a greater risk of us being arrested by the city police officers.”

there is a greater risk of us being arrested by the city police officers.”

Aunt Boon also told me that blind singers who are good looking and sing well

Aunt Boon also told me that blind singers who are good looking and sing well

receive more donations, while those who dress up poorly not only disgust people, but

receive more donations, while those who dress up poorly not only disgust people, but

are the subject of gossip among the other blind singers in the blind community,

are the subject of gossip among the other blind singers in the blind community,

because they tarnish the image of blind singers even further.

because they tarnish the image of blind singers even further.

I found that the social hierarchy within Thai blind society is divided-up by

I found that the social hierarchy within Thai blind society is divided-up by

occupation. The blind lottery sellers, those who earn high incomes and have a good

occupation. The blind lottery sellers, those who earn high incomes and have a good

image have the highest social status, followed by the blind masseuse. Blind singers

image have the highest social status, followed by the blind masseuse. Blind singers

earn more money than the masseuse, but are ranked at the bottom because their image

earn more money than the masseuse, but are ranked at the bottom because their image

is nearest to that of the beggars. One of my blind singer informants insisted that her

is nearest to that of the beggars. One of my blind singer informants insisted that her

friend, who had graduated from a school for the blind with her and used to be a close

friend, who had graduated from a school for the blind with her and used to be a close

friend, stopped going out with her once she found out she was going to work as a

friend, stopped going out with her once she found out she was going to work as a

singer on overpasses and at market fairs rather than in a band.

singer on overpasses and at market fairs rather than in a band.

I also found out that the social hierarchy among blind people is closely related

I also found out that the social hierarchy among blind people is closely related

to their level of sight ratio. The blind singers who were born blind are often insulted

to their level of sight ratio. The blind singers who were born blind are often insulted

by other blind singers who become blind later in life due to injuries or illness, because

by other blind singers who become blind later in life due to injuries or illness, because

the latter used to live in the sighted world. As a result, they think they know how to

the latter used to live in the sighted world. As a result, they think they know how to

behave in accordance with “normal” society. In blind community there is a metaphor

behave in accordance with “normal” society. In blind community there is a metaphor
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used related to television. Those people born blind are called “black and white

used related to television. Those people born blind are called “black and white

screens”, while those who become blind later are referred to as “color screens”.

screens”, while those who become blind later are referred to as “color screens”.

Before the band’s leader persuade her to join the blind band as a singer, Aunt

Before the band’s leader persuade her to join the blind band as a singer, Aunt

Boon studied at a Skills Training Center for Blind Women. One of the important

Boon studied at a Skills Training Center for Blind Women. One of the important

lessons that the skill training center teaches is how blind people should express their

lessons that the skill training center teaches is how blind people should express their

emotions to separate themselves from those with learning disabilities. She told me

emotions to separate themselves from those with learning disabilities. She told me

that she saw immediately from this that blind people are normal people who were

that she saw immediately from this that blind people are normal people who were

born blind, or became blind later, and that this can be shown by observing the

born blind, or became blind later, and that this can be shown by observing the

expressions associated with emotions such as laughing, or by changing their tone of

expressions associated with emotions such as laughing, or by changing their tone of

voice during conversations. As result, she is very careful when appearing in front of

voice during conversations. As result, she is very careful when appearing in front of

people on a daily basis to control her emotional expressions, to conform with societal

people on a daily basis to control her emotional expressions, to conform with societal

norms and so avoid being stigmatized by people who think people with disabilities are

norms and so avoid being stigmatized by people who think people with disabilities are

similar to those with learning disabilities or a mental disorder.

similar to those with learning disabilities or a mental disorder.

I found out during my research in the Blind society, that its social hierarchy is

I found out during my research in the Blind society, that its social hierarchy is

not only divided based on occupation or the level of blindness, as mentioned

not only divided based on occupation or the level of blindness, as mentioned

previously, but also based on the ability to show emotional expressions to others, a

previously, but also based on the ability to show emotional expressions to others, a

finding supported by Aunt Boon. Blind singers who have completed their studies at

finding supported by Aunt Boon. Blind singers who have completed their studies at

the School for Blind Children or the Skills Development Center for the Blind, where

the School for Blind Children or the Skills Development Center for the Blind, where

they study social manners and learn how to use their bodies to show emotions, tend to

they study social manners and learn how to use their bodies to show emotions, tend to

look down upon blind singers who cannot express these mannerisms in order to

look down upon blind singers who cannot express these mannerisms in order to

conform with wider society. Moreover, blind singers whose behaviors deviate from

conform with wider society. Moreover, blind singers whose behaviors deviate from

social norms are often referred to as mentally impaired blind people; they are placed

social norms are often referred to as mentally impaired blind people; they are placed

in the same basket as alcoholics, addicts and those who are suffering from post-

in the same basket as alcoholics, addicts and those who are suffering from post-

traumatic stress disorders. Such blind people are not only stigmatized by sighted

traumatic stress disorders. Such blind people are not only stigmatized by sighted

people, but are also isolated by blind people in general.

people, but are also isolated by blind people in general.

The aesthetic of existence and the ethical dilemma

The aesthetic of existence and the ethical dilemma

Jarrett Zigon proposes that “morality and ethics cannot be considered as a total and

Jarrett Zigon proposes that “morality and ethics cannot be considered as a total and

unified concept, but rather can only be found in the social world as assemblages of

unified concept, but rather can only be found in the social world as assemblages of

various parts of what counts as morality in a particular situation” (Zigon 2014: 26). I

various parts of what counts as morality in a particular situation” (Zigon 2014: 26). I

agree with moral anthropologists that within a conflict situation, what one encounters

agree with moral anthropologists that within a conflict situation, what one encounters

will push the morality of choice and freedom to the foreground (Robbins 2007: 311;

will push the morality of choice and freedom to the foreground (Robbins 2007: 311;

Mattingly 2012; Fassin 2008b; Kleinman 2006) and within moral breakdown

Mattingly 2012; Fassin 2008b; Kleinman 2006) and within moral breakdown
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circumstances one’s ethics, heightened self-reflexivity and self-transformation are

circumstances one’s ethics, heightened self-reflexivity and self-transformation are

formed, based on the moral breakdown experience (see Throop 2012: 158; Zigon

formed, based on the moral breakdown experience (see Throop 2012: 158; Zigon

2014; Zigon and Throop 2014).

2014; Zigon and Throop 2014).

Moreover, what I want to explain in more detail is that the ethics the blind

Moreover, what I want to explain in more detail is that the ethics the blind

singers develop as a result of their moral experiences are based on two key principles.

singers develop as a result of their moral experiences are based on two key principles.

The first is how to practice being an ethical subject while balancing their ambiguous

The first is how to practice being an ethical subject while balancing their ambiguous

self based on two contrasting types of ontology: the ambiguous self while situated as a

self based on two contrasting types of ontology: the ambiguous self while situated as a

pitiful disabled person (i.e. the image of the beggar) and the strong disabled person

pitiful disabled person (i.e. the image of the beggar) and the strong disabled person

who does not give in to fate. The second principle is cultivating an emotional response

who does not give in to fate. The second principle is cultivating an emotional response

in others that corresponds to the moral sentiment and social values blind singers align

in others that corresponds to the moral sentiment and social values blind singers align

with (thus avoiding being stigmatized within the blind community).

with (thus avoiding being stigmatized within the blind community).

Furthermore, the ethics the blind singers employ not only relate to their bodily

Furthermore, the ethics the blind singers employ not only relate to their bodily

practices and emotional expressions, those used in order to gain the recognition of

practices and emotional expressions, those used in order to gain the recognition of

others in the public sphere, but also to the items they carry around with them every

others in the public sphere, but also to the items they carry around with them every

day, such as a microphone, loudspeaker and donation box. Indeed, the blind singers’

day, such as a microphone, loudspeaker and donation box. Indeed, the blind singers’

ethical actions are related closely to cultural meanings reflected in the items they

ethical actions are related closely to cultural meanings reflected in the items they

possess. In other words, to become an ethical subject from the others’ point of view,

possess. In other words, to become an ethical subject from the others’ point of view,

blind singers not only have to learn to showcase their bodily practices and emotional

blind singers not only have to learn to showcase their bodily practices and emotional

expressions in front of both sighted and blind people in the community, but also learn

expressions in front of both sighted and blind people in the community, but also learn

to identify the symbolic significance of cultural items they carry in their possession

to identify the symbolic significance of cultural items they carry in their possession

(those that separate them from beggars) and present a new identity, as persons no

(those that separate them from beggars) and present a new identity, as persons no

longer under the control of the ve-tha-na rhetoric and the karma theory of Theravada

longer under the control of the ve-tha-na rhetoric and the karma theory of Theravada

Buddhism.

Buddhism.

Moreover, I would like to emphasize that the ethical actions of blind singers

Moreover, I would like to emphasize that the ethical actions of blind singers

are not necessarily the result of their decision-making process when choosing the

are not necessarily the result of their decision-making process when choosing the

appropriate

appropriate

ethics

based

on

dichotomy

choice

between

good/bad

and

ethics

based

on

dichotomy

choice

between

good/bad

and

dignity/indignity. Rather, the objective of each ethical action chosen by the blind

dignity/indignity. Rather, the objective of each ethical action chosen by the blind

singers is to survive and avoid conflict situations. I agree with Alain Badiou, who says

singers is to survive and avoid conflict situations. I agree with Alain Badiou, who says

that the characteristic of each ethical moment employed by an individual, more likely

that the characteristic of each ethical moment employed by an individual, more likely

aims to “keep going” rather than to do “good” or be “good” (Badiou 2001: 52).

aims to “keep going” rather than to do “good” or be “good” (Badiou 2001: 52).

Furthermore, in the case of the blind singers, their ethical mode does not fall within

Furthermore, in the case of the blind singers, their ethical mode does not fall within

the modes applied to opposites (such as street singers/beggars or being strong/weak),

the modes applied to opposites (such as street singers/beggars or being strong/weak),

but instead learning to cultivate a balance between their ambiguous two selves.

but instead learning to cultivate a balance between their ambiguous two selves.
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Indeed, the ethics applied by the blind singers involve learning to cultivate and

Indeed, the ethics applied by the blind singers involve learning to cultivate and

present themselves as blind singers and beggars, and as strong and weak persons with

present themselves as blind singers and beggars, and as strong and weak persons with

disabilities at the same time, i.e. not choosing one over the other.

disabilities at the same time, i.e. not choosing one over the other.

I would like to assert that the ethics applied by blind singers seeking to

I would like to assert that the ethics applied by blind singers seeking to

transform themselves and present themselves as moral subjects to others, is central to

transform themselves and present themselves as moral subjects to others, is central to

the maintenance of their ethical dilemma. Ultimately, existing as blind singer on the

the maintenance of their ethical dilemma. Ultimately, existing as blind singer on the

margins of society, they have to maintain this ethical dilemma in order to negotiate

margins of society, they have to maintain this ethical dilemma in order to negotiate

the risks and uncertainties they face, rather than choosing one mode of ethics over

the risks and uncertainties they face, rather than choosing one mode of ethics over

another.

another.

As stated earlier, the greatest influences on the daily ethical practices of the

As stated earlier, the greatest influences on the daily ethical practices of the

blind singers are (i) seeking to be moral subjects and achieving the recognition of

blind singers are (i) seeking to be moral subjects and achieving the recognition of

others or what Foucault calls “the aesthetic of existence” (Foucault 1996), and (ii) the

others or what Foucault calls “the aesthetic of existence” (Foucault 1996), and (ii) the

need to recreate their aesthetic body appreciations in public under the gaze of the

need to recreate their aesthetic body appreciations in public under the gaze of the

scopic regime, the aesthetics of oppression. They try to seek out a unique ethic,

scopic regime, the aesthetics of oppression. They try to seek out a unique ethic,

different from that of a beggar. However, the cases of Aunt Boon and another female

different from that of a beggar. However, the cases of Aunt Boon and another female

blind singer show that blind singers’ ethical actions are complex and ambiguous. On

blind singer show that blind singers’ ethical actions are complex and ambiguous. On

the one hand, they have to learn about sentiment and bodily cultivation as a self-

the one hand, they have to learn about sentiment and bodily cultivation as a self-

transformation process, in order to become ethical subjects, while on the other, they

transformation process, in order to become ethical subjects, while on the other, they

also have to learn to balance their ambiguous self between passive objects, helpless

also have to learn to balance their ambiguous self between passive objects, helpless

people, active subjects, and freelance artists when interacting with other people, or in

people, active subjects, and freelance artists when interacting with other people, or in

Michel Foucault’s words (1990: 28) forming an “aesthetics” or “practices of the self”.

Michel Foucault’s words (1990: 28) forming an “aesthetics” or “practices of the self”.

What Foucault calls the “aesthetics of existence”, through sentiment discipline

What Foucault calls the “aesthetics of existence”, through sentiment discipline

and self-regulation in relation to the moral doctrines of Theravada Buddhism and the

and self-regulation in relation to the moral doctrines of Theravada Buddhism and the

neo-liberal political ideology of those forming the imperative morality, that which

neo-liberal political ideology of those forming the imperative morality, that which

blind singers try to avoid in order to be free. Bhensri Naemiratch and Lenore

blind singers try to avoid in order to be free. Bhensri Naemiratch and Lenore

Manderson studied disability in a village in Northeast Thailand, stating that people

Manderson studied disability in a village in Northeast Thailand, stating that people

living with disabilities do not want anyone to feel songsarn (pity) for them, for they

living with disabilities do not want anyone to feel songsarn (pity) for them, for they

perceive songsarn to be similar to somphet (literally, pity); they will feel objectified

perceive songsarn to be similar to somphet (literally, pity); they will feel objectified

as being pitied rather than supported through pity (Naemiratch and Manderson 2009).

as being pitied rather than supported through pity (Naemiratch and Manderson 2009).

I suggest that in the case of blind singers, who have to deal with the uncertainties of

I suggest that in the case of blind singers, who have to deal with the uncertainties of

life in the city, in order to survive they need songsarn as a moral obligation and as an

life in the city, in order to survive they need songsarn as a moral obligation and as an

appeal to the humanitarianism formed by the institutional morality of Theravada

appeal to the humanitarianism formed by the institutional morality of Theravada

Buddhism. Furthermore, one can also see that blind singers deal with many inner

Buddhism. Furthermore, one can also see that blind singers deal with many inner
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conflicts and encounter ethical dilemmas; for example, they are shamed by the scopic

conflicts and encounter ethical dilemmas; for example, they are shamed by the scopic

regime and those with the power of sight, but they have to approach these same

regime and those with the power of sight, but they have to approach these same

people in order to receive payment for their performance; they are hot and exhausted

people in order to receive payment for their performance; they are hot and exhausted

but they have to keep their facial expressions and voices in harmony with the content

but they have to keep their facial expressions and voices in harmony with the content

and the rhythm of the love songs they sing. Ultimately, for blind singers, to survive

and the rhythm of the love songs they sing. Ultimately, for blind singers, to survive

and be moral subjects amid the various conflict situations they face in their social

and be moral subjects amid the various conflict situations they face in their social

lives, they have to balance this ethical dilemma – between being perceived as blind

lives, they have to balance this ethical dilemma – between being perceived as blind

singers or as beggars within the others’ scopic regime.

singers or as beggars within the others’ scopic regime.

Conclusion

Conclusion

In this chapter, I began by describing my complex emotional experiences during the

In this chapter, I began by describing my complex emotional experiences during the

fieldwork: the discomfort, fear and embarrassment I felt when interacting closely with

fieldwork: the discomfort, fear and embarrassment I felt when interacting closely with

the blind singers, as their sighted assistant. I found that these emotional experiences

the blind singers, as their sighted assistant. I found that these emotional experiences

helped me understand the phenomenology of a first-person experience in the case of

helped me understand the phenomenology of a first-person experience in the case of

the blind singers’ ethical actions and their subjectivities, those resulting from the

the blind singers’ ethical actions and their subjectivities, those resulting from the

aesthetic of oppression and the aesthetic discrimination they experience within the

aesthetic of oppression and the aesthetic discrimination they experience within the

other’s “scopic regime”. In addition, my emotional experiences while under the power

other’s “scopic regime”. In addition, my emotional experiences while under the power

of sight of others helped me better understand why blind singers sing while walking

of sight of others helped me better understand why blind singers sing while walking

along rather than sitting down. Singing while sitting, with a donation box placed in

along rather than sitting down. Singing while sitting, with a donation box placed in

front, not only reinforces their image as “passive or helpless objects”, but also

front, not only reinforces their image as “passive or helpless objects”, but also

increases the chance of being arrested for being beggars and/or homeless. Singing

increases the chance of being arrested for being beggars and/or homeless. Singing

while walking is a political strategy they use to avoid encounters with the police and

while walking is a political strategy they use to avoid encounters with the police and

also reflects upon the power of the oppression enforced by the “the scopic regime”.

also reflects upon the power of the oppression enforced by the “the scopic regime”.

Moreover, the mode of ethics employed by the blind singer; developing an

Moreover, the mode of ethics employed by the blind singer; developing an

ambiguous self, is also related to the symbolic significance given to items the blind

ambiguous self, is also related to the symbolic significance given to items the blind

singers carry with them each day. Indeed, within this mode of ethics, the blind singers

singers carry with them each day. Indeed, within this mode of ethics, the blind singers

have learned to both present to and hide from others the symbolic meaning given to

have learned to both present to and hide from others the symbolic meaning given to

items in their possession. In other words, the blind singers’ aesthetics of existence is a

items in their possession. In other words, the blind singers’ aesthetics of existence is a

result of the interaction between the bodily practices, emotional expressions and the

result of the interaction between the bodily practices, emotional expressions and the

cultural meaning of items they choose to reveal to the sight of the others.

cultural meaning of items they choose to reveal to the sight of the others.

Here, I would like to emphasize that the mode of ethics applied by the blind

Here, I would like to emphasize that the mode of ethics applied by the blind

singers based on the performance of their aesthetic bodies is driven by two objectives:

singers based on the performance of their aesthetic bodies is driven by two objectives:

their quest to become moral subjects and the need to recreate their aesthetic bodies so

their quest to become moral subjects and the need to recreate their aesthetic bodies so
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as to be appreciated in public. Ultimately, any examination of the mode of ethics

as to be appreciated in public. Ultimately, any examination of the mode of ethics

employed by the blind singers based on the risks, uncertainties and conflicts they

employed by the blind singers based on the risks, uncertainties and conflicts they

experience reveals the aesthetic body politics they have to deal with in their everyday

experience reveals the aesthetic body politics they have to deal with in their everyday

lives. The politics of aesthetic body is under the influence of interactions between

lives. The politics of aesthetic body is under the influence of interactions between

moral-political ideology in the global and local context, the institutional morality of

moral-political ideology in the global and local context, the institutional morality of

Theravada Buddhism, human rights discourse and the embodiment of exclusion, all of

Theravada Buddhism, human rights discourse and the embodiment of exclusion, all of

which are embedded in the blind singers’ bodies and experiences, and that shape their

which are embedded in the blind singers’ bodies and experiences, and that shape their

moral experiences and mode of ethics.

moral experiences and mode of ethics.
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The Human side of the ethnographer

This book reflects the emotions I felt and experiences I had with the blind singers

This book reflects the emotions I felt and experiences I had with the blind singers

while carrying out my fieldwork: lies, shame, fear, a lack of trust between the blind

while carrying out my fieldwork: lies, shame, fear, a lack of trust between the blind

singers and I, my negative feelings about the blind singers and other people’s negative

singers and I, my negative feelings about the blind singers and other people’s negative

feelings towards me. My real experiences in the field turned out to be inconsistent and

feelings towards me. My real experiences in the field turned out to be inconsistent and

conflicting, and did not conform to the social discourse and conventional narratives

conflicting, and did not conform to the social discourse and conventional narratives

related to these blind singers, as circulated and perceived by wider Thai society. The

related to these blind singers, as circulated and perceived by wider Thai society. The

conventional narrative of blind singers in Thailand is the product of myths, stories and

conventional narrative of blind singers in Thailand is the product of myths, stories and

gossip diffused throughout society. My emotional experiences also, not only made me

gossip diffused throughout society. My emotional experiences also, not only made me

realize the power myself, a sighted researcher and observer, has over the blind

realize the power myself, a sighted researcher and observer, has over the blind

singers, but made me aware of the existence of the aesthetics of oppression and

singers, but made me aware of the existence of the aesthetics of oppression and

aesthetic discrimination in the social lives of the Thai blind singers, also shaped by

aesthetic discrimination in the social lives of the Thai blind singers, also shaped by

the power of sight held by others.

the power of sight held by others.

The accusation that I am a member of the mafia – controlling and seeking to

The accusation that I am a member of the mafia – controlling and seeking to

profit financially from the singers while working as their sighted assistant – revealed

profit financially from the singers while working as their sighted assistant – revealed

the myths regarding blind singers and persons with disabilities in general in Thai

the myths regarding blind singers and persons with disabilities in general in Thai

society. Thai society believes that persons with disabilities are weak and easily

society. Thai society believes that persons with disabilities are weak and easily

deceived, and that they can be taken advantage of financially. I could better appreciate

deceived, and that they can be taken advantage of financially. I could better appreciate

the conflict circumstances of the blind singers’ daily life realities through this

the conflict circumstances of the blind singers’ daily life realities through this

experience. Persons with disabilities in Thailand are an object of charity, as espoused

experience. Persons with disabilities in Thailand are an object of charity, as espoused

by the karma ideology of Theravada Buddhism; therefore, when they reveal

by the karma ideology of Theravada Buddhism; therefore, when they reveal

themselves in public as people who can look after themselves, they stand in direct

themselves in public as people who can look after themselves, they stand in direct

conflict with the rhetoric of ve-tha-na that persons with disabilities should be hidden

conflict with the rhetoric of ve-tha-na that persons with disabilities should be hidden

away in the domestic sphere, at home, and that they should wait for assistance from

away in the domestic sphere, at home, and that they should wait for assistance from

others more able than them.

others more able than them.

This social stereotype is what organizations focused on persons with

This social stereotype is what organizations focused on persons with

disabilities’ issues in Thailand are trying to counter using a social movement based on

disabilities’ issues in Thailand are trying to counter using a social movement based on

the “social model of disability” and the “human rights approach”. However, as I have

the “social model of disability” and the “human rights approach”. However, as I have

shown in this book, this political strategy both reinforces the way persons with

shown in this book, this political strategy both reinforces the way persons with

disabilities are characterized – based on modern Thai bio-politics – and reinforces the

disabilities are characterized – based on modern Thai bio-politics – and reinforces the

historical contingent of exclusion seen in modern Thailand, which the social

historical contingent of exclusion seen in modern Thailand, which the social
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movements would like to deny even exists. I argue that the politics of identity

movements would like to deny even exists. I argue that the politics of identity

strategy, which is based on biological foundationism and the social model, still

strategy, which is based on biological foundationism and the social model, still

reinforces the system of exclusion of persons with disabilities. At the same time,

reinforces the system of exclusion of persons with disabilities. At the same time,

while the social movement based on human rights discourse may have brought

while the social movement based on human rights discourse may have brought

citizenship in law to persons with disabilities, it also has had unintended

citizenship in law to persons with disabilities, it also has had unintended

consequences. While transforming itself into the dominant moral imperative and

consequences. While transforming itself into the dominant moral imperative and

singular ethic, the human rights discourse also created specific definitions for

singular ethic, the human rights discourse also created specific definitions for

identifying people with disabilities that conform to the image of a “good” blind

identifying people with disabilities that conform to the image of a “good” blind

person and those who do not.

person and those who do not.

In addition, seeing blind people under the power of gaze of “the others” helped

In addition, seeing blind people under the power of gaze of “the others” helped

me understand how they suffer at the hands of the scopic regime and the power,

me understand how they suffer at the hands of the scopic regime and the power,

resulting from modern Thai political ideology and the moral world created by

resulting from modern Thai political ideology and the moral world created by

Theravada Buddhism, that sustains it. In addition, I have revealed the range of

Theravada Buddhism, that sustains it. In addition, I have revealed the range of

possibilities that blind musicians have open to them in order to respond to the power

possibilities that blind musicians have open to them in order to respond to the power

of sight exercised by others, such as singing while walking rather than sitting in the

of sight exercised by others, such as singing while walking rather than sitting in the

same spot for long periods, in order to avoid being gazed at and monitored. The

same spot for long periods, in order to avoid being gazed at and monitored. The

singers also choose to work in familiar locations; where they have strong connections

singers also choose to work in familiar locations; where they have strong connections

that help reduce the power of sight exercised upon them. Furthermore, my emotional

that help reduce the power of sight exercised upon them. Furthermore, my emotional

experiences during the field study affected the way I chose to represent myself in the

experiences during the field study affected the way I chose to represent myself in the

field, to escape from being scrutinized by those with the power of sight, an experience

field, to escape from being scrutinized by those with the power of sight, an experience

not unlike that which the blind singers have to go through on a daily basis. Ultimately,

not unlike that which the blind singers have to go through on a daily basis. Ultimately,

the complex emotions I experienced during my fieldwork helped me understand the

the complex emotions I experienced during my fieldwork helped me understand the

blind singers’ moral struggles and ethical dilemmas within their conflict

blind singers’ moral struggles and ethical dilemmas within their conflict

circumstances as well as the ethical practices they have available to deal with this

circumstances as well as the ethical practices they have available to deal with this

situation. For example, they have to balance the projected image of a blind singer or

situation. For example, they have to balance the projected image of a blind singer or

freelance artist with that of a beggar – being independent versus being dependent.

freelance artist with that of a beggar – being independent versus being dependent.

In this book, I have argued that critical ethnography at the margins of life

In this book, I have argued that critical ethnography at the margins of life

represents a dialectic between the emotions, moralities and ethics of the researcher

represents a dialectic between the emotions, moralities and ethics of the researcher

and those of his or her subject. While studying the moral lives of people who

and those of his or her subject. While studying the moral lives of people who

experience conflict situations and ethical dilemmas on a daily basis, the ethnographer

experience conflict situations and ethical dilemmas on a daily basis, the ethnographer

must move back and forth across the border between human morality and professional

must move back and forth across the border between human morality and professional

ethics. I agree with Jason Throop, who recalls the role that sentiments and sensibilities

ethics. I agree with Jason Throop, who recalls the role that sentiments and sensibilities

play in everyday moral experiences, and in particular in moments of breakdown of

play in everyday moral experiences, and in particular in moments of breakdown of
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morality (Throop 2012: 158). I propose that any human emotions and sentiments, or

morality (Throop 2012: 158). I propose that any human emotions and sentiments, or

ethical questions that emerge during fieldwork, are linked to the human side of doing

ethical questions that emerge during fieldwork, are linked to the human side of doing

anthropological research. They are not negative elements but rather should be treated

anthropological research. They are not negative elements but rather should be treated

as research tools and a medium for the researcher to explore his or her

as research tools and a medium for the researcher to explore his or her

intersubjectivity, in order to gain deeper insights into the moral experiences of the

intersubjectivity, in order to gain deeper insights into the moral experiences of the

research subject. Furthermore, I contend that ethnographers of morality and ethics

research subject. Furthermore, I contend that ethnographers of morality and ethics

should criticize the various forms of moral reasons and ethical obligations that

should criticize the various forms of moral reasons and ethical obligations that

dominate people’s moral lives, through cultural critiques and questions posed to

dominate people’s moral lives, through cultural critiques and questions posed to

mainstream moral-political doctrines. As those become universal the imperative

mainstream moral-political doctrines. As those become universal the imperative

morality and singular ethical standards used to regulate, control and manage humans

morality and singular ethical standards used to regulate, control and manage humans

being. It also search for the range of possible situations in which people seek to be

being. It also search for the range of possible situations in which people seek to be

moral subjects, be creative and seek freedom within their conflict circumstances.

moral subjects, be creative and seek freedom within their conflict circumstances.

Ontological questions on body and freedom

Ontological questions on body and freedom

This book takes up “the body turn”, as found in critical disability studies and

This book takes up “the body turn”, as found in critical disability studies and

influenced by Michel Foucault’s post-structuralism as well as Maurice Merleau-

influenced by Michel Foucault’s post-structuralism as well as Maurice Merleau-

Ponty’s phenomenology. These two schools of thought share the same emphasis on

Ponty’s phenomenology. These two schools of thought share the same emphasis on

ontological questions regarding the body, placing the body at the center of discussion,

ontological questions regarding the body, placing the body at the center of discussion,

as well as attempting to move towards post-Cartesian theoretical perspectives, with a

as well as attempting to move towards post-Cartesian theoretical perspectives, with a

focus on anti-dualistic perspectives. Foucault’s problematization of the body reveals

focus on anti-dualistic perspectives. Foucault’s problematization of the body reveals

that there is no pure or natural body. In this case, As such, the blind singers’ impaired

that there is no pure or natural body. In this case, As such, the blind singers’ impaired

bodies are not naturalistic and have, in essentialist terms, a pre-social and ahistorical

bodies are not naturalistic and have, in essentialist terms, a pre-social and ahistorical

existence, which is free from the bio-politics of modern Thailand and lies out outside

existence, which is free from the bio-politics of modern Thailand and lies out outside

of Thai moral discourse (Thomas 1999; Tremain 2002). Furthermore, the impaired

of Thai moral discourse (Thomas 1999; Tremain 2002). Furthermore, the impaired

bodies of the blind singers are the product of both certain politics of pity and a

bodies of the blind singers are the product of both certain politics of pity and a

biological discourse constituted by the modern Thai state, a product that conforms

biological discourse constituted by the modern Thai state, a product that conforms

perfectly to the institutional moralities of Theravada Buddhism. Through the

perfectly to the institutional moralities of Theravada Buddhism. Through the

influence of Merleau-Ponty’s phenomenology, I focus on blind singers’ impaired

influence of Merleau-Ponty’s phenomenology, I focus on blind singers’ impaired

bodies as the agents of moral experiences and memories. Furthermore, I see the blind

bodies as the agents of moral experiences and memories. Furthermore, I see the blind

singers’ impaired bodies as the source of ethical dilemmas, as a locus of bodily

singers’ impaired bodies as the source of ethical dilemmas, as a locus of bodily

practices to be investigated as moral subjects through the re-recognition of others, and

practices to be investigated as moral subjects through the re-recognition of others, and

as bodies searching for their ethics of existence. Here I coin the term “the

as bodies searching for their ethics of existence. Here I coin the term “the

embodiment of exclusion”, as I view the blind singers’ impaired bodies not only as

embodiment of exclusion”, as I view the blind singers’ impaired bodies not only as
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sites of exclusion, as inscribed and transcribed by the long-term embodiment of

sites of exclusion, as inscribed and transcribed by the long-term embodiment of

history (in turn shaping the blind singers’ everyday bodily practices and sentiments),

history (in turn shaping the blind singers’ everyday bodily practices and sentiments),

but also see blind singers as social agents, those who live in and struggle with the

but also see blind singers as social agents, those who live in and struggle with the

world of exclusions they endure in their daily reality.

world of exclusions they endure in their daily reality.

I relied on moral anthropological theory to gain a broader insight into

I relied on moral anthropological theory to gain a broader insight into

Buddhist ethical theories of karma, which in Thailand govern and manage the blind

Buddhist ethical theories of karma, which in Thailand govern and manage the blind

singers’ moral world in general and their ethical subjectivity in particular. Moral

singers’ moral world in general and their ethical subjectivity in particular. Moral

anthropology not only helped me examine the social worlds of blind singers as

anthropology not only helped me examine the social worlds of blind singers as

assemblages of a variety of moralities and ethics in particular situations, but also

assemblages of a variety of moralities and ethics in particular situations, but also

revealed the global moral-political doctrines that transformed into the local of singular

revealed the global moral-political doctrines that transformed into the local of singular

and imperative morality in developing countries today. These global, moral-political

and imperative morality in developing countries today. These global, moral-political

ideologies are mixed with local moral doctrines and political ideologies, becoming the

ideologies are mixed with local moral doctrines and political ideologies, becoming the

moral-political apparatus used in the local context to evaluate specific values and

moral-political apparatus used in the local context to evaluate specific values and

meanings. These ideologies also create ethical obligations that allow the various

meanings. These ideologies also create ethical obligations that allow the various

forms of power to evaluate and assess the lives of persons with disabilities – or what

forms of power to evaluate and assess the lives of persons with disabilities – or what

Didier Fassin calls “the politics of life” (Fassin 2007; 2009). I focused here on the

Didier Fassin calls “the politics of life” (Fassin 2007; 2009). I focused here on the

freedom that blind singers have through various forms of morality, in ethical moments

freedom that blind singers have through various forms of morality, in ethical moments

and using aesthetic bodily expressions, within the complex power relations

and using aesthetic bodily expressions, within the complex power relations

framework that exists between the blind singers and others and their scopic regime.

framework that exists between the blind singers and others and their scopic regime.

For Michel Foucault, “freedom is the ontological condition of ethic. But ethics is the

For Michel Foucault, “freedom is the ontological condition of ethic. But ethics is the

form that freedom takes when it is informed by reflection” (Foucault 1996: 435).

form that freedom takes when it is informed by reflection” (Foucault 1996: 435).

Indeed, the blind singers quest for freedom in their moral experiences and conflict-

Indeed, the blind singers quest for freedom in their moral experiences and conflict-

laden lives represents an attempt to constitute themselves as aesthetic moral subjects.

laden lives represents an attempt to constitute themselves as aesthetic moral subjects.

As described in the last chapter, the use of creativity by the blind singers, in order to

As described in the last chapter, the use of creativity by the blind singers, in order to

become moral subjects and secure freedom within their ethical existence, poses a

become moral subjects and secure freedom within their ethical existence, poses a

dilemma: they have to learn how to cultivate virtue – i.e. to become moral subjects –

dilemma: they have to learn how to cultivate virtue – i.e. to become moral subjects –

by balancing their ambiguous self between working, being autonomous and having

by balancing their ambiguous self between working, being autonomous and having

agency on the basis of neo-liberalist moral political ideology, and being a person with

agency on the basis of neo-liberalist moral political ideology, and being a person with

disabilities who should be pitied and seek help according to the Buddhist moral

disabilities who should be pitied and seek help according to the Buddhist moral

rhetoric of ve-tha-na. Ultimately, for the blind singers to become free moral subjects

rhetoric of ve-tha-na. Ultimately, for the blind singers to become free moral subjects

amid the various conflict situations they face during their social lives, they have to

amid the various conflict situations they face during their social lives, they have to

maintain this dilemma of ethical practices: presenting themselves simultaneously as

maintain this dilemma of ethical practices: presenting themselves simultaneously as

freelance blind singers and as beggars within the others’ scopic regime.

freelance blind singers and as beggars within the others’ scopic regime.
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What constitutes blind singers’ moral world, their ethics and self-conception

What constitutes blind singers’ moral world, their ethics and self-conception

as aesthetic subjects under their distinctive sensory modes of perception? How such

as aesthetic subjects under their distinctive sensory modes of perception? How such

moral experiences are aggravated by the prevailing uncertainties and risks? To what

moral experiences are aggravated by the prevailing uncertainties and risks? To what

extent persons with disabilities’ moral experiences are shaped by, on the one hand,

extent persons with disabilities’ moral experiences are shaped by, on the one hand,

various assemblages of moralities in Thailand and, on the other, the use of bio-politics

various assemblages of moralities in Thailand and, on the other, the use of bio-politics

in modern Thailand? How the principal moralities specific to the Thai cultural

in modern Thailand? How the principal moralities specific to the Thai cultural

contexts promote the cultivation of moral sentiment and self-governance among the

contexts promote the cultivation of moral sentiment and self-governance among the

blind singers?. These are the main questions that gave rise to this anthropological

blind singers?. These are the main questions that gave rise to this anthropological

research on the blind singers’ moral experiences and ethical moments: those that

research on the blind singers’ moral experiences and ethical moments: those that

emerge as part of the politics of pity, with PWSD singers surviving at the margins of

emerge as part of the politics of pity, with PWSD singers surviving at the margins of

society, due to cultural prejudices, sensory hegemony and the regime of the aesthetic

society, due to cultural prejudices, sensory hegemony and the regime of the aesthetic

body.

body.
The fieldwork was ethnographic in character. It was carried out mainly in

The fieldwork was ethnographic in character. It was carried out mainly in

Bangkok, Thailand, from September 2010 to November 2011. During the fieldwork, I

Bangkok, Thailand, from September 2010 to November 2011. During the fieldwork, I

worked with the blind singers and groups of blind musicians as sighted assistance. I

worked with the blind singers and groups of blind musicians as sighted assistance. I

followed the everyday lives of these blind people and observed their work activities as

followed the everyday lives of these blind people and observed their work activities as

well as the social interactions between them and both blind and sighted people.

well as the social interactions between them and both blind and sighted people.

Participant observation enables insights into the world and social experience through

Participant observation enables insights into the world and social experience through

distinctive sensory perception modes that cannot be gained through interviews alone.

distinctive sensory perception modes that cannot be gained through interviews alone.

Although the research location in this study is confined to metropolitan Bangkok, no

Although the research location in this study is confined to metropolitan Bangkok, no

specific boundaries were used, due to the high levels of mobility among the blind

specific boundaries were used, due to the high levels of mobility among the blind

musicians in terms of their workplaces. In addition, I interviewed key informants of

musicians in terms of their workplaces. In addition, I interviewed key informants of

governmental organization and non-profit organization about the development of

governmental organization and non-profit organization about the development of

conceptual basis, strategic and operational functions of those organizations for blind.

conceptual basis, strategic and operational functions of those organizations for blind.

In this book, I do not focus on the aesthetic body as a thing of beauty, but

In this book, I do not focus on the aesthetic body as a thing of beauty, but

rather start from the philosophical foundation of thought regarding the body: (1) the

rather start from the philosophical foundation of thought regarding the body: (1) the

body existing inside of a discourse; (2) the body not simply as a physical object or

body existing inside of a discourse; (2) the body not simply as a physical object or

physiological state, but as an existential ground of experience; (3) the body as a locus

physiological state, but as an existential ground of experience; (3) the body as a locus

of gazes and a site of power relations; and (4) the body as uncertain, fragile and

of gazes and a site of power relations; and (4) the body as uncertain, fragile and

vulnerable.

vulnerable.

I applied the “ethnography of physicality” to describe the vitality of the

I applied the “ethnography of physicality” to describe the vitality of the

impaired bodily practices of the blind musicians, based on the conflict they encounter

impaired bodily practices of the blind musicians, based on the conflict they encounter
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and taking into account their moral experiences and ethics. The ethnography of

and taking into account their moral experiences and ethics. The ethnography of

physicality shifts from the suffering experienced by people with disabilities as a result

physicality shifts from the suffering experienced by people with disabilities as a result

of social oppression, social exclusion and social segregation, to focus its attention on

of social oppression, social exclusion and social segregation, to focus its attention on

the interactions that take place between assemblages of various moralities and ethics

the interactions that take place between assemblages of various moralities and ethics

within particular conflict situations, and also the uncertainties the blind singers face

within particular conflict situations, and also the uncertainties the blind singers face

within their life circumstances. Therefore, during the field study both expression of

within their life circumstances. Therefore, during the field study both expression of

emotion by key informants and my own emotional experiences as a research are not

emotion by key informants and my own emotional experiences as a research are not

regarded as bias in the research study. Rather, in this book I revealed that within the

regarded as bias in the research study. Rather, in this book I revealed that within the

study of cultivated, ethical lives, researchers always move backwards and forwards

study of cultivated, ethical lives, researchers always move backwards and forwards

across the border between human sentimentality and professional ethics. Moreover,

across the border between human sentimentality and professional ethics. Moreover,

any emotion and sentiment emerge during fieldwork should not be viewed negatively,

any emotion and sentiment emerge during fieldwork should not be viewed negatively,

and should be used as a research tool instead.

and should be used as a research tool instead.

As described in chapter 2, indeterminate uncertainties and risks that surround

As described in chapter 2, indeterminate uncertainties and risks that surround

the Thai blind singers’ lives are embedded in the blind singers’ social memories, and

the Thai blind singers’ lives are embedded in the blind singers’ social memories, and

shape dynamically their social experiences – not only their learning experiences in

shape dynamically their social experiences – not only their learning experiences in

terms of negotiating with the various power dynamics that exercise control over the

terms of negotiating with the various power dynamics that exercise control over the

blind singers, as created by the unequal power relationships between the blind singers

blind singers, as created by the unequal power relationships between the blind singers

and others, but also how they maneuver the range of possibilities open to them to

and others, but also how they maneuver the range of possibilities open to them to

express their moral selves to gain the recognition of others and to find a way to be

express their moral selves to gain the recognition of others and to find a way to be

moral subjects within the uncertain life circumstances they face.

moral subjects within the uncertain life circumstances they face.

I coined the term “the embodiment of exclusion” to emphasize that blind

I coined the term “the embodiment of exclusion” to emphasize that blind

singers’ bodied experiences and their responses to moral-political activity, are part of

singers’ bodied experiences and their responses to moral-political activity, are part of

a historical contingent domain of embodiment. As described in chapter 3, Sak afraid

a historical contingent domain of embodiment. As described in chapter 3, Sak afraid

of me and suspicious I may have been a policeman or a welfare official who could

of me and suspicious I may have been a policeman or a welfare official who could

arrest him at any time and send him to a government-run shelter. It was the result of

arrest him at any time and send him to a government-run shelter. It was the result of

the embodiment of exclusion, as part of a historical process and as a form of bio-

the embodiment of exclusion, as part of a historical process and as a form of bio-

politics used to control, categorize and regulate persons with disabilities in modern

politics used to control, categorize and regulate persons with disabilities in modern

Thailand. This system of exclusion used against persons with disabilities is the result

Thailand. This system of exclusion used against persons with disabilities is the result

of a history in Thailand which includes the Beggar Control Act of 1941, which placed

of a history in Thailand which includes the Beggar Control Act of 1941, which placed

persons with disabilities in the same category as the homeless, beggars and prostitutes

persons with disabilities in the same category as the homeless, beggars and prostitutes

in the city, all of whom could be arrested by policemen anywhere and at any time, and

in the city, all of whom could be arrested by policemen anywhere and at any time, and

also includes the institutional moral doctrine arising from Theravada Buddhism,

also includes the institutional moral doctrine arising from Theravada Buddhism,

which characterizes those with disabilities as “pitiful objects” based on a rhetoric of

which characterizes those with disabilities as “pitiful objects” based on a rhetoric of
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ve-tha-na, those merely waiting for assistance in the name of compassion. As a result

ve-tha-na, those merely waiting for assistance in the name of compassion. As a result

of this mixed form of power mechanism, people with disabilities in modern Thailand

of this mixed form of power mechanism, people with disabilities in modern Thailand

are seen as ambiguous citizens – neither fully-fledged citizens who deserve rights and

are seen as ambiguous citizens – neither fully-fledged citizens who deserve rights and

recognition nor non-citizens to whom the Thai government can only provide

recognition nor non-citizens to whom the Thai government can only provide

humanitarian assistance.

humanitarian assistance.

In this book I revealed the unintended consequences of the rights paradigm as

In this book I revealed the unintended consequences of the rights paradigm as

it is applied to people with disabilities in order to enhance their human dignity. As

it is applied to people with disabilities in order to enhance their human dignity. As

described in chapter 4, the social movement in Thailand based on the social model of

described in chapter 4, the social movement in Thailand based on the social model of

disability approach and the rights paradigm being deployed by social activists to

disability approach and the rights paradigm being deployed by social activists to

create a new moral language and a new political apparatus which guarantees the rights

create a new moral language and a new political apparatus which guarantees the rights

and human dignities of people with disabilities. As a result, the human rights

and human dignities of people with disabilities. As a result, the human rights

discourse and social model principle have transformed to become the dominant moral

discourse and social model principle have transformed to become the dominant moral

imperative and singular moral standard. These new moral language and moral

imperative and singular moral standard. These new moral language and moral

standard exclude some groups of blind musicians who work at street side and their

standard exclude some groups of blind musicians who work at street side and their

social image seeming like beggar.

social image seeming like beggar.

In chapter 5, I use Chid’s narrative of life history and the narative of his blind

In chapter 5, I use Chid’s narrative of life history and the narative of his blind

band to reveal the moral doctrines in the specific social, political and cultural context

band to reveal the moral doctrines in the specific social, political and cultural context

of modern Thailand and the ve-tha-na rhetoric that shape the world of persons with

of modern Thailand and the ve-tha-na rhetoric that shape the world of persons with

disabilities. I used the anthropology of morality theory to examine the politics of pity

disabilities. I used the anthropology of morality theory to examine the politics of pity

and the politics of life of blind musicians who perform their shows on streets and

and the politics of life of blind musicians who perform their shows on streets and

markets. I explored the politics of pity as it is applied in Thailand, uncovering it as a

markets. I explored the politics of pity as it is applied in Thailand, uncovering it as a

fusion of three main moralities: the institutional morality of Theravada Buddhism, the

fusion of three main moralities: the institutional morality of Theravada Buddhism, the

moral discourse of human dignity, and the Thai government’s bio-politics. People

moral discourse of human dignity, and the Thai government’s bio-politics. People

with disabilities in Thailand are pushed into the operational arenas of powers that

with disabilities in Thailand are pushed into the operational arenas of powers that

have the right to regulate their body in the name of humanitarianism and moral

have the right to regulate their body in the name of humanitarianism and moral

reasoning.

reasoning.

The story of Chid and his friends showed that the blind singers need to create

The story of Chid and his friends showed that the blind singers need to create

perceptions among others of their aesthetic bodies. In response, the singers adapt their

perceptions among others of their aesthetic bodies. In response, the singers adapt their

dress to distinguish themselves from beggars and seek to alter the cultural and

dress to distinguish themselves from beggars and seek to alter the cultural and

symbolic significance of the items they use (e.g. by not using the donation box while

symbolic significance of the items they use (e.g. by not using the donation box while

performing). In this sense, being in the blind singers’ world as a moral subject was

performing). In this sense, being in the blind singers’ world as a moral subject was

related to the social relationships that exist between the blind singers and others as

related to the social relationships that exist between the blind singers and others as

well as the blind singers and the materials they utilized within their social lives.

well as the blind singers and the materials they utilized within their social lives.
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This research argues that to become free moral subjects amid the various

This research argues that to become free moral subjects amid the various

conflict situations the blind singers face during their social lives, they have to

conflict situations the blind singers face during their social lives, they have to

maintain the dilemma of ethical practices: presenting themselves simultaneously as

maintain the dilemma of ethical practices: presenting themselves simultaneously as

freelance blind singers and as beggars within the others’ scopic regime. As described

freelance blind singers and as beggars within the others’ scopic regime. As described

in chapter 6, the use of creativity by the blind singers, in order to become moral

in chapter 6, the use of creativity by the blind singers, in order to become moral

subjects and secure freedom within their ethical existence, poses a dilemma: they

subjects and secure freedom within their ethical existence, poses a dilemma: they

have to learn how to cultivate virtue – i.e. to become moral subjects – by balancing

have to learn how to cultivate virtue – i.e. to become moral subjects – by balancing

their ambiguous self between working, being autonomous and having agency on the

their ambiguous self between working, being autonomous and having agency on the

basis of neo-liberalist moral political ideology, and being a person with disabilities

basis of neo-liberalist moral political ideology, and being a person with disabilities

who should be pitied and seek help according to the Buddhist moral rhetoric of ve-

who should be pitied and seek help according to the Buddhist moral rhetoric of ve-

tha-na.

tha-na.
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Wat vormt de morele wereld, ethiek, en het zelfbeeld als esthetische subjecten

Wat vormt de morele wereld, ethiek, en het zelfbeeld als esthetische subjecten

onder kenmerkende zintuiglijke modes van perceptie van blinde zangers? Hoe worden

onder kenmerkende zintuiglijke modes van perceptie van blinde zangers? Hoe worden

zulke morele ervaringen verzwaard door heersende onzekerheden en risico’s? In

zulke morele ervaringen verzwaard door heersende onzekerheden en risico’s? In

hoeverre worden morele ervaringen van mensen met een beperking gevormd door aan

hoeverre worden morele ervaringen van mensen met een beperking gevormd door aan

de ene kant een verscheidenheid aan moraliteit, en aan de andere kant het gebruik van

de ene kant een verscheidenheid aan moraliteit, en aan de andere kant het gebruik van

biopolitiek in het hedendaagse Thailand? Hoe promoot het grondbeginsel moraliteit,

biopolitiek in het hedendaagse Thailand? Hoe promoot het grondbeginsel moraliteit,

dat specifiek van toepassing is op de Thaise culturele context, de cultivatie van moreel

dat specifiek van toepassing is op de Thaise culturele context, de cultivatie van moreel

sentiment en zelfbestuur onder blinde zangers?

sentiment en zelfbestuur onder blinde zangers?

Dit antropologisch onderzoek is tot stand gekomen op basis van deze

Dit antropologisch onderzoek is tot stand gekomen op basis van deze

hoofdvragen over de morele ervaringen en ethische momenten van blinde zangers: zij

hoofdvragen over de morele ervaringen en ethische momenten van blinde zangers: zij

die voordoen als onderdeel van de politiek van medelijden, bij PWSD zangers die

die voordoen als onderdeel van de politiek van medelijden, bij PWSD zangers die

overleven aan de rand van de samenleving, door culturele vooroordelen, zintuigelijke

overleven aan de rand van de samenleving, door culturele vooroordelen, zintuigelijke

hegemonie en het regime van esthetische lichamen.

hegemonie en het regime van esthetische lichamen.

Etnografisch veldwerk vond voornamelijk plaats in Bangkok, van September

Etnografisch veldwerk vond voornamelijk plaats in Bangkok, van September

2010 tot November 2011. Ik heb tijdens deze veldwerkperiode gewerkt met blinde

2010 tot November 2011. Ik heb tijdens deze veldwerkperiode gewerkt met blinde

zangers en groepen blinde muzikanten als blindenbegeleider. Hierbij volgde ik hun

zangers en groepen blinde muzikanten als blindenbegeleider. Hierbij volgde ik hun

dagelijks leven waarbij ik zowel hun werkzaamheden, als de sociale interacties tussen

dagelijks leven waarbij ik zowel hun werkzaamheden, als de sociale interacties tussen

hen en andere blinde en ziende mensen op de voet heb gevolgd. Participerende

hen en andere blinde en ziende mensen op de voet heb gevolgd. Participerende

observaties hebben mij inzichten gegeven in hun leefwereld en sociale ervaringen

observaties hebben mij inzichten gegeven in hun leefwereld en sociale ervaringen

door specifieke zintuiglijke waarnemingen

door specifieke zintuiglijke waarnemingen

welke niet vergaard zouden kunnen

worden door interviews alleen.

welke niet vergaard zouden kunnen

worden door interviews alleen.

Ondanks het feit dat het onderzoek plaats heeft gevonden in stedelijk

Ondanks het feit dat het onderzoek plaats heeft gevonden in stedelijk

Bangkok, werden er geen specifieke kaders gesteld, door de hoge mate van mobiliteit

Bangkok, werden er geen specifieke kaders gesteld, door de hoge mate van mobiliteit

die de blinde muzikanten hadden met betrekking tot hun werkplekken. Ook heb ik

die de blinde muzikanten hadden met betrekking tot hun werkplekken. Ook heb ik

interviews gehouden met informanten van overheidsorganisaties en non-profit

interviews gehouden met informanten van overheidsorganisaties en non-profit

organisaties over ontwikkelingen op conceptueel, strategisch en operationeel gebied

organisaties over ontwikkelingen op conceptueel, strategisch en operationeel gebied

van organisaties voor blinde mensen.

van organisaties voor blinde mensen.

In dit boek leg ik niet alleen de focus op het esthetische lichaam met

In dit boek leg ik niet alleen de focus op het esthetische lichaam met

betrekking tot schoonheid, maar vanuit het lichaam als filosofisch gedachtegoed: (1)

betrekking tot schoonheid, maar vanuit het lichaam als filosofisch gedachtegoed: (1)

het lichaam bestaande binnen het discours; (2) het lichaam niet enkel als een

het lichaam bestaande binnen het discours; (2) het lichaam niet enkel als een

lichamelijk object of psychologische staat, maar als een existentiële plaats voor

lichamelijk object of psychologische staat, maar als een existentiële plaats voor
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ervaringen; (3) het lichaam als een locus of staren en een plek van machtsrelaties; en

ervaringen; (3) het lichaam als een locus of staren en een plek van machtsrelaties; en

(4) het lichaam als onzeker, fragiel en kwetsbaar.

(4) het lichaam als onzeker, fragiel en kwetsbaar.

Ik gebruikte lichamelijkheid als etnografisch middel om de vitaliteit van

Ik gebruikte lichamelijkheid als etnografisch middel om de vitaliteit van

beperkte lichamelijke praktijken van blinde muzikanten te beschrijven, gebaseerd op

beperkte lichamelijke praktijken van blinde muzikanten te beschrijven, gebaseerd op

het conflict waar ze tegenaan lopen waarbij ik rekening hield met hun morele

het conflict waar ze tegenaan lopen waarbij ik rekening hield met hun morele

ervaringen en ethiek. Door het lichaam als etnografisch middel te gebruiken

ervaringen en ethiek. Door het lichaam als etnografisch middel te gebruiken

verschuift het leed dat mensen met een beperking ervaren door sociale onderdrukking,

verschuift het leed dat mensen met een beperking ervaren door sociale onderdrukking,

uitsluiting en segregatie, naar een focus die wordt gelegd op de interactie die

uitsluiting en segregatie, naar een focus die wordt gelegd op de interactie die

plaatsvindt tussen een verzameling van verschillende moraliteiten en ethiek binnen

plaatsvindt tussen een verzameling van verschillende moraliteiten en ethiek binnen

een bepaalde conflictsituatie. Daarnaast spelen de onzekerheden waar blinde mensen

een bepaalde conflictsituatie. Daarnaast spelen de onzekerheden waar blinde mensen

tegenaan lopen ook een rol. Daarom wordt het uiten van emotie bij zowel mijn

tegenaan lopen ook een rol. Daarom wordt het uiten van emotie bij zowel mijn

sleutelinformanten als mijzelf tijdens het veldwerk niet gezien als een bias

sleutelinformanten als mijzelf tijdens het veldwerk niet gezien als een bias

vertekening in dit onderzoek. Dit boek heeft laten zien dat binnen een studie van

vertekening in dit onderzoek. Dit boek heeft laten zien dat binnen een studie van

cultiverende, ethische levens, onderzoekers zich altijd heen en weerbewegen tussen en

cultiverende, ethische levens, onderzoekers zich altijd heen en weerbewegen tussen en

over grenzen van menselijke sentimentaliteit en professionele ethiek. Bovendien moet

over grenzen van menselijke sentimentaliteit en professionele ethiek. Bovendien moet

emotie en sentiment tijdens het veldwerk niet gezien worden als iets negatiefs, maar

emotie en sentiment tijdens het veldwerk niet gezien worden als iets negatiefs, maar

dient gebruikt te worden als een onderzoeksinstrument.

dient gebruikt te worden als een onderzoeksinstrument.

Zoals beschreven in hoofdstuk 2 worden Thaise blinde zangers omgeven door

Zoals beschreven in hoofdstuk 2 worden Thaise blinde zangers omgeven door

onbepaalde onzekerheden en risico’s, die vast liggen in hun sociaal geheugen en

onbepaalde onzekerheden en risico’s, die vast liggen in hun sociaal geheugen en

vormen op dynamische wijze hun sociale ervaringen – niet alleen hun leerervaring

vormen op dynamische wijze hun sociale ervaringen – niet alleen hun leerervaring

met betrekking tot het moeten onderhandelen tussen verschillende machtsdynamieken

met betrekking tot het moeten onderhandelen tussen verschillende machtsdynamieken

die controle op ze uitoefenen, als gecreëerd wordende door ongelijke machtsrelaties

die controle op ze uitoefenen, als gecreëerd wordende door ongelijke machtsrelaties

tussen blinde zangers en de ander, maar ook hoe zij tussen voor hun open liggende

tussen blinde zangers en de ander, maar ook hoe zij tussen voor hun open liggende

verschillende mogelijkheden manoeuvreren om hun morele zelf uit te drukken om zo

verschillende mogelijkheden manoeuvreren om hun morele zelf uit te drukken om zo

erkenning van anderen te krijgen en een weg te vinden om morele subjecten te zijn

erkenning van anderen te krijgen en een weg te vinden om morele subjecten te zijn

binnen het onzekere leven dat zij leven.

binnen het onzekere leven dat zij leven.

Ik heb de term “belichaming van uitsluiting” in het leven geroepen om zo te

Ik heb de term “belichaming van uitsluiting” in het leven geroepen om zo te

benadrukken hoe lichamelijke ervaringen van blinde zangers en hoe zij reageren op

benadrukken hoe lichamelijke ervaringen van blinde zangers en hoe zij reageren op

morele-politieke activiteiten, onderdeel zijn van een historische contingent domein

morele-politieke activiteiten, onderdeel zijn van een historische contingent domein

van lichamelijkheid. In hoofdstuk 3 wordt beschreven hoe Sak bang voor mij was en

van lichamelijkheid. In hoofdstuk 3 wordt beschreven hoe Sak bang voor mij was en

mij wantrouwde, omdat ik een politieagent of welzijnsambtenaar zou kunnen zijn,

mij wantrouwde, omdat ik een politieagent of welzijnsambtenaar zou kunnen zijn,

klaar om hem elk moment te arresteren en bij een overheidsopvang te plaatsen. Dit

klaar om hem elk moment te arresteren en bij een overheidsopvang te plaatsen. Dit

was het gevolg van belichaming van uitsluiting, als onderdeel van historische

was het gevolg van belichaming van uitsluiting, als onderdeel van historische
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processen, en als een vorm van biopolitiek die gebruikt werd om controle uit te

processen, en als een vorm van biopolitiek die gebruikt werd om controle uit te

oefenen over mensen met een beperking, en het categoriseren en reguleren van

oefenen over mensen met een beperking, en het categoriseren en reguleren van

mensen met een beperking in hedendaags Thailand. Dit systeem van uitsluiting dat

mensen met een beperking in hedendaags Thailand. Dit systeem van uitsluiting dat

gebruikt wordt tegen mensen met een beperking komt voort uit een geschiedenis in

gebruikt wordt tegen mensen met een beperking komt voort uit een geschiedenis in

Thailand, waaronder de Bedelaars controlewet van 1941 valt. Deze zet mensen met

Thailand, waaronder de Bedelaars controlewet van 1941 valt. Deze zet mensen met

een beperking in dezelfde categorie als daklozen, bedelaars en prostituees in de stad,

een beperking in dezelfde categorie als daklozen, bedelaars en prostituees in de stad,

waardoor ze altijd en overal gearresteerd kunnen worden door de politie. Ook valt

waardoor ze altijd en overal gearresteerd kunnen worden door de politie. Ook valt

hieronder het institutionele morele doctrine die voortkomt uit het Theravada

hieronder het institutionele morele doctrine die voortkomt uit het Theravada

Boeddhisme, welke mensen met een beperking categoriseert als “zielige objecten”, en

Boeddhisme, welke mensen met een beperking categoriseert als “zielige objecten”, en

gebaseerd is op de retoriek van ve-tha-na: zij die slechts wachten op assistentie in

gebaseerd is op de retoriek van ve-tha-na: zij die slechts wachten op assistentie in

naam van compassie. Het gevolg van deze machtsmechanisme is dat mensen met een

naam van compassie. Het gevolg van deze machtsmechanisme is dat mensen met een

beperking in Thailand gezien worden als ambigueze burgers – onvolwaardige burgers

beperking in Thailand gezien worden als ambigueze burgers – onvolwaardige burgers

die rechten en acceptatie verdienen maar ook geen non-burgers aan wie de Thaise

die rechten en acceptatie verdienen maar ook geen non-burgers aan wie de Thaise

overheid louter hulp kan bieden.

overheid louter hulp kan bieden.

In dit boek breng ik de onbedoelde consequenties aan het licht van het

In dit boek breng ik de onbedoelde consequenties aan het licht van het

rechtenparadigma om de menswaardigheid te vergroten voor mensen met een

rechtenparadigma om de menswaardigheid te vergroten voor mensen met een

beperking. Zoals beschreven in hoofdstuk 4 wordt de sociale beweging in Thailand

beperking. Zoals beschreven in hoofdstuk 4 wordt de sociale beweging in Thailand

die is gebaseerd op een benadering van het sociale model van mensen met een

die is gebaseerd op een benadering van het sociale model van mensen met een

beperking, en het rechtenparadigma, gebruikt door activisten om een nieuwe morele

beperking, en het rechtenparadigma, gebruikt door activisten om een nieuwe morele

taal en een nieuw politiek apparaat dat rechten en waardigheid voor mensen met een

taal en een nieuw politiek apparaat dat rechten en waardigheid voor mensen met een

beperking creëert. Dit resulteert in een transformatie van het mensenrechten discourse

beperking creëert. Dit resulteert in een transformatie van het mensenrechten discourse

en sociaal model principe dat het dominante morele gebod en enige morele standaard

en sociaal model principe dat het dominante morele gebod en enige morele standaard

werd. Deze sluiten sommige groepen van blinde straatmuzikanten uit en hun imago

werd. Deze sluiten sommige groepen van blinde straatmuzikanten uit en hun imago

lijkend op dat als bedelaar.

lijkend op dat als bedelaar.

In hoofdstuk 5 gebruik ik Chid’s levensverhaal en het narratief van zijn blinde

In hoofdstuk 5 gebruik ik Chid’s levensverhaal en het narratief van zijn blinde

band om zo de morele doctrines in de specifieke sociale, politieke en culturele context

band om zo de morele doctrines in de specifieke sociale, politieke en culturele context

van hedendaags Thailand, en de ve-tha-na retoriek, welke de belevingswereld van

van hedendaags Thailand, en de ve-tha-na retoriek, welke de belevingswereld van

mensen met een beperking vormgeeft, naar boven te brengen. Hierbij gebruikte ik de

mensen met een beperking vormgeeft, naar boven te brengen. Hierbij gebruikte ik de

theoretische antropologie van moraliteitsbenadering om de politiek van medelijden en

theoretische antropologie van moraliteitsbenadering om de politiek van medelijden en

de politiek van leven van blinde straatmuzikanten te onderzoeken. Ik onderzocht de

de politiek van leven van blinde straatmuzikanten te onderzoeken. Ik onderzocht de

politiek van medelijden toegepast op de Thaise context en ontdekte zo drie algemene

politiek van medelijden toegepast op de Thaise context en ontdekte zo drie algemene

moraliteiten: de institutionele moraliteit van het Theravada Boeddhisme, het morele

moraliteiten: de institutionele moraliteit van het Theravada Boeddhisme, het morele

discourse van menselijke waardigheid, en de Thaise overheid ‘s biopolitiek. Mensen

discourse van menselijke waardigheid, en de Thaise overheid ‘s biopolitiek. Mensen
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met een beperking in Thailand worden in een operationeel machtsarena gedrukt die

met een beperking in Thailand worden in een operationeel machtsarena gedrukt die

het recht heeft hun lichamen te reguleren in naam van het humanisme en om morele

het recht heeft hun lichamen te reguleren in naam van het humanisme en om morele

redeneringen.

redeneringen.

Het verhaal van Chid en zijn vrienden laat zien hoe blinde zangers percepties

Het verhaal van Chid en zijn vrienden laat zien hoe blinde zangers percepties

van anderen moeten creëren van hun esthetische lichamen. Als reactie op, en als

van anderen moeten creëren van hun esthetische lichamen. Als reactie op, en als

aanpassing van, onderscheiden de zangers zich van bedelaars door hun manier van

aanpassing van, onderscheiden de zangers zich van bedelaars door hun manier van

kleden, en het transformeren van culturele en symbolistische significantie van de

kleden, en het transformeren van culturele en symbolistische significantie van de

items die ze gebruiken (bijvoorbeeld het niet gebruiken van een donatie doos wanneer

items die ze gebruiken (bijvoorbeeld het niet gebruiken van een donatie doos wanneer

ze optreden). In deze zin, is het zijn in de wereld als een moreel subject gerelateerd

ze optreden). In deze zin, is het zijn in de wereld als een moreel subject gerelateerd

aan de sociale relatie die bestaat tussen blinde zangers en anderen, maar ook de

aan de sociale relatie die bestaat tussen blinde zangers en anderen, maar ook de

materialen waar zij gebruik maken in hun sociale levens.

materialen waar zij gebruik maken in hun sociale levens.

Dit onderzoek beargumenteert dat om een vrij moreel subject te worden te

Dit onderzoek beargumenteert dat om een vrij moreel subject te worden te

midden van verschillende conflicten waar blinde zangers in hun dagelijks sociale

midden van verschillende conflicten waar blinde zangers in hun dagelijks sociale

leven tegenaan lopen,

leven tegenaan lopen,

zij het dilemma van ethische praktijken in stand moeten

zij het dilemma van ethische praktijken in stand moeten

houden: zichzelf presenteren als freelance blinde zangers en tegelijkertijd als

houden: zichzelf presenteren als freelance blinde zangers en tegelijkertijd als

bedelaars binnen het scopische regime van de ander. Zoals staat beschreven in

bedelaars binnen het scopische regime van de ander. Zoals staat beschreven in

hoofdstuk 6, doet het dilemma zich voor door het gebruik van creativiteit door blinde

hoofdstuk 6, doet het dilemma zich voor door het gebruik van creativiteit door blinde

zangers om zo morele subjecten te worden en hun vrijheid veilig te stellen binnen hun

zangers om zo morele subjecten te worden en hun vrijheid veilig te stellen binnen hun

ethische bestaan: zij moeten leren hoe deugd te cultiveren – bijvoorbeeld door morele

ethische bestaan: zij moeten leren hoe deugd te cultiveren – bijvoorbeeld door morele

subjecten te worden – door een balans te creëren in hun ambigue bestaan tussen

subjecten te worden – door een balans te creëren in hun ambigue bestaan tussen

werken, autonoom zijn en agency te hebben om op basis van neoliberale morele

werken, autonoom zijn en agency te hebben om op basis van neoliberale morele

politieke ideologie, en het zijn van een persoon met een beperking waar men

politieke ideologie, en het zijn van een persoon met een beperking waar men

medelijden mee dient te hebben en die hulp nodig hebben op basis van de

medelijden mee dient te hebben en die hulp nodig hebben op basis van de

Boeddhistische morele ve-tha-na retoriek.

Boeddhistische morele ve-tha-na retoriek.
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